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PREE ACE. 

N the following pages I have attempted to give an 

adequate translation of the first two tractates belonging 

to the Parva Naturalia and I have appended a commentary 

which, I hope, will elucidate the many difficulties occurring 

in the interpretation of the text. 

As regards the text I have been fortunate in having to 

my hand the admirable edition prepared for the Teubner 

series by the late W. Biehl. Before its appearance many of 

the difficulties seemed absolutely hopeless, but now there are 

but few passages where emendation seems to be desirable or, 

at least, where any alteration that can come nearer to the 

wpsissima verba of Aristotle may be successfully devised. 

As my interest in preparing this edition was not mainly 

textual, I have refrained from discussing variant readings at 

great length unless they were of importance in determining 

the actual doctrine of the treatise. My purpose was to give 

a rendering of the Greek which should be accurate and 

should meet the needs of students of philosophy who, not 

being expressly classical scholars, have hitherto had no 

adequate means of becoming acquainted with these two 

important works. I have not prepared an apparatus criticus, 

but simply reproduce Biehl’s text, indicating at the foot of 

the page little else than the alterations I have made. For — 
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full information as to the MS. sources of our text I refer to 

Biehl’s introduction. Suffice it to say that the Mss. fall into 

two main classes, LS U and EM Y;; the former, though often 

agreeing with the excerpts found in Alexander's commentary 

and drawn from a source of high antiquity, yet seem to be 

specimens of an ‘improved’ version in which the crabbedness 

of the original text has been smoothed down, though often 

with a loss of the significance which a more thorough-going 

interpretation might have found in the concise and often 

awkward phrasing of the authentic statements. The EM Y 

group (of which Paris E—1oth century—is the most im- 

portant), though full of misspellings and inaccuracies, seem 

to have suffered less from editorial tampering, and thus 

apparently give us hints as to the genuine reading; they 

are often supported by the ancient Latin translation of 

William de Moerbeka used by Thomas Aquinas. Unfor- 

tunately the commentators generally have followed the 

MSS. of the former group, especially Vatican L (14th century), 

and often expend great pains on eapiiome passages where 

their version is hopeless. 

In my commentary I have tried not only to give such 

explanations of ordinary words and expressions as a student 

not yet versed in the Aristotelian philosophy will find useful, 

but to contribute an adequate elucidation of the undoubted 

difficulties which continually arise. In dealing with these 

I have derived much assistance from M. Rodier’s monu- 

mental edition of the De Anima. Many of the dmopias in 

the De Sensu arise also in connection with the larger psycho- 

logical treatise and, as a result of M. Rodier’s labours, the 

path is now much clearer than formerly. Mr Beare’s work 

on Greek Theories of Elementary Cognition came to hand 

just after I had finished the correction of the proofs of the 

present volume. Though I notice some points in which we 
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are not in agreement, I see many more in which I should 

have been able to profit by his great learning if the result 

of his researches had been accessible at an earlier date. 

It should be stated that the present work originally 

formed a thesis, for which the University of Edinburgh 

awarded me, in April, 1904, the degree of Doctor of Philo- 

sophy. Since that date it has been revised and slightly 

enlarged. 

_ It remains for me to thank the Syndics of the Cambridge 

University Press for undertaking the publication of this 

volume, and to express my gratitude also to the Press 

Reader and Staff for their valuable assistance. I am much 

indebted also to Mr J. A. Smith, of Balliol College, Oxford, 

for many important criticisms and suggestions. Above all 

my thanks are due to Mr W. D. Ross, of Oriel College, 

Oxford, who has read the whole work both in proof and in 

manuscript and whose counsels and criticisms have guided 

me at every turn. 

GR T ROSS. 

May, 1906. 

NOTE. I should like to point out to readers that though I have 

used Bekker’s paging for purposes of reference, it has been found 

necessary to take a larger number of lines than he requires for the 

printing of each of his columns. Hence there is a tendency towards 

a discrepancy (which increases as we approach the foot of the Bekker 

page) between the number of the line in which a word or passage stands 

in this edition and its line-number in Bekker’s text. 

oes 2 ad WAR | 
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INTRODUCTION 

SECTION I. THE PARVA NATURALIA. 

THE two treatises styled briefly the De Sensu and the 

De Memoria form the initial members of that collection of 

tractates on separate psychological topics known to the Latin 
commentators as the Parva Naturalia. ‘The full list of these 

‘opuscules’ is not found in De Sensu, ch. 1, but practically 

the whole of the topics to be discussed are there set forth. 

They are essays on psychological subjects of very various 

classes, and there is so much detail in the treatment that, if 

incorporated in the De Anima, they would have detracted 

considerably from the unity of the plan of that work. Con- 
sequent on the separateness of the subjects in the Parva 

Naturalia, the method of treatment is much more inductive _ 

than in the De Anima. There, on the whole, the author is 

working outwards from the general definition of soul to the 

various types and determinations of psychic existence, while _ 
here, not being hampered by a general plan which compels 

‘him to move continually from the universal to the particular, 

he takes up the different types of animate activity with an 

independence and objectivity which was impossible in his 
central work. | 

Some plan, of course, there must be in any coherent 
scientific exposition, and Aristotle seems to proceed from 

a discussion of those activities which are (é:az to animals, 

z.¢. belong to animals gwvd@ animate, to those which are xouvai, 
viz. affections which, though found in animals, are not 

R, I 



2 INTRODUCTION 

uniquely a feature of animate existence; to the former 

category belong sensation and memory etc., to the latter 

evidently such phenomena as veotns kat yijpas, Con Kat 

Qavaros. I have selected the first two treatises of the 

former class, on Sense and on Memory, for translation and 

comment. They have perhaps more importance for general 

psychological doctrine than any of the others, and in them 

certain metaphysical problems of unusual interest are raised. 

SECTION II. THE DE SENSU. 

The wept aic@noews kai aicOnrav—Sense and its Objects, 
is not merely a treatise on the subjects referred to in the title 

but takes in also an account of the organs of sensation, not 
an account of each organ in detail but of the general character 

and ultimate constituents of the sensitive members. This 

occurs in chapter 2, and thereafter the objects of the special 

senses are discussed not merely as relative to sense but in 

their own proper nature as modifications of external reality. 

It is this which distinguishes the account of sense given here 

from that in the De Anima; there the objective physical 

nature of that which stimulates the sense organ is only 

glanced at. The treatment of taste and odour is particularly 

minute, and here we get involved in the details of the 

Aristotelian physics which now-a-days seems so crude and 
remote from our habits of thought. In fact, in the whole 

of this treatise we seem to be immersed in detail, and there 

is less of the wide generalisation and speculative insight 

which characterise Aristotle’s chief psychological work. 
In the treatment of the special sense objects there are 

notable omissions. Not a word is said about touch, while 

the physical process involved in hearing has little more than 

a reference made to it}. 
In chapters 6 and 7 Aristotle goes on to discuss 

certain problems which have arisen in the course of the 

Tslacch.0,446 D 3 saq; 
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discussion, problems lying at the root of all perceptive 
process. First, do the objects of perception have any part 

too minute to be perceived? Are there any imperceptible 

magnitudes? The answer is no; but this is not stated 
without an important reservation. Considered separately the 

minute parts of an object are only potentially perceptible, 
though taken in conjunction with the other parts that go 

to make up the total object, they do make an impression on 
the sense and hence are actually perceptible. The simple 
converse of this proposition is proved at the end of chapter 7. 
Every sensible object has magnitude; whatever has magni- 

tude has parts and there is no atomic object of sensation. 
If you suppose an object to be so far removed as, while 

yet remaining visible, to be perfectly indivisible to the 
eye, it must occupy a mere point in space; any further 

removal from us would render it invisible, while any nearer 
approach would give it magnitude. It then occupies a point 

where the distance at which it is invisible and that at which 

it is visible meet; but, since a point is an absolute numerical 

identity and is without parts, the object occupying this point 
must be simultaneously visible and invisible—an absurd con- 
clusion. 

In the second part of chapter 61 Aristotle raises points 
about the process involved in the stimulation of sense by a 

distant object, deciding that in the case of sight it is instan- 

taneous. In chapter 7, he inquires about the principle of 

coordination in sense perception. He decides that, except in 

the case of sensations which fuse, we cannot account for the 

simultaneous perception of two objects unless we assume that 
there is some unitary principle over and above the special 

senses which, though numerically a unit like a point, yet has 

a double aspect, like the point, which may be regarded as the 
terminus of each of the two lines which it separates ; or again 

the unity of the central sensitive principle may be regarded 

on the analogy of that of the self-identical object which yet 
may have diverse attributes. This central sense is Ady@ or 

1 446 a 22 sqq. 
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T@ eivat plural, though it is év dps8ue. Its organ is localised 

in the heart, and to it other functions as well as those of 

coordination are ascribed'. 

SECTION III. THE DE MEMORIA. 

The full title of this treatise is wept pynuns Kal avayvnoews 

(Memory and Recollection), and the two subjects occupy 

respectively the first and second of the two chapters which 
the book contains. 

Memory (uvnun) depends upon the retention of a sense 

stimulation after the object producing it has ceased to affect 

us. The stimulus appears to persist in the heart and is then 

known as an image (g¢avtacya). Memory consists in re- 

garding this ddvtacua as the image of the absent object and 

not merely as an object of consciousness that does not refer 

to a reality other than itself. The condition to be fulfilled, if 

the image of an object is to be regarded as objective, is the 

union with it of the image representing the time which has 
elapsed since the experience took place’. 

Memory may occur either through the persistence of the 

original sense stimulation or through its reinstatement by - 
another process which has been originally experienced in 

connection with it. This latter process of reinstatement it 

is which Aristotle distinguishes by the term avapyno.s. In 

its most typical meaning it is the purposive revival of a 

previous experience by a process of active search among the 

contents of mind, but apparently involuntary recollection is 

also grouped along with the voluntary*. In describing the 

process Aristotle formulates definitely for the first time the 

three well-known laws of the Association of Ideas, the laws 

of Similarity, Contiguity, and Contrast. With some sub- 
sidiary discussions, eg. that which shows the dependence of 

1 De Mem. and Section Ix. below. 

2 De Mem. ch. 2, 452 b 26 sqq. 

3 Cf, De Mem. ch. 2, 451 b 26. 

= 
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memory and recollection on bodily processes, the treatise on 

memory closes. On the whole this treatise is on a higher 

level and contains more suggestive thoughts than the previous 

one. 

SECTION IV. ARISTOTLE’S PHYSIOLOGY. 

In order to understand the relation in Aristotle of the 

Physiology to the Psychology of sense and memory we must 

go back to the De Anima and seek the sources of our 
discussion there. The common terms for the phenomena 

belonging to both faculties alike are md@os—modification, 

and «ivnous—change or process. But the question is, of what 

are they the changes or modifications? They are wa@n of 
the soul, but all the wa6n (with the exception of vods1) are 

common to soul and body alike (De Ax. I. ch. 1) and are 
as much affections of the body as of the soul. The true 

gvatxos—scientist—who studies the phenomena of life must 
not leave out of account the material embodiment of the 

psychic processes. Sight is, as it were, the soul of the eye 

but it cannot be studied apart from the eye; and this holds 
good of all psychical phenomena generally. At the same 

time Aristotle does not lose sight of the superiority of the 
mental aspect of the facts. The soul generally is an évépyeca 
or évtedéyeva; that is to say, in manifesting soul the body 

realises its proper end and fulfils its proper function. évTe- 
Aéyeca means perfection and properly (like évépyea) refers 

to something mental. Aristotle illustrates the relation of 
soul to body, by that existing between a manufactured 

article (an axe) and the idea realised in it. Here once more 

the évépyesa or eidos is something mental (though of course 
the cases are different, as the efdo0s of an axe is not an 
immanent motive principle regulating the existence of the 

thing through a series of changes, as the soul of a man 
maintains his bodily life). Similarly an act of perception 
which is a 7a@os—a passive affection, in so far as it involves 

A De Ana ii. Ch. 1, 414 83- 
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a bodily affection, is, as an act of mind, an évépyesa and not 

a mere ma@os or kivnows!. Just as in the act of perception 

or knowledge the passive bodily determination serves as the 

instrument for the realisation of a mental act; so in the 

passive alteration which must be experienced in building up 

a state of knowledge there is involved a transition which is 

not adXoiwo.s—qualitative change, in the usual acceptation, 
but is the realisation of a determinate state of mind the 

existence of which alone makes the processes of transition 
intelligible. We may generalise then and say that only in 

so far as they are bodily affections are mental phenomena 

processes or passive modifications; mind as such is ama@ys; 

in thinking we are not passively affected? 
This is especially true of the highest faculty of con- 

sciousness, vods or vonaws, the apprehension of concepts, but 

the question need not be raised here whether in the human 

soul this impassivity or pure spontaneity of thought is any- 

thing that has a separate existence. Aristotle’s answer in 

his special discussion of the subject in De Ax. Ul. ch. 5, 

leaves no room for doubt that in his view it is not so. The 

human voids is taOnrexos, 2.2. it is merely the cognitive aspect 

of a process ultimately material. 

Thus Aristotle’s theory of the-relation of mind and body 

may in a way be designated as a doctrine of psychophysical 

parallelism. But this should not blind us to the fact that 

with him the mental aspect of the process is no epipheno- 

menon. Mind occupies the higher place in the scale. It is 

the important member of the pair of correlatives, is the end 

for which the bodily changes exist and has all the dignity 

implied in the epithets évépyeva, eidos and évteréxyeva. Having 

made this reservation we may be quite untroubled at finding 

in his account of sensation and memory what looks like the 
crudest materialism. Objects exist in the physical world 

external to and in relation with an organism; they, whether 

when in contact with it, or at a distance, act upon this’ 

1 De An. ul. ch. § passim. 

2 Cf. De An. 11. ch. 5, 417b 8; cf. also 1. ch. 3, 407 a 32. 
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organism and produce changes, whether mechanical (mere 

gopa), or qualitative (aAXolwous), in certain of its members. 
The reception of these changes in the sense organ 7s per- 

ception. But why should the mere production of a process 

in a bodily part be an apprehension of the object which 
causes it? We must remember what Aristotle says about 

sense being dext«7 Tod eldovs, and what he affirms about the 
sense holds equally of the sense organ. In fact, he frequently 

talks of a sense and its organ without discrimination of the 

two. Evidently then what gets inside the organ must be 
the eidos of the external object. If we think of the eZ8os or 

knowable character of the object as existing independently 
in the external world, then the efos which is present in the 

sensorium cannot be numerically the same; it will be only 

specifically identical with it or analogous to it. With regard 

to the subjective processes persistent in the central sensorium 

and representative of absent objects this seems to be the view 
held% Again with sense a similar position seems at times to 

be taken up. The eye is transparent and receives the light 
which exists in the external medium’, and similarly the 

movement of the air which sound is, is something dAXoTpios‘, 

and merely sets in activity a corresponding movement in the 

air of the internal ear. But from another point of view it 

seems erroneous to talk of the eZSo0s in the object and that 

in the organ as being numerically different. You may not 

talk of the same concept when realised in two distinct 
individuals as being numerically different; it is rather the 

individuals that are numerically distinct, while in concept, 

z.é. specifically, they are one. Thus it is in edos that the 

object and the organ are one. The eidos of the object is 
its évépyera. Hence the évépyesa of the object and that of 
the sense organ are one; it is only in respect of particular 

existence (t@ elva) that they can be regarded as distinct®. 

1 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 2 13 note; cf. De An. 111. ch. 2. 

2 De Mem. ch. 2, 452 b 16 note. 
3 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 b 11. 
* De An. i. ch. 8, 420. 17. 

5 Cf. De An. Ul. ch. 2, 426.a 15 and 425 b 27. 
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A grave difficulty! arises here; the object as it is for 

knowledge will, on this showing, only exist in the act of 

perception; it will have merely potential existence before 
this. Such is- the view taken in De Az. Il. ch. 2, and 

Metaph. IV. ch. 5, 1010 b 30sqq.; but there Aristotle is 

quite sure that though the sense object as such only exists 

in perception yet its v7roxeipevoy (substrate) exists indepen- 

dently. There is, however, no way of characterising this 

substrate if all the qualities given in sensation are abstracted 

from it, and yet it is clear that, when Aristotle talks of the 

UmoKkeiweva of sense objects, he cannot mean the mere un- 

differentiated mpatn try. He cannot, on the other hand, 

mean by them objects with geometrical and kinetic qualities 
only, the subterfuge by which atomistic physics avoids 

the difficulty of the independence of the external object; 
Aristotle did not believe in atoms. Accordingly we con- 

tinually find expressions which imply that the évépyesa or 

évteréyera already exists as realised in some way in the 

external object% In truth, the fact that the external object 

is the agent in perception and transmits its character to the 

sense, shows that it must already possess that character? 

It is from this point of view that Aristotle discusses the 

physiology of the sense organs. 

It is obvious that, if the sensoria are to be capable of 

receiving the same eidos as that existing in the external 

object, they must consist of the same dA; if, on the other 

hand, the subjective affection were merely an advadoyov of 

the external as is suggested in De Mem. ch. 2, 452 b 17 

it would hardly be necessary for the dA to be identical. 

The latter, of course, is the modern conception. Molecular 

disturbances in the brain correspond one by one to different 

transferences of energy in the external world; every event 
in the universe can have an appropriate and more or less 

adequate symbolisation in the human brain. But one would 

1 Cf. below, Sec. x. of Introduction, for a further discussion of the objectivity 
of objects of sense. 

2 ¢. 9: De An. i.-ch. 5,418 a 3: 
* This is implied in De Ax. loc. cit. 417 a 6 sqq. 
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hardly say that the formula of the neural process (if it could 

be found) was the same as that which expressed the produc- 
tion of a red light or the flight of a projectile, nor would the 

oscillation of particles in the brain be in the least /zke those 

external phenomena. Aristotle, on the other hand, tried to 

think of the subjective xivnows as occurring 7” pari materia 

with the external event, and probably where he refers to the 

subjective eZSos as an avadoyov of the external he does so 
because he is thinking of the processes in the central organ 

involved in memory; the heart, probably to be identified as 

the organ of memory, is not of the same character as the 

external transparent medium; but the eye, the organ of the 

special sense of sight, is’. 

SECTION V. PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SPECIAL SENSES. 

The qualitative identity of the organ with the vehicle or 

medium in which the objective sensuous quality is generated 
is most conspicuous in the case of sight and hearing. The 

ouuduns anp of the ear? and the transparent pupil accept, 
in the one case the impulsive movement set up in the 

external air, in the second the light which is the basal 

principle of all specific modifications of colour. The primary 

constituent of the visible eiSos of things is light. Light is 
the activity of a transparent element which penetrates all 

bodies in differing degrees and, at the extremity of solid 
bodies, shows as colour. This colour is either positive or 

negative, black or white, and all other colours are mixtures 

of those two elements in different proportions*. The visible 
form of a thing is therefore the determinate mixture of these 

two constituents and, when we see, this (by a propagative 
process said to be not a transition in time‘) gets, as it were, 
stamped upon the sense-organ®’. We hear that it is the 

1 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 b 7 sqq. 

2 De Sens. ch. 2, 438b21; De An. 11. ch. 8, 4204 3. 

3 De Sens. ch. 3, 439 b 19 sqq.- 4 Cf. De Sens. ch. 6, 446 b 31. 
5 De An. Ul. ch. 12, sub fin., and De Mem. ch. 1, 450a 33; also De An. 11. 

ch. 12, 4244 19. 
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colour which stimulates the medium? and consequently the 

sense, and one would thus suspect that the colour was 

something different from the process which it produces. 
But that can hardly be so; the colour or modification of 

light must be the visible form of the object, and it is that or 

something qualitatively identical with it which enters the eye. 

The process of transition in the medium which results in the 

establishment of vision, or indeed of any of the mediated acts 

of sense perception, seems to be conceived as consisting in a 

pushing forward of this sensuous character until it actually 

gets embedded in the percipient organ. In the case of 

hearing this process is mere gopa—change in place, whereas 

in smell it is a continuous qualitative change—adXoiwors, and 

in sight something still higher, something not a transition 

at all in the sense of occupying time% There must be, 

however, some object which originates the process, which 

itself does not move. This is, we must suppose, the tzroxei- 

pevoy of the sensuous character. It is, however, Aristotle’s 

practice to allude both to the object which causes sensation 

and to its sensuous character, the sound or colour, by the single 

word 70 aic@nrov. 
It had been the ambition of the earlier psychologists to 

identify each sense organ with one of the four elements. On 

the theory that like is perceived by like each organ will 

perceive the qualities of that element with which its nature 

is identical. Aristotle shows that, prior to perception, the 

organ must be wxz/ke the quality perceived. The sense organs 

are not all composed of a single element. As we have seen 

two are (the eye and the ear); but the organ of smell con- 

sists of both air and water, or perhaps one element in some 

animals, the other in others, while zip, if present anywhere, 

enters into all and yf into that of touch’. But we do not by 

any organ perceive the qualities actually possessed by the 

substance composing it. The qualities possessed by any of 

the elements are tactual, while those apprehended by the 

De An. Tisch, 7;418'S 31. 

Cf. De Sens. ch. 6, 446 b 30 and also De Ax. 111. ch. 12, 434 b 30 sqq. 
3 Here I follow the account in De Ax. 111. ch. 1, 425-4 3 sqq. 

1 

2 
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senses of sight, hearing, and smell are not tactual. The organ 
fulfils its function in being the vehicle or neutral receptacle of 

qualities existing in a vehicle of the same nature outside it. 
In being neutral in this way the organ will be capable of 

receiving the opposite determinations which characterise the 
contents of each sense. In the case of the qualities appre- 
hended by touch, the organs, being composed of the various 

elements, must show a pecorns of the various tactual qualities; 

this must mean a combination in equal proportions of those 

qualities in order that something neutral and capable of 

registering the variations on this side and that of the mean 
point may be formed. This organ would naturally be the 

flesh, which is a composite formed from all the elements, and 

we should expect that its Adyos THs wi—Eews was the peoorns in 

question, but though at times this is his doctrine, in the De 

Anima Aristotle apparently will not have it so, probably, 
however, meaning only that the external surface of the body 

is not the sensorium but rather the medium which communicates 

tactual impressions, the real organ or éoyatov aio Onrnpiov being 

the heart. This, however, is after all a fleshly organ, and in 

fact, on the analogy of the senses of sight and hearing, the 

medium must be of the same nature as the receptive organ, 

for it has to be capable of transmitting the stimulus which 

ultimately reaches the organ and so causes perception}. 
Evidently he conceives of the exterior flesh of the body 

transmitting the tactual properties of things, heat, cold, hard- 

ness, softness, etc., by a progressive qualitative alteration like 

the propagation of odour in the air, or, in a way, of light in the 

transparent medium. Since in this case the organ and the 
medium alike are bodily members and they receive and 

transmit the differentiae of other elements than earth, they | 
cannot consist of one element alone; they cannot be the hard 

1'For confirmation of this view cf. De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 8, 653 b 24. 
Talking of the flesh he says: ravrns (apjs) 5 alcOnrijprov 7d Torobrov pdpidy éoriy, 

ATO TO Mp@rov womep 7 Kdpn THs dWews, 7 Td Sv oF cUveAnupévov, wWorep dy el Tis 

mpochdBo. 7H Kdpy TO Stapaves wav. The flesh functions both as organ and as 
medium, cf. Baumker, Des Aristoteles Lehre von den Aussern und Innern Sinnes- 

vermogen, pp. 55, 56. 
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parts of the body, e.g. bone, etc., which must be referred to 

earth}, and hence there is nothing left for them to be but the 

flesh. 

The eye consists of water; though air would have served, | 

being also transparent, yet water is more easily retained in 

position?, The material out of which it is constructed is 

derived from the brain, which Aristotle describes as an organ 

with an excess of moisture*. The material of the organ of 

hearing is simply a ovaduyns anp. The ultimate organ of 

touch seems, as we have seen, to be the heart, and consists 

of flesh, a compound of all the elements. Yet, though not 
consisting of y# alone, the flesh, as something cwpatades, 2.2. 

solid, seems to contain a preponderance of yf, that element 

which is most characteristically a c@ua*. This fact may lend 

some countenance to a statement made at the end of the 

second chapter of the De Sensu*, according to which the 

organ of touch consists of earth. This assertion as it stands 
without qualification is in flat contradiction with the teaching 

in the De Anima, and it is noteworthy that it occurs in a 

passage where Aristotle is not stating his own final opinions, 

but is discussing in a tentative way some possible working 

interpretation of the theory which assigns a special element 

to each organ®. Aristotle there tries to combine with it his 

own theory that the organ is, before perception, only potentially 

of the nature of the determination which it perceives. But 

this will conflict with the doctrine that the organ of touch 

actually consists of yj; for, in order to perceive the qualities 

of v7, it will need to be only potentially of that nature, and is, 

in fact, Aristotle says, warm, being connected with the heart, 

- the seat of the animal heat, and guwé hot it must have the 

character opposite to yj (which is cold). 

1 Cf. De An, 11. ch. 13, 435 a 20 and De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 1, 647 a 14. 

2 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 a 15. 

3 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 b 30, and De Gener. Animal. 11. ch. 6, 744.45 sqq. 

4 Cf. De Part. Animal. u. ch. 1, 64719 sqq. and ch. 8, 653 b 29, and cf. 

also notes to De Sens. ch. 5, 445 a 20 sqq. 
5 438 b 32. ‘ 

8 Cf. De Sens. ch. 2, notes to 438 b17 sqq., and Baumker of. czt. pp. 47, 48. 
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Similarly the organ of smell will be only potentially warm, 
if the nature of odour lies in heat. This will accord with a 

derivation of the sensorium of smell, like that of vision, from 

the watery substance of the brain. But, though heat is required 

for the diffusion of the odorous principle, it is not that principle, 

and consequently the theory breaks down once more. His 

own doctrine, as we have seen, is that the organ consists both 
of air and of water or of either one or the other. 

The organ of taste is the tongue, though, as in the sense 

of touch, there is a reference back to a still more primary 

organ—the heart’. Aristotle regards taste as a subvariety of 

touch, evidently on the ground both that contact with the 

object is necessary in each alike and that taste discriminates 

in an indirect way the tactual properties of things which go to 

make up their nature as the possible constituents of nutriment?. 

A certain independence, however, is allowed to the tongue, 

and, since tastes only exist in humid matter, the tongue must 
have a neutral humidity*~—once more the doctrine that the 

sense organ shows a pecorns of opposite determinations. In 

this case, however, the parallel to the other senses cannot 

be consistently worked out. The opposite determinations in 
taste are not excess and deficiency of typorns but rather 

TO yAvku and its negative 7d mixpov, which are ultimately 
reduced to td xoddov and rd Bapv respectively. Again, in 

the passage from De Ax. Ul. ch. 10 referred to above, Aristotle 

confuses two distinct conceptions; if the tongue is only 

potentially humid, as he says, it cannot be described as of a 
neutral humidity. 

The above inconsistencies only show the enormous difficulty 
in giving any coherent account of the process of sense stimula- 

tion in terms of the ancient physics. They in no way detract 

from the value of the central principle involved—that the 

organ is of a nature capable of manifesting in itself the 
contrary determinations which characterise the objective 

qualities falling under any one specific sense; that apart 

1 Cf. De Part. Animal, 11. ch. 10, 656a 29 and De Sens. ch. 2, loc. cit. 

2 De Sens. ch. 4 passim. 3 De An. il. ch. 10, 422 a 34 sqq. 
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from stimulation by an object the organ is perfectly neutral 

as regards these determinations, and hence may in certain 

cases (touch! at any rate) be regarded as a pweoorns, for the 

mean is neutral as regards opposite determinations and hence 

is KpLTLKOD. 

SECTION VI. THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SO-CALLED 

COMMON SENSE. 

In addition to the special senses there is an unifying or 

central function of sense by means of which we perceive the 

Kowa aiaOnra, 2.e. the determinations of number, unity, figure, 

magnitude, and change involved in the apprehension of the 

special sensations of colour, sound, hardness, etc. Figure and 

magnitude are perceived at least by two senses, viz. sight and 

touch?, and unity seems to be an idea involved in the functioning 

of each single sense alike*. Again, the comparison and dis- 

crimination of qualities belonging to different senses require 

a unifying principle in some way over and above the particular 
sense organs‘. Indeed, the simultaneous discrimination of 

qualities given by the same sense seems to require the 

existence of such a principle®. Lastly, to this also is to be 
ascribed the self-consciousness that accompanies all perception, 

e.g. the perception that we see, hear, and feel, etc.°® 

This central function of sense’ is localised in an internal 

1 The explicit references are only to touch (De Am. 11. ch. 11, 424. 4, III. ch. 

13, 435421, Meteor. Iv. ch. 4, 382419) and the discrimination of pleasure and 

pain (De An. il. ch. 7, 431 a II). . 

2 Ch, Desens. ch.-4; 442 D8, 

3 Cf. De An. 111. ch. 1, 425.20 and De Sens. ch. 7, 447b27. It is specific 
unity which is perceived by the functioning of a single sense. 

$: De Ali. ch.'2; 426 b 12:'sqq. 
5 Cf. De An. loc. cit. infra and 111. ch. 7, 431417 sqq.; also De Sens. ch. 7, 

449 a I sqq. and notes. 

© Cf. De Somno, ch. 2, 4§5a 15 sqq. 3; De Am. 111. ch. 2, 425 b 12 sqq- 
7 It is well to note that the mere fact of talking about ‘ ¢4e common sense’ or 

‘the central sense’ may give a wrong impression of the way in which Aristotle 
conceived this faculty to exist. Aristotle, in fact, does not talk except in one 

instance (De Mem. ch. 1, 450412) of xown alc@nors but usually of Ta Kowa 
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organ, and that is universally admitted to be the heart. But 

great difficulties arise when we attempt to determine whether 

it is the heart as a whole which is the organ, or only some part 

of or constituent in it. Great uncertainty also surrounds the 

question as to how the central and the peripheral organs are 

connected, and similarly what is the exact relation between 

the inner faculty and the special senses. As to the physiology 

of the central organ there is but little said in the two treatises 

which we are discussing (the passages, De Mem. ch. 1, 450b, 

and ch. 2, 453a16, do not help us much), while as to the 

connection between central and end organ there is not a 

word. Accordingly a full discussion of this subject belongs 

rather to a treatise dealing with the De Somno, De Insomnitis, 

and De Fuvent., De Resp. etc. At present it will be sufficient 

to examine the main contentions of Neuhauser*® as to the 
subject in question in so far as they derive confirmation or 
the reverse from passages in our text. 

Neuhauser maintains (1) that, though many passages® 

would lead us to believe that the perception of the special 

sense qualities is localised in the end organs, this is not really 

so. The stimulation communicated from the external objects 
or the medium to the end organ is continued right up to the 

heart. Perception does not result unless the heart is in a 

alcOnra and 76 kowdv aicOnrhpiov. It is not a sense functioning in independence of 
the special senses, as any one of these may function in independence of the others ; 
as such it would require to have a special organ independent of the other sense- 
organs—a doctrine against which he argues in De Az, Ill. ch. 1, 425 a 13-21. 
The common sense is, in fact, that common function which all the special senses 
possess, namely that of discrimination, which, as common to all, is contrasted 

with the special receptivity which each has for the separate kinds of objective 

quality, ¢.g. sound, colour, etc. It is this function of discrimination which requires 
the coordination of the stimuli received by the special sense organs in a central or 
common sensorium. Perhaps then, in strictness, we should talk not about a 
common sense but about the common discriminative function of sense. Cf. 

section X. below and Neuhiauser, Avistoteles Lehre von den sinnlichen Erkennt- 

nissvermogen, pp. 30 sqq. 

1 Cf. De Fuvent. ch. 3, 469 a 10, ch. 4, 469b3. De Gener. Animal. 11. ch. 6, 
743b25, De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 10, 656 b 24 etc. 

2 Aristoteles Lehre von den sinnlichen Erkenntissvermégen und seinen Organen, 

Pp. 30-132. 
3 Cf. Baumker, pp. 79, 80. 

7 
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condition in which it can function, hence it is the presence 

of the cevyoers in the central organ that constitutes perception. 

Secondly (2), the medium of communication between the 

peripheral and central organs consists of wépow—canals (in 

the case of the three senses of sight, hearing, and smell), 

which are filled with a substance identical with that which 

composes the end organs themselves%» This he extracts from 

statements® (a) that these organs are in connection with the 

heart, (4) that méopoc from them extend into the veins of the 
brain, (c) that the organs of hearing and smell are themselves 

really wropoe full of air* (c¥ugurTov trvedua), and (2) that in the 

case of the eye its substance has issued through the opos 

from the brain®; finally (e), it is neither the blood nor any 

bloodless part hen is the organ of sensation, but a structure 

created out of the blood. Thirdly (3), the central organ of 

sensation is not the heart itself, but a substance found in its 

middle chamber and designated by Aristotle* to xaXovpevov 
depmov and also mvedua. We hear as well that this substance 
is analogous to the element found in the stars (avaXoyor otea 

TO TOV AoTpwV oTOLYEL@), yet it is not wip, though we generally 

identify to advw c@ua—the aether, with fire, and we hear else- 

where’ that the wuy7 is domep éumemupevpévn—suffused with 

fire. The point is that this substance is different from the 

elements of the sublunary world and seems to serve as a basis 

or substratum for terrestrial conscious life, just as the upper 

aether serves as the substratum for the psychical existence of 

the heavenly bodies. It is frequently named To gvatxov Oeppor, 

To cvppuTov Oeppor, and is to be identified with To cvpdutov 

avedpa, of which we hear so much in the zrepi Co@v xivncews”. 

Neuhauser seems to show pretty conclusively’ that the 

1 De Somno, ch. 2, 455 a 33 and bit. 
2 Neuhauser, of. cit. pp. 123 sqq- 

3 Cf. De Part. Animal. 1. ch. 10, 656 a 27 sqq., 656b 16; De Gen. Animal. 

11. ch. 6, 743 b 32 sqq- 
4 Cf. De Sens. ch. 2, 438 b 21. 5 De Sens. ch. 2, 438 b 29. 

6 In De Gen. Animal. 11. ch. 3, 736 b 30 sqq. 
7 De Juventut. ch. 4, 469 b 6-17; De Resp. ch. 8, 474 b 12, ch. 16, 478 29: 

8 Cf. Neuhiauser, of. cit. pp. 94, 95- 

9 pp. 104, 105 and p. 85. 
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heart is properly characterised as the place in which the central 

organ or faculty of perception is situated, not as the organ 

itself (except surely in the case of the sense of touch’); again, 

if the organ of consciousness is not the heart as a whole but 

only some constituent in it, the seat of this organ is probably 

the middle chamber? of the heart. 
Now these contentions may all be just, but the question 

arises whether this element or anything of the nature of a 

substance will serve as a counterpart of that principle of unity 

which, according to Aristotle, the common sense must be. 
This cvudutov Oepuov or c¥dutov tvevua must be a substance 

and hence quantitative. Aristotle tells us that the primary 

organ of sensation or that which perceives must be a magni- 

tude*. It is the sense or its concept which is non-quantitative. 

Now in the De Anima, Ill. ch. 2, 427a1 sqq., he likens the 
principle of unity to something for which the only analogue 

is a point, the point which, while remaining indivisibly one, 

has yet a double reference as the end of the two segments 

respectively of a line which it divides. This is also the 
doctrine to be extracted from De Ax. Ill. ch. 7, 431 a 19 sqq. 

and De Sens. ch. 7, 448 b 19—449 a 224. In the latter passage 
he takes up the supposition that different qualities could be 
simultaneously discriminated by an organ which, while not 

atomic, was yet atomic in the sense of being completely con- 
tinuous. Such a description would fit, if not the heart, that 

supposed internal substance of celestial affinities which it 

contains’, The hypothesis is negated, and Aristotle passes 
on to the conclusion of the De Anima—that that which 
accounts for the holding of different sensations in unity must 

be actually a perfect unity, though in aspect diverse. It is 
true that he also compares the unity of this psychic principle 

1 In the passage in De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 1, 647 28, where he talks of a 

pbpiov (evidently the heart) being capable of receiving all sense-qualities he is 

probably referring to tactual alo@nrd. 

2 Neuhauser, of. cit. p. 86. 
3 De An. 11. ch. 12, 424417 Sqq. 
4 Cf. notes ch. 7, below /oc. cit. 
5 The heat in the heart is kaOapwrdrn; De Gen. Animal. 11. ch. 6, 744 4 29. 

R; 2 
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to the unity of an object with diverse qualities’. But, as we 
shall see, this involves no difference of theory; the ascription 

of two attributes to one spatial thing involves a reference to 

an identity which is itself not spatial. 

Hence we come to the conclusion that Aristotle in 

accounting for ‘apperception’ has to make reference to a 

unity that cannot be described as a material organ. It is 

true that in consonance with his general psycho-physical 

parallelism he should be forced to try to think of it as an 

organ, but it has that characteristic which nothing corporeal 

can possess; it is dtouoy tt. Hence we cannot conceive both 

the soul and its immediate substrate (numerically the same as 

the central organ of sensation) as unity®. 
It is naturally just here that the parallelism of mind and 

body, aic@nouis and aic@nrypiov, should break down. It is 

just in coordinating and distinguishing the contributions of 

the senses that the évépyesa of a typical act of mind comes in. 

It is as referred to a unity that sensations are anything for 

mind. Now gud évépyea, 2.e. gud mental, a psychical phe- 

nomenon is nothing passive and nothing to be ascribed to 

body. Mind in its proper nature is avaOns, and hence, if we 

were to ascribe the function of apperception of sensations to 

anything, it would need to be assigned to the vots, which is 

atra@ys, and “comes in from outside*.” The essence of my 

contention is, that it is impossible to ascribe to an organ that 

which, not being an instance of taoyewv—passive alteration, 

it is the function of nothing corporeal to account for. Unless 

Aristotle were to maintain that the substrate of the soul, the 

aupdutov Oepuov or veda, Were not extended (which would 
be the same as making it immaterial) he could not attribute 

to it the unification of consciousness. As facts are, he says or 

implies in De Ax. I. ch. 12 ad init. that the organ is a péyeOos. 

At the same time this psychical substance may very well 

1 Both here and in De An. 

2 I note that Neuhauser, p. 110, agrees with me in thinking that 7@ dréum xal 

éoxdty, De Mem. ch. 2, 451 a 28, refers to the organ of sensation. 

3 Neuhauser, p. 104. 

4 De Gen. Animal. 11. ch. 3, 736 b 28 Tov vobv udvov Oipaber émeorévat. 
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be the organ which accounts for the plurality of impressions 
which are united in one act by the mind. It may be this 

which is the delicate structure capable of receiving and 

retaining the multitude of impressions which function in 

memory. In our treatise (the De Memoria) there is nothing 
which bears this out. We hear about processes in 70 aic@n- 

tixov being interfered with by the too great pressure of the 

parts above them!, and of defects of memory being due to 

excessive fluidity or hardness of the receptive structure? 
This last description would surely suit the heart as a whole 

better than the mysterious wvedua which it contains. It 
really does not matter which was Aristotle’s theory; anything 

extended will suffice, so far as space goes, for the reception of 

a plurality. 
On the subject of the connection between central and end 

organ there are, in our treatises, no materials to enable us to 

come to a decision. We hear® of affections going on «al 

év Bader kal érimodns, 2.e. both in the central and the end 
organ, and we hear that it is the «ivnous going on 2x the eyes 
which causes us to have light sensations still when we turn 

aside out of the sun into the dark. Of course it may still be 
the case that perception does not occur until the «ivynous reach 

the heart, but it is not necessary to believe that the medium 

of communication was, according to Aristotle, qualitatively 
the same as that of the end organ, and that the process 

transmitted to the heart was hence qualitatively the same 

as that realised in the end organ‘. An impression in the 
central organ is known as a gavtacua’; the question is 

whether an aic@nya is, as Neuhauser maintains, numerically 
the same as and only in aspect different from a davtacpa. 

Without committing ourselves to an answer it might be 
profitable to point out that a possible solution is that, 

"l De Mem: ch. 2, 483 b 1. 2 Ch. 1, 450b 1 sqq.- 

-3 De Insom. ch. 2, 459 b 7. 
4 Neuhauser thinks that in maintaining this doctrine Aristotle anticipated the 

discovery of the nerves (due to Herophilus) or at least invented an analogue to 

them. 

5 Cf. De Mem. ch, 1, 450411, 
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though consciousness cannot arise unless the central organ 

be stimulated, the stimulation reaching it might be only 

analogous! to and not identical with the modification of the 

peripheral organs. 

SECTION VII. THE OBJECTS OF SPECIAL SENSATION. 

(a) Colour. The ground-work of all colour phenomena 

is TO Ssadavés, which is a Kowvn duvets, a common characteristic, 

of two of the four elements, namely air and water. We trans- 

late ro dvadavés as the transparent medium, but though it 

functions as a medium between the coloured object and the 

eye, it is not merely as a medium that Aristotle considers it. 
It is most frequently referred to simply as ro dvagdavés without 

the further qualification that it isa medium. It is properly a 

vehicle or ground-work for the manifestation of colour. It 

penetrates all bodies to a greater or less degree? (doubtless 

Aristotle means all composite bodies, which contain air and 

water in some proportion), and it is in so far as they are thus 
permeated by it that they are capable of showing colour. 

The colour of a solid body is the limit, ze. the surface, not of 
the body itself but of the d:apavés in it®, That is the colour 
seen, but the same nature extends right through the body. 

Similarly bodies that are not opaque but consist of a diaphanous 

substance altogether (avtév tov dadhaveév)* show colour®. But 

that colour is light. This brings us to the consideration that 

it is not merely the existence of the transparent vehicle that 

causes colour or light phenomena to arise. In itself it is a 

mere dvvayis; it must be raised to the state of évépyesa by 

the presence of fire in it® Hence light is the ‘colour’ of 

the diaphanous quality in bodies and is due to some other 
determining cause (kata ovpBeBnKos); it is not anything 

self-existent. It is equally defined as the évépyesa or évrené- 

yvela TOD dtadhavots. 

1 Cf. note to De Mem. ch. 2, 452 b 16, 17. 

2178 Sens.Chi3.°430 DO. 3 439 a 34 sqq. 

* 439 b 13. ° 439 bi. ° 439 @ 20 sqq. 
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The presence of fire causes the existence of actual light, 
the positive determination of the transparent medium, its 
absence that of darkness, the privation of light. These are 

the contrasted determinations for substances typically trans- 

parent: in definitely bounded (opaque) bodies, in which, it 

is implied, rd Scadavés does not exist in the same degree or 

purity, the contrasted determinations are black and white’. 
Thus far there is no particular difficulty in the Aristotelian 

conception ; light and colour are determinations ultimately 

identical, of the type €vépyesa, affecting a material or vehicle 
which, apart from these determinations, is neutral to them. 

Light is to be perceived as an all-pervasive character of 
transparent substances equally and instantaneously present 
in every part. But when we come to consider the action of 

a coloured object upon the eye, and remember that it is said 
to affect the vision by means of a xivnows through the medium’, - 

it seems natural to consider this xcivnovs to be light. When, 

in De Sensu, chapter 6%, Aristotle talks of light proceeding 
from the sun through the medium to the eye, it is evidently 

thought of as the stimulation which causes sight. Similarly, 

when in the latter part of the same chapter‘ he affirms that 

all parts of the medium are affected at the same time’, ag. 

that light travels instantaneously (and hence is not really a 

kivnots), he seems to be still thinking of it as an activity 

exerted by the object on the eye (76 yap das motet TO opar). 

Yet in other passages it seems to be rather the indispensable 

condition of the operation of a coloured object on the eye. 
The colour stimulates the transparent medium which already 

is in a condition of actuality, z.e. is illuminated ; objects are 

seen év dwti®, Again, in De Sensu, ch. 2, 438b 4, light is 

referred to as possibly itself the medium. It is the xivnous 

through the medium, whether that be light or air (in a state 

of illumination), that causes vision. Hence from this point of 
view light is not the activity exerted by the object on the 
sense organ but merely the condition of the exertion of this 

1 De Sens.ch..3,:439'b'17- 2 Chay 46h bss 
3 Ch. 6, 446 a 30 sqq. 4 446 b 30 sqq. 
5 447 10. 8 De An, 11. ch. 7, 419 a7 saqq. 
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activity. When in chapter 6 Aristotle denies that light is a 

kivnots (equally whether that xivnows be of the type dopa— 

spatial transference, or a\Xoiwous—qualitative alteration’) he 

is still thinking of it as an activity, and the substance of his 

contention is, that that évépyera, which was elsewhere treated 

as the indispensable condition of that activity, is ztseJf the 

activity which accounts for vision. It is very difficult to get 

the two conceptions to blend. The transference of the eidos 
of the object to the sense organ can only be thought of asa 
Kivnots, ue. a process involving time. The activity as such is 

caused by the coloured object, whereas the évépryeva is caused 
by the presence of the illuminating fire. Yet Aristotle, misled 

by the apparent instantaneousness of light, wished to conceive 

as not a «ivnots that which could only be a xivnous and to 

raise it to the rank of an évépyea, 2.e. something not physical 

at all. 
The fundamental colour-tones are black and white, and 

Aristotle thinks to account for all other tints by the mixture 

of these two. He apparently wishes to make out that a 

mixture or rather chemical union of the substances which 

are black and white will give the chromatic tints? One 

might have thought that common observation would have 

refuted this, and it is true that he does not say exactly this 

but merely “when substances unite so do their colours.” 

True union of any two substances is one in which the original 

character of the component substances is lost and a third 

distinct qualitative character emerges as characterising every 
minutest part of the compound. To our modern chemical 

theory this holds true only if we stop our subdivision of the 

composite at the molecule. Any further analysis is supposed 

to give us parts which are not qualitatively identical, ze. the 

molecule is supposed to split into atoms which have the 
qualities of the diverse component substances. But to 

Aristotle this was not so; the minutest conceivable sub- 

division of a true compound would still yield parts which 

were qualitatively identical with the whole. The compound 

1 Cf. notes ch. 6 ad Joc, 2 Cf. De Sens. ch. 3, 440b 15 sqq. 
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was opuolouepés?. Of such a sort was the mixture of black 

and white resulting in the chromatic tones supposed to be. 

Mere juxtaposition of the minute parts of. differently coloured 
substances resulted only in the production of an indeterminate 

neutral tint which varied with the acuteness of our perception 

and our remoteness from the object. It is noteworthy that, 
if one were to define black and white® in the modern way as 

the capacity of a surface to reflect none or all of the light 
cast upon it, one could still describe the chromatic tints as 

intermediate between these, as diverse aptitudes for reflect- 

ing one portion and absorbing the rest of the total light. 

But of course nothing like this is to be found in Aristotle. 

What is suggestive in his theory is his contention that the 
difference of the composite tones depends upon the different 

proportions of the ingredients entering into them. This is an 

attempt to assimilate the theory of colours to that of harmonies ; 

the pleasantest colours are those in which the proportions are 
simplest. This idea, if erroneous, is interesting as showing 

his readiness to recognise that mathematical relations enter 
into the constitution of reality. These relations are arith- 

metical ; from mere geometrical characteristics you cannot 

derive any new quality, but, given a pair of opposed funda- 

mental sensuous attributes, you can by a proportionate com- 

bination of the two account for the intermediate qualities. 

The same theory is worked out also in connection with flavour. 

1 Cf. notes to ch. 3, 4404 34 sqq. 

2 In Metaph. x. ch. 7, 1057 b 8 sqq. white and black are distinguished as 7d 
Siaxpirixdy xpGua and 70 ovykpirikdy xXpGua, and one might suspect that this 

implied some theory that white was the active and black the passive element in 
colour mixture in conformity with the principle in Meteorol. Iv. ch. 1, 378b 22 

TO yap ovyKpiTiKoy Womep TomnTiKdy Te éorly. But from various passages in the 

Topics, é.g. U1. ch. §, 119 a 30, IV. ch. 2, 123.22, we find that it is white which 
is 7d dtaxpitixov xpGya. It is also said to be dtaxpirixdy 8Yews. I suppose 
the fact alluded to by this term is that it dissipates and exhausts the energy of 

the sense organ. If indeed the term is properly Aristotelian and not simply 

taken by way of illustration from some current popular theory, it is to be 
connected with the doctrine referred to in De Ax. 111. ch. 13, 435 b 13 and else- 

where, that excessive stimulation destroys the sense organ, and white being the 

purest and most characteristic colour will tend to this extreme. 
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(6) Sound is not treated at length in the De Sensu, and 

the theory of taste and smell involves to a still greater degree 

than that of light the crudities of the Aristotelian psychics, 
Not that we should speak with entire disrespect of the genera- 

lisation which assigned the constituents of all things to but 

four ultimate elements. The grouping of substances together 

according as they were dry, fluid, gaseous, or manifested 
warmth, implied something more than a mere universal of 

sense in each case. The distinctions reappear in modern 
science not as the designations of different primitive sub- 
stances but as marking distinct states in which all matter 

can exist.. At least ro Enpov or yh, TO bypov or BSwp, and o 

anp correspond to the solid, the liquid, and the gaseous states, 

and in the celestial fire—ro a&vw ca@ua—which though not 
identical with is yet analogous to wvp, Aristotle in a way 

shadows forth the conception of the ether. 
(c) Flavour is, according to the De Sensu, a qualitative? 

affection of liquid by dry substance. This modification is 

effected by the agency of heat (heat is the cooperating cause 

—ovvaitiov), and the process by which it is produced is a sort 

of solution of the dry in the liquid (wAvous, évarromdvvewv?). 

Knowing Aristotle’s theory of the qualitative modification of 

one substance by another’, we shall, however, refuse to regard 

this as a diffusion of the particles of the solid in the liquid. 

It is no mechanical diffusion, but what we should call a 

chemical union of the dry with the moist; it is, in fact, a 
union more intimate than our chemical union is supposed to 

be. If it were not so, then really the particles of the solid 

would stimulate the sensation, and there would be some 

ground for the Democritean theory that it was the different 

shapes of these particles that produced the different flavours. 
This Aristotle entirely rejects*; though taste is a tactual 

sense, that does not mean that it is acted upon by the spatial 

and mechanical properties of the minute parts of bodies, 

1 roy Te 7d Wypov mapacKevdser, ch. 4, 441 b 21. 

2 De Sens. 441b 14, cf. also ch. 5, 445215. 

3 Cf. above in connection with colour mixture. 
* Ch. 4, 442.4 31 sqq. 
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analogous to those properties discerned by touch when the 
bodies have an appreciable mass. It is not the particle 
impinging on the tongue that causes the taste, but the 

qualitative modification of the liquid medium which is 

identified as the flavour. If we lived amidst this vehicle’, 

surrounded by it as we are by the air, then it would act asa 

medium just exactly as the air does in odour or sound, and 

the sense of taste would be a mediated one. In assigning the 
sense of taste as a subvariety of touch’, Aristotle no doubt 

has in mind the fact that, as things are, it is only effected by 

contact with a portion of the substance in which the qualitative 

modification known as flavour subsists; he also, of course, has 

in view his theory that the fundamental qualities of flavour, 

sweetness and bitterness, are really indices of the tactual 

properties of food which go to determine its value as nutri- 

ment. The sweet—ro yAvev—is identified with the light— 

TO Kovdor, z.e. with that light substance which can be raised 

up by the supposed vital heat operative in digestion and so 

get incorporated in the organism. The bitter—ro muxpov— 

being heavy, sinks down and passes away as excrement’. 
Those actual properties, be it noted, are not spatial or 

dynamical according to Aristotle, but qualities given by the 

special sensations of touch, and it is upon such tactual attri- 

butes of objects that their value or hurtfulness for our organisms 

depends‘. 

All other tastes than sweet and bitter are composites of 

those two qualities in different proportions, exactly as the 

chromatic tones are compounds of black and white’. 

(2) For odour to exist we require the prior production 

of flavour; we must already have To éyyupov bypor, ze. liquid 

modified by flavour, or, what is the same thing’, 7d éyyupov 
Enpov, dry substance which has produced a qualitative modi- 

fication on liquid. The further solution of this flavoured 

substance in either air or water is, it seems, that which 

1 De Sens. ch. 6, 44728. SiC a 44a ss: 
3 441 b 26 sqq. * De An. i1., ch. 13; 435 b 4 sqq- 

® Cf. above (a) on colour. 8 Cf. notes to ch. 5, 442 b 31. 
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produces odour. The diffusing agency is again heat?, but 
it must be a fresh diffusion of the sapid substance which 

produces odour; if not, odour to creatures living in water 

would be identical with taste, whereas Aristotle distinctly 

assigns the sense of smell as such to them*. Similarly odour 

to animals that respire is not simply the presence in air of 

exactly the same thing that in liquid causes taste; it is a 

‘diffusion’ in the air of the flavour itself, not of the cause of 

the flavour. But, since flavour is the basis of odour, differences 

in the latter correspond to the varieties of the former‘, and 

the scents derive their names from those distinguishing the 

tastes to which they correspond, owing to the similarity of 

the actual sensations’. 
Animals that respire perceive odour by means of the air 

in which it is ‘ diffused’ entering the nostrils. The character- 

istic which modifies the air seems to be thus transferred to 

the organ, which Aristotle probably thought was composed of 

air alone in respiring animals®. The air in entering the organ 

displaces a membrane’ and so effects communication. But in 
animals which dwell in water, the organ (probably consisting 

of water) is uncovered, just as the eyes also of fishes have no 
protecting covering; though the manner of perception is 

different the sense is still the same, for it is the same objective 

quality which affects them as in us causes smell®. 

Thus far odours are strictly parallel to flavours, and serve 

as an index to the character of the food from which they 

proceed. But we can classify them in a different way and 
not according to the taste to which they correspond; or 

rather, as Aristotle says, there are two different varieties or 

groups of odour. As we saw, heat is required in the propaga- 

tion of all’, z.e. the dvvayss or duors of odour contains the heat. 

Now in man” this heat entering the nostrils tempers the cold 

1 De Sens. ch. 5, 443b 7. S-4430 17: 3 44344, 4445 21. 
#443 be): SCL De An, J. che Oy42t 04: 

6 Cf. De An. 111. ch. 1, 425 a 5 (Oarépov ro’rwy sc. dépos kal bdaros) and cf. 

section V. above. 
7 De Sens. ch. 5, 444 b 24. 8 Cf. notes to 444 b 21. 
o°Cf. 444 227: 10 Ch. 5, 444 a 19 sqq.- 
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which is supposed to prevail in the brain and its neighbourhood. 

Odours then appear to have a direct effect upon health and to 

be regarded as pleasant or the reverse in proportion as their 

action is beneficial or not. It is thus that Aristotle accounts 
for the appreciation felt by man for the scents of flowers and 

perfumes which have no association with edible things, an 

appreciation not felt by the lower animals. In the latter the 
brain, not being nearly so large in proportion to their size, 

does not apparently need this tonic influence. Thus Aristotle 

assigns to what we should call an aesthetic satisfaction a purely 

physiological and naturalistic explanation. 

SECTION VIII. PERCEPTION AS QUANTITATIVE. 

In chapters 6 and 7 of the De Sensu Aristotle raises the 

question (1) whether all perception is of a quantum!’ and 

(2) whether all quanta are perceptible?» Both are answered 
in the affirmative; the reasons for maintaining the former 

principle we have already seen*, Spatial quantity is to be 
identified as the continuous (To cuvexés), and the continuous is 

just that in which there is no least part, in which you never 

come to the indivisible; objects of perception may, however, 

appear to be indivisible and therefore non-quantitativet. What 
this admission amounts to we must now discuss. In raising 

the problem whether there are an infinite number of perceptible 

parts in any object (eg. whether all quanta are perceptible), 
Aristotle points out that the different species of qualities 

belonging to any one sense must form a limited number’. 
They can all be arranged in a linear series with the simple 

qualities most opposed to each other forming the extreme 
points and the others arranged in proximity to the two poles 

in accordance with the preponderance of the one or the other 
element respectively in them. But though thus arranged in 
linear fashion, they do not form a continuum, ze. in analysing 

the whole of which they are constituent parts, you come 

1 De Sens. ch. 7, 449 222 sqq. 

2 Ch. 6, 445 b3 sqq.; cf. also ch. 7, 448 a 21 sqq. 
8 Sec. 11. above. * Che) 440 D175 5 Ch. 6, 445 b 24. 
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ultimately to units which cannot be subdivided, ze. you come 

to the indivisible. Hence there must be a finite number of 

parts or steps between the ends of the scale. This is a 

general proposition that holds good equally of a series of 

cognate qualities and of the number of middle terms to be 
interposed between subject and predicate in the proof of any 

proposition. It is true equally of any finite magnitude. 

There must be a finite number of assignable parts (equal, 

ica, cf. ch. 6, note ad loc.) between point A and point B, or 

else Achilles can never overtake the tortoise?» What then 

becomes of the assertion that all quantities are perceptible, 

z.e. that no matter how far you analyse the object the parts 

obtained are still something for sense? Aristotle solves the 

difficulty by pointing out that it is one thing for a part to be 

perceived by itself and another as in the whole. We come to 

a limit at which a part ceases to be fer se actually (évepyeia) 

an object of perception. The very minute parts of bodies are 

in their individuality only potentially (duvapec) perceptible. 

As taken along with the others and going to compose the 

whole they are, no doubt, actually perceptible. They do 
produce an effect upon the sense, but taken in their indi- 

viduality they do not; in fact, if a very minute part of any 

substance is actually isolated from the whole it is altered 

qualitatively and reduced to the nature of the new medium 

in which it is placed’. The conclusion of the whole doctrine 

is, that the sum of distinct objects of consciousness into which 

any total can be divided is limited, and that, for explicit 

consciousness, such units are indivisible. All specific exist- 

ences are as such indivisible, and the mind can grasp absolute 

unity. This must be the truth underlying the statements that 

sense objects can appear indivisible; as objects of mind they 
may be indivisible, though, as existences in the physical 
world and hence continuous, they cannot really be so‘ 

1 Cf. notes, De Sens. ch. 6, 445 b 24. 2 Cf. Physics, V1. ch. 9, 239 b 14 sqq. 
3 De Sens. ch. 6, 446a8 sqq. 

4 Cf. Metaph. x. ch. 3, 1054a 27 where it is pointed out that 7d mdHOos and 

TO dtarperdv is waddov alcOynrdv, and unity and the indivisible only known by 

opposition to these. 
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Aristotle’s distinction between the actual and the potential 
perceptibility of a sense object may throw some light upon 

the conception of the subconscious existence of ideas which is 

so much in evidence in modern psychology. To many writers 

it seems to be the case that ideas or sensations may go on 

diminishing in intensity until they reach a zero point—the 

threshold of consciousness, after which they pass over into the 

subconscious region and go on existing as ‘ petites perceptions’ 

with a separate individuality just as good as that which they 

had before. They are not ‘unconscious mental modifications,’ 

z.¢. they are still in some way present to consciousness, for, 
it appears, they may go on diminishing still further in inten- 

sity until they reach a zero of total oblivion. Now such a 

conception of an intermediate subconscious zone interposed 

between the conscious and the unconscious is quite self- 
contradictory’, A sensation in its individuality is either an 

object of consciousness or it is not; if it is not you may 

call it subconscious if you like, meaning by that that in 

conjunction with others it produces an effect upon the mind, 

but in its individuality it is not an object of consciousness 
of any grade whatsoever. The subconscious ‘region’ should 

then be defined, not as a region, but as that state of an object 
in which, as a separate thing, it cannot be distinguished, but 

still in conjunction with others helps to produce a total 

psychical disposition. Whether the object can ever become 

a distinct element in consciousness fer se depends upon 

circumstances. Sometimes by straining the attention or 

banishing other stimuli we can detect separate sensations 
hitherto unnoticed; sometimes sensations which, we know, 

must to a more acute sense appear distinct, are known to us 

only in the total volume which they produce. So too with 

ideas and memories, some can be aroused in their individuality 

by recollection, while others are real only in so far as by 

their former existence they modify our total present mood. 

Aristotle’s doctrine of the infinite divisibility of sensation 

1 This is what Lewes (Aristotle, p. 253) seems to have in mind in criticising 
Hamilton’s theory of ‘latent’ knowledge. He by no means, however, makes his 
point clear. 
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(as above explained) fits in well with his general polemic 

against the atomic theory. With his expressly physical 
objections to atoms we are not here concerned. What his 

teaching amounts to is, that, though the characters of the 

minute parts called atoms are supposed to explain the sensa- 
tional quality of the total substance which they compose, 

they themselves as occupying space will have parts and hence 

will want explaining by the nature of their minute parts and 

so on ad infinitum. Merely mathematical or mechanical 

qualities will not explain the special differentiae perceived by 

sense, and the atoms themselves, if corporeal, cannot be 

thought of as having merely mathematical and mechanical 

properties. To think of them we must invest them with the 

attributes known to us by sense. Hence instead of assuming 

that the sense-quality of an appreciable object is due to the 

configuration alone of its parts, it is as well to suppose that 

those parts have qualitative affections which, if not identical 

with those of the whole, are yet like them sensuous and 

contribute in some way to the resultant nature of the total 

object. 

SECTION IX. APPERCEPTION. 

Apperception is, of course, a term not corresponding to 

any expression in Aristotle, but by it we may designate that 

function of sense in which it judges («pivec) and by so doing 
coordinates in the same indivisible act different objects. The 

physiology of the matter we have already dealt with; Aris- 

totle localises the function in a central organ and hence it 

may be held to correspond to what is known to modern 

science as the action of the higher centres as opposed to the 

stimulation of end organ and lower ganglia merely. The 

latter affection does not result in perception of the typically 

human kind, which requires that higher coordination which 

has often been referred to by the current psychological term 

‘apperception. The term aic@avec@ar with Aristotle in- 

cludes discrimination (xpivew), and though in the discussion 
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in the De Sensu he almost invariably employs the former 

term, whereas in the De Anima the latter emerges more 

conspicuously, he does not mean to distinguish two different 
functions by the different expressions. Ato@daveo@ai implies 

both receptivity and discrimination, and would not be atc @noats 

without discrimination. Accordingly, when Aristotle asks 

how perception of two objects at the same time is possible, 
he is not asking how two impressions may be vecetved at the 

same time; the sense organ, being a péyeOos and having an 

indefinite plurality of parts within it, can easily account for 
that—the different parts may be differently modified. What 

he wants to find out is how the different determinations can 

be simultaneously discriminated, for that requires simulta- 

neous existence in the same individual entity, not merely 
in different parts of it. Discrimination and coordination go 

together; as he shows in the De Axnzma', the consciousness 

which discriminates must be single. The objects perceived 
must not be present in separate moments? or to a divided 

consciousness. 
In chapter 7 of the De Sensu, Aristotle without first 

hinting at his theory of how an indivisible unit of conscious- 

ness is possible, and thus leaving the field free for any 

other theory, asks whether discrimination of different sense 
elements in an indivisible moment can be effected. He 

distinguishes the cases of (1) perception of opposite qualities 

belonging to the same sense, eg. black and white, and 
(2) determinations due to different senses—sweet and white. 
If, he says, such discrimination were likely to occur, it would 

be most natural to expect it in the case of the évavtia*— 
contrary determinations of one single sense,—yadrrov yap 

aya  Kiynow THs plas—‘* for the modifications due to 

black and white colour being localised in the same organ are 
more ‘together’ than those caused by sweetness and white- 

ness (which exist in different organs), and hence they have 
more chance of being coordinated. But, as it turns out, when 

1p. ch. 2, 426b17 sqq. 2 De Sens. ch. 7, 448 a 21 sqq. 

3 447 b 23. * 447b9. 
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two modifications occur together one either drives out the 
other or modifies it in some way, and, in the latter case, it is 

so modified in return that a third and new modification arises 

in which the individuality of the component elements is lost. 

Two equal and contrary determinations might completely 

annul each other?, but when we get qualities belonging to the 

same sense simultaneously presented, what does occur is pi£cs, 

a fusion of the two elements, as in the case of harmony ; they 

form one thing, a compound, and though they are, as forming 

such a thing, present to consciousness, their individuality is 

lost and hence they cannot be discriminated. In an obscure 
passage? which Biehl has had to reconstruct almost entirely, 

Aristotle rejects the theory that this discrimination can be 

effected by the determination in different ways of the different 

parts of an organ which are yet continuous with each other 

This leads up to his own theory that, if either contrary or 

diverse qualities are to be simultaneously perceived there 

must be an absolutely indivisible psychical unity which can 

yet be viewed in two different ways at the same time. Its 

nearest analogue is, as has been said*, the mathematical 

point, or the unity of an object which possesses diverse attri- 

butes. It has been debated whether those two solutions of 
the difficulty are the same, or whether the latter, if satis- 

factory for the case of qualities like white and sweet, belong- 

ing to different senses, will not be insufficient to account for 

the harder* case of contrary modifications like black and 

white. A passage in the De Azzma® might make us think so, 

but, as Rodier in his elucidation of De Az. Il. ch. 7° points 

out, there is no real discrepancy between the two theories. 

Opposed qualities—évavtia—though existing in different parts 

of the same total object must (if between them they cover 

the whole extent of the ground) meet in a common indivisible 

point if they are still to be ascribed to the same object, and 
diverse characters (€tepa) like white and sweet, which do not 

exist in different parts of the substance, must be deemed (as 

t De Sens. Ch. 4, 447837: 2 448 b 19 sqq. 

3 Section VI. 4 Cf. notes to 449 a4 sqq. 

> 11. ch. 2, 426 b 28 sqq. 6 Traité de 2 Ame, Vol. Il. p. 501. 
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bod> 
as the substance has those qualities) to belong equally 

<o its minutest parts, ze. to be held together in a unity 

which, like the point, is absolutely indivisible. Of such a 

nature, then, is the psychic faculty involved in discrimination. 

It would be natural, if we followed out the parallelism 

between mind and body mechanically, to imagine that there 
was some corporeal organ which had the same properties, 
and there is a passage in the De Memoria’, where, having 

evidently the organ of consciousness in mind, Aristotle 

refers to it as atomic; hence there is some countenance for 

Neuhdauser’s theory that this organ is the mysterious vital 

heat of heavenly or transcendent origin. But as we have 

seen, nothing corporeal can fulfil the functions of an absolute 

indivisible unity; the unity of apperception is generally 

styled & ts THs Wruyfs*, and perhaps the emphasis is on the 

latter word. We might have expected that it would have 

been in some way affiliated with the operation of vods, which 
is non-spatial and has a really transcendent origin. The 

account of the activity of vonous in De Ax. 111. ch. 6, is almost 

entirely parallel to his description of the higher function of 

sense. However, the tendency of Aristotle to treat voids 
simply as the highest of the intellectual faculties—that of 

pure conceptual thought—prevents us from making this 

identification; but, on the other hand, his refusal to see in 

discrimination of any kind mere passivity or determination 
by what is foreign to one’s own being, leads us to surmise 

that the faculties of Sense and of Reason must be in essence 
one. This no doubt is his real belief but, as usual, it is veiled 

by his cautious manner of presenting the subject. 

SECTION X. MEMORY AND RECOLLECTION. 

The text of the treatise on Memory and Recollection 
presents some difficulties in interpretation which are perhaps 

still greater than those met with in the De Sensu, The worst 

1 Ch. 2, 451228. Cf. above, Section vI. 

2 Cf. De Sens. ch. 7, 449 a 10, 448 b 23. 
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of these occur in passages where (¢.¢. 452a 18sqq., 452b 16Stjis 
symbols are employed, and in one case at least it is not 

claimed that a perfectly satisfactory explanation has been 

arrived at. 

The main results of the treatise now claim our attention. 

(1) Memory (uvnun) is used in a very restricted sense, 

one much narrower than that assigned to it in modern 
psychology. It does not comprise retention: that rather is 

an element present in the general faculty of Imagination, of 

which Memory is a special determination. A sense impres- 

sion which persists as a psychic change resulting from an 

actual perception! is an image (favracua); it is the ascrip- 

tion of this image to some object existing in past time which 

is memory in the proper sense. In gavtacia generally 

(though not apparently always?) the object which has 

produced the originating sense-impression is not present, 

but that fact does not constitute the mental state a memory. 

The sense of time, either determinate or indeterminate, must 

enter into the apprehension before we can be said to re- 

member. Thus Memory is relatively a high mental function, 

and though it is not denied of several of the lower animals, 

it is nothing which need emerge in that assimilation of 

present to past which must be found in any consciousness 

which profits by experience. 

(2) Aristotle thus thinks that a mental image may be 

used and become an object of thought without the reference 

to historical reality which memory implies. It was quite 

natural that he should do so. As we have already seen, 

the xivnows in the body reproduces some xivnots which has 

existed in the external world, and the tendency of his 

thought is to ascribe as nearly as possible identity of nature 

to the two; at least his whole theory of sense-perception 

implies this. Hence, if a bodily xivnows give knowledge of 
external reality in sense perception, there is no reason why 

it should not do so when the source of sense stimulation is 
no longer present. Certainly it is only when we remember 

1 De An, Il. ch. 3, 42921, 428b 11 sqq. 

2 Cf. De Mem. ch. 1, note to 449 b 32. 
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che strict sense, that the bodily «ivnows, which functions 

as vonua or Yewpnwa—an object of thought, gives us know- 

ledge of the external object which caused the perception to 

which it is due; nevertheless it has an objective character, 

just as the animal in a picture has a definite nature as an 

object of consciousness independent of the reference to the 

actual living model from which it was copied or which 

suggested it. From this account of the matter it might 
appear that Aristotle believed that the physiological modi- 

fication in our bodies was the object of our thought when 

we imagined anything. So it is in a way, but it is only 

physiological per accidens; it is the same eidos whether 

existing in the external world or in the human body. To 

our minds the disparateness between the physiological and 
the merely physical seems extreme and we can think of 

the physiological process only as being some very remote 
symbolization of the external; not so was it to Aristotle, 
by whom the complexity of organic structures was very 

inadequately comprehended. It is noteworthy that the 

difference of the physiological and the physical seems to 

have been much more clearly realised by the time of 
Spinoza, who, when defining mind as ‘idea corporis,’ avoids 

the objection we have instanced above by explaining that our 

ideas involve the nature both of the external bodies and of 

the human organism?; he holds, however, that in perceiving 

the external we perceive also the nature of our own body. 
Nevertheless, the fact that no thought is the thought of 

the physiological process occasioning it, but is rather the 
consciousness of that which this process symbolizes, need 

not conflict with Aristotle’s definition of memory or his 

account of the objective nature of a gavtacua apart from 

memory. Just as the animal in a picture has an existence 
Ka? avto—gudé animal, and not merely as a certain arrange- 
ment of paint devised to represent a living animal, so the 
gavtacuwa may have an objective character without referring 

to the particular event or object to which it owes its origin. 

1 450 b 23 sqq- 2 Ethics, 11. Prop. Xvi. and Corollaries. 

Se 3 
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When it does so refer and is used as an eixov or pynpy 

vevpa', the representation of the object is coincident with a 

representation (either definite or vague) of the time which has 

elapsed since it was present to sense, and it is this coincidence? 

alone which gives memory in the true sense. 

To modern thought it may seem strange that Aristotle 

should regard a davtacpwa, a mere alteration in the bodily 

organs, as something objective. But one must remember 

that this «ivnows was to him something of a definite pattern, 

as definite as that of any object external to the human 

organism, and that the knowledge of the one would not 

differ from that of the other in point of ‘objectivity. The 
stimulation of the sense organs by an external object might 

originally cause the xivno.s. But this stimulation is nothing 

else than the communication of the eidos of the external 

object to the human organism. It is this ef0s which forms 

the content of thought, and whether existing in the external 

physical object or in the sense organ it is equally objective. 

The psychological problem as to how we perceive and re- 

member and think is never for Aristotle the question of 
how mind knows a real object. This latter, a metaphysical 

difficulty, is quite distinct. That real objects existed and 

could be known was the assumption from which he started. 

Knowing was a fact which must be accepted, but how a 

corporeal organism could manifest this function wanted ex- 

planation. The presence of the actual fact thought of in the 

body of the thinking being and at the moment of thought 

was the only solution he could offer. It is for modern 

physiology to discover a better. But his was an attempt 

in the right direction and a very natural answer also, for his 

question was, not how mznd thinks, but how we—embodied 
creatures—think. 

If it be asked: ‘Is Aristotle’s a theory of representative 

knowledge or perception?’ we must answer no, at least it is 

not so in the modern sense of such a theory. Ina sense, no 

doubt, there is representation ; between the individual and a 

1 De Mem. 451 a 3. * ch. 2, 452b 26. 

on 
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body external to his organism the «/vynovs in the sense organs 

mediates, but between ‘mind’ and its object nothing inter- 
poses, and our apprehension of an external object is direct, 
—the immediate awareness of an objective, real character 

of things. Hence Aristotle could think of a ¢avracpa which 
was not due to an object at the moment stimulating the 

senses, but was merely retained in the organs, as having 

objectivity apart from memory. This was so because the 
eldos or character it had was equally real whether in the 
body or out of it. Memory in fact adds nothing to the 

objectivity of the davracpara involved in it. It is merely 
the union of the xivnots caused by lapse of time and the 
gavtacpa originated by an external thing. 

(3) The characteristic of involving continuous quantity, 
spatial or temporal, which cleaves to sense perception? infects 

also imagery, and hence memory. Thus memory must be 
assigned to the faculty of sense and its organ; it is not a 

function of pure thought®, The function of pure thought 

(vovs) is the apprehension of concepts apart (xeywpropéva) 
from this continuity which forms their tAn vonrn; the 

concept (vdnua) is to the image as the equation to a curve 

is to the curve in which it is realised. But memory, the 

apprehension of time, which is a continuum, can thus never 
belong to pure thought as such. Hence we may conclude 

(indeed, if my interpretation of ch. I, 450a 20 be correct, we 
find it stated) that higher beings whose activity is purely 

intellectual do not share in memory. 

(4) Differences in powers of memory Aristotle accounts 
for by the condition of the bodily organ (which is identical 

with the central organ of sensation). In language suggested 
largely by a passage in the 7heaetetus* of Plato he describes 

the causes of variation between different individuals and the 

different ages of life. Generally speaking too great ‘fluidity’ 
of’ the receptive structure causes impermanence of the im- 
pression ; too great ‘density’ occasions a difficulty in getting 

IsCh De Sens. chiG6;-445 32, 
2 De Mem. ch. 1, 4504 12 sqq. and notes. 
3 Theaetetus, tg1 C sqq. 
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any experience ever impressed. Similarly in the process of 

recollection (which we shall next proceed to discuss) bodily 

conditions influence the recall of ideas either by impeding? 

the series of changes which occur in the central sensorium or 

by causing it to diffuse and so cause emotional disturbance”. 

(5) Recollection (avauvnots) is to be distinguished from 

memory, the ascription of an image to some event in the 

past, which may be due either to the persistence® of a sense- 

impression or to its reinstatement afresh; avauvnots is just 

that process of reinstatement and is so to be defined. It 

must, however, be carefully distinguished from the process 

involved in learning (which was identified with it by Plato). 

We may actually have reproduced in us by learning some 

knowledge previously possessed which might have been 

recalled but has totally passed into oblivion; under those 

circumstances the process is quite different from recollection ; 

the latter process is self-conducted, while, for the former, we 

require instruction. Again, the basis from which we start is | 

different in the two cases; much more than the meagre 

knowledge required in order to be capable of receiving 

instruction will be necessary, if we are to recall the previous 

idea unaided. 
The objects to be recalled are twofold; they are 

either those which have a necessary connection with one 

another, like the concepts and judgments in mathematical 

science, or again they may be contingently related. The 

former are easily remembered, the latter not so, but in both 

cases the order of recall depends upon the experienced 

- connection of the facts‘, and the connection is either that of 

like with like, or of things contiguous or opposed. The 

ease with which an idea may be recalled depends upon the 

frequency of the repetition of the particular series of con- 

nections by which it is reinstated. Frequent repetition due 

to custom produces a natural disposition’ which tends to 

actualisation just like any other dvvamis or dvows. Here, 

1 De Mem. ch. 2, 453 b1. 2 453.016 sqq. 3 451 bi sqq. 

# 451:b 32. 5 452a 29 sqq. 
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however, just because the disposition is due to custom, it is 
liable to be interfered with, just as any tendency in nature 
may be thwarted, only more so. 

_ The laws of Association here formulated by Aristotle 

(Contiguity, Similarity, and Contrast) are obviously merely 
principles governing the reinstatement of ideas previously 

experienced. Hence their scope is much narrower than that 
assigned to them by modern psychology. Aristotle certainly 

held no ‘ Associationist Theory of Knowledge, but for that 

the most recent theorists are hardly likely to blame him. 
There are, however, other psychical operations like ‘com- 

plication, his aic@nows cata cvpBeBnxos, which many writers 

would rank generally under ‘association’ but which he left 

unaffiliated to the process involved in recollection. This 

discreteness in his treatment of mental functions is no doubt 

due to his empirical way of approaching his data and his 
caution in all but the widest generalisations. 

(6) Finally we hear that recollection is a higher activity 

than mere memory. It is peculiar to man’. Though it may 
operate involuntarily? it is typically a purposive operation® 

and is to be regarded as a kind of search, like the search for 

the middle term in demonstration or for the means to effect 
the fulfilment of an end in practical deliberation. Its pur- 
posiveness seems to argue to its higher nature; it is in this 

way illustrative of the aza@eva which belongs to mind fer se‘. 
In recollecting the soul seems to be active, producing an 

activity which proceeds ¢owards*® the organs of sense. Apart 
from the aspect of activity we must, however, recognise that, 

in recollection, there is a process going on in the organs of 
sense or rather in the central sensorium. The various ideas 

which reinstate one another are all to be described as 

Kkunaoews, and the end of a process of recollection seems to 
be attained when one particular xivnots is produced which 
seems to constitute a terminus to the series—namely the 

1 De Mem. ch. 2, 453a1l. = 451.020; 

3 Cf. Prof. Laurie’s Zustitutes of Education, p. 233 sqq. 
4 Cf. Section Iv. above ad init, 
5 De An. t.ch. 4,408 b 17. 
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xivnows corresponding to the idea to be recalled. It is 

throughout implied that these «uvjoes, prior to the act of 

recollection, are dormant; that is to say they are not, until 

revived, xuvnoews. What then persists or what is the xivnous 
when it is dormant? Aristotle talks of the impression on 

the organ being like an imprint—rvzos, and, no doubt, he 

must have thought of the impression left by an experience 

as being some kind of structural modification of the organ. 

He talks of the subjective affections involved in apprehending | 

magnitudes as being oy7para! like the objective magnitudes 

themselves. He does not work out his theory of the persist- 

ence of impression, but doubtless the dormant impression is 

merely something of the nature of a cyjpa (at least in the 

case of the perception of magnitude), while the affection 

whether when first experienced or when revived is of the 

nature of a xivnaus, though a xivynows which still has a spatial 

configuration and can be represented by a motion passing 

along a determinate path—as in the construction of a 

triangle. At any rate we find no hint in Aristotle of that 

modern theory which would make psychical dispositions 

consist in the faint functionings of the same parts as are 

brought into play when an idea is explicitly realised. 

1 Cf. De Insom. ch. 3, 461 a 8 sqq. 
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I 

-Now that we have given a definite account of soul in its 
essential nature and of each of its faculties individually, the 
next thing to do is to consider animals and all things possessed 
of life and to discover which activities are specific and which 
they have in common. a 

Assuming as a basis our exposition about the soul, let us 5 
discuss the remaining questions, beginning with those that 
are primary. 

The most important of the characteristics of animals, 
both generic and specific, evidently belong to soul and body 
in common, eg. sense-perception and memory, passion, desire 
and appetite generally, as well as pleasure and pain. These 10 
are found practically in all animals. 

But further, certain of the phenomena in question are 
common to all things which participate in life, while others 
are shared by particular kinds of animals. Of these the most 
important fall into four pairs of correlatives, to wit, waking 
and sleep, youth and age, the inhalation and expulsion of 15 
breath, life and death. These phenomena call for discussion, 
and we must investigate both the nature of each and the 
reasons for its existence. 

It falls within the province of the natural scientist to 
survey the first principles involved in the subject of health 
and ‘disease, for to nothing lacking life can either health or 
sickness accrue. Hence pretty well the most of our in- 20 
vestigators of nature do not stop until they have run on into 
medicine, and those of our medical men who employ their 436b 
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art in a more scientific fashion, use as the first principles of 

medicine truths belonging to the natural sciences. 
There is no lack of evidence that the phenomena we have 

mentioned are shared by both soul and body in _common, 
for they all either occur in concomitance with sensuous ex- 

perience or are due to it. Some are modifications, some 
“permanent dispositions of sensuous experience, while some 

protect and preserve and others destroy and annul it. 

That the psychical function of sensation depends upon 

the body is clear both @ priori and apart from such évidence. 
However, the nature of sense and its function and the reason 

why this phenomenon is found in animals, have already been 

explained in the Psychology. ‘Animals gud animal must 

possess sensation, for it is_by’ means. of this that 1 we dis- 

Saran Te oe sronel nature touch and taste 
must necessarily accrue, touch for the reason given in the 
Psychology, taste owing to the fact that it takes nutriment; 

for by taste the pleasant and unpleasant are distinguished in 

food, so that as a consequence the one is pursued and the 

other shunned ; to put it generally, flavour is a determination 

of that which is nutritive. 

In animals with the power of locomotion, are found the 
senses which are mediated by_ something external, ‘to wit, 

smell, hearing, and sight. These exist uniformly for the 
purpose of the he self-preservation of the animals possessing 

them, in order that they may become aware of their food 
at a distance and go in pursuit of it and that they may avoid 

G. 
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ee 

what is bad and injurious. Where intelligence is found they 437 a 

are designed to subserve the ends of well-being ; they com- 

municate to our_minds many distinctions out of which 

develops in us the _intelligent_ apprehension. alike of the 
‘objects of. thought and of the things of the “practical life. 

a 

Of. these three sight is per se more valuable so far as the 

needs of life are concerned, but from the point of view of 9!) 
thought and_ accidentally, eau is the more important.s5 {‘ 

The characteristics are many and various which the faculty 

of sight, reports, because all bodies are endowed with colour ; 
—_— 
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thus by this sense especially are perceived the common 
sensibles (by these I mean figure, magnitude, motion, and 
number). 10 

But hearing gives merely differences in sound and, in a 
few cases, in articulate utterance too. Hearing, however, has 
the greatest st share in the development Of intelligence, 1 though Bh 

fs“an accidental function¢ Speech being: ‘audible is in- 
Seakeatal tf in causing us to but this function it 
possesses not per se but accidentally, for speech is a complex 1 
of words, every one of which is a conventional symbol. A 
consequence is that of those who from_birth have been | 
without one or other of those two senses, the blind are more | 
intelligent than. deaf-mutes. — 

I] 

We have already given an account of each of the sense | 
faculties. ue each oe according to the course tse of 20 

a ae 

Present- day investigators attempt to reduce them to the 
ultimate elements of all bodies; but, since the senses are 
five, they have a difficulty in reducing them to the four 
elements, and the fifth causes them anxious consideration. 

Sight they all ascribe to fire owing to the misunder- 
standing of a certain phenomenon, viz. when the eye is 25 
pressed and moved, fire appears to flash out from it; and 
it is the nature of this phenomenon to occur in the dark, or 
when the eyelids are closed, for then, too, there is darkness. 

But this theory—that sight is of the nature of fire—raises 
a fresh difficulty; for, if it is impossible for that which is 
conscious of and sees some object to be unaware that it does 30 
so, the eye will of necessity perceive -itself. Why then is this 
not the case when the eye is at rest ? 

From the following considerations we shall discover the 
cause of this circumstance and of the apparent identity of 
fire and vision. It is the nature of smooth things to shine 
in the dark, but, nevertheless, they do not produce light ; now 
what we call the “black” and “middle” of the eye’ has a 437b 
smooth appearance and it shows on the eye moving, for the 
reason that this occurrence is a case of the reduplication of a 
single thing. The swiftness of the motion effects this, causing 
that which sees and that which is seen to appear to be 
distinct. Hence also if the motion is not swift and does not 5 

~— 
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occur in the dark, the phenomenon does not take place. It jin 
is the nature of smooth things to shine in the dark, as eg. the *% oY 

I ‘heads of certain fishes and the juice « of the cuttle- fish. When 
the eye moves slowly, the effect—the apparent simultaneous 
identity and duality of that which sees and that which is 
seen—is not produced. But in the former case—that of 10 
swift movement—the eye sees itself as it does too when 
reflected in a mirror; this is so, for, if it really consists of 

fire, as Empedocles alleges and we read in the 7zmaeus, and 
if vision is produced by the issuing forth of light from the 
eye as it were from a lantern, why does not sight function in 
the dark as well as by day ? 

The explanation in the 7zmaeus, that the sight issuing 15 
from the eye is extinguished in the darkness, is quite without 
point, for what can the extinction of light mean? Heat and 

dryness are annulled by damp or cold, as we see in the case 
of the fire and flame in burning coals; but neither of these 20 
is a characteristic of light. If they are and we do not detect 
their presence owing to the smallness of their amount, light 
would of necessity be extinguished in broad daylight too, 
when it was wet, and darkness would increase in frosty 
weather. This at any rate, viz. extinction, is what happens 
to flame and burning bodies, but nothing of the kind occurs 
in the phenomenon in question. 

Empedocles evidently holds the view at times, that we 25 
see upon the issuing of light from the eye, as we mentioned 
before. At any rate these are his words: 

“As who a journey intendeth, himself with a candle equippeth 
Thorough the blustering night with its fiery radiance gleaming, 

And, to ward off every gust, in lantern-case fits it, 30 
That this may part to this side and that the breath of the wild winds 
While the fire pierces through, inasmuch as its nature is subtler, 

And shines over the threshold with splendour that naught can conquer, 
Thus too the world-old fire was confined in the delicate membranes 

And lies hid ’neath the screens of the spherical-fashionéd pupil ; 438 a 

These keep in check the ocean of water that. circles around it, 
But the fire pierces through, inasmuch as its nature is subtler.” 

Sometimes he says this is the way in which we see, but at 
other times he explains it by a theory of effluxes issuing from 

the objects seen. a5 

R. 4 
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Democritus is in the right in saying that the eye consists 5 
of water, but his theory that sight is the mirroring of an 
object is wrong. This phenomenon indeed—the visibility of 
an object as in a mirror—occurs in ‘the case of the eye 
because it is ‘smooth, and exists not in it (the reflecting eye) 
but in the spectator ; for the phenomenon is one of reflection.~ 
‘But he seems to have attained to no clear general theory of — 
the mirroring and reflection of objects. It is ridiculous too 10 
that it never entered his head to ask why the eye alone sees 
and none of the other things in which images are mirrored. 

Thus his theory is true that the sight-organ consists « a 
water; but the eye functions not_guwd_ aqueous but 
transparent ; this property it “shares with air as well. Bat 15 
water is more easily kept in, being denser than air; and hence 
the pupil and the eye are composed of water. 

The facts themselves make this clear; what issues from 

the eyes when they are seriously hurt is evidently water, and 
when they are quite in the embryonic stage it is excessively 
cold and brilliant. Further, in sanguineous animals the white 20 
of the eye is fat and oily; this is designed to keep the 
moisture unfrozen. Hence the eye is less liable to be chilled 
than any other part of the body; no one ever felt cold under 
the eye-lids. In bloodless animals, however, the eyes have a 
hard skin and this it is which protects them. 25 

The theory is wholly absurd that sight is effected a 
means of something which issues from the eye and that it 
travels as far as the stars or, as some say, unites with 
something else after proceeding a certain distance. 

Than this latter a better theory would be, that the union 
is effected in the eye—the starting point; but even this is 
childish. What can the union of light with light mean ? 30 
How can it come about? The union is not that of any 438b 
chance light with any other chance light whatsoever. Again 
how can the internal light unite with the external? The 
membrane of the eye divides them. 

‘We have elsewhere stated that_vision without light is _ 
impossible; but whether it is light or air that_intervenes _ 
between the object-seenand the eye, it is the motion. ee 
propagated through this that produces sight. Thus, as our 5 AN 
theory would lead us to infer, the interior of the eye consists 

4—z2 
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vet. tr. et sine dubio Alex., etiam Baumker, Arist. Lehre von den Sinnesvermogen 
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of water; for water is transparent. Just as we cannot see 

without the presence of light outside the eye, so without 

light inside the eye vision is impossible; this is the reason 
‘why the-eye~must~be transparent, and since it is not air it 

ica water. 
The reason for these contentions is that the consciousness, 

or the psychical faculty.of sense perception, does not reside 1o0 
on n the surface of the eye but evidently within ; this is why 

the interior of the eye must be transparent Hel receptive 
of light. The facts make this plain; for there have been 

cases of people wounded in war by a blow grazing the 

temple in such a way that the passages of the eye were 

severed, to whom darkness seemed to ensue just as when 15 
a light is put out; this was because the transparency we 

call the pupil was severed like a lamp that has its wick 

cut. 

Thus if our account is at all in accordance with fact and 

if, as in the fashion proposed, we should reduce the sensoria 

to the elements and correlate each of the former with one of 

the latter, it is clear we should ascribe the eye’s power of 20 
sight _ to water and the capacity of perceiving sounds to air a 

and the sense of smell to. fire. 
This is because that which has the e faculty of smell is _ ¢ 

potentially what smell is in actuality; for the _object_of. ee 

sensation rouses the sense to activity, which hence_necessarily ae Ya 

is that which, before stimulation, it was potentially. L | 
‘Now odour is a smoke-like fume and smoke-like fumes 25 : 

originate from fire; hence the organ of smell is appropriately yA 

located in the regions around the brain, as the substrate of ) 

that which is cold is potentially “hot. ae 

The origin of the eyes is of the same fashion; they derive 30 , |, 

their composition from the brain, the coldest and most watery : k k 

of the bodily members OS 
The sense of touch i is connected with earth; and taste_is 439a Gl 

a species _of touch. Hence the sensoria of both—taste as i 
well as touch—are closely related to the_heart, which_has_ \ mvs 

— contrary to those of the brain and is the warmest ' UY 
a 

the members.” 
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Let this be the way in which we discriminate the sensitive 5 
organs. of the body. 

Il] 

In the Psychology we have given a general account of the 
objects corresponding to the particular sense-organs, to wit 
colour, sound, smell, flavour, and touch ; we have stated what 
their function is, and described the mode of their operation in ro 
relation to the several sense-organs. But the nature we must 
ascribe to any one of these objects.we have still to consider ; 
we must ask, for instance, what is colour, or sound, or odour, 
or flavour? So, too, what is the object of touch? Let us © 
begin our inquiry with colour. | ; 

Now we can regard _each of these sense objects in two 

ways, as potentially or as. _actually existent. We have eX- 15 
plained in the Psychology in what sense actual colour and 
sound are identical with or different from actual sense ex- 
perience, eg. sight and hearing; but now we are to discuss 
the nature of those sense objects in virtue of which they cause 
sensation and its activity. 

It was stated in the work quoted above when we treated 

of light that it is the colour of the transparent_medium_con- 20 
tingently determined ; for when anything of the nature of fire 
is found in the transparent medium its presence constitutes 
light, its absence darkness. 

What we have spoken of as the transparent element is 
nothing which is found exclusively in air or in water or in 
any one of the substances of which transparency can be. 
predicated; it is some sort of constitution and potency which 
they have in common, and which, not being an indépendent 25 \/ 
reality, finds its existence in thes®bodies and subsists 2 inl 9) 
varying degrees in the rest of material substances. Thus, in’ : 
so far as these bodies must have ‘boundariés, this"too must 
have its limits. 

Now it is in the transparent medium apart from its limits 
that light has its being; but it is clear that the boundary of 
the transparent element which exists in bodies is something 30 

“real. That~this~ts~colour the facts make plain, for colour_ 
either exists in the boundary or constitutes the boundary 
of a thing, and hence (a corroborating circumstance) the 
Pythagorean terminology identified the visible superficies 
with colour. This was plausible, for colour exists in the 

\ Sr, 
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boundary, but it by no means zs the boundary of the body ; 35 
nay, we_must believe that internally there exists the | same ime 439 b 

constitution as externally displays colour. So both air and 
water show tint; the sheen they have is a phenomenon of 
this kind; but pes because it exists in something with no 
definite boundaries, the colour both of the air and of the sea 

is not the same when regarded from afar and from near at 

hand. In solid bodies, however, unless the surrounding 5 

medium cause it to change, the coloured appearance remains, 
equally with the surface, fixed. It is therefore clear that in 

endowed with colour : hence the transparent. element in so 
far as it is found in bodies (and it exists in all in varying 

\ 
meee 

degrees) causes them to be endowed with colour. But since 10 
it is in a bounding surface that colour is found, it is in the 
surface of this—the transparent element—that colour exists. 
Colour then is the limit of the transparent element in a 

_ determinately bounded body; and it is found in all bodies — 
alike, both in transparerit substances themselves, such as. 
meek E 

water and anything similar to it, and in those which appear 
to have a surface colour of their own. Consequently, that, 15 
which in air causes light, may be’ present in the trans- 
parent medium or it may not, ze. may be awanting. 

Thus, just as we can explain light and darkness re- 
spectively by the presence or absence of this cause in the 
air, so in the case of solid bodies we can account for the 

existence of black and white colour. But the other colours _ 
still await classification and an inquiry into the various ways 20 
in which they may be produced. 

Firstly, white and black may be juxtaposed in such a way 
that by the minuteness of the division of its parts each is _ 
invisible while their product is visible, and thus colour may 
be produced. This product can appear neither white nor 
black, but, since it must have some colour and can have 

neither of the above two, it must be a sort of compound and 25 
a fresh kind of tint. In this way, then, we may conceive that 
numbers of colours over and above black and white may be 
produced, and that their multiplicity is due to differences in 
the proportion of their composition. The juxtaposition may 
be in the proportion of three of the one to two of the other, 
or three to four or according to other ratios. Others again 30 

VX 
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may be compounded in no commensurate proportion, with an 
excess of the one element and deficiency of the other which 
are incommensurable, and colours may, indeed, be analogous 
to harmonies. Thus, those compounded according to the 
simplest proportions, exactly as is the case in harmonies, will 
appear to be the most pleasant colours, eg. purple, crimson, 440 - 
and a few similar species. (It is an exactly parallel reason 
that causes harmonies to be few in number.) Mixtures not 
in a calculable ratio will constitute the other colours. Or 
again, all tints may show a calculable proportion between 
their elements, but in some the scheme of composition may 
be regular, in others not, while when those of the latter class 
are themselves impure, this may be due to an absence of 5 
calculable proportion in their composition. 

This is one of the ways in which colours may be produced; a 
second is effected by the shining of one colour through another. 
This we may illustrate by the practice sometimes adopted by 
painters when they give a wash of colour over another more 
vivid tint, when, for example, they wish to make a thing look 
as though it were in the water or in the air. Again, we may 
illustrate by the sun, which in itself appears white, but looks 
red when seen through mist and smoke. 

According to this account the multiplicity of the colours 
will be explained in the same way as in the theory mentioned 
before; we should have to suppose there was some ratio 
between the superficial and the underlying tints in the case 
of some colours, while in others there would be an entire lack 
of commensurate proportion. 

[Thus we see that it is absurd to maintain, with the early 
philosophers, that colours are effluxes and that vision is 
effected by a cause of the efflux type. It was in every way 
binding on them to account for sensation by means of contact, 
and therefore it was obviously better to say that sensation was 
due to a movement set up by the sense object in the medium. 
of sensation, and thus account | for it by, contact without the 
instrumentality of efluxesf 474 Thor + (ores e ~ 

According to the theory of juxtaposition, just as we must 
assume that noe are invisible spatial quanta, so must we 
postulate an mperceptible time to account for the imper- 
ceptibility ort e diverse stimuli transmitted to the_sense Sy, 
organ, which seem to be one because they appear to be_ 

10 

simultaneous. But on the other ‘theory there is no such 25 
necessity ; the surface colour causes different motions in the 
medium when acted on and when not acted on by an under- 
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lying tint. Thus it appears to be something different, and 
neither black nor white. 

Therefore, if an invisible spatial quantity is an impossibility 
and every magnitude must be visible at some distance, we 
must dismiss the former theory and ask what sort of a colour 30 
mixture this latter also is. But, on the former theory as well, 

there is nothing to prevent distant objects appearing to have 

a uniform colour ; for no magnitude is invisible, a problem to 
be discussed later on. 

But let us premise that su ubstances are mixed not merely 440b 

in the way some people think—by a juxtaposition of their 
ultimate minute parts, which, however, are imperceptible to 
sense—but that they entirely _interpenetrate_each other in 
every part throughout; how this happens in all cases was 
explained in general terms in our dissertation on mixture. 
The former theory accounts for the mixture only of those 5 
things which can be resolved into ultimate least. parts, eg. 
men or horses or seeds. In a division of men, a man is the 
least part; in the case of horses, a horse ; thus by the juxta- 
position of these individuals the mixture produced is a mass 
consisting of both components, whereas we do not talk of 
mixing single man with single horse. On the other hand, 10 
things which cannot be resolved into least parts, cannot be 
mingled in this way ; they must entirely interpenetrate each 
other; and these are the things which most naturally mix. 
We oo already, in our treatment of mixture, explained how 
this is possible. 

Now, all this being so, it is clear that when substances are 15 
mixed their colours too must be commingled, and that this is 
the supreme reason why there is a plurality of colours ; neither 
superposition nor juxtaposition is the cause. In such oe 

the colour does not appear single when you are at a distance 
and diverse when you come near; it is a single tint from all 
points of view. The reason for the multiplicity of colours 
will be the fact that things which mix can be mixed in many 20 
different proportions, and some mixtures will show a numerical 
ratio, others only an incommensurable excess of one of the 
elements. So far indeed as other considerations go, the same 
account will apply to the juxtaposition or superposition of 
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colours as to their mixture. The reason why they, and like- 25 

wise tastes and sounds, have definite species limited in number, 

will be given later on. 

IV 

We have defined colour and accounted for the multiplicity 

of its tints, while sound and articulate utterance have been 

treated in the Psychology; we are now to discuss smell and 

taste. ae 
“aWhile as subjective phenomena they are practically 30 

identical, their vehicle is diverse; and tastes as a class are 

more vividly presented to human perception than odours. 

The reason for this is that our sense of smell is inferior to that 441 a 
of other animals, and is the poorest of the human senses. In 

delicacy of touch, however, we excel all other animals; now 

taste is a sort of touch. 

To proceed to our discussion—water is Beer Cana 
of a flavourless nature; yet, either, it_must, tasteless ‘as it is, 5 

be the receptacle in ace “the various flavours reside in 

amounts too minute to be detected—the Empedoclean theory 

tor t must be a material adapted to be the matrix, as it 
were, for the germs of all tastes. In this case all tastes will 

originate out of water, but different ones will arise from 
different parts of the matrix. | we may hold that water 

is entirely undifferentiated, and impute the causality to that 
which acts upon it, for instance heat or the sun. A glance to 

will suffice to show the falsity of the Empedoclean theory; 

for we can observe that the alteration in flavour is due to heat, 

when fruits are plucked, integument and all, and set in the sun 
and reddened. Their new flavour, then, cannot be extracted 

from water; nay,the change must take place within the fruit- 
covering itself. Through lying and drying fruits become, in 

time, harsh and bitter instead of sweet, and display all sorts 
of flavours; further, any kind of taste, so to speak, can be 

produced by subjecting them to the process of cooking. 

Similarly water cannot possibly constitute the material of 20 

-_— 5 
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a universal matrix of flavours. It is a matter of observation 

that out of the very same water taken as nutriment, plants 
develop different flavours. 

True, this leaves us with the theory that the water is acted 
enresn eee 

on in some way, and changes in consequence. Now, plainly, 
Pen 

it is not owing to the power resident in heat that it acquires 
the potency we call flavour; water is the thinnest of all liquids, 25 

thinner even than oil, though oil on the other hand spreads 

out more than water on account of its viscosity. Water, 

however, is non-cohesive, and hence is more difficult to keep 
in the hand without spilling than oil. 

Since water by itself is the only substance which shows no 30 

thickening under the influence of heat, clearly something else 
must be the cause of the phenomenon in question, for all 

flavours tend to exhibit density. The heat is the cooperating 
cause. 

It is a conspicuous fact that all the savours found in fruits 

exist also in the soil. Hence many of the early physical 441 b 

philosophers allege that water takes its character from the 

soil through which it passes. This is.clearly so in the case of 

saline waters, for salt is a species of earth. Filtration through 5 

ash—a bitter substance—makes the taste bitter, and there are 

many springs, some of which are bitter, some acid, and others 
possessing manifold other tastes. Hence, as one would expect, 

it is principally in plants that flavours as a class develop. 
The reason for this acquisition of a specific character by 

water is—it is the nature of humidity, as of everything else, 

to be acted on by its opposite; now its opposite is dryness. 10 
Hence fire too has an effect upon it, for fire by constitution is 

dry. But of fire heat is a peculiar property, of earth dryness, 
as we explained in discussing the elements. sce 

Now, by constitution, fire gud fire and earth gud earth do 

not display activity and passivity, nor do any of the other 15 

elements fer se; it is in so far as they have opposing qualities 

that the elements one and all react on each other. Thus, just 

as men by dissolving colours or savours in water communicate 

those qualities to the water, so nature acts upon that which is 

dry and earthy in character ; by the aid of heat it causes liquid 
ee een ee oe 

R. 5 
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to percuiate a and pass through dry and earthy substance, and 20 
“thus givés it a definite quality. his is flavour, the modification 

which the said dry element produces in liquids, and which is 

capable of stimulating the sense of taste existing as a poten-_ 

_tiality into active operation, This effect which it produces 

upon the sense-faculty has already potential existence in the 

sense-faculty, for sensation is parallel, not to learning, but to 
the exercise of knowledge. 

It is not of all dry substance but of that which is nutritive 25 
that flavours are a modification positive or negatiye. The 
fact that neither does the dry apart from the humid_nor 

liquidity apart from_ dryness yield savour, supplies us with a 
‘proof of this, for neither of these alone, but their mixture, 

furnishes nutriment to animals. In the food of animals it is 30 

the objects of tactual sensation that cause growth and decay; 

it is gué hot or cold that the food they eat is responsible for 
these phenomena, as heat and cold cause growth and decay. 442a 

On the other hand it is in so far as it affects the taste that 

what is given to animals nourishes them, for they all thrive 
on that which is sweet, either pure or mixed with something 
else. 

The full discussion of these facts which is entailed will be 
found in the work Ox Generation ; at present we must touch 

on them only so far as is necessary. Heat causes growth; it § 

is the active cause in the preparation of food, making the light 
elements rise and allowing the saline and bitter to fall on 
account of their weight. In fact, in plants and animals, their 

native heat performs the same function as that fulfilled by 

external heat in the case of external bodies; hence it is by 
sweet things that they are nourished. Other tastes are com- 

mingled with food for the same reason as the saline and acid; 10 
they serve as seasoning. This is necessary because the sweet 
is, in comparison with all other things, excessively nutritive, 

and tends to rise in the stomach. 

Just as colours arise from a mixture of black and white, so 
tastes are a_ product of the sweet and the bitter. Proportion _ 
it_is—a. difference in the quantity of their components, that 15 

gives them buiatalahti aid ; and either the mixture and conse- 
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quent stimulus is in terms of some numerical ratio, or it varies 

indefinitely. 
The mixtures, however, which produce pleasure are in a 

calculable proportion. Sweet flavours alone are oily; saline 

and bitter are practically the same; but sour, pungent, 20 
astringent, and acid occupy an intermediate position. The 

species of tastes and colours are practically equal in number. 
If, as is reasonable, one reckons grey to be a kind of black, 

there are seven of each, for there remain yellow—to be 

referred to white, as oily was to sweet—with crimson, purple, 25 
green, and blue intermediate between black and white; and 

all other colours are got by combining these. Just as black 

is absence of white ii the transparent medium so salinity and 

bitterness are a deficiency of sweetness in nutritive liquid. 
Consequently the ashes of things which have been burned 30 

are bitter, for the scorching they have received has expelled 

their palatable fluid qualities. . 

Democritus and most of the physical Baticcephe who 

treat of sensation commit a most senseless blunder. They 442b 
identify all sense qualities with the tactual. It is clear 

Hee if this were true each of the other senses would be 

a sort of touch; but it is not difficult to see that this is 

impossible. 

In addition they treat the common sensibles as though _ | 

they were the objects of a special sense ; but this is erroneous, 
for magnitude, figure, roughness, and smoothness, as well as 5 

the sharpness and bluntness found in material bodies, are 
generic objects of sensation which, if not discerned by all the 

senses, are common to sight and touch at least. Hence we 
can explain the fact that we can make mistakes in perceiving 

the latter, but are never deceived as to the special sensibles ; 

sight, for instance, makes no mistakes about colour, nor does jo 

hearing err in the matter of sounds. 

These philosophers, however, reduce the special to the 
common, following the example of Democritus in the case of 

black and white. He identifies the one with the rough, the 
other with the smooth, and he reduces flavours to geometrical 
figures. But it falls to sight first, if to any sense, to discriminate 15 
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the common sensibles ; it is, at any rate, the function of the 
most delicate sense to discern the finest differences in its 
particular domain, and so, if it fall to taste first to perceive 
the common sensibles, taste would need to possess the finest 
discrimination of figure and be as well the best means of 
perceiving the other common sensibles. 

A further objection is, that the objects of special sense 
all show contrariety in their determinations; for example, in 20 
colour black and white are opposed, in taste sweet and bitter. 
But there seems to be no opposition between one figure and 
another. To which of the polygons is the circle a contrary? 
Again, as figures are infinite in number, there must be an 
infinitude of tastes also, for why should one figure produce a 25 
taste and not another? 

This is our account of flavour and its effect on taste. The 
other qualities which flavours present find their special treat- 
ment in the Natural History of Plants. 

V 

The theory to be accepted about odour also is the same 
as that about flavour. Precisely as dry substance produces 30 
an effect in liquid, liquid impregnated with flavour acts ina 
new field, operating in air and water alike. 

We have just said that the transparent element is common 
to these two substances, but it is not gud transparent that 443 a 
they affect the sense of smell ; they do this in so far as they 
dissolve and absorb by erosion ‘dry substance which possesses 
flavour; both substances form a medium for this sense, for 
smell is exercised not only in air but in water also. The 
case of the fishes and the testacea makes this plain; they 
evidently employ the sense of smell and yet neither is there 5 
air in the water (for it rises to the surface if ever it gets in) 
nor do these animals breathe. 

Premising, then, the fact that air and water are both 
moist, we might define odour as the nature dry substance 
possessing flavour assumes in the moist, and the object of” 
the sense of smell will be anything SO qualified. 

“That this phenomenon issues from the possession of 
flavour, is clear on a review of those substances that are and 10° 
those that are not odorous. The elements have no odour, to 
wit—fire, air, earth, and water, since they are flavourless— 
both those of them which are moist and those which are 
dry—except when forming a combination. Hence the sea 
too smells, for it has a taste and contains dry substance. 
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Salt smells more than natron, as the oil extracted from it 15 

proves, while natron is more of the nature of earth. More- 

over, stone is odourless, since flavourless; but woods, being 

possessed of taste, are scented, the watery ones less so. 

Again, among metals gold is odourless, having no taste; 

bronze and iron have a smell. The dross left, when the 20 

fluid element is smelted out of these metals, in every case 

possesses less odour than the ore itself. Silver and tin smell 

more than the one class and less than the other; for they are 

aqueous. 

Some people think that the smoky variety of fume 

constitutes odour, since it is a joint product of earth and 

air. [All ascribe odour to this.] Hence too the saying of 25 

Heraclitus that “if all things were turned into smoke the 

nostrils would distinguish them.” Now all ascribe odour to 

this phenomenon, some taking it to be steam, others a fume, 

while some again ascribe it to both. | 

Steam is a sort of moisture, and smoke-like fume is a 

joint product of air and earth, as has been said; out of the 30 

former water condenses, out of the latter some species of 

earth. But neither of these seems to be odour; for steam 

may be classed as water, while again smoke-like fumes 

cannot exist in water; but creatures living in water do 

employ the sense of smell, as already said. Further the 443 b 

theory of fumes is similar to that of effluxes and, if that 

theory was erroneous, so is this. 

It is clear that moisture, both as it exists in the atmo- 

sphere and as it exists in water, can derive something from 

and, be modified by dry substance which possesses flavour, 5 

for air too has moisture in its constitution. Moreover if the 

effect of the dry substance in liquids and in air, when it is, as 

it were, dissolved in them, is similar to its previous action in 

liquid alone, manifestly odours and tastes must be analogous 

to each other. Indeed in several cases this correspondence 

occurs; odours are pungent and sweet, harsh, astringent and 10 
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oily, and we might regard fetid odours as corresponding to 
bitter tastes; this would explain the parallel unpalatability 
of the latter and noisomeness of the former. Thus it is clear 
that smell is in air and water precisely what flavour is in water. 
“Tt is for this reason that cold and frost blunt flavours’ 15 

and reduce odours to non-existence, for the heat which is Cis | 

the active and creative cause is nullified by the cooling and, q 
congelation. 

There are two sorts of odorous qualities; it is not the 
case, as some allege, that there are not different species of 20 
odour. They do exist; but we must determine in what 
sense they_are authentic and in what sense not. 

Th cone’ set are in order parallel to the various flavours 
as we have explained. Their pleasantness and unpleasantness 
belong to them contingently, for, since they are qualities of 
that which forms our food, these smells are pleasant when we 
are hungry, but when we are sated and not requiring to eat, 25 
they are. not pleasant ; neither are they pleasant to those who 
dislike the food of which they are the odour. Hence, as we 
said, their pleasantness and unpleasantness are contingent_ 
and hence too they are common to all animals. But paral ee | 
class of smells are fer se pleasant, for example the scents ‘of 30 f 
flowers. “They have no influence either great or small in 
attracting us to our food nor do they contribute anything 
to the longing for it. Their effect is rather the opposite ; 
there is a truth contained in Strattis’s jibe at Euripides— 
“Pray perfume not the good pea-soup.” Those who do as a 444a 
fact mix such elixirs with their drink get a forced pleasure 
by accustoming themselves to it, so that the pleasantness 
arising from the two sensations becomes apparently the 
result of one. This sort of odorous quality is thus peculiarly 
the object of human sense, but that coordinate with the 
varieties of flavour is proper to the other animals as well, 5 
as said before. Those odours, because their pleasantness is 
contingently attached to them, are classified in species which 
correspond to the several flavours, but in the other group this 
feature disappears, as there agreeableness and the reverse 
attach to the essential nature of the odour. 

The cause of the restriction of odour of this kind to 
human sense comes from the constitution of the body in the 10 
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region of the brain. The brain is of a cold nature and the 

blood around it in the veins is thin and pure and is easily 

chilled (this explains why the upward ascending fumes from 

food on turning cold owing to the nature of that region cause 

a morbid flow of rheum). Hence it is for man’s benefit, for 15 

the preservation of his health, that tl ‘this species of odour_has 

come it ‘into existence __ This is its only function and it_evidently 

fulfils it. Food, though sweet, being both dry and moist, is 

frequently unhealthy; but the odour, fer se pleasant, of a 20 

fragrant perfume, is beneficial to us in whatever state we are. - 

It is for this reason that it is by means of respiration that 

smell takes place, if not in all animals, yet in man and, among 

sanguineous animals, in the quadrupeds and such as parti- 

cipate more largely in an aerial constitution. When scents 

are carried up to the brain, owing to the lightness of the 25 

warm element contained in them, the parts in this region 

have a healthier tone; this takes place because the power 

in odour to produce an effect is constituted by heat. 

Nature employs respiration for two purposes; its chief 

function is to maintain the action of the chest, its secondary 

one subserves the ends of smell, secondary, for the passage 30 

of the breath through the nostrils is, as it were, a cursory 

contrivance. 

The reason why the class of odours of this description is 

restricted to man, is, that his brain is larger and more humid 

than that of all other animals in proportion to his size. This 

is ‘why he alone, so to speak, among the animals, perceives 35 

and also enjoys the odours of flowers and similar scented 

objects; they are pleasant because their heat and activity 444 b 

are proportionate to the excess of humidity and cold i in that 

Part of the body. 7 

~Among other animals, in those which have lungs, breathing 

is the means which nature has bestowed upon them for the 
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perception of the other genus of odour. This was to avoid 
creating two sense-organs; for if creatures merely breathe, 5 
the sense of smell is sufficiently well provided for, in the case 
of the animals the perception of the one class of odorous 
qualities, the only one possessed by them, just as it is in man 
who perceives both kinds. 7 

That non-respiring animals perceive odorous quality is a 
matter of observation. Fishes and the insect-tribe perceive 10 
quite accurately and at a distance by means of the species of 
odour connected with nutriment, even when they are far away 
from the things that form their special food. For example 
bees and the kind of small ants called kuzfes and, among 
marine creatures, the purple-murex and many similar animals, 
have a very acute perception of food by means of smell. 

But the organ of perception is not so obvious and so one 15 
might raise a difficulty and ask, “what is the organ with 
which these animals perceive smell, if in all respiring animals 
the sensation occurs in one way only, viz. by respiration (as 
is evidently the case in all creatures that breathe), and none 
of these breathe but yet do perceive odour? Perhaps they 20 
do not smell but have a new sense over and above the five.” 

This, however, is impossible; it is smell that is the sense 

of that which smells and this they perceive. Yet perhaps 
the manner of perception is not the same; perhaps in the 
case of respiring animals the breath displaces a superficial 
structure which serves in a way like a lid to cover the sense- 
organ; (this will explain why when we do not inhale the 
breath we do not smell;) but in the non-respiring animals 25 

this is entirely lacking. A parallel for this is the eye; some 
animals have eyelids and, unless these are open, they cannot 
see; but hard-eyed animals, not possessing them, do not 
require anything to open them, but see an object directly 
out of the organ which itself has the capacity of vision. 

‘Similarly in accordance with our previous distinction we 30 
must notice that none of the other animals are distressed by 
the smell of things fer se malodorous, unless any of these 
chance to be destructive to life. These noxious odours have 
a destructive effect upon them, just as they have upon men 
too, in whom the gas arising from coal causes headache and 
frequently death. So too, sulphurous and bituminous fumes 
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have the power of causing death in the other animals and are 35 
shunned by them in consequence. But they reck not at all 445 a 

of the essential unpleasantness of the smell (though many 

plants are malodorous) unless it make some difference to the 

taste and to eating. 
The number of the senses is uneven and the sense of 5 

smell, since an uneven number has a middle term, seems 

itself to occupy the intermediate position between the senses 

which require contact, viz. touch and taste, and those where 

the perception is mediated by something else, to wit, sight 

and hearing. For this reason also odour is a quality both of 

that which is nutritive (which falls within the class of things 
tangible) and of the audible and the visible, and hence the 

sense of smell is exercised both in air and in water. Thus 

the object of smell is something common to both of these 

and is found in things tangible, things audible and things 

transparent y\¢\ \oWs) ; 
We had, therefore, good reason in comparing it to an 

infusion and solution of dry substance in that which is liquid 

and fluid. This is the sum of our account of the sense in 

which it is correct and that in which it is incorrect to talk 

of species in odour. 
The theory held by certain Pythagoreans that some 

animals live on odours is an irrational doctrine. 
In the first place, food must be a composite substance; 

the creatures that it nourishes are themselves not simple in 

structure. Hence from food a waste residue is developed 20 

which in some is internal, in others— plants, external; 

secondly, water by itself alone and unmixed has no nutritive 
tendency ; food which is to form a concrete body must have 
solidity. Much less reason is there for supposing that air 

can be solidified. Furthermore, in all animals there is a 25 

receptacle for food and out of this the body is supplied upon 
the entrance of nutriment. But the organ for perceiving 

smell is in the head; odour enters the body along with the 
waft of the air we breathe and so must pass into the organs 

of breathing. 
It is clear, then, that the object of the sense of smell has, 30 

R. 6 
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per se, nothing to do with nourishment. That it makes a 
difference to health is, however, obvious ; both the experience 
of the sensation itself and our argument prove it. Hence we 
may conclude that odour has precisely the same office in 
relation to health as flavour has in food and in relation to 
the creatures that food nourishes. 

This finishes our account of the objects relative to the 445b 
several sense-organs. 

VI 

The question might be raised whether, if all bodies are 
infinitely divisible, the same_is the case with their sensuous 
qualities also, e.g. colour, flavour, odour, sound, weight, cold, 5 
heat, lightness, hardness and softness. Or is this impossible ? 
Each of those phenomena is able to cause sensation; they 
are all styled sense-qualities owing to-their_power of stimu- 
lating the’ sense. Consequently, on the former alternative 
sefisation will be capable of infinite subdivision and, as well, 
every magnitude will be perceptible, since it is impossible to 10 
perceive anything white which is not a quantum. 

If this were not so, body might exist which was totally 
without colour or weight” or any other similar attribute. 
Consequently it would be totally imperceptible, for the above 
form the list of the sense-qualities. The object of sensation 
must then be composed of things which are imperceptible. 
But it must be composed of constituents which are sen- 15 
sible ; for it certainly cannot consist of mathematical entities. 
Further how should we distinguish them or be aware of 
them? By means of thought? But they are not objects 
of thought ; thought does not think-external objects unless 
sense _cooperates.~ 

t the same time sib. this, if true, seems to give evidence 
in support of the theory of atomic magnitudes, since that 
would furnish a solution of the problem. But atomic magni- 20 
tudes are impossible, as was explained in our treatment of 
motion. 

The solution of this problem and the reason why the 
species of colour, taste, sound, etc. are limited in number, will 
become apparent at the same time. 

Where extremes exist the internal parts must be deter- 
minate. Now contraries are extremes and every object of 25 
sense exhibits contrariety, eg. in colour black and white, 

6—2 
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in taste sweet and bitter, and in the others every one the 
contrary qualities form extremes. 

Now continuous quantity when divided falls into an 
infinite number of unequal parts but into a finite number of 
equal parts. On the other hand that which is not fer se 30 
continuous, falls into a finite number of species. Thus, while 
on the one hand sense-qualities must be considered as species, 
but on the other hand universally present the aspect of 
continuity, we must, to solve the difficulty, bring in the 
distinction between potential and actual. It is by this means 
that we explain why the ten thousandth part of a visible 446a 
grain of millet escapes notice although the sight has encoun- 
tered it, and why a sound within a quarter-tone escapes 
detection, although the whole series of notes in which it 
exists, being continuous, is heard; the interval between 
the mean point and extremes is not discernible and so too 5 
it is with very minute fractions in other objects of sense; 
they are potentially perceptible but not actually so unless 
they be isolated. So even the one-foot measure has but 
potential existence in the two-foot rule but, from the moment 
bisection takes place, it is something actual. 

But it is reasonable to believe that, when fractions so 
excessively minute are isolated, they are moreover resolved 
into the surrounding medium, just as a tiny drop of flavouring 10 
is lost when spilled in the ocean, and so escapes perception. 
However that may be, since not even in the perception of 
minute objects is the excessively minute sensation in its 
individuality appreciable or isolable (it has a potential exis- 
tence in that which is more accurately discriminated), neither 
will it be possible to have actual perception of the similarly 
minute object of sense in its separateness. Nevertheless 
perceptible it is; for it already is so potentially and, when 15 
taken in union with the whole, it becomes actually percep- 
tible. Thus certain magnitudes and their qualities escape 
detection ; this is our account of them and of the reason why 
that is so and of the senses in which they are and are not 
perceptible. But when the constituents of anything are 
already so related among themselves as to be also actually 
perceptible and perceptible not merely in the whole but 20 
individually as well, the determinations of colour and flavour 
and sound must be finite in number. 

It may be asked—Do the objects of sense or the motions 
which issue from sense-objects (whichever of the two theories 
perception involves), when acting on us penetrate the medium 
through which they pass, prior to causing sensation? ‘This is 
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evidently the case, ¢.g., with odour and sound ; he who stands 25 
nearer perceives the odour earlier, and a sound reaches the 
ear after the blow is struck. Is the same thing true of the 
object of vision and light? Empedocles too had the very same 
theory ; he says that the light coming from the sun penetrates 
the medium first before meeting our sight or reaching the earth. 
This looks like a reasonable account of the phenomenon, for 30 
when a thing moves it moves from starting point to terminus 
and hence there must be some lapse of time as well while it 
passes from the one point to the other. Now every lapse of 446b 
time is divisible and so there was a moment when as yet the 
ray of light was not perceived but was still on its passage 
through the medium. Though, in every act, hearing and 
perception generally are complete as soon as exercised and 
there is no process in the establishment of the content of 
sense, yet sensation is not devoid of process on this account 
nor possesses it any the less; take for example the case of 5 
sound which does not meet the ear simultaneously with the 
striking of the blow. This is shown too by the distortion 
of the letters of a word when uttered, which is explained by 
their passage through the medium; we appear not to hear 
what has actually been said because the air in moving gets 
distorted. Does the same lapse of time in transmission occur 
in the case of colour and light? It is not, certainly, in virtue 10 
of some such modal determination as constitutes the relation 
of equality that subject and object in vision are related. If 
it were, they would not require both to be in a definite place ; 
when things are equal it makes no difference to their equality 
whether they are near or far apart. In the case of sound and 
odour it is reasonable that this lapse of time during trans- 
mission should occur. Like the air and the water they are 15 
continuous, yet in both cases the motion of transmission falls 
into a number of parts. Hence too there is a sense in which 
it is the same thing which is heard by the person who stands 
nearest and by him who is farthest away and the same thing 
which is smelled by both; and there is a sense in which it is 
not. This seems to constitute a difficulty for some people; 
they say it is impossible that what is identical should be 
heard or seen or smelt by different persons and that they 20 
cannot hear and smell it because they are many and apart; 
if they could, what is one thing would itself become separated 
from itself, 

The solution is, that all do perceive the numerically 
identical and self-same thing which is the originating cause 
of the movement, e.g. the bell, the frankincense, or the fire, 
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but yet the stimulus peculiar to each is numerically different 25 
though specifically the same. We can hence explain how 
many people may see and smell and hear the same thing and 
do this at the same time too. Here we are dealing not with 
bodies, but qualities and motions (if this were not so the 
latter phenomenon could not occur), though they do not exist 
apart from body. 

About light a different account must be given. L =ight 

a 

qualitative alteration a spatial transference ; cae “of 
ee a an i 

translation, as one would expect, penetrate the tine first 
before reaching us (sound seems to be a motion of something | 
which travels). On the other hand with things that suffer 447 a 
alteration this ceases to be true; they may be altered in one 
mass, and not one half before the other; for example water 
freezes all at one time. However if what is heated or frozen 
is great in bulk, one part is acted on by that which is 
contiguous to it, the change in the first being due to the 5 
agent itself which is the cause of the alteration; and the 

alteration does not necessarily take place at the same time 
and over the whole. Taste would be like odour if we lived 
in water and perceived things at a distance before touching 
them. It is reasonable to believe that in those cases where 

the organ of perception employs a medium the effects are not 10 
all simultaneously produced ; but we except the case of light 
for the reason given and, on the very same account, sight 

too, for it is light which causes vision. 

VIl 

‘There is a certain other problem also connected with 
perception—Can we perceive two things in the same individual 
moment of time, or can we not? Not, if it is the case that a 15 

_stronger stimulus displaces one which is more feeble. This is 
the reason “why one does not see things that directly meet the 
eyes, when one is in a state of profound meditation or of terror 

or when hearkening to a loud sound. 
Let us posit this as true, and likewise the fact that any 
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single thing is more perceptible—by itself. than when in a 20 
compound, For example,a wine is more readily distinguished 
when pure than when mixed; so with honey and tint, and the 
tonic is more distinctly perceived when alone than when it is 
sounded along with the octave, as the two when together annul 
each other. 

This result is produced by things out of which a unity _ 
is formed. If it is the case that the stronger stimulus 
displaces the weaker, it must, if they are simultaneous, itself 
be less distinct to sense than if it were alone, having suffered 25 
diminution to some extent by the admixture of the weaker, 
if the pure is always the more perceptible. So if two different 
stimuli are equal, neither will be perceived ; either will annul 
the other to an equal extent. But they cannot be perceived 
as pure; hence either no sensation will result or another one 30 
derived from both, precisely as things when mingled yield 
something fresh so long as it is true mixture that takes place. 

Thus in certain cases of the simultaneous presentation_of 
sensation sodmething derivative results, but in certain cases 
not, and such are instances of objects falling under diverse 447 b 
senses. (Mixture occurs with objects when their mostextreme , / \ / 
divergences of quality are related as contraries; white and xX /\ 
shrill do-not yield anything unitary except per accidens, but, 
quite otherwise, low and high yield a concord.) Since then 
this is so, neither will it be possible to perceive them together. 
If they are equal in intensity the stimuli will cancel each 
other, since no unitary sensation is derived from them, while 
if they are unequal the stronger will produce sensation, and 
both will not be perceptible, since consciousness would more 
readily distinguish two objects by a single sense and if they 
both belonged to a single sense, eg. high and low, than it 
would these, for the stimuli are more closely located in the 
case of this selfsame sense than when we have two different 10 
senses, é.g. sight and hearing. eis . 

But by a single sense we cannot perceive two objects |, , ey 
simultaneously unless they combine with each other. For | ,) > 
the combination requires to be something unitary, and of a \/A _ 
unitary object the perception is single and a single sensation Q) { F 

wm 

is One possessing internal simultaneity. Consequently things jj.” 
in combination must be simultaneously perceived, because —~ ° 
apprehended by a single act of perception. It is of what is15  / 
numerically one that the explicit perception is single while it 
is of the specifically one that the implicit perception is unitary. \ 
Hence also, if the explicit perception is single it pronounces 
those objects to be numerically one. Hence they must have a ” x 

\ fa entered into combination, and so, when they are not combined, 
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there will be two explicit sensations. But when the faculty is 
single and the time individual, the activity of sense must be nu- 20 
merically one; the stimulation and exercise of a single faculty 
at a unitary time must be single; and the faculty zs single. 

Thus it is impossible to perceive two things simultaneously 
by a single sense. But certainly, when objects of the same 
sense, if dual, cannot be simultaneously perceived, it is clear 
that still less will this be possible in the case of objects of two 25 
different senses, ¢.g. white and sweet. 

Consciousness appears to recognize numerical identity not 
otherwise than by the simultaneity of the perception, while 
specific unity is given by the unity of the sense which dis- 
criminates it and the manner in which the perception occurs. 
By this I mean that, though supposing it be black and white, 
objects specifically distinct, which the same sense discriminates, 30 
and sweet and bitter, which a sense that is self-identical, 
though different from the former, distinguishes, yet there is a 
diverse manner in which it perceives either contrary, and it is 
in the same manner as each other that the senses apprehend 
corresponding members of different pairs of opposites; eg. 
sight perceives white in the same manner as taste does sweet- 448 a 
ness, and the former perceives black as the latter does bitter. 

Further, if contrary sensibles give contrary stimuli and 

contraries cannot coexist in anything identical and individual, 
but under a single sense we find things opposed to each other, 5 
as, for example, sweet is opposed to bitter, it is impossible to 
perceive them simultaneously. Similarly it is clear that neither 
will things that are not opposites be simultaneously intuitable. 
Some of them fall within the province of white and others of 
black, and in the same way in other cases, e.g. flavours, some 
are assignable to sweet, others to bitter. Neither can com- 
posites be simultaneously perceived unless as forming a unity, 10 
for they are proportionate combinations of opposites, e.g. chords 
of the octave and of the fifth. If they ave apprehended as 
one, a single ratio prevails between the extremes, but otherwise 
not, for that would require the simultaneous apprehension of 
the.ratio of greater to less or odd to even on the one hand, 
and on the other that of less to greater or even to odd. 

The consequence of all this is that, if there is a still greater 
remoteness and diversity between qualities which, though 
occupying corresponding positions in their respective genera, 
yet are heterogeneous, than between those ascribed to the 
same genus, ¢.g. sweet and white, which, though corresponding 
to each other, nevertheless are heterogeneous, and if sweet 
differs still more from black than from white in kind, 
then they, sweet and black, are still less capable of being 

-_ 5 
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simultaneously perceived than members of the same genus; 20 
hence, if in the latter case this is impossible, neither can it 
occur with the former. 

There is a theory mooted by certain people about concords, 
that the sounds, though not arriving simultaneously, yet appear 
to do so, their lack of simultaneity being undetected, when the 

time between them is imperceptible. 
_ Is this correct, or is it not? If true, one might readily 
assert that we also apparently see and hear at the same time 25 
because the intervening moments are undetected. 

We answer that it is not true, and there can be no imper- 
ceptible time, none that escapes us; every moment can be 
perceived. For if, when. _one_has consciousness of one’s self __ 
or of another person on during a continuous period o of time, one 
cannot at that time bé unaware that one exists, but there is 30 
within the continuous time a section of such minute size as to 
be wholly imperceptible, clearly one would then be unaware 
whether one was one’s self and whether one saw or perceived ; 
if <ne still perceived, there would be neither time in ‘Which 448 b 
nor thing of which one could be conscious except thus—by 
being percipient during part of the time or perceiving part of 
the thing, if there are magnitudes both in time and in things 
which their minuteness makes imperceptible. But this is not 
so, for if one sees a whole line and perceives a time continuously 5 
identical, one does not do so by means of one of the particular 
“now’s” contained in it. Subtract, from AB the whole line, a 
part CB in which there is no sensation ; then perception in 
one part of this whole or of one part of it gives consciousness 
of the whole, which is like seeing the whole earth because one 
sees this particular part of it, or walking a whole year because 
one walks during this part of it. Remember, in BC there is 
no consciousness ; hence,-by being conscious in part of this 
whole, AB, one is said to be conscious of the whole time and 
see the whole extent. 

The same reasoning will hold with the part AC, for percep- 
tion is always in a part and of a part, and it is impossible to. 
perceive anything in its entirety. Hence, the above conclusion 
being absurd, everything is perceptible though its size is not 
apparent; we see the extension of the sun or a four-cubit 15 
measure from afar, though the determinate size is not ap- 
parent, and sometimes things seem not to have size but to 
be indivisible. 

We cannot, however, see the indivisible; the reason for 
this was stated before. Hence from these considerations it 
is clear that no part _of time is imperceptible. 

But we havé to discuss the problem raised before—whether 

_ oO 
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it is possible or not to perceive several things simultaneously. 20 

By simultaneously I mean, in a time which, for the various 

things relatively to each other, is one and atomic. 

Firstly, then, is the following solution possible—that they 

are indeed simultaneously perceived but by different psychical 

organs, not by an individual organ, though by one which is 

‘ndividual in the sense of forming a continuous whole? Or 25 

is it the case that if so, in a single sense, for instance sight, 

which will perceive different colours by something different 

in each case, these partitions will assuredly form a plurality 

specifically various? This is so, for it, again, perceives by 

means of generic identity. 

If some one were to allege that there is no difficulty in the 

psychical faculties being like the two eyes, specifically alike, 30 

we may reply that perhaps in the case of the eyes there is a 

single product and the exercise of their function is unitary, 

and, so far as they yield a unitary result, specifically the 

sense-organs are also single, but when the sensations are 

diverse the case is different. 

Further identical senses will be rendered multiple and 

distinct in the same sense as one talks of distinct sciences ; 449 a 

for neither is there activity apart from its appropriate poten- 

tiality, nor without activity does sensation exist. 

But if these contentions are correct and hence these 

qualities cannot be perceived in a single individual moment 

by means of a division in the organ of perception, it is clear 

that no other qualities can, for there was a better possibility 

of these in their severalness being simultaneously perceived 5 

than of qualities generically different. If it is really the case 

that the mind perceives sweet with one part, white with 

another, the product of these must be either one or not one. 

But it must be a unity because the sentient organ is a unity. 

What is the unity then which that perceives? There is no 

such unitary product. 
R. 7 
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“ Hence there must be some unity in the soul by which we 10 

“perceive z all things, as before stated, though different genera’ 

are perceived by different organs. Is that, therefore, which 

apprehends sweet and white, a unit so far as it is actually 

indivisible, but diverse in so far as it is actually divisible? 

We answer that in the case of the soul it is the same as with 
things. An identical and numerically single thing can be 

sweet and white and have many other qualities, so long as its 

properties are not disunited from one another, though in aspect 
of existence each is diverse. Accordingly we must in the 

same way affirm that with the_soul too, that, which is per- 

cipient_ of everything, is self-identical and numerically single, 

though, i in in apprehending objects now generically now in species 20 

different, it has a corresponding diversity in the aspect of its 

existence. Hence the mind may perceive things simultaneously 

by” means Of something selfsame and unitary though not 

notionally the same. 
That every object is a magnitude and that the indivisible 

cannot be perceived, is clear. The distances from which an 

object cannot be seen are infinite in number, but the range 

from which it is visible is limited, and this holds true also for 25 

the objects of smell and hearing and all things perceived 

without actual contact. But there is a point which ter- 

minates the range from which vision is impossible and is the 
first from which the thing becomes visible. That indeed 

must be indivisible which, when at a distance beyond this 30 
point, cannot be seen, but must be seen when nearer. If, 

then, there is really anything indivisible which is an object of 

perception, when placed at the terminal point which, while 
the last at which it is not perceptible, is yet the first at which 

it is perceptible, it will turn out to be both visible and invisible 

at the same time, which is impossible. 
This is our account of the sensoria and the objects of 449 b 

sense and the manner of their existence both generally and 

relatively to each sense-organ. Of the remaining subjects let 

us consider first memory and the act of remembering. 

Le | 5 
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We must define and account for memory and the act of 
remembrance and assign the psychical faculty which provides 5 

for this phenomenon and for the act of recollection. The two 

phenomena are not identical, for it is not the same people 

who have good memories and who have good powers of 
recollection; as a rule those people remember well who are 

slow-witted, while on the other hand those excel in powers of 

recall who are clever and quick at learning. 
Hence as a preliminary to our argument the question 10 

arises—how are the objects of memory characterised? Mis- 

takes are often made about this. Now the future cannot be 

remembered ; it is rather the object of opinion and hope. 

(There might be a science which belonged to the province of 

hope; some people say that prophecy is such a science.) Nor 

does memory regard the present; it is perception which is 

concerned with this, for by perception we apprehend neither 15 
the future nor the past but the present _« only. Memory con- 

cerns the past; no one would say that he remembers that 
the present is present, ¢,g. this particular white object, when 

he is looking at it. Nor would he say that he remembers that 
the object of thought is present whensoever he chances to be 

engaged in thought or contemplation; in the one case he says 
he perceives, in the other merely that he knows. But_when 20 

knowledge or perception is present wi without actual experience 

the one case that tie learned something or thought of some-_ 

thing, in the other that he heard, or saw, or had some similar 
sense-experience. When one actually remembers, he must 
recognize in consciousness that previously he had heard or 25 
perceived or thought of the thing remembered. 

Hence memory is neither perception nor conceptual 
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ught, but some permanent condition or modification 
it aching to them dependent_upon lapse of time. What is 
iow present we do not now in present time remember, as has 

1 been said before; with the present perception is employed, 30 
with the future hope, with the past memory. Hence all 
remembering i ies lapse of time; and so, those that have 

a, 

a sense of time are the only animals that remember, and the_ 
organ of memory is that which enables us to perceive time. _ 

Imagination has been already discussed in the Psychology. 
We cannot think without imagery, for the same phenomenon 450a 
occurs in thinking as is found in the construction of geometrical 
figures ; there, though we do not employ as a supplementary 
requirement of our proof a determinateness in the size of the 
triangle, yet when we draw it we make it of a determinate 
size. Similarly in thinking also, though we do not think of 5 
the size, yet we present the object visually to ourselves as a 
quantum, though we do not think of it as a quantum. If the 

4 nature of the object be quantitative but indeterminate, our 
> resentation is of a determinate quantity, though we think of 

as quantitative merely. 
The reason why we can think of nothing apart from 

ontinuity and cannot think of objects not in time apart from 
time, belongs to a different inquiry from this, but we must 10 
apprehend magnitude and change by the same means as that 
by which we are conscious oftime. . Imagery is a phenomenon 
belonging to the common sense; so this is clear, that the 
apprehension of these determinations belongs to the primary 
organ of sensation: and memory, even the memory of con- 
cepts, cannot exist apart from imagery. 

Hence since all this is so, indirectly it belongs to the 1s 
noétic faculty, but in its essential nature to the primary 
principle of sensation. This is the reason why it is found in 
several of the other animals and not only in man or those 
possessing the power of entertaining opinions and endowed 
with intelligence. If it belonged to the conceptual faculties 
it would not be found in many of the other animals and perhaps 
in none that are mortal, since, as facts are, all living beings do 20 
not possess it, because not all have a sense of time. Always, 
when in the act of memory, as already said, we remember 
that we have heard or seen or learned this thing, we are 
conscious also that it was prior; now prior and posterior are 
distinctions in time. 
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Hence it is clear to what psychic faculty memory belongs; 
it beiongs to that to which imagination must be assigned. 25 
To ‘the class of objects of memory fer se belong all things 
that can be imagined; to the indirect, all that cannot be 

divorced from imagination. 
A difficulty might be raised as to how it can ever come 

about that, though contemporaneously with our present mental 
modification the real object is not present, yet it is the absent 
object which is remembered. But this is no impossibility, for 
it is clear that we must regard the modification arising from 30 
sensation in the soul and in that bodily part where sense _ 
resides, as if it were a a picture of the real thing, and memory 
“we call the permanent existence of this modification. When 
a stimulus occurs it imprints as it were a mould of the sense- 

affection exactly as a seal-ring acts in stamping. 

This is the reason why memory does not occur in those 450 b 
who are in a rapid state of transition, whether owing to some 
perturbing experience or their period of life; it is as if this 
stimulus, like the seal, were stamped on running water. 
Again in others their worn-out condition—like that of old 
buildings—and the hardness of the receptive structure, pre- 5 
vent the sense-affection from leaving an impression. Hence 
we explain why the very young and the aged have no memory; 
in the former growth, in the latter decay, cause rapid transition. 
For like reasons, neither very quick-witted nor very slow 
people seem to have good memories; in the one class there 10 
is too much fluidity, in the other too much density, and hence 

the former do not retain the image in the mind, while in the 
latter it never gets fixed. 

If these are indeed the facts with regard to memory, 
whether do we remember this resultant modification or that 
which caused it? If the former, there would be no such thing 
as memory of things absent. On the other hand, if it is the 15 
latter we remember, how, though perceiving the former, do 
we remember the absent object which we do not perceive? 
Once more, if what is retained is like the original in the 
fashion of an impression or copy, why is the perception of 
this very thing the memory of some other thing and not of 

it itself? It is this modification of consciousness which one 
engaged in remembering has present to his mind, and it is 

this that he perceives. How then can one remember what is 20 
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not present to one? One might as well see or hear what is 
not present. 

But perhaps there is a way in which this can occur and it 
does really come about? That is so, for, as the animal depicted 
on the panel is both animal and representation, and, while 
remaining one self-identical thing, is yet both of these, though 
in aspect of existence the two are not the same, and we can 25 
regard it both as animal and as copy, so too the i image in us _ 
must be considered as being both an object of direct conscious- 
ness in itself and relatively to something else an image; in its 
own nature it is an object of direct inspection or an image, so 
far as it represents something else it is a copy and a souvenir. 

Hence when the change connected with it is actually 30 
experienced, if the mind perceives it in terms of its own 
proper nature, it appears to present itself to consciousness in 
the guise of an object of thought or an image; but when it 
is perceived as referring to something else, we regard it as the 
copy in the painting and as the picture of Coriscus although 
we have not then beheld him. Here this way of regarding 
the thing is an experience different from what occurs when 451a 
we regard the object as an animal in chalk merely; in the 
latter case the psychical modification occurs merely as an 
object of thought, in the former as a memory, because there 
it is viewed as a representation. 

Hence sometimes we do not know, when those psychical 
changes due to previous perception take place in us, if it is 5 
as connected with a previous perception that they occur, and 
we are in doubt whether it is a memory or not. Sometimes 
it chances that on reflection we recollect that we have heard 
or seen the thing previously; this takes place when, after 
regarding the object of consciousness in its own nature, we 
change and refer it to something else. The reverse of this 
also occurs, as befell in the case of Antipheron of Oreos and 
other ecstatics ; they took their mental images to be objective 
and said they remembered the occurrences. This comes 
about when we take what is not a representation as though 
it were one. But exercise strengthens the memory through 
the repeated performance of the act of recollection, which is _ 
merely to view the image frequently_as a.copy and not in its 15 
own nature. 

This is our account of memory and the act of remembering ; 
it is the permanence of an image regarded as the copy of the 
thing it. images, and the member i in us to which it appertains 
is the primary seat of sensation and the organ employed in 
the perception of time. 

_ Oo 
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I] 

Recollection remains to be dealt with. First of all we 20 
must pgsit as fact all the conclusions come to in our “ Tentative 

Reasonings” which were correct. Recollection is neither the 

recovery nor the acquirement of memory. 

When, on the first occasion, one learns or experiences 

something, he neither reacquires a memory, for none has 

previously existed, nor does he acquire it initially then. But 

when a disposition as well as the experience has once been 25 
produced then memory is found; hence it does not come 

into being in conjunction with the origination of the experi- 
ence in us, 

Further, when memory first has been produced in the 

individual and ultimate organ of sensation, the experience 

and the knowledge in question (if it is proper to call the 

disposition or experience knowledge; but there is nothing to 30 
prevent our having indirectly remembrance also of some of 

the objects of knowledge) have already existence in the 
experiencing subject. But memory in the proper sense will 
not exist till after the lapse of time. We remember in 

present time what we have previously seen or heard, we do not 

now remember what we have now experienced. But further, 451 b 
clearly, we may remember, not in virtue of a present act of 

recollection, but by being conscious or feeling the experience 

from the start. On_the other hand, when we reacquire the 

knowledge or perception or whatever it was, the permanence 
“of which v we called memory, here and now we have recollection. ca 

of any. of. these. As a result we remember them and memory 

ensues; not that that can be said without restriction in all 

cases when previous experiences are repeated in consciousness ; 
in some cases it is so but in others not, for the same man may 

learn or discover the same thing twice. Recollection then 10 

must differ from the latter operations; it requires a more 
considerable basis to start from than in the case of learning. 

The occurrence of an act of recollection is due to the 
natural tendency of one particular change to follow another. 

If the Sequence is necessary, it is clear that, on the former 
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chang¢ occurring, the second will be summoned into activity ; 
when, however, the connection is not necessary but due to 
custom, the occurrence of the second process will take place 
only in most cases. It so happens that some people receive 
a greater bent from a single experience than others in whom 
the sequence has frequently taken place, and hence, in some 
instances, after seeing the things once, we remember them 
better than others who have seen them frequently. Thus, 
when we recollect, one of our previous psychic changes is 20 
‘stimulated which leads to the stimulation of that one, after” 
‘which the experience to be recollected is wont to occur. _ 

‘Consequently we hunt for the next in the series, starting our 
train of thought from what is now present or from something ] 
$e, a and from something similar or contrary or ous to 

_ 5 

partially inclusive of the agree to be recalled, and hence the 25 
remainder formerly occurring subsequently to the rest is but 

small. 
This is the way in which the search for the idea not 

present is carried out, and, even when there is no search, it 
is in this way that recollection occurs, when the one process 
occurs after the other; and in general it is after experience of 
other changes such as we have described that the process in 
question occurs. We must consider, not how we remember 
things remotely connected but those that are close to each 30 
other, for it is clear that the method is the same in both 
cases. I use the expression “next in order” without implying 
a prior search or act of recollection; for it is owing to the 
custom of their being experienced | in sequence that one par- 
ticular process follows another. Hence, when one wishes to 
recall something, this is what he jee ne tries to find the 

starting point of a process after which the one in question 35 
will recur. This is why the swiftest and best way of recol- 452a 
lecting is to start from the beginning ; the subjective changes 
are related to each other in the same way as the facts 
remembered stand to each other in virtue of their place in 
the series. Those things are easily recalled which have an, 
orderly arrangement such as we find in mathematics; but | | 
things wanting in exactitude are with difficulty remembered. 
To recollect and to learn a second time differ in this, that he 5 
who recalls a thing will be able by his own agency to pass to 
the process succeeding the starting point ; when this is not so 
and the instrumentality of someone else is required, it is no 
longer a case of remembering. 

Often when as yet unable to recollect, by searching one 
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manages to do so and finds what he was seeking. Here what 
happens is, that one initiates many processes before he arrives 10 
at the stimulation of that one on which the object sought will | 
ensue. Remembering depends upon the potential presence. 
in consciousness of the causal process, ane and ate this, on the 

ned, e effected by” condition that, as mentioned, the transition. 
one’s own agency and by means of processes that one already 
possesses, 

“A starting point from which to begin must always be 
found. Hence commonplaces seem to be often the initial 
point in the act of recollection. The reason why these are 15 
employed is that we pass quickly from one to another, e.g. 
from milk to white, from white to air, from this to wet, passing 
from which we call to mind the late autumn, which is the 
season we had in view. 

It is true that in general the middle member also of a 
whole series of terms seems to be a starting point; if one does 
not recollect before, one will do so when he comes to it, or 
else there is no other point from which he can pass to the 20 
recollection of the thing in question. Suppose for instance 
one has a series of thoughts ABCDEFGH;; if one has not 
remembered at H, one remembers at E, if he is seeking 
for G or F; for from that point we can go in either 
direction both towards D and towards F. But if we are 
not seeking for one of these members of the series, ze G 
or F, by going to C we shall effect recollection ; if that is 
not so, by going to A we can. This is universally the 
process. 

The reason why, though the same link. is employed, 25 
recollection sometimes is and sometimes is not successful, 
is that we can pass to a further distance at one time than at 
another from the same starting point, eg. from C to F or to 
D. Hence, if the transition is mediated by some connecting 
link which has not lately been employed, one passes to the 
more familiar consequent, for the newly acquired habit has 
become exactly like a natural disposition. It is thus that we 30 
explain why frequently we recollect quickly what we have 
been meditating upon. It is just in accordance with a natural 
tendency to follow one another in a particular order that 
things actually happen; and it is frequent repetition that 
produces a natural tendency. But since in the realm of 452b 
Nature we meet with events contrary also to the order of 
Nature and due to chance, this is still more likely to occur 
in things due to custem, among which a natural order does 
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not prevail to the same degree. Hence in some cases we are 
impelled to pass both to one point and to another, especially , 
when something diverts us from the one to the other. Hence 
too, when we have to remember a name, we may recollect one 
like it and commit a verbal blunder as regards the proper one. 
This is the explanation of the way in which recollection 
occurs. | 

But there is a most important fact to be noticed—that 
we must have apprehension of time either determinate or 
indeterminate. ~ Let us grant as real something by which we 
discriminate greater and less periods. It is reasonable that 1o 
we should do so in the same way as we discriminate extended 
magnitudes ; we know things that have great size and are at 
a distance, not by our thought reaching out to them there, as 
some say our sight does (for though they are non-existent 
they can equally be known), but by a psychic process analo- 
gous to them: there exist in the mind figures and changes 
similar to the external objects. 

What then is the difference between knowing the objects 
of greater size (the objective) and knowing the other set (the 15 
subjective) which are smaller? All the inner are smaller and 
analogous to the outer, and probably, just as in the case of 
the knowable forms of things the subject has another cor- 
responding one within him, so it is with distances. Thus, if 
AB, BE be the process, that produces AC, CD, for AC and 
CD are in the same ratio as AB and BE. Does not this then 20 
give AF, FG quite as much-as AC, CD? No, for AC is to 
AB as H is to I. These processes, then, occur together, but, 
if one wants to think FG, while he equally at the same time 
thinks BE, instead of the ratio of H to I he thinks that of 
K to L, for the latter lines are in the same proportion as FA 
stands in to BA. 25 

F G 

H se 
] —_——- 

K B E 

aes 

A 

Hence when the process corresponding to the concrete 
abject and that corresponding to the time are coincident we_ 
have an act of memory. If one thinks that they are coincident 

ae ee 8—2 
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without securing that they really are so one thinks one 

remembers, for there is nothing to prevent one’s being deceived 

and thinking one remembers when one does not. When, 

nowever, one actually remembers, it is impossible not to 30 

know it or to be unaware that that is so, for it is just in 

being aware of this that memory consists. But if the object- 

processes occur independently of that corresponding to the 

time, or the latter take place without the former, there is no 

memory. | 
The time-apprehending process is twofold; sometimes one 

does not remember the interval with exact precision, as ¢.g. 453a 

that someone did something the day before yesterday, but 

sometimes our sense of time is accurate. All the same one 

remembers, though not aware of the exact interval; we are 

wont to say we do remember though we don’t know when the 

thing happened, when we cannot tell what is the exact extent 

of the interval. 
We have already asserted that it is not the same people 5 

who remember well and who recollect well. Recollection 

differs from remembering not merely in the superiority of the. 

sense of time which it involves, but in the fact that, while 
many of the other animals possess memory, we may say that 1o 

none of those now known, except man, share in recollection. 

7 

The reason is that recollection is like a syllogism. One who 

recollects comes to the conclusion that he saw or heard or had 

some such experience previously and the process resembles a 
search and, owing to its nature, recollection accrues only to 

those that have the power of deliberation, for deliberation is 15 

a sort of syllogistic process. : 
Evidence that this experience is of a corporeal nature, and 

that in recollecting we search for an image in a corporeal 

organ, comes from the fact that it distresses some people ~ 
when they cannot recall a thing though applying their mind 

hard in attempting to do so and, when they no longer try to 20 
recollect, none the less the disturbance goes on. This happens 

especially with liverish people, for they are the class most 
easily moved by images. The reason why recollection is not 

under their control is, that, just as when one has thrown a 
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_ thing one can no longer check its course, so a man engaged 

in recollection and on the hunt for an idea stimulates into 

activity a bodily organ in which the experience is localised. 25 

Those feel the vexation most who happen to have fluid in the 
region of the sensory organ, for once the fluid substance is set 

in motion it is not easily brought to rest until the object 

sought for returns to mind and the process resumes its direct 
course. Hence, when they have set something in agitation, 

emotions of anger and fear, owing to the reaction of these 
organs, do not come to rest; on the contrary they react once 30 

more on them. The phenomenon resembles that which occurs 

when a name ora tune or a sentence has come to be much 

on one’s lips; after one has stopped, and without one intending 
it, one is prompted again to sing or to speak. 

Dwarfs and those who have a greater development in the 
upper parts of the body have poorer memories than those of 453 b 

the opposite type, because they have too great a weight 

pressing upon the organ of consciousness; the processes can 

neither persist in it from the time of the initial experience (on 

the contrary they are effaced), nor in the act of recollection 

can they easily take a direct course. The very young and 5 
the exceedingly aged remember badly because of their tran- 

sitional state: the former are growing, the latter decaying 
rapidly ; and besides, children are dwarf-like in. type up to a 

considerably advanced time in their life. 
This is our account of memory and remembering, the 

nature thereof and the psychical organ employed by animals 

in remembering; likewise of recollection, its nature, mode of 10 

occurrence, and causes. 





COMMENTARY 

DE: SENSU 

CharT EK 

436a 1. ept aicbjoews Kal alcdyrav. This is the common title 

of the treatise and that known to Alexander of Aphrodisias. As, 

however, the discussion is to be not about the soul Zev se, but in par- 

ticular about its connection with the body, ze. not merely psycho- 
logical but especially physiological, Alexander suggests that epi 

aicOntnpiwv te Kat aicOyrov would be a more legitimate title. 

Sometimes aiocyos is used loosely instead of aic@yrypiov, even 

by Aristotle himself. Simon Simonius adopts this amended title, 

translating it ‘De Organis Sensuum et Sensilibus.’ 
This is evidently the investigation promised in De Av. 1. ch. 1, 

402 b 15, where Aristotle asks if the objects of sensation may not be 

more profitably treated of before the function of sensation itself. In 
the whole passage 402 b 5 sqq. he points out that a definition of soul in 

the abstract is not sufficient for a comprehension of what soul is, dAAa 

Kal dvaradw Ta ocvpBeBynKdTa ovpBddrdrerar péya pépos mpos TO cidevar 

To tt éotw. ‘Thus we must proceed beyond our abstract definition 
and give an account of the various popia—faculties of soul, but these 

again cannot be understood apart from their épya—functions, and, 

once more, point to an account of their dvrixeiweva—objects. 

Aristotle doubts if these subjects should not be treated in the 

reverse order; to do so would be to begin with things ‘notiora 

nobis’; for, as later psychology also has pointed out, it is the things 
presented to our senses and not the psychical functions through 

which they are apprehended, which are in the order of time the 

primary objects of consciousness. 

As a matter of fact, Aristotle does not adopt this reverse order in 

his exposition, thinking it sufficient to have pointed out the danger 

of resting content with a merely abstract treatment. 
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Thus we come finally to a discussion of aio@yra, the objects of 

sense and the bodily organs through which they are apprehended. 

It is not to be thought, however, that the separation of topics in 
Aristotle’s psychological writings is observed with perfect logical 

rigidity. ‘The general outlines of what is here laid down have already 

been anticipated in De Az. 11. chs. 7-11, and the detailed treatment 

of sound. which is omitted from this treatise is to be found there 

in-ch.3. 

What in particular distinguishes this treatise from the De Anima 
is the greater detail with which aic@yra are treated and the attention 
devoted to the bodily organ of each sense. 

Sidpiorat, duopiey is a technical term with Aristotle, almost 
equivalent to ‘to define’ (dpos, édpucpos = definition). 

kaQ’ atriv, another technical term; it is defined in Azal. Post. 

1. ch. 4, 73a 34Sqq. Those characteristics of a thing without which 

it would be impossible for it to be that thing, belong to it xa@ atro. 

They are stated in the definition. Cf. also Metaph. vu. ch. 5, 
1030b 23 sqq. It is assumed that a thing can preserve its indi- 

viduality though stripped of certain qualities. These latter are 

ovpB_Bnxora. When Aristotle says he has given a definition of the 

soul fer se, he means that he has stated the ultimate attributes that 

everything psychical (or rather everything living, for plants have 

wvxy) must have. This definition appears in De Az. u. ch. 1, 

412b 5: ein av évteA€xera  TpwTY THpatos Prvorkod dpyaveKod. 

The question is, whether the soul fer se is here contrasted with 

its faculties, or whether—as Alexander suggests is also possible—he 

is opposing soul considered alone to soul considered in its relation 

to the body. ‘To this it may be objected that Aristotle never does 

consider soul apart from body. It is clear that Aristotle here means 

just what he says, after a discussion of soul in general and its 

faculties he is to go on to investigate their epya or, as he here calls 

them, the zpagers of the living creatures. This is a progress in the 

direction of greater detail, for one and the same dvvayis is capable of 

being determined in various ways when it passes into activity or 

évépyea. ‘This will involve the more detailed treatment of the bodily 
organ of each évépyeva also. Hence the predominantly physiological 

character of this treatise. 
For the reason why a definition of soul in general is not sufficient, 

see De An. il. ch. 3, 414b 20 sqq. Things év to édegis, like souls 

and figures, have no common nature which can exist apart from the 
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particular type, e.g. triangle, quadrilateral, etc. Such things have a 

nature, ‘ media inter univocorum et equivocorum naturam.’ 

436a 2. Svvdpeov, dvvapis is the regular word for potentiality 

translatable by ‘faculty,’ by which term we also render pdpuor. 

This latter term Aristotle inherited from the Platonic psychology. 

The word itself and the way in which Plato employs it suggest 

rather a theory of the separable and independent nature of the 

various faculties, the point of view, in fact, of ‘faculty psychology.’ 

Aristotle’s is, however, far removed from any such theory. 

436a 3. emiokefw roretoOar is an equivalent for Gewpliav roreiaOau: 

cf. Metaph. 1. ch. 8, 989 b 24-27. 

tav twiv éxévrev. This brings in plants, which also have yv xy, 

and to which some of the phenomena proposed for discussion belong 

(e.g. veoTyns Kal ynpas, Cw? Kat Pavaros). 

436a 4. Suu, fdvos is that which is the peculiar possession of 

any one species. 

Kowal, kowos is the reverse of tévos. Alexander points out that 

Aristotle desires not merely to classify the psychical functions of 

animals but to discuss the things classified. 

Simon would make out that the distinction falls wholly within 

the functions of animals and that here tdvac and xowai mean re- 

spectively ‘belonging to them gué animal and gud living’ because 

there is no discussion of the functions of plants in the Parva 

Naturalia. However, the missing treatise De Plantis (cf. De Long. 

et Brev. Vit. 467 b 4) seems to have been intended to carry on the 

discussion of the most universal of all the conditions of life. Simon 

seems to be right in denying that by xowaié Aristotle is referring 

merely to the functions which plants share with animals. But 

neither is it evident that the distinction falls wholly within the 

functions of animals as he asserts. As a matter of fact the Parva 

Naturatia though dealing chiefly with the functions of animals 

contain reference too to the phenomena of plant life. Possibly, 

however, Aristotle had no strict and complete classification in his 

mind, but merely wished to suggest that some functions might be 

the peculiar attributes of a certain species and of certain wider 

groups, as dvduvno.s of man and dvamvoy and éxzvoy of animals with 

lungs. Simon’s view, however, derives confirmation from a passage 

further on (cf. note to 436a 7). 

43645. mpétes, rpagis is here employed in an unusual sense, as 

though it were a general term—action—used instead of the specific, 
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évépyeta, which is par excellence the name for the function or activity \ 

of anything possessing mind (kvpiws yap mpagéis oyun y evepyea 
éorw. Alex. p. 4, 1.5 [W.]). But rpaéis has generally a very restricted 

application, meaning as a rule distinctively human actions into which 

deliberation and thought enter. Cp. Aassim in the Ethics, especially 
1 CNet, t0044 ts, Vi. (Ch. 2, 1139 /a:31 etc 

broxeloOw. troriGecOar is to state as a vaobeous. This word 

has both a technical and a general meaning. It is used to refer 

(1) to certain of the undemonstrable but indubitable principles 
which lie at the basis of the several sciences; this is its most 

common technical meaning. 

Again it may be used (2) to indicate a statement which is 
assumed as an ultimate principle without proof for the purposes of a 

particular discussion, but which is demonstrable and will be proved 

when it is convenient to do so (cf. Alex. 4, l. 23 [W.]). 
Alexander is wrong in saying that the vad@eo.s which is an 

indemonstrable principle of science is an agtwua. Aristotle (Anal. 
Fost. 1. ch. 10) distinguishes three classes of first principles, (1) the 
Kowa agwpata of all science, eg. the Law of non-contradiction, 

(2) definitions of the subject of demonstration (ra mpwra 76a 32) 

and their properties (za@n), (3) vroféces, which affirm the existence 
of the subject to which the science is to attach predicates, e.g. lines 

and figures in geometry (76b 5). These two latter classes of avar0- 

decxta are i6xa—appropriate to the science in question; they are both 
species of Oéous (Anal. Post.1. ch. 2, 72a 15 sqq.). It is thus evident 

that, according to this technical use, a vadfeous is that which 

‘renders conclusions unconditional and categorical’ (Poste, Posterior 
Analytics, Appendix B, p. 140). It corresponds to what Mill (Logic, 

Bk 1. ch. 8, §§ 6 and 7) calls a ‘postulate’—the assertion that, 

e.g. the figure in geometry, the triangle, exists, which renders our 

conclusions wxhypothetical, Without this postulate which asserts the 

existence of the things defined there is no way of distinguishing 

a science from any self-consistent system of mythology. Upon 

definitions alone a science cannot be built. 

There appears, however, to be another technical use of vzoGects 
which was common in Greek geometry. The vmd6eous is the Q.E.F. 
of a problem or Q.E.D. of a theorem, the proposition set up for proof. 

This seems to be the sense in which it is employed in £7/. JVic. vii. 

ch. 9, 1151 a 17 (cf. Mr Burnet’s note on the passagg), though 

Poste (0. cit. p. 105 mote) cites it as an instance of the former usage. 
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It is quite clear that here Aristotle uses vzoxeioOw in the wider 
‘sense of vadbeous. The conclusions of the De Anima which can be 

proved are to be used as ap xai in this treatise. These, therefore, 

though not indubitable first principles, are still certain ; they are not 

‘hypotheses’ in the modern sense, which are statements the certainty 
of which is still in doubt and which are assumed in a merely pro- 

visional way. | 

436a 7. mpdérov. In Posterior Analytics 1. ch. 4, 73 b 33 sqq. it 

is shown that what is a universal and peculiar attribute of a species 

belongs to it primarily, e.g. the equality of its angles to two right 

angles belongs to the species “ange primarily and not to figure, the 

genus (76 kafddov 8& trapxe ToTE, Otay emi Tod TYxdvTOS Kal mpwrov 

Secxvyrar). | 

To be zparos then is to be tdvos, and wpwrwv will refer to the (var 

mentioned above, 1. 4. To proceed from t&a to xowa is to follow 
the ‘ ordo doctrinae,’ while from xouva to tdia is the ‘ ordo naturae,’ and 

this latter is the method which on the whole Aristotle follows in the 

De Anima in spite of his statement in De An. 11. ch. 2, 413 a 11 sqq. 

Here, however, he is to begin with the ida which belong to 

animal gué animal (if we interpret (dca: as Simon will have it, cf. note 

to 436a 4), eg. Sense and Memory, and later he will go on to those 

functions which animals share with other living things. 

The ‘ordo doctrinae’ is also employed by him when he treats of 

sight before touch in the De Anzma, and in treating of animals before 

plants ; it often proceeds from the yvwpiywrepa yyiv to the yvwpipo- 

tepa dvoet, cf. Physics 1. ch. 1. Perhaps, however, zpwrwy refers to 

Zodwv as opposed to trav Cwiv éydvtwy merely. This, which is Ziaja’s 

interpretation, makes the upshot of the whole matter that he is 

going to treat of animals and their functions first, as in fact he does. 

This interpretation relieves us from the necessity of limiting ‘dca 

definitely to one or other of the two alternatives—peculiar to animal 

gua animal, and—peculiar to individual species. 

436a 8. Kowa ris uxfjs dvra. The most important both of the 

generic and specific functions of animals are functions both of the 

soul and the body, and hence (as Thomas says) the necessity of 

a separate treatise. 

436 a 9. pvhpy. Memory does not belong to all animals, cf. 

De Mem. 450a 16 and 453 a 9, also Mefaph. 1. ch. 1, 980a 29 sqq. ; 

hence he says only that these functions belong to a/mos¢ all animals 

(oxedor, |. rr). 
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436a 10. dpeis or 7d dpexrixov (cf. Eth. 1. ch. 13, 1102 b 30) is , 
the general name for the appetitive or conative element in the soul. — 

It appears in three specific forms, éwiupia, Ovads, and BovAnous; the 

latter is a function of the rational soul. Cf. De Az. 11. ch. 9, 432b 5: ~ 

év TO AoyiottKG y Bovdrnors yiverar kat év TH adoyw y érOupia Kat 

6 Ovpos. 

The Aristotelian distinction between Ovyos and éwiOupia is not 

the same as the Platonic (cf. Repub. 1. and Iv., especially 

439 E sqq.), for Aristotle in £7¢hics 1. ch. 13, 1102 b 13 sqq. assigns 

both @vpos and émifvpia to that irrational part of the soul which truly 

is not absolutely irrational (xvpiws adoyov) in so far as it partakes in 
a way (ueréxer was) in reason, but yet is irrational in so far as it 

Opposes reason (avtiteive. TO AOyw). According to Plato émupia 

belongs to the wholly irrational part of the soul. Nevertheless 

though, according to Aristotle, érifvpia and Ovycs belong to the 
same vous THs Wuxys, yet they are distinguished in a way analogous 

to the Platonic; cf. #¢h. vil. ch. 7, 1149a 25 sqq. “EmOupia is a 

mere desire for what is pleasant as such, @vuds is passion acting 

without reflection, but not mere craving for pleasure, cf. Zeller, Arzsz. 

and Earlier Peripatetics i. pp. 112-13. Anger is an inadequate render- 

ing of @Ovpos, as the tenderer emotions are also ascribed to it by 
Aristotle, cf. Polit. vit. ch. 7,1327b 40. 76 épextixov has been already 

treated in the De Anima. The accurate distinction of Ovyds and 

ériOupia really falls into the background in Aristotle, since their 
demarcation was not of importance for his psychology, 

436a 12. Tov perexdvrwv fons, Z.¢. plants as well as animals. In 

addition to the above class there is second a class of ‘communissima ’ 

such as vedrys kal ynpas, wy Kat Oavaros, and a third class which are 
kowa Cowv éviows, g. avamvon Kat éxrvoy. If by ida in 1. 4 Aristotle 

means, as Simon maintains, peculiar to animal guwé animal, then 

the first list—atc@yors etc.—is the tale of the tdi, and the four 

avévyia. form the constituents of the two latter classes. 
436a 14. ovfvyla. Simon says, ‘Est enim horum quasi pri- 

vatio alterius.’ They are related as a positive quality, and its 

otépyows, 2.e. the contradictory, within the same genus. 

436a 16. tlre &kacrov airay. The ti éorw of anything consists 

of the characteristics revealed in its definition—the scientific ‘con- 

notation’ of the name, cf. Anal. Post. u1. ch. 3. 

436 a17. airlas. 7 airia or 76 airtov is cause,—that, the existence 

of which entails the existence of the thing of which it is said to be 
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the cause. According to Aristotle’s logical theories it is impossible to 

prove the ri éorw of anything; only its existence, z.¢. that it occurs 

(cvpBaiver), can be demonstrated ; and this is done by giving its atruov. 

436a 18. gvouod. In De Ax. 1. ch. 1, 403 a 29 sqq. there isa 

discussion of the spheres of the @varxds and the diadexrikds, and it is 

first suggested that the physicist pays attention to the matter, the 

other to the Aoyos or «dos (in his illustration the final cause) in 
natural phenomena. But the conclusion is come to, that the real 

dvaikos pays attention to both. Cf. also Mefaph. vil. ch. 11, 1037 a 

16 sqq. 

mepl dyielas Kal vdoov. This tractate, which should have followed 

the epi avamvoys (cf. 480b 22), is not extant. 

436a 19. apxds, the premisses from which deduction is made. 

436a 20. éorepnpévorts. This word is applied both to those 

that lack and those that have been deprived of a quality. Cf. Metaph. 

V. ch. 22, 1022 b 22 sqq. 

436a 22. tarps. Aristotle cites a case in which we can 

explain a phenomenon in medicine by geometrical principles,—that 

circular wounds are slowest to heal (cf. Amad. Post. 1. ch. 13, 79a 15). 
436b 2. dpxovra, a reference to apxai (cf. 1. 19 above). 

430b 4. per’ aicOqoews. That sensation cannot exist apart from 

the bodily life is affirmed in De An. u. ch. 2, 413b 27. “Héory, 

Avr, Oupos, érOvpia, and opeéis generally, occur along with sensation ; 

it enters into their being: cf. loc. cit. 413 b 22-24. 

430b 5. 8 aicOycews. pvypy is due to aioOyors: it is a e&ts 

gdavracparos (cf. de Mem. 451a17) anda ¢gavracpa is a Kivyots vr 

tod aicbéoba, z.c. a psychical affection originating with, and being a 

persistence of, a sense stimulation; it is the pov) rod aicOyparos 

talked of in Anal, Post. 11. ch. 19, 99 b 36 and De Anz.1. ch. 4, 

408b 18. Again the davracpa is called a irdAeppa tod aicOynparos. 

Cf. De Mem. ch. 1, 451a 4 and De /usom. 461 b 21, and also Ax. 

Post. i. ch. 19, 1004 3, &k pev ovv aicOyoews yiverau pny. 

mé0yn, A mafos is (1) in its most general signification, any 
attribute of a thing whatsoever as opposed to the concrete reality 

itself (cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 4, 319b 8 etc.). In accordance 
with the etymology of the word there is, however, generally the side 

implication of the dos, being a determination produced in a thing 

which is passive and suffers modification (raoyer) by something else. 

Hence (2) za0os, though often used indiscriminately, tends to be 

demarcated from a permanent quality and to refer to a more 
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temporary attribute: cf. Catfeg. ch. 8, 9b 28. It is often eis 
tinguishable from ovpBeByxes. 

If the subject—the thing which has the zaos—is mind or one of 

its faculties, then the zaos is some modification of consciousness. 

We must, however, distinguish as a special meaning that sense of 

maGos (found in De Mem. ch. 1, 450b 1), where it means mental 

perturbation. 
For the use of waOos cf. Burnet, 27h. Mic. p. 88. Here, accord- 

ing to Alexander, vzvos Kat éypyyopois come under the designation of 
maQy Hs aicOnoews: cf. Comment. in De Sensu, p. 7 (Wendland), 
l. 25: tavtTys yap te macxovons 6 vrvos. The explanation is that 
exhalations from food proceed upwards to the brain, condense and, 

descending once more, press upon the seat of consciousness (the 
heart), and so produce sleep. Cf. also De Somn. 454a 22: audw 

yap €or Ta 7TAOn Tadra Tepi aicOyow Tov TpwTov aicOyTiKod. 

436b 6. &€eas. A eds is a fixed and determinate disposition 

(mere temporary disposition is didéGeors). Cf. Categ. ch. 8, 8b 27. 
Aristotle seems here to be describing the character of the four svév- 

yia. mentioned above in 436a 148q. Hence by éfes he can hardly 

be referring to memory, which indeed is a ééts of the image left by 
sensation, not directly of sensation itself. Alexander thinks that 

by éées sensation itself is referred to. But, if we hold that one 

of the pairs of correlatives is indicated, perhaps vedrys Kal yjpas 

may be intended, though in what sense these are ees of aicOy- 

ows is not clear; they belong rather to 1d Operruxov—the ‘nutritive 

soul,’ 
436b 7. ocarnplar. avamvoy preserves the life because it cools the 

heart—the ultimate organ of sensation, and prevents it from de- 

stroying itself by means of its own heat. Cf. De Juvent. ch. 3, 469 a 

5 sqq. and De Resp. chapters 1, 8 and 16. 

orepricets. vooos and Oavaros are POopai and orepyoes of life. 

atépyois is used here in the sense of deprivation (cf. note to 436a 

20). 
436 b 8. 8a tod Adyou here is equivalent to ‘deductively’ 

opposed to ‘inductively ’—&’ éraywyjs (cf. Phys.. 11. ch. 3, 210 b 8 
sqq.). No reference to @ priori in the Kantian sense is intended. 

436 b 9. aicdyoews. The distinction between noun and verb 
seems here to correspond to that between faculty and function. Cf. 

puynpn and prvynpovedew De Mem. passim. In the famous passage in 

Anal. Post, 1. ch. 19, 100a 17 it is generally understood to be that 
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between content and function—xat aio@averar péev 76 Kal’ exactov, 4 

dé aicPnois Tod KafoAov Eotu. 

436b 11-12. wept vxfs. The reference is to De An. 1. 

chapters 2, 3, 5 etc. -Cf. 413 b 1 sqq. 

436 b 14. i&qa. This supports Simon’s interpretation of (vac in 

436a 4 above. If touch belongs peculiarly to each and every 

species, that must mean that it is a peculiar property of that nature 

which they all have in common. It is something which they have 
gua animal. The usual meaning of (dios is ‘belonging to a species 

exclusively,’ but as each species is here said to have the properties in 

question, the usual sense is out of the question. 

436b 15. Cf. De An. u. ch. 3, 414 b 2 sqq. By touch we dis- 

criminate dry and moist, hot and cold—the ultimate properties of 

things material and also important characteristics of tpogy (y yap 

adn ths tpodys atoOyo.s). Compare also 1. ch. 12, 434b 9 sqq. 

Touch is necessary for the animal’s preservation. 

In the former passage (11. ch. 3) we find that yetous also dis- 

criminates characteristics of tpo@y and cf. below ch. 4. Taste dis- 

criminates flavour, but xvpds is simply a ydvopa of the fundamental 

characteristics of tpofy—the tangible ones, and hence yetous is a 

species of touch (441a 3 below). 

436 b 19. ‘od Operrixod. The omission of popiéov (which is read 

by LS UP and Bek.) after Operrixod makes this passage intelli- 
gible. Aristotle here refers to that which nourishes, not to the 

‘nutritive faculty’ of the soul. (1) In the first place, it is not xupds 

but yetous which should be a ra@os of any of the faculties of the soul, 

and (2) that would be a zafos, not ris Operrixys Svvapews, but rod 

aigOnrtiKov. 

The first of the above reasons makes us reject Alexander’s inter- 

pretation of rod Operrixod popiov aS Tov yevottxov, which wants 

explanation and besides makes this statement a tautology. 

Alexander himself suggests that the meaning is 76 popiov tpepewv 

duvapevoy, 7.¢. the nutritive object. But popvoy is strange and is better 

omitted asin EM Y. 
‘Hammond does not notice the importance of the alteration in 

Biehl’s text, and translates: ‘flavour is an affection of the nutritive 

soul,’ and explains that ‘ flavour as a property of food affects the pro- 

cesses of growth or the nutritive soul.’ 

But 76 Operrixov here = tpody. 

436b 20. Aristotle is clearly demarcating animals in general 

R. 9 
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from the smaller number that possess local movement, by a distinc- 

tion in their sensational consciousness also. In all animals we have > 

touch and taste, but in those that have kivynows kata torov we have 

also the senses which are stimulated by a medium external to the 

body (d.a tov e€w6ev). The odjects of touch and taste are external as 

well as those of the other senses, and hence it is no differentia of the 

senses of sight, hearing, and smell to be ‘ excited by external objects’ 

as Hammond translates: cf. De An. 111. 12, 434b 14: ai yap adAar 

aicOnoes Ov érépwv aicbdvovra, olov dadpyots dis axon. 

For a discussion of the media (air, water and 76 dcadaves) cf. ch. 
3-5, the discussion of the special senses, and Baumker, Des Ari- 

stoteles Lehre von den Aussern und Innern Sennesvermogen, pp. 

38 sq. 
436 b 22. ocwrtnplas tvexer. For the question of Aristotle’s teleo- 

logical interpretation of nature cf. Zeller, Avis¢. 1. pp. 359 sqq. 

mpooiolavdpeva, Z.¢. perceiving their food before they are in actual 

contact with it. 

437A I. dpovijcews. ppovnors is here used in a wide and 

general sense as equivalent to dsavoca—the faculty which gives us 

universals ; but used more accurately, as in Z7¢A. lVic. V1., it is epi 

ov éott Bovievoacbar (1141 b 9g), ze. knowledge of ta mpaxra. Cf. 

1140b 4: Aeiwerar apa avtnv (sc. Ppdvyor) eivar e&w adnOn pera 

Noyov TpakTiknv rept TA avOpwrw ayala Kai KOKG. 

The dpovipos is able to determine what is good and profitable 

mpos TO ev Chv dAws, 2.e. for his general welfare. povyors is one of the 

‘intellectual virtues.’ Some of the animals seem to have ¢povyets: 

cf. Metaph. 1. ch. 1, 980 b 22, where some are said to be ¢pow- 

pwrepa than others. 

437 a 3. vonrav. vonra are the objective counterpart of voypara, 

which are concepts generally, the contents of vonows or vods, 2.2. 

intellect. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 3, 4074 7: y vonots TA vonpata, and 

Metaph. xu. ch. 7, 1072 b 22: To yap dextiKov TOV voyTOU...vods. 

dpovnos Tav vontrav is equivalent to Oewpia or érvotypwy, which are 

regularly opposed to zpd@éis as well as to a knowledge of ra zpaxra. 

Cf. Zth. vi. ch. 5, 1140b 1: ovk ay ein 7 ppovnots ercorypy, and cf. 

ch. 3, 1139 b 17 sqq. émucryun concerns ra e& avaykns, ppovynors 
those things which évdéxerar aAdws éxew. Hence, in the strict sense of 
the terms, the expression dpovycts tav vonraev contains a contradiction. 

4374 5. Kad’ abrhy, zc. sight in its own sphere, in the objects 

directly presented to it. To the sphere of sight belong colour and 

x 
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the mathematical qualities of objects perceived by sight—7a Kowa 

aigOyra. (cf. ll. 9-10 below). Compare De Az. 11. ch. 6, 418 a 9, where 

the xowd aicPyra are said to be perceived caf avta. Besides those 
things which are thus perceived there are others that are perceived 

kata. cup BeBykos, é.g. we perceive by sight qualities referring to another 

sense, which are ‘complicated’ with the visual one in the same 

object, and again we can perceive all sorts of other determinations of 

the visible object, ¢.g. that such and such a white object is ‘the son 

of Diares’ (418 a 21). Here some modification of the visual quality 
must pass as a symbol for or mean the other characteristics which 

we infer from it. But it is in the perception of these associated 

elements that hearing contributes more to intellectual life, for to the 

audible sounds we have by convention (xara cvvOyxnv) attached the 

concepts by which we think the whole of reality so far as it is 

known to us. 

mpds 8% voiv. voids seems to be best described as the faculty of 

conceptual thought. Though sometimes defined so widely as to 

take in all mental activities superior to alo@yows (cf. De An. ul. 

ch. 4, 429a 23: A€eyw Se vodv & diavoetrar Kai brokapBaver 4 Wyn: 

cf. also De An. 111. ch. 3, 427b 27-29), in its most characteristic 

application it refers to the highest faculty of all. That seems to be 
the apprehension of concepts in abstraction from the imagery, the 

sensuous setting or vAy by which they seem generally to be attended. 

Cf. De An, 111. ch. 4, 429 b 21 and Rodier’s notes to the preceding 

passage, also ch. 6, 430 b 30. Such simple concepts seem to form 

the starting point of all scientific knowledge, and in Z74. vi. ch. 6, 

II41a7 vovs is said to be the faculty for apprehending them, not 

a faculty of discursive thought. Cf. also Amal. Post. u. ch. 19, 

100: D 32, 

katd cvpBeBykds. Cf. above, note to caf airy. Aristotle does not 

mean to equate kata aupPB_Byxos and zpos vody; as we saw, by sight 

we may perceive objects xara cupP_eByxos. But it is audible sound 

alone which is elaborated into a system corresponding to the scheme 

of ideas and in each item suggestive of them. 

437a 8. 7a Kowa. Cf. De An. i. ch. 6, 418417, I. ch. 1, 

425a 14, Ul. ch. 3, 428b 22, and also below ch. 4, 442 b 2 sqq. 

npexia is here omitted from the list, though codex L reads oraors. 

437 a 11. ovis. Cf. De An. u. ch. 8, 420b 5 sqq. The 

general description of qdwvy is Wodos tis éotw epydxov. The 

narrower usage appears in 420b 32; onpavtixds yap 59 Tis Wodos 

Q-—2 
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éotiv » dwvy. It is sound which conveys a meaning. In 420b 22 

we find that it is dwvy which permits of the realisation of 76 ed: cf. 
above 437a 1. The dvayxata (cf. 420b 19, where yedous is said to 

be avayxaiov) are the things chosen owrypias évexev. Aristotle means 

quite clearly that intelligence and the higher life generally depend 

upon axoy and its special object @wvy. For the special reasons why 

sounds are best fitted to represent concepts, cf. Stout, AZanual of 

Psychology, pp. 464 sqq. 

4374 15. ocutpBoddv. A ocvpPBodov is the token given by any 

of the parties to a compact (cvvOyxn). Hence the apprehension of 

the meaning of a word is conventional and xara cupBeByxos, for pioe 

TOV dvopaTtwy ovdev éaotw (de /nterp. 16a 27). The opposite doctrine 

had been maintained in the Cratylus (ch. 1x. sqq.). Cf. also 16a 19. 

No sound is a word unless it become a conventional sign. 



CHAPTER AL 

437A 19. Svvdpews. dvvapus is the characteristic word for faculty 

or potentiality, not function (as Hammond has it), the appropriate 

word for which is épyov. 
437a 20. mpétepov. In De An. 11. loc. cit. 

437a 22. orotxeta. The four physical elements—the primary 

differentiations of zpurn vAn—are fire (zdp), water (vdwp), earth (y7), 
and air (anp). Each has a pair of ultimate qualities one of which it 

shares with another of the elements and the other with another. 

_ Thus there are four ultimate qualities and those elements are most 

opposed to each other which have no qualities in common. ‘Thus 

fire is hot and dry (Gepyov kai énpdv); water is cold and moist 
(Yuxpov Kat typov). These are contraries of each other. But fire 

and water share their heat and moisture respectively with air, their 

dryness and coldness with earth. Thus these latter two elements 

are relatively to each other contrarily opposed. ‘Thus 

Tip 

vdwp 

Cf. Zeller, Arist. 1. pp. 480 sqq. 

4378 23. térrapa. The traditional four elements were first 

distinguished by Empedocles. Cf. Burnet, Zavly Greek Phil. p. 59, 

also pp. 240 sqq. Empedocles referred smell to air also. Theo- 

phrastus, De Sensu, 7 (&. P. 177 b, 8th ed.), says he did not assign 

any particular element as connected with touch and taste. Aristotle’s 

statement here need not mean more than that there was a general 
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tendency to correlate each sense with a particular element, and that 

the disparity of the number of the senses and the elements respec> 

tively caused a difficulty when it was attempted to carry out the 

correlation completely. 

437A 24. wésrrns. Hearing and smell on the Empedoclean 

theory, touch and taste on the Aristotelian are grouped together. 

437.2 25. OABopévov. Apparently the sensation caused by con- 

cussion of the optic nerve owing to a blow in the region of the eye. 

The words used however do not convey a very graphic description 
of this experience. Perhaps Aristotle is here generalising so as to 

include such light sensations as are caused by chemical changes in 
the eye itself. The theory is to be referred to Alemaeon of Kroton. 

Cf. Theophrastus, De Sensu, 26: dt. 0 exer 7p (6 ofGadpos),, dpAov 

elvar’ mAnyévTos yap éxAdprrew. | 

437 a 31. éavrsv. Because in the dark no other object is 
visible, the eye, being of the nature of fire, will be visible. It should 

thus be visible at any time in the dark. As this is not the case, the 

theory is rejected. 

Aristotle next goes on to give his own account of the phenomenon, 

which professes to explain why this sensation of light experienced in 

the dark occurs only when the eye moves rapidly. 

437a 34. YAeda. Cf. 437 b 7, where he adds confirmatory in- 

stances. From Meteor. 1. ch. 4, 373.4 35: dvaxAwpern pev ovv 7 

drs ard ravTwy haivetat Tov eiwv, and 372 a 31 we should infer that 

this was really a case of reflection. ‘Though, however, smoothness 

is assigned as the source both of luminousness in the dark and of 

reflection generally, the two phenomena are never identified. Cf. De 

An. 11. ch. 7, 419 a 2 sqq., where fungi, horn and scales are enumerated 

along with the eye and the heads of fishes, as a class of dvdvupa 

which are rupwdn fatvopueva kai Adprovta. Note rupwodn dhavopeva is 

all he says. He would not allow that they were really zupwdy, for in 

that case they would really produce light. Thus according to Aris- 

totle these substances were not in the strict sense phosphorescent 

(Baumker, p. 26). , 
gas is the évépyea or évred€éxera Tod diadavors (cf. De An. U1. 

ch. 7, 418b 9, 419 a 11)—the proper function of the transparent 

medium. 

Again, in ch. 3, 439 a 21 below, it is said to be the presence of 

something of the nature of fire in the transparent medium. Since, 

then, it requires something of the nature of fire to produce light and 
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the eye does not consist of fire, it cannot be said to produce light. 

Hence it would be suggested that the phenomenon is one of re- 

flection, though where the light is to come from when the eyes are 

closed is not apparent. 

437b 2. datverat (2). There are many instances of ¢aiverar 

taking this sense (cf. 3, 440a 8 etc.). But most interpreters take 
daiverat dé rodro to mean ‘ This is evident,’ z.e. what was said before 

about the eye not producing light is evident because of what follows. 

But that is not the sense required. The ‘one becoming two’ is not 

the reason why the eye does not emit light. But the eye is seen 

because, though really one, it appears when quickly moved to be 

two. 

437 b 3. 8vo ylyvecOar rd %. This is very difficult to understand. 
Simon prefers to take Alexander’s second interpretation, that one 

part of the eye sees the other—that which is ‘in loco naturali’ sees 

that which is not. But the interpretation does not explain why 

swiftness of motion is essential to the phenomenon. Probably 

Aristotle was thinking of common instances of a single object 

appearing to be made double by rapid motion (as e.g. a vibrating 

string) and applied this in a confused way to the present case. He 

apparently thought that the eye, when at the one position, could see 

itself at the other if the oscillation between the two was so rapid that 

it appeared to be at both points at the same time. It will not do to 

say, as Ziaja does, that the eye regains its former position before the 

light from it, when at the place from which it has moved, arrives. 

According to Aristotle the propagation of light is instantaneous and 

one must not read into his words a theory of light vibrations. 

437b 5. 7d dpdpevov. The eye at the position to which it 

moves. 

437b 7. Cf. 437a 34 above. 

437b 12. dvaxdrdoe. Aristotle does not mean to identify the 

present phenomenon with reflection but merely to adduce another 

instance illustrating the apparent duality of the eye by the apparent 

duality of seer and seen caused by reflection in a mirror. 

"EpredoxrAfs. Cf. Burnet, Harly Greek Philosophy, pp. 264 sqq., 

Meno 76 c, and De Gen. Animal. v. ch. 1, 779D 15. 

437 b 13. Tipate. For the Platonic theory of sight-perception 

compare Z?maeus ch. VII. 31 B and ch. Xxx. 67 C sqq., and especially 

ch. XVI. 45 B sqq. 

437b 16. 6 Tyas. Cf Zimaeus, 45 D. 
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437 b 17. xKevdy. Kevds and its adverb xevws are constantly used 

in the sense of ‘irrelevant’: cf. De An.1. ch. 1, 403 a 2 of definitions 

that are mere vague generalities. 

Cf. also £¢h. Nic. 1. ch. 7, 1107 a 30 etc.: but it may mean as 

well ‘unfounded,’ as in Am. Post. 1. ch. 3, 73a 18. Here probably 

both implications are to be assigned to the word. The thought is, 

that it is absurd to talk of the aréaBeous of sight, because the notion 

of ‘quenching’ has nothing to do with the nature of light. Hence 

the theory is groundless because of the irrelevancy of the ideas to the 

phenomena in question. In addition, even if they were relevant, the 

theory would conflict with facts. The argument of the whole passage 

is that drooaPeots can be predicated only of to wip and 7 pdoé€, not 

of light, for, as we saw before (cf. note to 437 a 34), light is not fire 

though it requires the presence of zupwdes tt. Plato and Empedocles, 

however, when alleging that the light which issues from the eye 

is quenched in darkness, imply that it is of the nature of fire which 

is Oeppov kal Eypov and is quenched by either moisture or cold, the 

contrary qualities. (The Aristotelian theory is that things are neu- 

tralised by and pass into their opposites.) Now dds is not of the 

nature of wtp and hence to talk of its adrooBeous is absurd. 

Secondly, even if there were something of the nature of fire in 

light though imperceptible, it would be extinguished by wet and 

cold weather ; which is not true. 

For the distinction of zip and ¢as cf. also Zop. v. ch. 5, 134b 28. 

437b 20. +o dwti. The mere bringing forward of the fact that 
light is not quenched by wet shows that Aristotle really means to 

deny that it is of the nature of fire. : 
Alexander, however, evidently troubled by the fact that light is 

warm and hence perhaps should be identified with fire, suggests an 

emendation or rather a reconstruction of the passage which would 

make out that Aristotle, while conceding that fire is ‘dry’ and 
‘warm,’ points out that darkness which is supposed to extinguish it 

has neither of the opposed qualities and hence cannot do so. On 

this interpretation the rest of the passage would run—‘ but if dark- 

ness is really, though imperceptibly, cold and wet, we should expect 

the marked presence of those characteristics to make a difference to 

sight by daylight. But this is not found to hold good.’ | 
437 b 22. #8ar.. It would not be correct to say that light is 

not diminished when it penetrates water; vdwp frequently signifies 

rain or rainy weather. 
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Similarly zayos must be here frosty weather, not ice. 
437 b 25. ‘ovodroy, z.e. the behaviour of light in cold or damp 

weather. | 
437b 27. otras. Cf. &.P.177b. Burnet, Zarly Greek Philo- 

sophy, pp. 231-2. They are vv. (Stein) 316-23, Fr. 84 (Diels, Dze 
Fragmente der Vorsokratiker). 

438 a 1. Yoxdtero. éxevaro—suffused, is another reading which 

would make the construction easier. _ 

438 a 3. Sabpdckov. diuleoxov, suggested by Blass, VM. /ahrd. 7. 

Phil. u. Pid. 1883, p. 19, would improve the grammar of the passage. 

Translate ‘but they (ai &) let the fire through.’ 
438 a 4. dzroppolars. Cf. Empedocles and Plato Joc. cit. in note 

to 437 b 13. Aristotle’s words imply that Empedocles had no con- 

sistent theory but had recourse alternately to the doctrine that fire 

issued from the eyes and illuminated objects, and to that according 

to which effluences from bodies entered into the pores of the eye 

and so created perception. 

The fact seems to be that Empedocles intended to account for 

vision by postulating that both those operations took place, but had 

great difficulty in reconciling them, and that thus at one time we hear 

more about the one than about the other. 

The difficulties attending the acceptance of either one or Loth 

theories are pointed out below by Aristotle in 438 a 26 sqq. 

We may conjecture as Hammond does, Avistotle’s Psychology, 

p. 152 note, that he imagined that the images of things entering 

by means of the pores through the outer covering of the eye are 

illuminated by the fire issuing from the pupil. But it is not clear 

that he said anything so definite unless Aristotle means (in ll. 29—30 
below) that 7o év dpyyj cupdierOar tov Ouparos was one of the 

positions held by Empedocles. It is manifest from what Theo- 

phrastus says (2. P. 177b) that, according to the Empedoclean 

theory, fire existed both in the external world and in the eye, and 

that the effluences from things which produced the perception of 

visible objects consisted of fire. Fire was the finest of all substances 

and could thus penetrate the finest of the pores. ‘Through the 

passages of the water we perceived dark objects. 

This must surely mean that objects throw off effluences composed 

both of fire and water and that the fire penetrating through the fine 

pores is perceived by its ‘like’ fire, and the water, a crasser substance, 

can enter only by the wider pores and is recognised by its ‘like’ the 
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water in the eye; cf. &. P. 177b. Of course it is gué light that 

objects are visible (dark being but a privation of light), and hence 

the really important part in vision is that played by the fire. Thus 

Aristotle is justified in regarding the Empedoclean theory as one 

which referred vision to fire. 

438 a 5. Anpéxpiros. Cf. Zeller, Presocratic Philosophy, i. pp. 

266 sqq., cf. p. 268. This doctrine was also shared by Leucippus 

and Epicurus. 

The theory of Democritus was also one of daéppow. Things 

threw off eidwAa which affected the sense organs. But in the case of 

sight it seems to have been not actually the eidwAov thrown off from 

the object but the impression caused by this in the air which was 

reflected in the eye. (Cf. Theophrastus, de Semsu, 50, Zeller, op. cét. 

II. p. 219.) This was connected with his doctrine that we did 
not perceive things as they were in themselves but only as they 

affected the senses. Nevertheless he seems to hold that the medium 

is at the same time affected by an effluence from the seeing eye, but 

how it is possible to reconcile this with any intelligible theory of 

reflection it is difficult to see. 

It is noteworthy that Plato too had some such theory of inter- 

action between the effluence from the eye and from the external 

object ; cf. Zzmaeus, 45 C. 

The effluences are, however, according to him, fire (cf. the com- 

parison of the eye to the sun in ef. vi. 508). But he also agrees 
with Democritus in holding that by like we perceive like and that 

perception takes place with the whole soul. 

438 a 6. euhaocw. Cf. notes to 437a 34 sqq. éudacis means 

the appearing or being visible of one body in another: cf. AZeteor. 
1ttCh? a; 

438 a 8. éxelve. The visibility or being seen of the reflected 

object exists not in the eye in which the reflection takes place but in 

the eye of the spectator who sees the reflection. 

I have here followed Ziaja and Bender in opposition to Alexander, 

Simon, Thomas, St Hilaire and Hammond. Hammond appears to 

make rotro refer to tiv éupaow and then to supply a new subject— 

To épav—as the subject of éorw. This is surely in defiance of 

grammar. 

If one took rovro to mean 70 TH Eudacw dpav the sense would be 

plain enough and would be exactly what we require. This is how- 

ever to give a very liberal interpretation to rodro which should mean 
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76 éudaiverbar, which is the appearance of an etdwAov in a smooth 
surface. Now, though Aristotle could not say that the eidwdAov 

(a special term used by Democritus) was not év éxeivw (the reflecting 

eye), he can quite well maintain that the appearing of the eidwAov in 

the reflecting surface is not itself in the surface. Alexander also 

takes 76 6pav as the subject of éorw and interprets év éxeivw as év TH 

éudaoe. Simon and St Hilaire differ from him only in taking év 

éxeivw tO Mean OTi TO Oupa Aetov. 

If, therefore, we were to follow Alexander we should render— 

‘For reflection occurs because the eye is smooth; but vision does not 

lie in the reflection or take place by means of it, but occurs in the 

seer, 2.¢. is an affection of one who has the power of sight.’ Accord- 

ing to Simon and St Hilaire we should turn the latter part of the 

sentence thus ‘but vision does not lie in this property of the 

eyc,.ctc., 

In addition to the syntactical objections to these interpretations, 

they have the demerit of making Aristotle reason in a circle. In 

arguing against the theory that vision is reflection, to state as one’s 

reason that vision does not lie in the reflection of things in the eye 

and in its property as a reflecting structure, is merely to reiterate 

one’s objection without proving it. éxe‘vw must refer to 76 dupa and 

the argument is to the effect that reflection must presuppose vision, 

because the mirroring of anything is a fact not for the subject in 

whose eye it takes place but for a second person who sees it. 

438 a 13. pw. Note that dy, the word for the sense-faculty, 

is used as though it referred to the sensorium. Cf. Neuhdauser, 

Aristoteles Lehre von den sinnlichen Erkenntnissvermogen und seinen 

Organen, p. 79, and cf. note to 438 b 22 below. 

438 a 14. Sadavés. The whole nature of 7d diadaves will be 

treated below in ch. 3. 

438 a 16. edmriAnrérepov. cdvroAntTorepov is the variant reading 

(LSU Alex.) which, if possible, only repeats the idea of edpvAakro- 
tepov. With evdriAntorepov the cal becomes epexegetic. 

_ Aristotle is here referring to what are now called the aqueous and 

vitreous humours. 

438 a 21. ots txovow alpa. The sanguineous and non-san- 

guineous animals were two main divisions in Aristotle’s Zoology. 

Cf. De. Part. Anim. iv. ch. 5, 678 a 33. Insects and Crustaceans 

were placed in the latter class as the fluids in their bodies, not being 

red, were not thought to be blood. 
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438 a 26. ddpoyov. Aristotle here returns to his criticism of the 
Empedoclean and Platonic theory. Cf. above 437 a 24—438a 5. 

The transition to this topic once more is probably to be explained 

by the fact that Democritus, too, held a theory according to which 

something emanates from the eye. Hence Aristotle first mentions 

the doctrine in its most general form (cAws 76 éfvovre Tivi...opav) and 

then glides on to discuss the specially Empedoclean and Platonic 

theories. 

438 a 28. cupditerOar. The fire from the eye unites with that 

which is the effluence from external bodies. 

438 a 29. wes. Probably the more scientific Platonists or 
interpreters of Empedocles. 

év &pxq. Alexander and Simon interpret as I have translated. 

Aristotle proposes to simplify the phenomenon by supposing that 
the union of fire with fire takes place in the eye itself before the 

internal fire issues out, ze. in the starting place of the internal fire 

according to the more complex theory. It will be easier, he thinks, 

to support the theory if one omits that part which makes the union 

of fire with fire take place outside the eye. 

One must not translate with Hammond ‘It would be better to 

assume that the combination of the eye with its object were in the 

eye’s original nature.’ 

In the first place, this makes Aristotle propose to supersede the 

older theory by an explanation which merely shelves the difficulty 

and refers it to a ‘faculty.’ Secondly, Aristotle is talking not of a 

combination of eye with object but of fire with fire; as is apparent 

from the next sentence, apart from which this one cannot be under- 

stood. - 

Simon quotes De Part. Animal. 111. ch. 4, 665 b 14 (o7ov yap év- 
déxerar piay BéAtiov 7 woAXas) as an illustration of the principle of 
parsimony in Aristotle. 

438 a 31. dwtl mpds das. Alexander affiliates this and the 

following statement—ov yap 7d tvxovTe x.7.4.—to the doctrine ex- 
pounded in De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 10, where we find, 327 b 20: ov 

yap amrav amavtTe puxtoy GAN’ trdpxew det xwpiotov ExaTepov TMV pLX- 

bévtwy, z.e. only concrete objects (ywpiora), ze. cwpara, can be mixed ; 
now light is a wa@os of the definite type ééus (cf. De An. 11. ch. 5, 
430a 15) and hence cannot experience pigis. This explanation 

assumes that the ovpdvors here talked about is a case of pifis, which 

is not quite evident. Neither is it evident that the union of light 
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with light (cvprayés yevouevov) mentioned in Plato, Zim. 45 c, against 

which this argument is directed, is properly a case of pigis. Plato 

uses the term ovpdvés below in 45D probably hardly in the exact 

sense in which cvpdvecOa is here employed. It need mean no 

more than ‘kindred.’ 

cvppiverGa. means no more than to grow together or unite, and 

not the union of two different substances which results in the pro- 

duction of a third distinct one, which is the sense in which Aristotle 

employs uiéis. Hence Alexander’s discussion of the blending of 

lights (he denies that they can be united) seems to be irrelevant, and 
whether ovpdvors can be brought under the category of pigs is 

not clear. 

Besides, if Alexander’s were the correct interpretation, a Platonist 

might still reply that according to his theory light is nothing dcwparor, 

and hence (according to Aristotelian principles) cow/d combine with 

other light. Cf. Zimaeus, 45C: & odpa oixewiev cvvéorn by the 

union of the internal and the external light. 

Perhaps Aristotle need mean no more than that the union of 

light with light is on the Platonic theory quite unexplained. Com- 

pare next note. 
438 b 1. 1d rvxév. The commonest interpretation and that in 

consonance with Alexander’s explanation (cf. above) is ‘ Not every- 
thing will unite with anything else’ and that is referred to the 
doctrine ov yap aay dravre puxtov in De Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. to. 

According to the translation I suggest the argument would run, 

‘How will this unexplained “union” of the Platonists produce sight ? 

When we see, we see something definite, ze. it is not with 76 ruxov 
that the union is effected. The theory is not capable of explaining 

in detail how we see.’ 

438 b 3. @&dddos. De An. u.ch. 7, 418b 1, 419 a9, Ll. ch. 

5, 4304 16. 

438b 5. This seems to contradict what is said below in ch. 6, 

446 b 31: GAN od kivnots (7d fas). It is true that «ivyors is fre- 

quently used for all the four varieties of change and as equivalent 

to petaBodAyn—change in general, not merely to @opa—local motion, 

which is its most characteristic sense. The four species of change 

are 1. (kat ovciav) yéveots Kal POopa: 2. (Kata 7d rocdv) avéyors Kat 

pbicis: 3. (kata Td od) popa: 4. (Kata TO woLdv) dAXOiwors. Hence, 

if light is an dAAotwors (qualitative change) and kivyots is here used 

vaguely as including it, there is no contradiction between the two 
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statements. We shall, however, maintain when we come to chapter 6, 

that in the Aristotelian theory the propagation of light is not even to 

be described as dAAoiwors. 

438 b 10. 4 Wx is wider than consciousness, but Aristotle, 

though of course meaning merely consciousness here, is forced to 

use the wider term for want of a special word to designate conscious 

life in general without suggesting any one special faculty. We shall 

be forced to translate wvyy thus more than once. 

438b 11. évrés. This surely must mean évrds Tod opparos. 

The faculty or dvvayus of the special sense of sight resides within the 

eye. If this statement is capable of being generalised at all, it can 

be extended only so far as to include the organs of the other two 

mediated senses (hearing and smell). This cannot be taken as 
a reference, as Alexander (p. 36) and Neuhauser (pp. 65 and 127) 

seem to think, to the central sense, which resides further within the 

body (in the heart). It is not the function of this central faculty to 

discriminate the objects of the special senses. It is the seat rather 

of that self-consciousness which also discriminates the various special 

senses (cf. De An. 111. ch. 2), and is generally the organ of xowy 

aigOnous and davracia. 

If the faculty of vision resided in the central organ then surely 
according to Aristotle’s argument there would need to be a trans- 

parent medium extending through the body right up to it, and it 

itself would need to have the same property. Neuhduser indeed 

maintains that something like this is, according to the Aristotelian 

theory, the case. But a much simpler explanation is possible. 

Something internal is the organ, Aristotle says, and hence it must 

be transparent. The interior of the eye is that which fulfils the 

conditions. Why the organ should be transparent is due to his 

general theory that it should be capable of receiving the same deter- 

minations as those existing in the world outside, z.e. should be dexz- 

Kov Tov eloovs of the external bodies (De Az. u. ch. 12, 4244 18). 

Cf. Introduction, sec. Iv. pp. 7 sqq- 

The statement that the sense faculty resides within is not a 

deduction from what is said in the De Anima about the internal or 

central sense ; it is a truth said to be given by observation (é7Aov) 

and Aristotle at once proceeds to adduce a confirmatory instance. 

If we hold with Neuhduser that the seat of perception is really 

always a central organ—even in the case of the special senses—and 

that Aristotle held a theory according to which substance of the same 
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kind as that composing the peripheral organ extended along the 
mopo. up to the central chamber of the heart, then perhaps évrds 

might mean ‘in the central region.’ Perhaps Alexander, when he 

says mopous év ols To Siadavés, may also be referring to a similar 

theory. It seems an extraordinary hypothesis (cf. Introduction, 

sec. VI.) and it is not at all clear whether Neuhduser has ‘succeeded 

in substantiating it or merely in disproving the rival theory, viz. that 

the blood is, in Aristotle’s eyes, the medium of communication 

between the end organ and the central one. Cf. note to 439a 2: 

Neuhdauser, Avistoteles Lehre von den sinnlichen Erkenntnissvermogen 

und seinen Organen, pp. 111-129. 

438b 14. trois mépovs. Those who (e.g. Thomas, etc.) think 

that the reference is here to the central sense must hold that the 

mopou are the optic nerves, which Aristotle imagined to be ducts 

leading to the brain and ultimately to the heart. Cf. Hest. Animal. 

iv. ch. 8, 533.a:13, De Part. Animal. u.ch.10,656b17. Alexander, 

however, seems to understand them to be the zopou of the older 

philosophers—the passages through which (according to their view) 

the eye’s internal fire issued. Cf. Theoph. De Sensu, 7 (Rk. P. 

176 b) and Arist. De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 8, 324 b 26. 

Alexander says rovs wopous év ols 7d duadavés éore and since the 

nerves are not (except on Neuhduser’s theory) transparent we can 

assume only that he means the passages supposed to exist in the eye 

itself. Blindness ensuing on the cutting of the optic nerve would 

show rather that the sense was not localised in the eye, but we have 

seen reason (see previous note) for maintaining that this is not the 

Aristotelian view. Hence Aristotle is not here referring to such 

a serious wound as one which would sever the optic nerve but to a 

more superficial injury to the eye. This is also borne out by the 

simile which follows. You cut the wick and the flame goes out ; 

and so you destroy the channel communicating the external light to 

the pupil and sight is destroyed. This interpretation also gives rapa 

its characteristic sense. On the other hand we must remember that 

mapa need mean no more than ‘on.’ To read wore tunOyjvac in this 

line along with Mr Bywater (/ournal of Philol. xxvill. p. 243) 

would probably be better. 

438 b 19. rotrov tov tpdrov. Cf. above 437a 21. Aristotle 

does not.commit himself to the proposed reduction. 

438b 22. wWopov. Cf. De An. ut. ch. 1, 425 a 4:4 8 axon aépos. 

mupds 8 riv Sagppyoiv. This statement seems to contradict what is 
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said in De An. 111. ch. 1, 42545: 9 8 dodpyors Oarépov rovrwv (sc. 

VOaTos Kal Gépos)...7d O€ Top 7} oOvMEVds 7) KoWov wavtwy. If then we 

take éo¢pyos to be the sense organ here (a very common use; cf. 

above 438a 13, Bonitz, /zd. p. 538a 30), the two passages are in 

disagreement. Again the statement in ll. 25-26 beneath 7 & oopy 

Karvedns avabupiacis éotw is in contradiction with ch. 4, 443 a 23 

sqq., where it is denied that dap is of the nature of avafupiacts. 
These considerations have led Alexander and most interpreters 

to maintain that here Aristotle is not putting forward his own theory 
(ov yap dn apéoxovta ait A€ye, Alex. 38,1. 14 [W.]), but merely dis- 

cussing the consequences and the detailed working out of the doctrine 
suggested by the earlier philosophers—namely the ascription of each 

sense organ to a separate element. 

On this interpretation the reading of the majority of the codices 

ws et de¢ in ll. 18-19 above, which Biehl adopts and Baumker, p. 48, 

prefers, is particularly welcome. E M and Y read merely ¢davepov ws 

dec and Bekker follows. 

Thus it is contended that Aristotle’s adoption of the correspon- 

dence of each sense organ to a separate element is merely hypo- 

thetical. Nevertheless it is strange that if this is so, Aristotle should 

go on to work out the connection between smell and fire by the aid 
of his own technical terms and connect it with his own theory of the 

excessive coldness of the brain. It almost looks as though the 

doctrine were one which had attractions for Aristotle and which was 

left as an unexpunged suggestion even after the possibility of recon- 

ciling it with the rest of his philosophy had been removed. 

But, as it is stated, there are great difficulties to be overcome. 

The proof in ll. 22-25, as Alexander recognises, merely shows that 

the organ of smell is Jotentiadly (Svvamer) of the nature of fire and is 

actually cold. It is not on all fours with the former two sense organs 

which are actually (évepyeia) water and air respectively. 
Hence Hayduck (Prog. Kon. Gym. zu Meldorf, 1876-7) proposes 

not to take those lines (6 yap évepyeia x«.7.A.) as a proof of the 

previous statement and to read 6 d€ évepyeia «.7.A. He also pro- 

poses to omit 1. 25 7 & dcpy...1. 27 wupds as being in hopeless dis- 

agreement with the other passage at 443 a 23 sqq. His explanation 

is that Aristotle, beginning with a discussion of the organs corre- 

sponding to each sensuous function, naturally mentions the act of 

smelling and so proceeds to discuss its peculiar organ, which, though 

not parallel to the organs of sight and hearing in that it does not 
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consist of any single element, he yet takes the opportunity of dis- 

cussing. It seems however that Aristotle is really attempting to make 

the sense of smell in some way parallel to the other two and that 

ll. 22 sqq. are intended to prove this. Hence the elaborate doctrine 

about the coldness of the region in which the sense organ is situated 

and which is potentially warm; and we hear elsewhere that 7 rys 

dopns Svivapis Oepuyn thv piaow éotiv (444a 27). So that, in spite of 

the fact that he has not proved the sense organ to consist of actual 

fire, Aristotle evidently wishes to establish some connection between 

fire and odour. Hence Ziaja (De Sensu, p. 11) maintains that he does 

not intend here to discuss the nature of the sense organ of smell and 

that there is no conflict between this passage and any other. He 

points out how, when the brain is said to be typotatos Kai Wuxpdratos 

TOV év TH Twat. popiwv, that agrees with the passage in De An. 

425 a 3. sqq. where it is held that the sense organs are composed 

only of air and water. This latter statement however, it must be 

observed, is not perfectly unqualified, for Aristotle goes on to say 

that fire, though not a special ingredient of any one, may be said to 

exist in all (odev yap avev Oepporytos aio Oytixov) and that earth is 

either in none or is specially incorporated in the organ of touch (cf. 

below Il. 32 sq.: 76 d€ datixov yqs). This passage (g.v.) shows the 

difficulty which there is in extracting a consistent statement from 

Aristotle as to the nature of the sense organs, and the fact that his 

theories on this subject seem to fluctuate makes it difficult to avoid 

thinking that here he at least starts with an attempt to work a parallel 

between the organs of sight and hearing on the one hand and_that of 

smell on the other. It is quite evident, as Rodier, De Ax. 11. p. 349, 

points out, that tyv oodpnow must here mean 70 Tis dodpyoews 

aicOyrtyp.ov, Otherwise it could not support the statement davepov ws 

ei det «.t.A.; besides Aristotle plainly means the sense organs in the 

other cases—ro épatikov, 76 Tdv Wodwv aicOntiKov, TO aTTLKOV. 

Hence, unless we adopt Hayduck’s bold emendations, we must 

conclude (1) that the doctrine here is a tentative construction of 

a parallel between the organs of smell, touch and taste and those of 

sight and hearing ; (2) that the parallel consists in assigning each to 

a special element (touch and taste, being generically the same, share 

one between them); (3) that though Aristotle cannot work out the 

parallel in the case of smell and the attempt to do so endangers 

conflict with the rest of his teaching, the theory has attractions for 

him owing to its symmetry and the fact that in so far as it can be 

R. Io 
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worked out it connects with his account of the nature of the brain ; 

and hence it was not deleted, but became incorporated with the re- 

mainder of his preserved writings. 

yap. On Hayduck’s suggestion this is changed to 6é, and the 

following statement is not a reason for the preceding one but a 

new premise from which, in combination with the preceding one, 816 
kat «.t.A., ll, 27 sqq., is deduced. 

438 b 23. Suwdpe. Cf. De An.i.ch. 5, 418 a 3: 76 8 aicOytixov 

duvaper €ativ olov TO aiaOyrov ndy évtedexeia. Cf. also 11. ch. 12, 4244 
: e XN ” , > NSS x A > a PINE a) ” Lal 
17-20: 9 eV alc Oynois €OTL TO OE€KTLKOV TWV ais Onrav €lOw@v aQveyv TIS 

vAns and 11. ch. 2, 425 b 23: 70 yap aicOnryprov Sexrixov Tod aicOyrod | 

avev THS VANS ExacTor, etc. 

The theory is, that the sense organ is potentially capable of 

receiving the ‘form’ 7z.e. the perceptible properties of the object of 

sense. In the act of perception object and sense are one, but, when 

the sense organ is not stimulated, it is only potentially percipient, 

the object only potentially perceived. Cf. 425 b 26: 9 rod aicOyrod 

évepyeia Kal THS aicOyoews y aity éot. Kai wia, In the act of percep- 

tion the organ becomes like its object ; previously to perception it is 

unlike ; cf. 418 a 5, 6: macyeu pev odx dpovov ov, teTovOds 8 wpolwrat 

Kal EOTLY OLOV EKELVO. 

Note that Aristotle has no need to assume that the sense organs 

consist of the elements because like is perceived by like. The 

organ was not like its object in consisting of the same material but 

in receiving its eidos or Aoyos—the pattern according to which it was 

constructed. Cf. Introduction, sec. Iv. 

438 b 24. moet. The external object is the agent in percep- 

tion; the sense organ is passive. Cf. De An. 11..ch. 5, 417 b 20: 7a 

TounTiKa THS évepyeias eLwhev, Td Spardv Kal TO dKoveTov, duoiws dé Kai 

Ta Nowra TOV aicOnTov. 

If we read é in 1. 25 below we cannot translate ‘the latter (sc. 

the sensation) must have an antecedent potential existence,’ as 

Hammond does, but ‘the sensation is what it previously had the 

potentiality of becoming.’ 

438b 27. dv éyxépadov. The brain was not the organ of sensa- 

tion according to Aristotle but played a subsidiary part in the bodily 

economy as neutralising the heat of the heart. On the other hand 

excessive cold in the brain was tempered (at least in man) by the 

dry warmth of odours which were healthful and hence delightful. 

Cf. below ch. 5, 4444 9 sqq. 

Ff hee 

Sate ripe 55.0" 
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438 b 29. This is an application of the general Aristotelian 

doctrine that opposites pass into each other. Things are only 

opposite in so far as they have the same vAy and it is through having 

the same vAy that they can pass into each other. Hence the vAy is 

potentially capable of being either. Cf. Phys. 1. ch. 9, 1924 21: 

pOaptixa yap aAAjdAwv 7a évavtia, and Iv. ch. 9, 217a 22: €or 

bAn pla tdv évavtinv, Oepuod Kal Wypod Kal Tov adrAwv Tov PvaoiKdv 

evavTLiMoaewv, etc. 

rod Spparos. Cf. De Gen. Animal. i. ch. 6, 743 b 28 sqq., 744. 

438: b 33. yas. Ch De An. 11.ch. 1,425.27: cf, above. note 

— to 438b 22. 

7d 8 yevorikdv K.T.A. Cf. 441 a 3 :Sq.: 9 yedous apy Tis éoriv and 

De An. wt. ch. 12, 434b 18. Comment on this doctrine will be 

postponed until we come to chapter 4, where taste is discussed at 

length. 

439 a 2. pds TH kapSia. It is true that the organs of taste and 

touch transmit kuwyoers—sense affections—to the heart, but we cannot 

translate mpds 7H Kapdia by ‘conduct to the heart,’ as Hammond 

does, because, according to Aristotle’s general theory, a// sense 

organs should do so, and besides Aristotle is here not discussing the 

question of the communication of the exterior sense organs with the 

inner zpurov aicOyrypiov, but the nature of the composition of those 

sensoria. It is true that Aristotle does not make clear how the 

kuwyoes from the special senses are conveyed to the heart (cf. 

Zeller, Aristotle 11. pp. 67-70, English Trans.). Alexander says that 

there are three wopou extending from the heart to the brain and then 

to the three sense organs of sight, hearing and smell respectively, 

but in the case of taste and touch the zopo. communicate directly 

with the end organs; by these the xwyoes are transmitted. For 

confirmation of this cf. De Juvent. ch. 3, 469 a 12 sqq. ; De Znsom. ch. 

3, 461a 1 sqq. The blood seems to some to be the medium of 

transmission but we cannot certainly say so. According to Neu- 

hauser it certainly is not. The medium is a substance of the same 

nature as the end organ extending (in the case of the three senses of 

which the organs are localised in the head) along wépor first to the 

brain and ultimately to the heart. Cf. Introduction, sec. vi. and Neu- 

hauser, pp. 110 sqq. It is true also that the heart, which is the organ of 

the common sense (cf. De /uvent., De Insom. loc. cit. above and De 

Somno ch. 2, 455 a 21: 10 Kvpiov aisOyryp.ov), seems to be also the 

special organ of touch (cf. 455 a 23: Toro (76 Kvpiov aicOnrypiov) TO 

LO-—2 
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amtiuo partic? wtrapxe), between which and its object the flesh 

seems to be the medium (cf. De Anz. u. ch. 11, 423 b 26: 70 peraéd 

Tov amtikod 7 oapé, and mt. ch. 2, 426b 15: 9 oapé otk éore 7d 

éxxatov aicPyrypiov). But however that may be—and if the latter 

point is to be insisted upon we had better translate ‘their organ is 

situated in the region of the heart ’—the question is here not one of 

communication, but of the origin of the organs in question. If the 

organ of smell is actually cold and potentially warm and apprehends 

what is in actuality warm (écp7), so conversely the organ of taste and 

touch should be actually warm but potentially cold if it apprehends 

what is actually cold, viz. yi. 

Alexander, however, will not allow that y7 is the proper object of 

touch. Certainly it is the Aristotelian theory that touch perceives 

not merely the qualities of y7, z.e. TO Wuxpov and 76 Enpor, but all the 

four ultimate (and primary in that sense) qualities of objects (cf. 

above note to 437 a 22) and others as well (cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr. tu. 

ch. 2, 329 b 17 sqq.). Hence once more we have evidence that the 

above argument is at best only tentative. 

If we take it that the organ of touch is actually of the nature of 

earth and has the characteristic qualities of earth, then it is impos- 

sible to see how it is connected with the heart, which is the seat of 

warmth. If it is potentially of the nature of y7 then it will, like the 
heart, have actually the opposite qualities. But in that case we 

shall have failed to account for the perception of 76 Oeppov, as well as 

other qualities, by it, in the sense of reconciling that to the general 

Aristotelian doctrine that the organ is unlike the object before 

sensation but in the act of perception becomes qualitatively identical 

With 1t;aSas.stated in: 772 477, 11 chy 5,407 a 20... 

Cf. also De Part. Animal. u. ch. 10, 656a 29: Kai dT ai pev 

dvo davepwas npTnmevat pos THV Kapdlay Eiciv, 4 TE TOV AmTaV Kal n TOV 

Xvpov. 

aioOyrhptov. One more proof that the whole passage is a dis- 

cussion of sensoria. 



CHAPTERS 

(This chapter begins the treatment of the objects of the special senses. 

It treats of colour.) 

439a 9. év Tots mept Wuyfs. Cf. De An. u. ch. 7-12. 

439 a 10. %yov. In De An. 1. ch. 1, 402b 12 Aristotle talks 

about the function (épyov) of the sense. The function of the sense 

is -to perceive, that of the object to cause perception; but as we 

shall see (cf. note to 439 a 17—18), when functioning, sense and its 

object are qualitatively identical. 

évepyetv. This practically repeats the sense of épyov. évépyea 

contains more explicitly the notion of the realisation of an end 

than épyov, but the two are often almost identical and tend to replace 

each other in our texts, e.g. in De Mem. ch. 1, 449 b 20. 

439a 11. 7d rt éorw is the essential nature of a thing as 

revealed in its definition (without going on to state its additional 

properties). Aristotle is now to discuss what each object of sense is 

in its own objective nature apart from its action on the sense organs. 

4392 17-18. év rots wept poxyfs. Cf De An. 11. ch. 2, 425 b 26: 

n 0€ TOD aicOnrod evepyea Kai THS aicOyoews y adTH pEv eoTL Kai fLia, TO 

d€ Elvat Ov TO a’TO avTats. 

Similarly in De An. u. ch. 5, 417.4 20, we learn that, in the act 

of sensation, object and sensorium are alike. Whatever is said in 

this connection of the sensorium holds of the sense faculty and, as 

we have seen, Aristotle often uses the name of the faculty inter- 

changeably for that belonging to the organ. His theory shows in 

this respect what we might call a thorough-going psycho-physical 

parallelism. 

It is by his distinction between the actual and the potential 

object of sense that Aristotle attempts to explain the problem about 

the independent existence of external objects of sense. Considered 

kata Suva OF as wroxeipeva (cf. AZetaph. iv. ch. 5, 1010 b 30 sqq.) 

they have an independent existence, kar’ évépyerav not. Apart from 
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actual perception the sense also is a dvvayus merely and, as potentiali- 

ties, sense and ‘its object are different and have different names— 

xupds and yetors, Yodos and dxoy, xpoua and os etc. But the 

évépyeva of each is one and the same, 2g. Yodyors and axovors are 

one and the same. 
It is, however, impossible for Aristotle to maintain this attitude 

towards external reality consistently. If the sense is that which is re- 

ceptive of the efdos of things, how can it be said to receive that which 
prior to this reception had no existence? It is not sufficient to say 
that its tzoxeiwevov existed; if we strip the external world of all «dos, 

nothing is left but the zpwry vAy, and this, being perfectly undiffer- 

entiated, cannot account for the difference of the efdos which we 

apprehend at different times. Aristotle is forced to think of the 

eloos as existing antecedently to the perception of it, and conse- 

quently we find in De Am. i. ch. 5, 418 a 3: 76 d€ aicOyntiKOv 

duvape eotiv olov 76 aicOnrov nbn évreAcxeia. Thus the object apart 

from perception, which is said (in A/etaph., loc. cit.) to cause the 
perception and is yet called a vmoxeiuevov, cannot be regarded: as 

a mere vmoxeipevov, for to exist évtedexeia is to have etdos (cf. 

Metaph. 1x. ch. 6, 1650:b: 2-and: Bonitz. ad. 1043..a 18,. cf. also 

ind. p. 219 a 25). According both to ancient and modern 

physical atomism this vzoxeiwevov, which is yet something actual 

and not mere vAy, would be described in terms of spatial configura- 

tion, mass and motion—the primary qualities from the atomistic 

point of view. ‘This solution however could not be entertained by 

Aristotle, for whom the qualities relative to the special senses 

were as primary determinations of physical reality as motion, figure 

and mass (cf. notes to ch. 6, 445 b 6 sqq.). ‘The-atomistic solution 

is only a makeshift ; but we are left with a bad contradiction in the 

Aristotelian theory. 

439a 20. epi dwrds. Cf. De An. ul. ch. 7, 418b 11: 70 dé das 

olov xpwopd éote TOV diapavods, Orav 7 évTeAexela Siahaves UO TUpOS 7 

TOLOUTOV OLOV TO avw Gwpa (TO avw Gopa is the upper fire, the celestial 

ether). 

tod Stadavots. For Aristotle’s theory of 7d dvuadavés cf. Intro- 

duction pp. 20sqq. At first sight it seems strange to define light as 

the colour of the transparent medium, especially as he goes on (in 439 b 

11 below) to define colour as the limit of the transparent element in 

bodies. But that which renders bodies visible is colour and, though 

an object must have a definite boundary or surface for this colour to 
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be detected, still we are bound to assume that throughout, so far as 

it is a coloured thing, its nature is the same (439 a 35 below). This 

quality on which its colour depends and which transpierces it 

through and through is light (@s), which is, however, but the activity 

or the proper function of that property—ro d.agavés—which per- 

meates all bodies to a greater or less degree. Cf. De An. u. ch. 7, 

A18b 9: das dé eotwv 9 TovTov evepyeta, TOD Siadavods 7 dvadaves, and 

41g aii: 7 O evted€xea Tod diadavots das eoriv. 

Thus though ¢as is not ypoua in the sense in which that is the 

mépas of the transparent element in bodies, still it is the colour 

principle which transfuses all substances. 

439 a 21. By kara covpBeBykds Aristotle means, not ‘casually,’ 

but ‘indirectly’ z.e. subject to some condition being fulfilled, not in 

its own nature without further determination. Relatively to the 

thing which has a certain attribute only upon the supervention of 

some condition, that attribute is contingent, and it seems to be with 

this in mind that Kant identifies the contingent and the conditioned 

in the proof of the antithesis in the fourth antinomy. But, from 

another point of view, when we take into account the dependence of 

this attribute upon its conditions it is seen to be necessary. Kara 

out B_eByxos in Aristotle is by no means equivalent merely to ‘due to 

chance’ but in its general sense is used simply as opposed to xa@’ 

avtd, due not to the essence of the thing to which it belongs but to 

some external condition. 

mupases. Cf. De An. u. ch. 7, 418b 12 quoted above in note to 

439 a 20 and again 419 a 24: 70 yap Suapaves vd TovTov (sc. updos) 

yiverar Suapaves. It is fire, then, or anything of the nature of fire, 

the sun or the celestial ether (rd avw oda), which raises the trans- 

parent medium from a state of mere potentiality in which it is 

axypovv—colourless and invisible (418 b 28)—to a state in which 
colour is actually visible. The fire evidently makes it actually trans- 

parent, and this state of actual transparency, this évépyeca, is light. 

We cannot say with Hammond that ‘light is that which converts 

the potentially diaphanous into the actually diaphanous.’ It is fire 

which performs this function. 

439 a 22. mapovola (cf. De An. 418 b 16 and 20) seems here 

to be reminiscent of its technical Platonic signification—immanence, 

and thus we could define light as ‘the immanence of fire in the 

transparent medium.’ 

But there are two points of view from which light can be 
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regarded, (1) as a state of illumination, cf. De An. 11. ch. 5, 430 a 15, 

and (2) as though it were the stimulation proceeding from the 
coloured object to the eye (cf. De Am. u. ch. 7, 418a 31: wav be 

XPOua KivyTiKOV éoTW. TOU Kat évépyeLay diadavods). 

Yet according to this passage in the De Az. it is implied that 

the state of illumination must be already realised for the stimulation 

which causes vision to take effect. Aristotle, though frequently 

asserting that there is a stimulation proceeding from object to eye 

and talking as though this were light, yet in chapter 6 below turns 

round and says that light is not a stimulation at all. According to 

the interpretation of that chapter which I adopt, it is not a stimu- 

lation of the type dAAotwors even (z.e. qualitative change). Yet light 

is still said to cause us to see (447 a 12), and if it is not the 
stimulus through the medium, what zs that stimulus? It appears 

as though Aristotle, influenced by the apparent instantaneousness of 

light transference, were trying to combine into one the notion of it 

(1) as a é&us, the state of illumination, and (2) as an action passing 

from the object to the eye, two notions which will not unite. 

Compare chapter 6, 446 a 22—447 a 12, and Introduction, 

sec. VII. 

439 a 23. Td Siahavés is no proprium of air or any one trans- 

parent substance. 

439A 25. otors kal Sivapis. Cf. De An. u. ch. 7, 418b 8: éori 

dios VTapXovTea 7 avTi ev adTois apporepors (SC. VOaTL Kat a€pr) Kal ev 

TO avo THPATL. . 

xepior}. Light is not a substance. ywpiord is a common desig- 

nation for substances. Cf. De Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. 10, 327b 21. 

439 a 26. Cf. below 439b 10. 70 dtadavés is found in all, not 

merely in certain bodies. 

439 a 29. dopictw. dus as the general colour principle permeates 

bodies through and through in so far as they share in the material 

condition of colour phenomena. 

439 a 31-32. ék Tdv cupPadvtav. Cf. 438b 12-13 and note 

ert TOV CvpBaivovTwy SHAov. 

439 a 33. TIvOaydpeo. Cf. Plut. “pit. AZem. 1. 15; Stobaei 

Eclog. 1. 15 quoted by Diels, Dox. Gr. p. 313. 

439 a 34-35. ‘The point is that colour is not the boundary or 

surface of the dody but, as appears in 439 b 12 below, of the trans- 

parent element in the body. 

439 b 2. We may supply eva: after évros, not necessarily xpwpa- 
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tifeoOa. Aristotle does not actually say that colour, in the sense of 

definite tint, pervades the body through and through. That resides 

in the surfaces. But the colour principle, which is made definite 
only when the body has a definite surface, must pervade the body in 

every part in so far as it is dvuadavés. This colour principle can be 

nothing else than dds, and its opposite is oxéros. 

Most of the commentators, however, will have it that here 

Aristotle is distinguishing bodies which are coloured ‘externally’ 

e.g. air and water, which have no proper colour of their own, and 

those coloured ‘internally’ z.e. with a proper colour of their own, 

opaque bodies, and that he here declares that it is an identical 

principle in each class that makes them receptive of colour. The 

difference between the two classes of objects is that the former set, 

having no definite surface, have no definite limit of the d:adavés in 

them and it is a definite boundary that gives definite colour. But 
it is solely the want of definiteness in their limits which causes the 

indefiniteness of the colour. Since they show colour of some kind, 

they must have the constitution which renders colour possible. 

This is their transparency, which we must hence ascribe to opaque 

bodies also. 

If we accept this theory the translation will run as follows: ‘We 

must, however, believe that the type of construction which internally 

and of its own nature takes on colour is the same as that which 

receives its colour from without. Now air and water show colour, 

for the gleam they have betrays tint.’ , 

The advantage of this interpretation is that it does not make 

Aristotle say that the colour pervades the whole of an opaque object, 

for this, unless we explain the distinction between definite and in- 

definite colour as above, seems to conflict with his statement that 

colour resides on the surface. Cf. also Zop. v. ch. 8, 138a 15. 

gatverar. Simon would translate ‘appear to be coloured,’ as 

though they really were not. But, though colour were held to 

pervade pellucid substances which have no definite surface, that 

would not entail as a consequence that it permeated opaque bodies 

as well—which is the conclusion against which Simon wishes to argue. 

439b 3. avy}. Thomas and Simon translate this by ‘aurora,’ 

on what grounds it is difficult to discover. Perhaps it means the vay 

e.g. of the sun falling upon these bodies. 

439b 6. odpacw. Alexander says that Aristotle here means to 

indicate orepea—solids, as though they were more properly cwpara 
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than air and water. But the distinction should properly be between 

pellucid and opaque bodies as in ll. 13-15 below. Aristotle had \ 

already, in De Az. ul. ch. 7, 418b 7, noticed that many orepew 

were transparent. Probably here he leaves this latter class out of 

account. (Cf. ch. 5, 445a 17sqq. and notes on oda and cwpa- 

tovobar: cf. beneath 439b 18.) The argument certainly requires 
cwpaciw here to mean definitely bounded or solid bodies. The 
omission of the class of transparent solids from consideration is 

simply a sign of the inadequacy of the theory. 

439 b 10. moet. 76 diadavés is the ‘material’ cause of colour, 2.¢. 

it accounts for its possibility. 

439 b 12. xpapa x.t.A. This is the definition, the ti éorw of - 

xXpwpa per se, and, in stating this, the De Senzswz makes an advance on 

the De Anima which defined it merely in reference to the organ of 

sight as KwytiKov Tov Kat évépyevay diadavois. 

439 b 14. Sco «t.A. These are the ‘corpora terminata’ or 

oteped of the commentators, which have a colour of their own and 

evTos xpwpuarierat. Many interpreters, however, disjoining KaTa TO 
éoxatov from trapyew and uniting it with dots, find themselves in a 
difficulty and zdentify those referred to by kat dco with atrav tov 

diadavav! 

439 b 20. SteAopévous. duaypeto Oar constantly means to break up a 

genus into species or to discriminate species from each other. But, 

as Aristotle has not yet given any classification of the ‘intermediate’ 
colours, z.e. those over and above black and white, we must interpret 

non SveAopevous (the reading of all mss. and edd.) as meaning merely 

‘after recognising the distinction’ between the other colours and 

black and white. ‘This is to take dveAopeévovs in its vaguest sense. 

It is thus much better to read i$) instead of #5y. The phrase 

then becomes a common one and gives dueAopevous its wonted sense. 

Cf. Politics 1v. ch. 10, 1295a 8: tupavvidos & eidy dvo pev dieiAopev 

etc. It is true that, owing to the aorist duveAopxévous, we seem still to 

be committed to the promise of a preliminary classification of the 

species of colour which is not fulfilled. The full list of the colours 

appears only in ch. 4, 442 a 22 sqq. Thus a minor inaccuracy is left 

in any case, and it may be argued that 767 dveAopévouvs need give no 

more than this sense. But eidy is a rather tempting emendation. 

Aristotle’s theory is that the chromatic tones are obtained by a 

mixture of substances which already have the basal tones of white 

and black. The chromatic tones are intermediate between black 
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and white, which appear to be regarded as lying at the two extremities 

of a continuum in the centre of which the other tints are found. 

Aristotle does not however attempt to assign its exact place in the 

scale to any one colour or state its affinity to either of the extremes. 

Each distinct colour depends upon the proportion in which the black 

and white, out of which it is formed, are mingled. But he does not 

venture to state the proportion which obtains in any one case. Cf. 

also Metaph. x. ch. 2, 1053 b 30. 

439 b 26. purdv. The doctrine of composition or mixture is 

referred to again directly: cf. especially 440b 14 sqq. 

439 b 29. A Adyos appears to be the relation which prevails 

between two numbers when a division of the greater by the less 

yields a rational quotient. Numbers that are not so related are said 

to be ov év Adyw (cf. 440a 16). Adyos then is not ratio in general 

but commensurate ratio. The incommensurate is the irrational 

—-ahoyov. Thus we cannot translate ovk év doyw, pi ev apiOpots 

etc. by ‘disproportionate,’ for that applies to a ratio when one of 

the terms is excessive, not to one where the quantities are in- 

commensurate. 

439 b 34. etddoylcros—easily reckoned, from Aoyier Gar to reckon. 

Cf. Mefaph. xiv. ch. 6, t092b 27. 

440a 2. The reason is that the evrAdyiorou apiOpol, z.e. propor- 

tions where the division of one term by the other takes very little 

trouble, are few in number. ‘The author of the Problems in 920a 27 

avers that the most agreeable harmony is that of the octave, and the 

reason for this is that the terms are whole numbers 2 and 1, or 4 

and 2, and the division yields no remainder. The next harmony in 

order of pleasantness is that of the fifth, where the two notes are 

related as 1 to 14, and so on. 
440a 5. eraypévas. ‘The proportion of elements may be uni- 

form in every part, ¢.e. the combination is according to a regularly 

recurring Patterns “2.533 Tis 2S Selo k  ClGs.. MOU 2. aa at Fs 

BOD wet: 

440a 6. pi Kabapal. Some commentators (e.g. Simon, Ham- 

mond) identify the araxrou xpoat with the pi) Kafapai, but, unless we 

read rots avrots before apiOpots in 1. 6 as Biehl suggests, this is im- 

possible, for Aristotle has immediately before said that both the reray- 
pevar and the araxrou are év apiOo%s. 

The impurity referred to must be want of saturation, z.e. want of 

colour, if it is caused by absence of proportion between the elements, 
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and all chromatic colour involves a proportion between its com- |» 

ponents. But one may ask, why does impurity seem to occur only 

in the second class of colours—those due to an irregular structure ? 

The reason J would suggest is this—Aristotle identifies the most 

pleasing colours with those which depend upon a regularly recurring 

structure in the combination of their elements. Relatively to these, 

other colours are not so pleasing and hence not regarded as so pure, 

kafapai, if purity is a mark of excellence (as frequently in Plato, cf. 

Philebus 57 A et passim); but the colours of this second class 

contain in themselves differences in purity. Their impurity we may > 

assign to a total want of commensurate proportion in their composi- 

tion. Unless some such explanation as this is adopted we shali have 

to make airds tavras refer to both classes of colours; but this is to 

strain the Greek. 

440a 8. 1d daiverbar x.7t.A. Literally ‘the shining of one colour 

through another.’ 

This second theory is, like the first, also rejected by Aristotle. 

440a 12. 8a 8 axdtos. The reason for this is discussed in 

Meteorology i. 

440a 16-25. It is difficult to see what connection this para- 

graph has either with what precedes or what follows. Thurot and 

Susemihl (//z7/o7. 1885) think that it is misplaced in the text. It 

refers back to the theories of Empedocles and Democritus mentioned 

in chapter 2. 

440a 17. aroppolas. Cf. 438a 4. 

440a 19. «v0is—directly, without the intervention of any inter- 
mediate steps in the argument. . 

440a 21. aby. Why was it necessary for the atomists to 

identify all sensation with touch? Surely because differences in 

sensation corresponded to differences in the tangible properties of 

things. Cf. chapter 4, 442b 1 and 11: ot d€ 7a ida cis TadTa dava- 

youow «.7.A. The argument runs—if sensation is to be effected by 

contact, contact with a medium which is sensitive to stimulation will 

explain perception better than a theory according to which the 

actual particles of the distant objects impinge upon the sense organs. 

On the other reading (LSU Alex. vet. tr.) 7 d@y Kat tats azop- 
potats there is no argument. : 

Thomas and Alexander try to connect this with what follows ; but 

Aristotle goes on to talk of xwyoes impinging on the sense organ, 

not effluxes. 
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440a 23. péyeos is almost always a spatial quantum, but cf. 

peéyeBos xpovov ch. 7, 448b 4. 

The discussion on the possibility of the existence of imperceptible 

quanta is contained in chapter 6, 445 b 3 sqq. 

xpdvov dvato®nrov. Aristotle argues at length against there being 

any such thing as an imperceptible time in ch. 7 below 448 a 21 sqq. 

The two moments of time in which the two sensations arrive 

would, on this hypothesis, be indistinguishable as two distinct 

moments, but would appear as one single moment which had no 

parts. Now, as time is a continuum, each part of it must be capable 

of resolution into other parts. Hence the supposition of an atomic 

time is absurd, no part is imperceptible. Cf. notes to chapter 7, 

and Introduction, sec. VIII. 

— 440a 26. adxlvyrov—when not set in motion. The surface 

colour sets in motion the medium and so affects the sense (cf. De 
An. it. ch. 7, 418 a 31: wav O€ xpOpa KwyTLKOV éoti TOD Kat’ évépyetay 

duapavovs). But Aristotle thinks that the action of the surface colour 

would be different if it itself were acted on by an underlying tint. 

IM Y read xwyrdv, which would imply that the surface colour 

was independently itself in motion; but this is not an Aristotelian 

doctrine. 

440a 30-31. The common reading is kal avry tis av ely ypo- 

patwy piéis. Alexander interprets this to mean that Aristotle admits 

that the superposition theory is one which accounts for one way of 

mingling colours. But it is strange that, after rejecting the juxta- 

position theory of mixture, Aristotle should say kat airy—‘ this Zoo 

is a theory which accounts for the mixture of colours.’ Simon, 

thinking that the difficulty about peyé6y aopara still applies to the 

superposition theory, suggests the punctuation and accentuation 

I have adopted and contends that here Aristotle is calling in question 

this second theory as well. If this is not so, he says, Aristotle must 

be convicted of carelessness, for he nowhere else points out the 

defect in the theory. 

_ Without accepting his argument (which seems to be unfounded) 

I think we can still accept his interpretation of the intention of the 

clause. Aristotle calls the éuroAacis theory in question because it 

really is not an account of the pigis of the colours. The two colours 

are simply juxtaposed, in this case one on the top of the other 

instead of in minute parts side by side. This is merely a case of 

the cvvOeors of the colours, not of their true mixture. We may 
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anticipate the doctrine which Aristotle refers to further down and 

which is expounded in De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 10, 327b 32 sqq. 

There are two spurious kinds of mixture, pigis merely zpos 

aicOyow, t.e. the substances appear to sense to be mixed’ but are 

really not so. (1) First there is the juxtaposition of things that 

can be resolved into ultimate individual parts, e.g. grains of corn, 

men, etc. (eis Ta €Aayiora 440b 5 sq. below); drav...ovrTws «is 

pukpa SvaipeOy Ta puyvipeva, Kat TEOH Tap adAnAra TodTOV TOV TpdroV 

Sore pip SpArov exaorov eva tH aicOyoe. This is the kind of 

pigis referred to in 440b 4 below, which explains the ypdav Kownv 

(440a 32) of distant objects, which vanishes when we approach 
them. ‘This is a case in which ovvOeo.s and piéts are identical in 

the sense that ovvOeors is the only pigis of which the objects are 

capable. (2) Secondly, when there is no limit to the minuteness 

of the parts (e.g. in liquids), the mere juxtaposition of minute parts 

is merely apparent mixture (zpos aio@yow). To more accurate 

vision the appearance of mixture ceases to exist. In true mixture 

(which seems to be analogous to what we should call chemical 
combination; cf. Mr Joachim in Journal of Philol. xx1x.) every 

part of the compound produced by the union of two substances 

must be homogeneous with the whole: cf. 328a 10: 70 puyGev 
dpovomepes etvac and below 440 b 3: wavrn wavtws. Each part of the 

one must completely interpenetrate the other, or rather, in union the 

two substances must completely change their nature so as to be 

incapable of being found in actuality in any part however minute. 

(This implies a still closer union than that of chemical combination, 

according to which the atoms are juxtaposed in the molecule, which 

is not homogeneous in every part.) 

Now superposition of colours one over the other does not imply 

their mixture in the true sense. 

440a 31. Kdkelvws must mean ‘on the former,’ ze. the juxta- 

position, theory, not ‘in this way’ (referring to the émuroAacts account) 

as Hammond has it. 

The argument is, that the one colour shines through the other 

and that at close quarters the duality of the tint can possibly be 

detected, though at a distance the two produce a certain ‘common’ 

(xowyv) tint. But, says Aristotle, this general indeterminate tint can 

equally well be produced by the juxtaposition of parts of different 

colour provided they are minute enough or we are far enough away. 

But it is not this neutral tint, which varies with the accuracy of the 
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vision, that has to be accounted for. Composite colours are on a 

different footing, and neither of the two theories has succeeded in 

accounting for them, cf. 440b 16-19 beneath. 

440a 33. There is no need for substituting & for yap with 
Susemihl (PAz/o/. 1885). 

The fact that no magnitude is invisible is the reason. why we can 

account for the juxtaposition of minute parts differently coloured 

producing a common tint. If the parts were really invisible they 
would not produce any colour sensation either alone or together. 

Compare chapter 6 below and notes. | 

The theory of juxtaposition is then rejected in so far as it implies 

the existence of invisible magnitudes, and retained to explain the 

production of neutral tints relative to the keenness of our vision, in 

so far as it is conceded that the parts do produce an effect upon our 

sight. The parts, as we shall see, are perceived évepyeca only in the 

whole (év 76 Aw); individually taken they are only dvvaye perceptible. 

440a 34. From «id 440a 34 to b 14 is one long protasis. 

440b 2. rév &axlorwv. Cf. De Gen. et Corr., loc. cit. and note 

to 440a 30-31. 7a €Aaxwora are not infinitely minute parts, but the 

smallest parts that can be treated as individuals. Many things on 

division do not present such parts, ¢.g. water and other continuous 

substances are specially evdiaipera and prone to mix. Cf. beneath 

ll. 10 sqq., De Gen. et Corr. 328b 3: Ta typa puxta pariota Tov 

TwpaTwv' edvopisTov yap pariota Td bypov Tadv SiaipeTav, Since puKpa... 

pukpois trapatiléueva. piyvutat padrdov, 328 a 33. j 

440b 3. wdvry wavtas. Cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr. 328 a 11. 

év tots mept plEews. Probably only the passages referred to above. 

440b 10. 80a 8S pind. e.g. water. Cf. above. 

The modern atomic theory holds that there is a limit to the pro- 

cess of resolution and that that is found when the atom is reached. 

But there is a difficulty here, for the atom, if anything occupying 

space, must be divisible into smaller components. 

.440b 16. «vplav. This is the reason of the real constant 

colour of objects. 

440b 22-23. tov adrdv tpomov k.7.A. 7.¢. the mathematical de- 

velopment of all three is alike. 

440b 25. dpicpéva. How Aristotle reconciles this with the 

undoubted continuous graduation between colour and colour will be 

discussed when we come to chapter 6. 

440b 26. torepov. Chapter 6. 
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440b 28. This is the only place where Aristotle mentions the 

omissions in the Ve Sezsu. Hence Biehl conjectures a¢ys instead of 

gdwvyjs (as otherwise the absence of any other treatment of touch will 

be unnoticed). qdwvy is defined in De An. 11. ch. 8, 420b 32 as 

onpavtikds Tis Wodos and again in 420b 5 as Wodos tis emdxov. It is 

significant sound uttered by a living creature (cf. above chapter 1, 

437 a 11 and note). 

Wodos, of which dwvy is thus a species, is defined in De.An. 

420 b 11 as dépos xivnois tus: cf. below ch. 6, 446 b 34: Soxet 8 6 

Wodos elvar pepopévov tivds Kivyows. This movement of the air is 

of the nature of a rebound. The air rebounds when struck in 

the same way as smooth bodies rebound from a smooth surface 

(cf. De An. 420a 21 $qq.). 

440b 29. ev ois wept buys. De An. u. ch. 8. 

440b 30. a€os (cf. note to chapter 1, 436 b 5 above) may 

mean phenomenon or affection generally, though it is not phe- 

nomenon in the widest sense in which that term is employed by 

modern thought, viz. as including concrete substances. a@os is 

phenomenon in the sense in which that means an affection, event or 

attribute ascribed to any concrete subject. Now dos is often 

used for a peculiarly psychical affection and so perhaps the subject 

to which, as 7a67, smell and taste are relative, is the perceiving soul. 

Hence it will be as subjective phenomena that they are almost 

identical. ‘This seems to be borne out by a passage in the De Az. 

Il. ch. 9, 421a 31 Sqq.: dua TO py oddpa diadynAovs civar Tas dopas 

WOTEP TOUS XUMovs, ad TOUTwWY elAnde Ta dvdpata Kal” duoLtoTHTA TOV 

mpaypatwv: odours not being distinctly presented like flavours have 

borrowed their names from the latter owing to the resemblance of 

the actual experience in the two cases. This is to follow Alexander 

and render taév zpaypatwr by ‘the sensation.’ Cf. Rodier, Zrazté de 

? Ame, Vol. 11. pp. 309-311. 
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For the connection between taste and smell cf. also De Ax. 11. 

ch. 9, 421 a 16: éouxe pev yap dvadoyov éxew mpds THY yetow Kal 

dpoiws Ta €ldn TOV yUBdV rois TAS dons and 421 a 26 wWoTeEp XUBLOS 

6 pev yAvkds 6 O€ miKpos, ovTw Kal dopai. 

Alexander, Thomas and Simon, however, seem to_ interpret 

maos here not as subjective affection but as objective quality. It 

is true that this subjective similarity rests upon an objective 
foundation. Alexander explains the identity by means of the 

passage in ch. 5 beneath, 442 b 29 sqq. Odour is produced by the 

further modification of a substance in which flavour has been 

already developed; 76 ypév is needed as a basis for both and the 

effect produced in the first case by 76 Eypov is obtained by disso- 

lution (évazrorAvvewv), the same process as that by which 76 éyxvpov 

bypov produces odour both in air and water: cf. Rodier, of. céz. 

Vol. 11. pp. 309-316, Alex. De Sens. pp. 66, 67, 88-91 (W.). 

But though the similarity has an objective foundation it does not 

cease to be a subjective phenomenon, and it is as such that we 
should infer ro aird zafos to be understood in antithesis to ov« év 

tots avrots, which must be interpreted as ‘non in eisdem subjectis,’ as 

Simon renders it, following Thomas and Alexander. The vehicle of 

taste is water, that of smell is air and water alike, or rather that 

common nature which both have, named by Theophrastus 70 6- 

ogpov (cf. chapter 5 beneath). St Hilaire and Hammond think that 

ov év Tots avrois refers to the diversity of the organs of the two 

senses. But xvyos and écuy could hardly be said to exist év tots 

aicOyrypios, and if Aristotle meant here to refer to the organs his 

statement is singularly obscure. 

441a 1. alrov «A. This is the explanation of a difference 

in function by a difference in faculty, a method much derided in 

modern psychology. But when one remembers that the ‘faculty’ 

is a determinate structure or disposition of the sense organ, and was 

so.to Aristotle, the explanation, though not a genetic one, is seen to 

be adequate to the purpose in hand. 

441a 3. axptBerrdrnv. dxpiBea contains at once the notions of 

complexity and delicacy, or precision. The emphasis is probably on 

the former in the famous passage in De An. 1. ch. 1, 402a 2, where 

Psychology is said to rank among the first of the sciences in point 

of axpiBea. For the want of definiteness in our sense of smell 

cf. De An. 1. ch. 9, 4214 9 Sqq.: THY aicOyow Tavrnv otk éxouev 

axpiBy, ad\Aa xeipw roAA@v Cywv, The reason is—¢atrAws avOpwros 

R, Il 
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dopara, Kal ovfevds dappaiverar THV dogpavTav avev Tov AvaNpod 7 

tov nd€os. ‘That is to say, where feeling-tone enters largely into the 

sensation there can be no exactitude in our perception, as modern 

Psychology teaches is in most cases true But the final reason for 

both phenomena is the indefiniteness of the structure of the sense 

organ (ws ovk ovtos axpiBovs Tov aicfytynpiov). Compare De Ax. 1. 

Ghy O;cA2t aot kata Se Tv apyv ToOAAG tdv adArAwv diadepovTws 

axpuot. 

The reason for the superiority of touch in man is the greater 

softness of his flesh. Softness of flesh is an index not only of 

tactual discriminativeness but of intellectual endowment. Cf. De 

An., loc. cit. 421 a 26 and De Part. An. i. ch. 16, 660a11: paodkakw- 

ratTn 8 y odp& y TOV avOpwrwv vajpxev. TodTO dé bia TO alc OyTLKW- 

ratov elva. Tov Cow THY Oia THS apys aicOnow. 

Aristotle’s ideal of a etpuys would, on this showing, be the skilful 

surgeon or mechanician. But we must remember that 76 Oepyov xai 

TO Wuxpov were among ra ara, and probably by softness of flesh he 

means sensitiveness to these influences as much as anything else and 

hence merely delicacy of constitution in general. At least so Alex- 

ander understands him. Would this be an argument for the mental 

superiority of the female sex? If so, Aristotle is forgetting himself. 

441 a 3-4. 8 yetors dy tis éorlv, and hence is more 

axpuBys than smell. Cf. De An. 11. ch. 9, 421a 18-20, also ch. 10, 

422a 8: 70 b€ yevotov éorw arrov tr and De Sens. ch. 2, 439 a 1: TO 

dé yevotuxov eldds TLapys eoriv. Compare also De An. 11. ch. 3, 414 b 

11 and 1. ch. 12, 434b 18, likewise De Part. An. 11. ch. 10, 656b 

37 and ch. 17,0004. 21, ; 
The chief arguments to prove the identity of taste and touch are 

(1) that by taste we are sensible of the presence of food which is an 
object of tactual sensation (414b 7 sqq., 434b 18-19), (2) that 76 

bypov is the vAy, the vehicle of taste, and it is arrov 1 (422411). 
But (3) Aristotle finds strong confirmation for his theory in the fact 
that neither requires an external medium for its operation as the 

others do (422a 8sqq.). The flavoured substance impinges directly 

upon the sense organ—the tongue. Again (4) the division into 

right and left parts, which is not to be detected in the case of the 

organ of touch, is almost unnoticeable in the tongue (656b 33 sqq.) 

and (5) the softness of the human tongue causes its -greater sensi- 

tiveness, just as softness of the flesh generally causes delicacy of 

touch (660 a, 17-21, cf, De An. uu. ch. 9, 421 a 20 sqq. and 
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last note). For this doctrine compare also the passage beneath, 

441 b 26 sqq. | 

441a 6-7. Cf. Zeller, Presocratic Phil. (Eng. Trans.), 11. p. 166, 

“Burnet, Larly Greek Phil. p. 231, Empedocles v. 312 (Stein). 

But cf. Theophrastus De Sens. 7 (Dox. 500, R.P. 177b), who says 

that Empedocles did not push his investigation of taste or touch 

further than to say that in them too sensation was caused by 

particles fitting into the pores of the sense organ. 

441a 7-8. The meaning of zavo7eppia is best illustrated by a 

passage in the De Gen. Animal. iv. ch. 3, 769a 26 sqq., where he 

explains a theory that the various qualities of animals all lie com- 

mingled in the semen which forms as it were a wavozeppia of all 

characteristics, by comparing the yovy to a liquid in which many 

different flavours are dissolved. aavo7eppia then evidently means a 

substance in which the germs of all things lie. | 
Trendelenburg (De An. p. 214) thinks that the word is a 

Democritean term. It certainly is employed by Aristotle three 

times (Physics, 1. ch. 4, 203. a 21, De Coelo, 1. ch. 4, 303a 16 and 

De An.\. ch. 2, 404a 4) to describe the mixture of atoms out of 

which, Democritus asserted, the world was fashioned. It is however 

once employed with reference to the theory of Anaxagoras (cf. De 

Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. 1, 314a 18 sqq.), according to which bone and 

flesh were the simple elements out of which air, fire, earth and 

water were constructed: of dé (sc. of repi “Avagayopay) tadra péev ara 

Kal oro.xeta (A€yovar), yyv S& Kal mip Kat Vdwp Kai adépa aivOeTa" mav- 

oreppiav yap «iva tovrwv: ze. ‘for they—flesh and bone—constitute 

that in which the latter all lie in germ.’ Cf. Zeller, Presocratic Phil. 

II. p. 332, Burnet, Zarly Greek Phil. p. 290 and note. It is quite 

likely that the term originated with Anaxagoras, whose interests lay 

more in biological phenomena than those of his predecessors, but 

there seems to be no doubt that Democritus, however inconsistent it 

may have been with the general drift of his mechanical philosophy, 

also employed it. 

This special theory—that water is ofov ravo7reppia xvp~ov—must 

be assigned to Democritus, at least in the first form in which it is 
stated (see next note). As Alexander (p. 68) points out, we must 

assume a spatial difference to be responsible for the difference of 

flavour in different parts, and this, says Alexander, stamps the theory 

as Democritean. 
The first theory differs from the second in that it supposes that 

Li-—=2 
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flavours exist in water évepyeia—in actual fact though imperceptible 

to sense, while the second gives them only potential existence ; 

according to it they exist in water only in germ. This second theory 

is then contrasted with a third, according to which water is qualli- 

tatively identical in every part, and any flavour can be derived from 

any portion of it, the differences which we actually find being caused 

TO padrAov 7 yTTov Oeppaivev—by the different amounts of heat to 

which different portions of water are exposed. Simon acutely con- 

jectures that this third theory must be assigned to Anaxagoras owing 

to its compliance with his doctrine of wavta év wacw. It still com- 

prises the doctrine that water is otov zavo7eppia in which tastes lie 

in germ, but assigns their actual differentiation out to an active 

external cause. (Note that Aristotle says 76 rowdy not roody 7. 
All theories may have recognised the agency of heat in producing 

taste but not in producing differences in flavour.) 

441a 14. This passage causes difficulty, for at first sight it 
seems strange that, if Aristotle meant that the fruits were plucked, 
he should not have said xaprev instead of mepixapriwy. Hence 

Thurot and Susemihl (PAz/o/. 1885) propose to read xaprov. But 

though the word properly means oxéracpa Kaprov, yet there are 

passages in which it can only mean the fruit as a whole, e.g. Medeor. iv. 

ch. 3, 380a 11 and Problems, 25, 925b 30, and cf. below 441 b 1. 

Alexander suggests that it is possible to use eptxdprtov in its literal 

sense and, in that case, the point will be that fruits change in taste 

independently of the removal or permanence of the husk or peel. 

But this is hardly the meaning required. The other interpre- 

tation is possible, and the point is that, as the connection with the 
root has been severed, the water drawn up by the plant through its 

roots (7d éxtds vdwp) does not give the change in taste. 
mupovpeveov is the MS. reading, but it should mean, on the whole, 

‘tenited’: cf. De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 2, 649 b 5, where zupoidr is 

distinguished from Oepyaivew and identified with ¢Aoya rovetv. Where 

it does not mean actually to ignite, it at least denotes such intense 

heating as occurs in roasting or baking (cf. De Gen. Animal. 111. ch. 2, 

753b 4, and Problems, 927 b 39 sqq.). Now, here, in the case of 

the sun’s action, no such intense degree of heating is involved. 

Hence I propose to read avppovpevwv which means ‘reddened,’ and 

suggest that Aristotle is thinking of the reddening effect the sun 

produces on many fruits as it ripens them. He is here then refer- 

ring to the ripening effect of the sun which actually makes fruits 
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_ become sweet. (Mere cooking without adding a sweetening in- 

gredient does not.). In the next clause he contrasts it with the 

effect produced by drying and withering which makes them bitter 

(cf. Problems 925 b 36: éAatar kat Bdédavor wadorovpevas TuKpal ylvovTat). 

It is in the final clause—l. 18, cai éouévovs x.t.A.—that he talks of 

the effect of cooking. 

441a 20. ‘The sense is the same whether we read ravo7eppias 

(which is grammatically preferable) or wavo7epyiav. ~The water is a 

material in which the germs of the flavours lie commingled. 

44I a 21-22. os tpopys. Alexander, who reads ws é« tis 

avutTns tpopys, explains that many tastes arise out of the same water, 

as many different parts of the body —bones, flesh etc., are formed 

out of the same nourishment, and again different trees are nourished 
by the same water; and thus similarly each part of the same tree, 

root, bark and fruit, has a characteristic flavour though feeding on 

the same moisture. He is followed by Thomas who nevertheless 

used the early Latin translation which gives the equivalent of our 

reading. Both readings no doubt render such an interpretation 

possible, but ours rather suggests the translation I have given. In 

that case the sense is simpler. There is no parallel between water 

and food in general. Aristotle simply says that different tastes are 

developed by plants that live upon the same water; he may mean 

either the different tastes found in bark and fruit or the different 

flavours of different fruits. The latter is more probable since he has 

just been talking of fruits). He means that the same water can 

be supplied to different trees, yet you get different flavours, which 

ought not to be the case if one definite flavour resides in one 

definite portion of water as the second—the Democritean—theory 

would make out. The zavorepyia theory in its first form is thus 

refuted and Aristotle passes on to the opinion of Anaxagoras. 

441 a 24. 8Svvapts, in this line and again in the next, is practi- 

cally equivalent to vous; cf. above ch. 3, 439a 25: Kown vous 

kal dvvaps. Cf. also De Mem. ch. 2, 452 a 31 and note. 

441 a 25. errérarov. The argument is directed merely against 

the proposition that water acted on by heat? without any other 

determinant, will develop flavour. Water alone when heated does 

not thicken, but all flavours reside in substances that show traces of 

thickening to a greater or less degree. Hence water plus heat is not 

alone the cause of flavours. That which causes the thickening in 

fluids must be the cause. This is earth (y7) or rather one of the 
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qualities of yj—ro gémpov. Cf. De Gen. et Corr. 11. ch. 2, 330a 4: 

TO O€ TAaXV TOD Enpod. 

The whole of the above discussion is a good example of the 

‘dialectical’ development of an Aristotelian argument. Previous 

theories are dealt with in an order relative to the amount they con- 

tribute to the final solution of the problem. Though each is in turn 

set aside, some part of it remains unabrogated in the next, and the 

last to be, discussed is that which approaches most nearly to the true 

account of the matter. 

441 a 32. mdxos txovor. It is not sufficient for the argument to 

say that flavours thicken when heated, but that at all times they 

show traces of density. 

441 a 33. ovvalriov. Cf. De An. u. ch. 4, 416 a 14 where 

wup is likewise said to be the ovvaitiov of the growth of bodies. Zhe 

aitvov is Wuxy. (cvvaitiov pev Tus eotiy, od piv adds ye aitwov.) 

Some translators render qaivovrac ‘apparently,’ but with the 

participle it should mean ‘evidently.’ The sense also requires it, 
for this to Aristotle’s mind is not merely an apparent fact, but a real 

fact which furnishes the proof positive that xuuos is dependent on 

7> énpdv. The previous proofs have been merely negative and 

directed against the claims of other circumstances to fill the position 

of cause. 

This reasoning will support the reading 66 edAdyws in 441 b 8 

below. 

441b 5. yas te clos. Cf Meteor. iv. ch. 7, 383b 20 sqq. The 

mo\Aoi in 441 b 2 above are Metrodorus and Anaxagoras, according - 

to Alexander. 

441 b 8. 8d edAdyws is the reading of mss. LS U and evidently 

of the ancient Latin translation. Alexander also interprets as though 

this were the reading: 61a rotro obv dyaiv edAdyws Kai Tods yupors ev 

Tois ek THS yHs Pvopevois, TovTéotiv €v Tois Pvtois, Kat TavTy TpEepo- 

pévors peta vypotytos éyyiverOar pdd.ota: the vet. tr. renders ‘terra 

nascentibus’ as though it actually read é« tHs yjs. Whatever the 

reading, Alexander’s must be the correct interpretation (cf. note to 

441 a 33). It is on account of the savours being primarily in earth 

that they can enter into plants. Aristotle does not say edAdyus 
without being able to produce reasons. 

441 b 10. somep kal tddda. Aristotle is no doubt thinking in 

particular of the other elementary qualities—7o éypov etc., but this 

statement is with him a universal principle. 
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441b 14. év rots wep oroixelwv. Cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr. 11. ch. 1 sqq. 

The fuller discussion (év érépous &xpiBéorepov, 329 a 27) referred to there 

seems to be lost, as all other references to the subject are more brief. 

Up to this point the argument is clear. Aristotle is explaining 

what he has already proved as a fact. Earth in possessing the 

quality of dryness can act on 76 vypov, since opposites modify each 

other. It is a case of explaining the qualities presented to the other 

senses by the interaction of the tactual properties of things. Cf. 

De An. 1. ch. 5, 417 a 6, where he talks of the other aio@yra as the 

ovpBeBynxora of fire, earth, air and water. (Though he insists that 

in one way the former are prior to the latter, cf. De Gen. et Corr. u1. 

ch. 2, 329 b 14: xairou rporepov dys ays.) 

The difficulty which now ensues is in connection with the function 

of 76 Geppor in helping to produce flavour. 

«441 b 15. odSty wépuxe «.7.A. This statement seems to conflict 

with that in De Gen. e¢ Corr. 11. ch. 2, 329b 22: det d€ rounrixa 

adAyAwv Kat TaPyTiKa Ta TToLxEla, plyvuTar yap Kal peraBahdAe eis 

anda. But probably there Aristotle is simply stating his doctrine 

in a rough provisional way. Really as owuara and hence ovata: the 

elements cannot be opposed to each other and act on each other. 

(So Alexander explains.) Cf. Categ. 3b 24: vmapyer dé tats ovciats 

kal TO pndey adtats évavtiov etvat, and it is évayria that act on each 

other; ovoia is merely dextixy tov éevavtiwv. The upshot of the 

matter is, that it is not as substances, but as possessed of opposite 

qualities, that the elements act on each other. This sentence is 

then inserted as a caution, but how it furthers the main argument 

here is not apparent, unless indeed we connect it with that pre- 

ceding clause in which we find it stated that heat is the peculiar 

property of fire, dryness of earth. Liquidity (76 vypdv) will thus be 

the special characteristic of water, and the implication will be that 

the latter element will be acted on in a more pronounced way by 

earth, the element which has in an especial degree the attribute most 

opposed to its most characteristic quality. Fire possessing 76 

Enpov in a less marked degree will act upon it also, but not in the pre- 

eminent way in which yj does. 
When Aristotle says that 7d Oeppov is the idtov of rip, this cannot 

be in the full sense of tdvov consistent with the rest of his doctrine, 

for 76 Jeppov is also shared by anp and, as we have seen, zip is also 

énpov. He must mean, as Alexander explains in conformity with 

De Gen. et Corr. iv. ch, 4, 382 a 3: tav oroixeiwv idiairata Enpod perv 
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yn, vypod 5é vdwp, that earth is the principal illustration of dryness 

or possesses dryness in a special degree, as fire does heat, and so on. 

Cf. Alex. De Sens. pp. 72-73 (W.). Cf. also De Gen. e¢ Corr. Iv. 
ch. 5, 382 b 3: vypov cwpa vdwp. 

441 b 17-18. évamrordtvovtes. A cognate word zAvous is used 

in 445 a 16 for the corresponding process which produces odour. 

Susemihl (Pidlol. 1885 and Burs. Jahresb. 17) wishes to delete 

Tovs xuuovs, but in mentioning flavours here Aristotle is not illus- 
trating a thing by itself. He compares the solution of the primitive 

énpov which produces flavours to the solution of flavours actually 

produced. 

441b 19. vos. No personification of Nature is implied 

here. Aristotle merely means that this is a natural process. The 

function of zip in the process is obscure. Alexander makes it the 

cause of the percolation as well as of the xivyous which renders 70 

vypov determinate in quality; «.votoa he renders by adAouotoa, 2.2. 

changing qualitatively. But it is possible to understand it literally— 

of the motion involved in the percolation. Some, eg. Hammond 

and St Hilaire, translating xwovoa in different ways, will have it to 

be concerned only with the former process. But, unless we adopt the 

conjecture that the function of 7d Oeppov is to act on 70O yeddes, 

we may as well understand it to bring about local motion in this case 

as beneath in 442 a 6, where it is said to cause the light particles in 

food to rise upwards. 
441 b 23. Here zados is used in a wide sense, but still with 

the signification of being the attribute of a subject that is passively 

affected when it (the attribute) comes into being. 
441 b 24. addowridy. Cf. De An. 11. ch. 5, 416 b 34: doxet yap 

(y aic@yows) adAoiwois tis elvar+ adXoiwors is that kind of xivyors 

denoting qualitative change. dAdXowtofat is practically identical 

with wacyxev (cf. Phys. vil. ch. 3, 245 b 13: 70 werovOds Kal nAXow- 

pévov mpooayopevouev: cf. Alex. De An. 84, 12), and both words are 

employed indifferently in the De Axima for psychical modifications 

(cf. 11. ch. 5, 418a 2and 417 b 14). But Aristotle points out that, 

though they both are used as though they were the proper terms (ws 

kupiows) for all psychical changes, there are some operations to which 

they are really not applicable. 

1. In the first place, the transition from the state in which man 

possesses knowledge to the exercise of that knowledge is hardly 

a case of rdcyxew or dAXoiwors in the usual sense. The change is not 
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produced by anything external. To exercise his intelligence is in a 

man’s own power—éem avr@—for the universals which are the objects of 

knowledge are in a way in the soul. Again it is a case not of POopa vo 

Tod evavtiov but of owrnpia, z.¢. the realisation of a predetermined end. 

2. Secondly, change such even as that from a state of ignorance 

to a state of knowledge, where the alteration is in a definite direction 

and towards the establishment of a definite higher development, 

towards the realisation of the potentialities of the individual in 

question (émi ras efeis Kal tHv piow 417b 16), is hardly adAoiwors 

proper, even though in the acquisition of knowledge one requires 

an external agent—the teacher. 

With these reservations Aristotle proposes still to use the terms 

aAdXdoiwors and mdcxew. They are no doubt, in one way, specially 

applicable to sensuous processes, because there must be an external 

agent—the individual object (cf. 417 b 25: avayxatov yap vrapyxew 7d 

aia@nrov, and cf. 417a 6 sqq.). But Simon points out that even 

sense perception cannot be properly a case of wacyxev, for agent 

and patient must be in the same genus (De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 7, 

323 b 32 sqq.), which the sense faculty and its object are not. Cf. 

Introduction, sec. Iv. 

441 b 25. It would be possible to make zpoirapyov agree with 

the subject of aye, namely 76...7a60s, and this interpretation 

would give a meaning consistent with Aristotle’s general doctrine, 

for previous to the act of perception the object is only dvvaper aicOn- 

tov. The next clause, however, requires us to construe it with 70 

aicOnrixdv (as Hammond, Bender, St Hilaire do), or still better with 

tovro (Simon), for it is not the sense faculty which existed duvapeu 

before the act of sensation, but its operation. The dvvayis, the 

faculty, actually exists before the sensational experience. 

For the doctrine of this passage see De An. 11. ch. 5, 417 b 19: 

kat TO Kat évépyeiav (aicbaverOar) dé opoiws éyerar TH Oewpetv. In 

knowledge (cf. last note) there is a two-fold transition, (1) from a 

state of ignorance to the acquisition of a definite body of know- 

ledge, z.e. from mere indeterminate dvvayis to a determinate one or 

efus ; (2) there is also the change from the possession to the exercise 
of this efis (cis évrehéxevav, b 7). There is a corresponding double 

transition in sensuous process. The first is effected by the parent 

(vd Tov yevvdvros, b 17) of the sensitive individual and is the creation 

of a being with fully developed sense faculties. The second, corre- 

sponding to the exercise of knowledge, is the actual exercise of the 
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sense faculty and is produced by the object of sense. In sense, 

then, the formation of a permanent psychical disposition is due to 

natural agency, in knowledge to instruction ; actual exercise of a 

faculty is in both a higher process, originated in the first case 

externally, in the second internally. 

441 b 26-27. od mavtds Enpot. Alexander thinks that this state- 

ment is made in order to rule out odour, which also owes its exist- 

ence to To Enpov. But, as dopy is produced by 76 éyxupov Enpoy, it is 
clear that those words are not used for the purpose of excluding it. 

By ro éypov Aristotle surely means dry substance, and it is the same 
substance as has flavour that is odorous. ‘The intention is obviously 

to rule out all Eypov that is not peurypévov, z.e. does not enter into a 

compound. 

441 b 27-28. 4 wéOos...4 orépnots. The positive modification is 

TO yAvukd, the negative 76 muxpov: cf. 442 a 7 Sqq. 

441 b 30. I read ovy év povor instead of ovdey airdv with Bekker 

and Biehl. Wendland restores ovy év povov to the text of Alexander, 

p. 77, and the vet. tr. renders ‘non est unum solum,’ which, in spite 

of what Biehl says, can be a translation only of ovy €v povov. This 
version apparently read also ovdé avrots tots gurots after Lwors 

for it inserts ‘neque ipsis plantis.’ ovx év povor gives the best sense, 

but povoy might be dispensed with. 

441 b 31. 1a pév arta x.t.A. Alexander points out that avgavev 

and tpépew are not identical. Things so far as quantitative cause 

increase ; only in so far as potentially capable of forming the sub- 

stance of the body which they nourish are they said to be nutritive. 

Cf. De Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. 5, 322 a 20 sqq. and also De Az, 11. ch. 4, 

416 b 12s8qq.: €ore 8 erepov tpopy Kal avEytix@ evar 7 ev yap rocov 

TL TO Euvxov avéyntikov (SC. TO mpoody or 7d tpoodepopevov: cf. 

Rodier, of. cit. 11. p. 242), 7 8€ Tode Te Kal ovoia tpody. ‘That is to 

say, tpopy (the abstract term) or tpépew is the continuous renewal 

of the individual which preserves its identity as an individual 

of definite type, ze as an ovoia; avéyous is that renewal in its 

quantitative aspect. 

The point here, however, seems to be not to hold avéyors and 

tpody apart, but to show that that which has the function of causing 

growth must also have the properties of nutritive food, and re- 

ciprocally 7d tpodiov is known to sense as 76 yevorov (442a 2) 

and the fundamental positive characteristic of things that have 

flavour is sweetness. 
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But food, as that which causes growth, is that which can rise 

up (owing to the agency of heat—for fire is the lightest element) 

and so become incorporated in the body. Hence it is both warm 

and light (each of which is a tactual quality); but that which is 

light is sweet, and hence that which causes growth is just that which 

has the gustatory quality of nutriment. 

The whole argument rests upon the identification of 10 xoddov 

(one of the dara) and 76 yAv«v, the basal quality of rd yevorov, and 
hence of 7d tpodipov. 

442a1. tpépext.rA. This is treated simply as a statement to 

be verified by observation. It is not a proposition established by 

any special proof elsewhere. It gives the first obvious definition of 70 

Tpopiov. 

For the facts cf. Problems, 930a 34 and Meteor. 1. ch. 2, 355 b 

7, also cf. note to l. 5 below. 

442a4 3. wt amddsx.7.A. We must not translate ‘wether pure or 

mixed,’ as thus we should assume that it was indifferent whether 

the sweetness was pure or mixed. As a matter of fact Aristotle, 

below in 1. 12, says that pure sweetness makes the food in- ~ 

digestible. 

442a 4. & tots mepl yevéoews. De Gen. ef Corr. 1. ch. 5, pp. 

350-352. Alexander also refers to the De Gen. Animal., but it 

is difficult to find any strictly relevant passage there. 

44245. avgédve. must be used absolutely, much as it looks as 

though it should govern rpogyv along with dyrovpyet. Aristotle 

is discussing not the production of food but the growth of the body 

owing to feeding. For the process cf. De Part. Animal. 1. ch. 3, 

650a 2 sqq.: érel 0 avayxyn mav 76 advfavopevov AapBavew tpoPyy, 

9 O& tpopy waow e& vVypod Kal Enpod, kal TovTwy y wefus yiverar Kal 

7» petaBodry dia THs Tod Oeppwod dvvapews...dua tavryv (tiv airiav) avary- 

Katov €xew apx7v Oepnod puorkyy. 

The ultimate épy7 of heat in the body of sanguineous animals is 

seated in the heart. Cf. De /uvent. ch. 4, 469 b 9: avayxaiov 8% 

TaUTYNS THV apxyv THS Oepporytos ev TH Kapdia rots évaipwors elvan 

For Neuhauser’s theory, that this ovpdurov Oeppov, which seems 

to be the ultimate substratum both of the sensitive and nutritive 

soul, is also to be identified as the central organ of sensation, cf. 

Introduction, sec. VI. 

For the connection of lightness and sweetness, bitterness and 

weight, cf. Meteor. 11. ch. 2, 355 b 4 sqq.: TO pev GApupor vropéver Sid 
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70 Bapos, 70 dé yAvKd Kal wotipov avayerat Sid THY KovdTyTa, Kabares 

év trois Cawv cwmacw...7Td yap yAUvKY Kal mwoTimov vrs THs éudvTov 

Bepporntos éAxvobev eis Tas capKas Kat THY GAAnV ovvTakw AOE Tav 

pepov K.T.A, 

The bodily heat is, however, only the ovvaizov in the production 

of 76 avgdveoOar kal tpépecOar. The natural process due to heat is 

indefinite and has no direction. Fire burns on until its material is 

exhausted. But in living organisms there is a wépas kal Adyos peyé- 

fous te Kal av&ynoews, z.¢. there is a definite scheme and restriction in 

the development and this is due to Wvyy which is the real airov. 
Cf. De An. 11. ch. 4, 4164 8-18. 

In De Resp. ch. 20, 480 a 8 we hear that the blood év 7H kapdia 

Snpeovpyetrar, Aristotle probably there refers to the very same 

process. We read in De Part. Animal. 11. ch. 4, 651 a 14: 70 

S atpa n éoxatyn Tpodpy. 

442a 8. ro&tH dion. Cf. De Juvent. ch. 4, 469 b 6sqq.: mavra 

d€ TA Mopia Kal TGV TO Toma Exe TWA GUuduToV OeppoTnTa dvorKkyy : 

cf. also above and the passage there quoted from Meteor. 11. 

- Aristotle is there talking to begin with of the evaporation from 

the sea, one of 7a ew owuata. He expressly compares evaporation 

by the sun to the process of animal nutrition. The sea remains salt 

though the moisture which is evaporated from it and descends again 

in rain is not salt. 

442a 9. Cf. quotation in note to 442a 5 above. He has now 

explained what was previously proved as a fact—that xvpos tod tpo- 

dimou éoriv, and he has done so by identifying flavour par excellence 

with sweetness. Positive flavour is sweetness, just as positive 

colour is white. Their opposites are orepyoers—defects of being. 
442a 11. tatra must refer to the latter—-rd adpupdv kal dév, 

or else it means simply ‘this fact.’ 

442a 13. There is no one English word which will translate éz- 

moAactikov. It is almost the technical expression for ‘ indigestible,’ 

but it implied a theory of indigestibility—that the food tended to 
rise too much. Cf. one of Aristotle’s illustrations of final causality. 

The final cause of taking a walk after eating is 76 pH émiroAdlev ra 
oitia—An. Post, i. ch. 11, 94. b 11 sqq. 

Biehl’s reading avti wavrwy in 1. 12 instead of avrirav To 

is doubtless correct. It does not, however, alter the general 

meaning. 

442417. Kwioews. It is not clear what exactly xivyous refers 
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to—the sense stimulus caused by xupos or the xivyous which produces 

 xupos. 
442a 18. LSU and all editions prior to Biehl’s have otro. év 

dpiOpots pdovov: 6 pev ov Autapds Tod yAvKéos «.7.A. But there is no 

reason for making Aristotle say that the pleasant flavours alone were 

due to proportionate combination. On the analogy of the corre- 

sponding theory about colours they would rather be the class where 

the ratio of the ingredients was a simple one. Cf. ch. 3, 439b 33 sqq. 

above. 

442a 22. All Mss. give érra but Susemihl (PAz/o/. 1885) argues 

that it is quite impossible to reconcile this with the rest of the 

passage. Yellow is assigned to white, as oily is to sweet ; hence, if 

the two lists are to square, the number must be either six or eight, 

as Alexander too maintains. (It is by distinguishing ¢aov from 

pedav and dApvpov from mexpov that eight members are distinguished.) 

Hence, followed by Biehl, he boldly substitutes é€ for érra. The 

difficulty, however, disappears, when we recognise that 76 gav6ov is 

included in the list, though, as an afterthought, assigned to white. 

In other passages the different position of grey from that of the 

true chromatic tones is not noticed. ‘They are both said to be ava 

pécov Tov AevKod Kai péAavos: cf. Cazeg. ch. 10, 12a 18, Zop. 1. ch. 

15, 106b 5, Metaph. x. ch. 5, 1056a 27 sqq. ‘The reason doubtless 

for ascribing grey to black rather than white when it is relative to 

both (cf. Physics, v. ch. 1, 224 b 31 sqq., and ch. 5, 229b 17 sqq.) 

is that it is less positive than white, in a way a orépyots of white, as 

black also is. 

442a 24. elrerarx«.t.A. The ascription of yellow to white seems 

to be a recognition of its higher luminosity than that of the other 

colours. Cf. Plato, Zimaeus 68 B, who brings in 76 Aapzporv into its 

composition. For the correspondence of the tastes and the colours 

generally and the ascription to sweet and bitter of ro Aurapoy and 

To aApupov respectively, cf. De An. u. ch. 10, 422b 10sqq. The 

ground for the identification of 76 Arapov and 76 yAukv seems to be 
the lightness of both. Cf. De Part. Animal. 111. ch. 9, 672 a 8 sqq. 

70 Aurapov Kovpov éote Kal emuToAdlea ev Tots bypots. 7d AuTapov is 

light because it is warm. Cf. also De Gen. Animal. u1. ch. 2, 735 b 25. 

Similarly 76 dAuvpov and 76 muxpov are both heavy. 

4424 25. owxodv «A. Three of these are the colours of the 

rainbow (with gav@ev intermediate between qoukodv and zpdowor : 

cf. Meteor, 111. ch. 2, 372a 8sqq.). They alone are said not to be 
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obtained by mixing (other chromatic tones presumably); xvavotv is 
less frequently mentioned. 

442a 27. ‘tovrwy should naturally refer to rod AevKod Kai péAavos, 

but it is generally held to signify the other colours. Both statements 

would be in conformity with Aristotle’s teaching. 
442a 31. 1d wéryov. Cf. De An. u. ch. 10, 422 a 31: 76 woTov 

kal amotov are equivalents for yAvxv and mixpov. For the doctrine 

cf. Theophrastus, De Causis Plantarum, Vi. 1, 2. 

442b1. ara. Cf. Theophrastus, De Sensu, 60-82, R.P. 199. 

Zeller, Presocratic Phil. 1. pp. 265-270. ‘This is part of the doctrine 

of dzoppova:; the atoms which emanate from bodies actually impinge 

upon our sense organs and so cause sensation by contact. It is 

against this that Aristotle wishes to argue in the first place. 
The transition to this discussion is not mediated by the dis- 

tinction between avgavew and tpédew as Alexander thinks, but by 

the connection between taste and touch which suggests the Demo- 

critean theory that all sensation is effected by contact. 

442b 4. a8tvarov. Alexander (p. 83 [W.]) gives four separate 

reasons which might be employed. But the most important 

consideration is the fact that the other senses require an external 

medium. It is the absence of this that makes taste a kind of touch. 

The other senses do not act by contact (cf. De An. 11. ch. 7, 419a 26: 

ovfev yap avrdy (sc. Wodov, dopys k.7.A.) artopevov Tod aicOyrypiov 

moet THY alcOnow). 

trois Kowvots. For the distinction between the xowd and the ida 

avOnra cl. De An. ti. ch. 6; 418 a: 17, lib. ch:, 1,425 a 14,111. ch: 3; 

428 b 22 and above 4374 8, etc. The former comprise motion and 

rest, figure, magnitude, number and unity. ‘he latter are the 

qualities, e.g. colour etc., reported by the special sense organs. The 

Kowa, aio@yra are known however in modern philosophy as the 

primary qualities of bodies (cf. Hamilton’s Rezd, note D). They 

must be distinguished from what the commentators call the ‘ primae 

qualitates’ in the Aristotelian scheme viz. Oeppor, Wuxpov, Enpor, 

bypov. It has been pointed out (e.g. by Hamilton, p. 829) that 

these xowa are hardly sense qualities at all and confirmation for this 

contention is drawn from Aristotle himself (cf. De Az. 11. ch. 6, 418 a 

24: Ta ldia Kupiws early aioOyrd; and below b 14-15: ‘7 ovdepias...7c 

kowa yvwpilev). They may be all described as the mathematical 
and dynamical qualities of body and, according to the Atomistic 

philosophers, these were the only objective attributes of things, all 
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the rest being merely changes in our sensibility. (Cf. Theophrastus, 
De Sens. 63: tév 8 adAwv aicOnrav ovdevds civar diow, adAa Tavra 

7aOn THs aicOyoews adAovovperns.) 

This holds good without qualification of four of the senses, but 

to some tactual qualifications they did assign objective existence, 

e.g. TO padaKxov, TO okAnpov, TO Bapd and 70 Kovdov, deriving these 

however ultimately from péyeOos and cxyjpa; things that are light 

have more of void space in them than others. 76 tpayd and 76 

Aeiov with ro 6&5 and 7d dyBAvV seem to have been modifications 

of oxjpya. Here Aristotle also treats the latter four attributes as 

belonging to the category of ra xowd. He takes care to define 

76 6S and 76 auBAv as 7d ev Tots oyKors (the word commonly 

employed also for the atoms themselves as well as for mass in 

general) as these are also the names for determinations of such ida 

as Wodds and yvpos. He commonly puts tpayxirys and Aedrys along 

with other cwparixai Siadopal or cwpartiKd. 7éOy aS padaxov and 

oxAnpov which are consequent upon the primary determinations— 

Geppov, wuxpov etc. Cf. De Part. Animal. u. ch. 1, 646a 17 8qq.: 

aid dAAat Suadopat tavtars dxkoAovGodow, otov Bapos...Kal eLoTyS K.T.A, 

Among such, even péyefos is included in 644b 14; but this 

is simply one of his rough general classifications. Aristotle did 

not, of course, mean to imply that ocxjua and péyefos are in them- 

selves tactual differentiae of the same nature as hard and soft, 

but it was his view that you do not have the concept of body 

without sorne characteristically tactual datum. It is impossible to 

construct bodies out of merely mathematical determinations, a point 
which modern Atomists do not sufficiently consider. You cannot 

analyse body into something that has no sensuous qualities, not even 

tactual ones. 

If péeyePos and oxjpa are to be regarded as the ultimate charac- 

teristics of bodies, they must be treated as though they already 

possessed a tactual content, as though they were merely tactual 

differentiae, and this is exactly Aristotle’s point here. The Atomists 

treat determinations of figure as though they in themselves contained 

a reference to tactual experience—as though they were given by one 

special sense, that of touch, whereas as a fact they, though given in 

connection with tactual experience, are not simply to be identified 

with it, and in fact can be discerned by means of other senses, 

notably that of sight. 
In the De Anima, ui. ch. 1, 425 b 4sqq., Aristotle points out 
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that it is owing to the fact that these mathematical and dynamical 
qualities of objects are given by more than one sense that they can 

be readily discriminated. Otherwise they would be confused with 

the special data of the single sense to which they were attached, 

just as he contends that, if the whole surface of the body gave the 

same sensations as the tongue (which discriminates both flavour and 

tactual properties) taste and touch would seem to be the same sense. 

For a discussion of ady cf. De An. 1. ch. 11. Aristotle does not 

there fully debate the question of the plurality of the évavrwicets, 

e.g. Geppov and wvxpor, Eypov and Vy pov, padaxov and oxAypov, which 

touch presents to us, nor does he consider to what extent determina- 

tions like 6g and Bap’, tpaxyv and Actov, which appear in ¢dwvy 

apparently as ida, must be treated as xowva in the case of touch..- His 
definition of rpayd and Aeciov in Categ. 8, 10 a 22 sqq. confirms his 

inclusion of them here in the list of the cowa—aAciov pév to ex’ edOeias 
mrws TH popia KeioOar Tpayd d€ TO TO ev VrEepexew TO SE eAAElrev; 

z.e. these qualities are due to variations in figure. 

442b 8. el 8& ph wacdv. Cf. De An. i. ch. 6, 418 a 10 Kowvov 

aacav, where however he illustrates only in the case of addy and 

os. Number and unity seem to be given by the exercise of any 
sense (cf. 425a 20: éxdoty yap &v aicOavetar aicOyois). On the 

other hand all are said to be perceived by means of kivynots (4254 17) 
and, in the case of the mathematical qualities such as are mentioned 
here, the «ivyous which discriminates them can be nothing else than 

the motion of the only two sense organs which have a surface 

continuously graded in sensitiveness, the eye and the surfaces of 

the bodily members. Aristotle does not work this out, but hence, 

probably, the reason why the discrimination of size and figure is 
limited to sight and touch. 

asad .o.. Cl. De Anu. cho G, 418 a.15 3 Wich. 3,-425b.18; 25. 

where he qualifies the statement that id/a aicOyors is true, by the 

expression 7 o7u dAlyvorov éxovea TO Weddos. Apparently he did not 
know of colour blindness. 

442b 11. of 8& cannot mean another set of people as Simon 

and St Hilaire think. It is part of the same doctrine as the 

preceding one to reduce the ida to the xowa. ‘The error is (1) to 

assume that all sensation takes place by means of contact; (2) not 

to discriminate universal qualities of objects from the purely tactual, 

7.e. to treat them all as the data of a single sense; (3) to reduce all 
the sense qualities to these quasi-tactual determinations, 
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442b 13. oxhpara. Cf. Theophrastus, de Sensu, 65: Tov pev 

dfiv eivat TO oXHpaTL ywvioedn Te Kal TwoAvKapATH Kat puKpdv Kal 

Aerrov,...Tpaxdv 0 dvtTa Kal ywvioedy...rov 5é yAvKiv ek mepipepav 

ovykeicbar oxnpatwv, odk ayav puKpdv «.T.d. 

Angularity was a characteristic of the atoms which caused acid 
and harsh tastes, roundness of those that caused the sensation of 

sweetness ; but their size and their difference of impact on the body 

together with the heat supposed to be thus caused (vid. loc. cit.) 

played a part also. 

For the Democritean theory of colour cf. Theophrastus, 73 

and 80. ‘The behaviour of the atoms relative to the répo (cf. above 
on Empedocles, ch. 2, 437b 12) also was a determinant, as well 

as the density of the atmosphere, according to Democritus. 

442b 14. Alexander says that the preference is given to sight 

rather than touch because the latter does not perceive Siudornpa 

(distance outward) and zAjOos (a multitude of units). But surely 
the clause 7a yodv «.7.A. contains the reason. The illative force 
of yotv is continually backwards. The clause 7a yody «.7.A, cannot, 
of course, be a consequence of ei 8 dpa...ris yevoews paddov. It 

must be the ground for it. Hence the construction is loose; after 

paAAov should follow éxpyv without wore and the ra yodv x.7.A. clause 

should succeed. But that would make the argument too long and 

lumbering. Hence the ra yotv clause is brought up and has the 

additional function of confirming the kairo. 7 ovdeutds x.7.A. clause. 
It is clear that if it confirm the ei & apa clause, it will, whether 
intended or not, support the previous one. Aristotle argues ‘if it 

is the function of taste to discriminate the xowa,’ and this we should 

infer from the atomist theory that taste discriminates the most 

minute spatial difference—réd tpayv and 7d Xetov in particles im- 
perceptible to the other senses, then it must in addition to perceiving 

the other xowa be the best judge of figure. 
But if the claim of taste to perceive best the xowa rest on the 

fineness of its discrimination (falsely asserted), surely the real 

delicacy of the sense of sight is the cause of its justifiable claim. 

The superiority of the sense of sight is as a rule assigned to its 

intellectual character: cf. ch. 1, 437a, MZefaph. 1. ch. 1, 980a 25, 

De An. ut. ch. 3, 429 a 3, ch. 13, 435 b21. In the Prodlems, 886 b 35, 

we read that sight is évapyeorépa than hearing, which comes to much 

the same thing as dxpiBeorépa in the sense of distinct. It is not said 

that touch generally is the most delicate of the senses ; it is only 

R, 12 
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contended that relatively to the senses of the other animals it is 

most delicate in man (441 a 2-3). : 

It looks, of course, strange to assign the discernment of the 

common sensibles to one sense when they are said to be common. 

Aristotle no doubt means their accurate discrimination. Simple 

experience would show that this is best obtained by sight. 
442b 20. évavriwcw. Cf. De An. u. ch. 11 and below ch. 6, 

445 b 26, sqq. 
442 b 22-26. Surely an account of proportionate elements in 

figure could be given analogous to the theory of proportionate 

numbers which he accepts. 

442b 28. Aristotle’s treatise on plants is not extant. Two 

by Theophrastus survive, De Causis Plantarum and Historia 

Plantarum. 



CHAPTER. V. 

442b 29. Tov ovrov «.7.A. Alexander maintains that this refers 

to ch. 4, 440b 30, where smell and taste are said to be oyeddv 76 

aitd alos. He is now to explain the analogy between the two. 

Its objective basis is the fact that the process involved in the genesis 

of each is the same; it is otov Bay tis Kat tAVoLs (445.15); itisa 

process of infusion or solution. Add to this the fact that in both 

cases 70 énpov is the agent, with the sole difference that in taste it is 

not already modified, but in producing odour it must have been 

previously mingled with liquid. Further, as the vehicle of taste is 

70 bypov, so that of odour is vypov, for, as pointed out in 443 b 6, air 

as well as water is typos. Heat also seems to be operative or rather 

co-operative in the production of both (cf. 443 b 17 and note). 
Here Aristotle calls the agent operative in the production of 

odour 76 éyxupov typov. Elsewhere he names it 176 éyxupov Enpor, 

and cf. De An. 11. ch. 9, 42246: éote 8 9 dopy Tod Enpod. Hence 

Thurot, Torstrik, De Az. p. 158, and Neuhauser (Avistoteles’ Lehre 

von dem sinnlichen Erkenntnissvermogen und s. Organen, p. 25) 

propose to read &npév here instead of vypov, and Susemihl (Burs. 
Jahresb. xvu. p. 266) has lent his support to this conjecture. But, 

as Alexander points out, it makes no difference whether we call the 

agent here énpdv or vypov. We can call it either dry substance mixed 

with liquid or liquid mixed with dry. The main point is, that it 

must be pepeypéevov te 2.¢. TO ndn Xvpov exov. 

442 b 30-31. & addd\w yéva. The new yévos is the identical 

element in air and water of which it is the function to form a vehicle 

and medium for odour. Alexander (p. 89, 1. 2 [W.]) has named this 
76 diocpov (following Theophrastus) on the analogy of the term 

To duadhavés which is applied to the common constitution of air and 

water which enables them to form media for light. Cf. De An. 11. 

ch. 7, 419 a 22 sqq., where however he says (1. 32) that the medium 

of smell has no special name. 

The expression év adAw yéver is, however, quite vague and may 

£22 
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mean merely év 76 é0g@pavra—‘in the domain of odorous quality.’ 
> dagpartov is the object of smell as 7d dxoverdy is the object of 
hearing. 

4434 1-2. q TAvvtixdv 4 puTrixdv. Cf. ch. 4 évaromAvvortes 

441 b 17, and beneath 443 b 8 drordvvopev and 445 a 16 mAvots. 

tvvw is to wash; pirrew seems to contain more definitely the idea 

of scouring; the Latin rendering for it is adstergere. In the ex- 

amples of its use in Aristotle (e.g. Problems, 935b 35) it takes the 

accusative of the thing cleansed. Hence evidently fumrixdy énpo- 

tytos means ‘able to cleanse, by scouring off and absorbing the 

surface of dry substance.’ St Hilaire translates 7 wAvvrixdv 7) purriKdv 
‘en tant qu’il peut transmettre et retenir,’ Hammond, ‘by virtue of 
its capacity to exude and throw off (dry savour).’ But these render- 
ings are impossible. 

443a 3. kal é t8ar. Cf. De An. u. ch. 9, 421b 10: Kat yap 

Ta evvdpa dSoxotow dopns aicbdaverOar, and beneath sasszm. 

443a 4. dotpaxoSéppwv. Testacea must not be taken as a 

modern zoological designation. Any animal with a shell frorn the 

turtle to the sea-urchin is ranked under the éorpaxcdeppa: cf. His7. 
Animal. vil. ch. 2, 590 2 19 sqq. Aristotle is, no doubt, thinking 
here of shell-fish. An example is afterwards given in 444 b 13— 

(ai wopdvpar) the purple-murex which, he asserts in Ast. Animal. 

vill. ch. 2, 590 b, goes in pursuit of its prey and feeds on minute 

fishes. ; 

443a 5. émmoddfe. Air rises upwards by a ‘natural’ motion. 
Cf. Meteor. iv. ch. 7, 383b 26: kal yap 6 anp héperar avw. 

443a 6. ots aird «7.X. Aristotle thought the motion fishes 

make with their gills was not breathing. It is the expulsion of the 

water, which is taken in with their food, and which performs the 

‘cooling’ function effected in respiring animals by the air. Cf. Zeller, 

Aristotle, 11. pp. 43, 44, and Aristotle, De Resp. 476 a 1 sqq. especially 

10: Ta b€ Bpdyxia tpds THY dd Tod VOaTos KaTaréw. 

443.4 4: typo. Cf. De Ger. cf Corr. i che 3, 330 b 4 

331 a5, etc. 

443a 8. tos. Cf. note to 442 b 30-31. Mr Cook Wilson 

(Journal of Philol. x1. p. 119) conjectures wAvous instead of vars. 

This is possible but not necessary. 76 éo@pavrov is indifferently the 
aa0os of the thing that smells and the odorous thing itself. 

443a 11. doopa. Cf. 4374.22, 441b 14 and notes. For the 

sources of the whole discussion cf. AZefeor. Iv. 
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443a 12. For the doctrine contained in this statement cf. De 

Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. 2, 329b 11; the elements differ only xara amryv 
evayTiwg i. 

443. A 14. xvpov kal Enpdrnta. Cf De Gen. Animal. 761 b 9: 

9 OcdratTa vypa TE kai cwyatwoyns. The dry element is of course the 
salt contained in it; cf. 441 b 4: ot yap ades yys tT €ldds eiowv. The 

reference for ios below is Meteor. iv. ch. 7, 383 b 20: (AiGos) yas 
paAXov, for évAa also ch. 7 and for xpvaos etc. chs. 8, 9, 10. 

443a4 15. atov. Either the oil said to be extracted from salt 

has more smell than that which comes from natron and so the 

previous statement is directly verified, or there is a greater quantity 

of this product derived from salt and thus the strong smell of salt is 

explained by the fact that it contains more vypov than the other 
substance. 

~ What the process referred to is, one can hardly tell. Aristotle in 

Prob. 935 a 8, talks of 76 év rots aAacw vdiotapevov éXaov, and this 

should mean a deposit or sediment. éétxyalov should point to some 

process in which heat was employed. vitpov was compounded with 

oil to form soap. Perhaps something similar was done with salt. 

Impure salt and oil may have been boiled together, and the product 

which distilled over collected. ‘This would rather confirm the sug- 
gestion that Aristotle is referring to the stronger smell of the one 

compound than of the other. 

virpov is any salt of sodium or potassium that has a strong alkaline 

reaction. It is not potassium nitrate—our salt-petre. 

443 a 20. 1d typdv. For dpyupos, xatritepos cf. Meteor. 1v. 

ch. 10, 389a 8. Anything that melted with heat was held to be 

aqueous. We must remember however that the concepts of 76 typov 
and vdwp are wider than what we understand by moisture and water. 

They correspond more nearly to the modern concept of the fluid 

state of matter. Hence Aristotle could talk of 7d vypov in metals 
without meaning exactly that water, the actual particular substance 

known as such, was found in them. He was under the necessity of 

using popular terms with a more or less restricted denotation and a 

particular intension, for wide and far reaching scientific generalisa- 
tions. To our mind this inevitably suggests both a fancifulness in 
the generalisation and a vagueness in the concept of the particular 

substance which permitted the name for it to be so widely applied. 

Both those characteristics are true of all primitive theories for, as 

Aristotle himself remarks (PAys. t. ch. 1, 184.2 21): €ote 8 nuiv mpadtov 
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dyjAa Kat cap) Ta ovyKexupeva padrov. 70 vypov is fluidity or the 

fluid element generally, of which véwp is the typical example. The 
concept corresponds, as modern science shows, to an important 

objective distinction ‘in the condition of matter. The peculiarity of 
the Aristotelian theory lies in regarding to vypov not as a state into 

which matter may pass but as a quality which certain species of 

matter (ayp and vdwp) always possess. 
443a 23. Cf. above ch. 2, 438b 26 sqq.and notes. dvafupiacis 

(cognate of Latin /wmus) is used in two senses: (1) in its generic 
meaning it corresponds more exactly to our word reek; it is any 

vapour which rises up and is wafted upwards from a substance. As 

such it has two species (cf. especially AZezeor. 11. ch. 4, 359 b 27 sqq.) 
which are distinguished as being respectively moist and dry or at 

least as containing a greater proportion of vypov or Enpov respectively. 
The former is steam or moist vapour, the latter is more accurately 

described as smoke. Aristotle expressly proposes to use the general 

term to represent the latter variety (as he does in 1. ch. 3, 340b 

27 sqq-) and this (2) is its second and more restricted meaning. Both 

species of dvafupiaois are hot by nature. The dryness of the 

smoky kind comes from the earth which enters into its composition 
(340 b 26). . 

4434 24-25. Kal mwavres...dcpis. This seems to be a case of 

dittographia of the passage beneath 1. 27. In consequence of the 

scribe’s mistake ]. 27 was mutilated and hence we must restore to it, 

with Christ, the ézi rodro which appears here. 

443a 25. Heraclitus, fragment 37 in Bywater’s edition: cf. Burnet, 

Early Greek Phil. p. 136. Hence Heraclitus must have held that 

odour was smoke. : 

443a 28. arplSa. Cf. Meteor.1. ch. 9, 346b 32: éore 8 77 pev 

e€ vdaros avabupiacts atyus. Cf. also note to 443 a 23. 

443A 34. dopdrarn.r.A. Cf. De An, i. ch. 9, 421 b 10sqq. 

443b 2. daroppolas. If the sense of smell were stimulated by 

effluxes it would be really a sense of touch, cf. 440 a 21 and note. 

Another reason against the efflux theory (noticed by Alexander) is 
given in Problems, 907 a 33. If that theory were true, odorous 

objects would evaporate away in time. Aristotle does not deny that 

smoke and vapour are odorous (cf. above ch. 2, 438b 26 and Prod. 

g06 a 21 sqq. where he talks of the odorous qualities of Ovpidpara) ; 

he only means that exhalations are not the mechanism for trans- 

mitting odour. The sensation of smell is not caused by the evapo- 
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rated substance impinging on the sense organs (cf. De An. 421 b 16). 

The peragv in respiring animals is the air, and when that enters the 

nostrils it can be described as an cvabvpiaors indeed, but it is 

mvevpatooys (cf. below 445 a 29)—a waft of air. 
Aristotle has, however, great difficulty in not regarding odour 

as a gas or the analogous diffusion of a solid in a liquid. Cf. 

438 b 26 and below drpidos 444 b 33, De An. 421 b 24, and below 

4444 24 sq. 
443b 4. mvedwa—air or wind—is more especially the air we 

breathe. 

443 b 7. spolws. Between what is the similarity? Aristotle is 

explaining the correspondence between tastes and odours; he has 

already pointed out one identity—the vyporys of the vehicle of both. 

Now he asserts that the process which generates the two is identical— 

amomAvows. The argument is ‘If in this case—the production of 

odour—the action of dry substance on moist is the same as in the 

production of taste—dzo7Avors, then we can explain the analogy of 

the two.’ He is not comparing the effect of ro énpov on air with its 

effects on the fluids proper, otherwise he would have said év rots 

dAdo vypots after just pointing out that ajp vypov tyv pvow éoriv. 

He means Tots vypots to include air and then gives air as the example 

of ra vypé which is most important for present purposes. It is a 

very common function of «ac in Aristotle to coordinate the generic 

and the specific, the latter coming second and illustrating the former 

or defining it more exactly (cf. Bonitz, Zzd. p. 357). Cf. in this 
treatise 439 a 18 sq.: tHv aicPnow Kal thy évépyetav, 441 a 10 Sq.: TO 

Geppov Kat tov AALov, 441 b 19 sq.: TO Enpov Kai Td yedwdes, etc. 

The above is Alexander’s interpretation, but he suggests that the 

argument may be intended to compare the action of To éyxupov 

énpov in producing odour in air and in the fluids proper. If it is 

the same, then, assuming already that odour is produced by flavoured 

substance, we could explain why the odours we are cognisant of 

(which are propagated in air) correspond sixgid/atim to flavours 

(which exist in liquid), Alex. 94, 1. 20 (W.): kara yap Tas Tay xupov 

diaopas exovTar Kai dopav Siaopai, el ye UT TOUTWY ExElvaL yivovTaL, 

ws ererOau exeivw 6 Pidrov exeivw, €i OUTWS EXOL. 

One. thing seems certain, that Aristotle is of comparing the 

action of ro gypov in producing tastes in water, with its action in 

diffusing odours in air, for in that case all mention of the propa- 

gation of odour in water would be omitted, and it would be natural 
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to infer that it did not exist in water: but this is the reverse of the, 
theory for which he contends. 

443 b 8. dvédoyov «7A. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 9, 421a 16-18: Eouxe 

pev yap avadoyov éxew Tpos THY yevow Kal Opo0lws Td Eid TOV XULGV TOLS 

THs dopys. But further on (loc. ci¢.), in 26 sqq. he points out that 

though smells are distinguished as yAvkv, mixpov, dpyd etc., the epi- 

thets applied to taste, yet not all objects have the taste and smell 

designated by the same name—r7v avadoyov éopyv Kat xvpov. Some 
are sweet, both to taste and smell, others not. 

443 b 15-16. Cf. Meteor. iv. ch. 3, 380 b 2, where unripe 

flavours are said to be Wvypot. Cold generally is the principle which 
counteracts heat (avrictpodov 7H Oeppornt. De Gen. Animal. i. ch. 6, 

743 b 28), which is the great principle of life or activity according to 
the Aristotelian philosophy. 

443b 17. Kwotv kal Syprovpyodv. Cf. the similar vé/e played by 

heat in the development of taste and nutrition (chapter 4 especially 
44245). Its function in producing odour is not brought into such 

prominence; but cf. 444 a 26: 9 yap THs dopns Sivays Oepun THY 

dvaw éoriv and 438 b 27 and also Problems, 906 b 37: 9 dann Oeppo- 

ys Tis €or, and elsewhere for the influence of heat in producing smell. 
443b 19. elSy...8t0. It is unlikely that Aristotle here refers 

to To Ov Kal 76 Avrnpov as Hammond (p. 173) thinks. If that were 
so it would mean that odour fer se was exhaustively divided into 

two species, the pleasant and the unpleasant, but nothing is said to 

confirm this. Aristotle certainly implies that all odours are either 

pleasant or unpleasant, but he does not elevate those epithets into 

specific differences. Alexander (De Sevs. p. 97, 1. 23 sqq. [W.]) con- 
jectures that perhaps 76 760 and 70 Aviypdv are the primary species 
of that kind of odour which is independent of taste, and that the 

others are subsequent to them and, possessing no names of their 

own, correspond to the particular flavours and perfumes from which 

they originate. 
This would make the classification of odours fer se pleasant 

and the reverse correspond on the whole to the classification of the 

species of the other sense qualities. But it is hardly possible that 

7o ov and 76 Avrypov can be regarded as objective determinations 

like yAvxv and muixpév. Besides, it is clear from De Ax. u. ch. 9, 
421 b 1 sqq. that the same epithets mark the species of odour Jer se 

pleasant as those which distinguish the varieties dependent on taste. 
Among odours fer se pleasant are included the scents of flowers 
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(1. 30 below) and to these in the De Anima are applied the terms 

yAvki, Spud etc.— pay yap yAvxeia [ard tod] kpoxov Kat méATos, 7 dé 

dpiyeia OYwou Kal Tov ToLovTwr. 

The smell of honey is, no doubt, one of the class of odours 

which follow the taste. That of crocus or saffron is a scent fer se 

pleasant, for the taste of the substance is not sweet. Probably 

Aristotle would have explained the phenomenon that many things 

did not have the corresponding odour and flavour by this distinction 

between the two different orders of smell. The problem is, however, 

not worked out. 

Alexander, though lending some colour to the suggestion that 

To dv Kal TO Avrnpov are the species of odour fer se pleasant and 

the reverse, yet does not hold that «iéy...dvo here refers to them. 

Aristotle is referring to the two great divisions of odour—éopy 

Ka? avrnv ndeta, and that which is only cata cupPB_eBykos ydeta. The 

latter is called 16 Opertixov eidos in 444b 10. It is true it should 

rather be a yévos and that term is employed in 444a 32 and b4, but 

Aristotle frequently uses yévos and «ides indifferently to designate 

a class. 

Here it certainly looks strange that Aristotle after using «ldos 
to denote a wide group should in the next line employ it to refer to 

infimae species, but this is characteristic of the carelessness of his 

style. He says ‘There are two species of odour’ meaning by that 

two divisions, and then the word ‘species’ suggests to him the fact 
that some people have denied the existence of any species at all 

in odour. 

443b 23. katd cupPeBynkds, ie. indirectly: cf note on xara 
ovpBeBnkos chapter 1, 4374 5, II. 

443 b 33. EvpurlSmv. Euripides is criticised by the comic poet 
for sickening over-refinement of style. Cf. Meineke, Avag. Com. 

Graec. Strattis, p. 298. 

Perhaps there may be a hit in comparing to ¢axy what would be 

left if the meretricious additions were removed. pov is a perfume, 

not-aspice. Chi Cie ad 4iz-1. 16,2; 

Perhaps the force of the taunt may be thus rendered: ‘Don’t 

put hair-oil in your soup!’ 

444a 1. viv. Aristotle is not necessarily to be regarded as 

mourning the degeneracy of his own time. The viv need not have 

that signification. 

4444 2. Prdfovra. Anything contrary to nature (vous) is 
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Biaos: cf. the famous Bias tes or Bia oorts in Mic. Eth. 1. ch. 3,\ 

1096 a 6. 

The idea here seems to be that gourmands get a pleasure from 

odour which appears to arise from taste. It is in the exercise of the 

latter sense (along with that of touch) that men are intemperate. 

Cf. Prob. 949 b 6, etc. and Sir A. Grant, Ethics of Aristotle, 11. p. 49. 

444a 4. wv here and in 1. 9 below is interpreted as padwora 

idcov by Alexander who, influenced by 21-24 below (¢.v.), thinks that 

other respiring animals also perceived, though in a less degree, this 

kind of odour. But in 21-24 Aristotle is talking merely of odour in 

general and explaining why it is perceived by means of inhaling the 

breath. It is because of its higher function in man that odour is 
drawn in with the breath, and the same mechanism is provided for 

animals (in which the higher functions are lacking) in order that 

Nature might not have to devise a new organ for them (444 b 5). 

Independently, however, of the influence of ll. 21-24, there was 

some reason for Alexander interpreting iduov as poadiora tdvov, for 
otherwise Aristotle appears to make an absolute qualitative dis- 

tinction in sensation depend upon a mere quantitative difference— 

the greater size of the human brain as compared with that of other 

animals. 

444a 10-11. Cf. De Gen. Animal. i. ch. 6, 743 b 28 sqq. 

444a 13-15. ‘This is obviously the same account of the origin 

of catarrh as is given in De Somno, ch. 3, 458a 2. The évabvpiacrs 

is not an exhalation from food as it exists outside the body; it arises 

from the food that has been eaten. The process by which the 

nutritive element in food is diffused into the blood is called by 

Aristotle an avafvpiaous—volatilisation—in 456 b-3. It is an excess 

of this exhalation which, when carried up to the brain, produces a 
flow of phlegm. 

vyte is defined in Phys, vil. ch. 3, 246b 5; Prod. 859 a 12, etc. 

as a ovppetpta—balanced proportion—of heat and cold (cf. beneath 

1. 36). | 
444a 18sqq. Cf. above ch. 4, 441 b 30. Food is always a 

mixture. Alexander explains that it is always the cold associated 

with the liquid element in food which is the cause of its un- 

healthiness. He, however, identifies the avafvpiacis from food 

which causes catarrh with the odour which is connected with taste. 
There is, however, nothing in the text to justify this and Aristotle 

has just refused to identify odour with ava@vpiacis. Probably in 
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_order to get my translation ovoa should be inserted after vypa. This 

is ugly but possible. If we render ‘whether dry or cold’ there is no 

point and, indeed, there is disagreement with the doctrine that all 

food has both characteristics. 

Aristotle is probably thinking of the supposed efficacy of some 

perfumes in expelling colds and warding off infectious diseases. 

4444 20. #8eia must be understood, if not read, after 7 Kal’ avriy. 

It appears after edwdovs in Mss. LSU. Alexander interprets 7deta 
dopyn and Aristotle does not elsewhere talk of 9 Ka@’ avrnv dopa, 

but of 9 xa@” avrnv deta (6opuy): cf. 443 b 30. Bekker’s text is 7 8 

amd THS OopHs THS KAO avTnV edwOovs STwaody K.T.r. 

If we retain this reading the missing substantive after 

evwdovs cannot be tpody as Bonitz (Jud. p. 533 a 3) suggests. 

Aristotle is discussing not the food but the odour which is 

apéeAmos. Hayduck (Prog. Kon. Gym. zu Meldorf, 1877) suggests 

noovyn after etwdovs, as also does Mr Cook Wilson (/ournal of 

Philol. x1. pp. 119-120); but it is doubtful whether 7dovy could 

designate the objective quality of odour which is supposed to 

promote health. The latter also suggests 7 & dro trys éopys Tis 
kal abtnv yoelas edwoia. 

I suggest 7 8 amd ris éopys Kad avryv edwdia. Cf. 445 a1: adrys 

de Kad’ avtyv THs dvTwdias ovdev dpovticovaw. | 

Aristotle could quite well talk of evwdia xa?’ avtnv and dvawsdia 

Ka? avryv. 4 kal’ avTnv evwoia would mean odour essentially pleasant, 

whereas 7 ka? avrnv 6c would mean smell which is essentially 

smell. But Aristotle does not wish to show that the opposite kind 

of odour is not essentially odour, but that it is not essentially 

pleasant. 

4444 21. 8a rotro, Because of its function in maintaining 

health in man who is the final aim and end of all the endeavour 

of nature. Aristotle is talking of smell in general; he does not 

mean that its higher function is shared by any of the animals. 

444a 23. peréxe «7A. Aristotle seems to think of the air as 

entering into the constitution of the body. Certain organs e.g. that 

of hearing (cf. ch. 2, 438 b 21 and De Gen. Animal. v. ch. 2, 

‘781 a 24 sqq.) seem to contain air. Animals that do not breathe 

have a ovpdutov mvedpa which performs the same function as the 

breath. (Cf. De Somno, 2, 456a 12.) The probably spurious 

writings wept mvevparos and wept fwwv kwyoews also declare that 

there is a ovpdurov rvedya in the lungs of respiring animals and in 
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the heart. This doctrine may be a legitimate deduction from such: 

passages as the present. Cf. 481a1, 27, 482a 34, 703a 15 etc. 

Cf. Introduction, sec. vi. and the passage there quoted where the 

cvpputov Oepyov is also called veda. 

444.a 26-27. % yap tis éopis kt.d. Cf. Prod. g07b 9g: odws 7 
oopyn Out Oepporynta yiverar and cf. note to 443b 17. 

444 a 27-31. There is no reason for considering that xara- 

Kexpytat...kivyow should be postponed till 444 b 7 as Susemihl 

(Philol. 1885) and Hammond think, or for deleting it as Hayduck 
(op. cit.) wishes. It is certainly better to postpone it than to delete 
it and it comes in quite well at b 7, but it may stand here quite well 

as a note to amplify what has been already said. It points out the 

double function of dvamvoy, the operation which has just been under 

discussion. 

os tmapépyw. Cf. De Resp. 473 a 24. The windpipe is the 

essential organ for conveying the breath. When it is closed death 
ensues. Not so in the other case. 

4444 34. kara ptyedos. Cf. De Part. Animal, 11. ch. 14, 658d 8. 

4444 35. xalpe. St Hilaire (p. 61) has a marvellous notion 

that Aristotle in distinguishing the higher kind of odour is erecting 

a personal liking into a theory. But for evidence that the distinction 
was widely recognised cf. Zth. Lud. 11. ch. 2, 1231a 11: 610 €upedos 

ein Stparovixos Tas pev Kadov oerv, Tas Oe HOV. 

444b 3. Biehl and Bekker read 8a 70 dvamvetv which, of course, 

must be taken along with ooa wAevpova exe. In that case we must 
understand 61a 76 dvamvely to be equivalent to avavoys evexey because 
we learn from De Resp. 476a 7 that breathing is the fiza/ cause of 

the existence of the lung (6 peéev wAevpwv THs bd TOD TvEevparos 

kataypvéews evexev eotiv); the determining cause in the ordinary 

sense both of the existence of the lung and of avazvoy alike is 

rather the greater vital heat of respiring animals (cf. 4774 14). 

But if we take this reading, the sense becomes very difficult. 

The sentence rots 0 adAous...dvo wog Il. 2-5 will mean that Nature 
gave the rest of the respiring animals the kind of smell not necessarily 

connected (for health reasons) with the head, in order not to make 

two organs and one of them have no functions. The thought will 

be that the animals, having nostrils, may as well smell by them. 

This is to make dzws py aicOyrypia Svo wou equivalent to the well 

known Aristotelian doctrine that Nature does nothing in vain. But 

this doctrine may be variously interpreted ; here it would mean that, 
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having once made a thing, Nature must assign it a use. But such a 

‘maxim is hardly to be identified with the principle of parcimony 

—‘entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem ’—which is 

surely the true import of the Aristotelian doctrine. If Nature really 

does nothing in vain and does not wish to make a superfluity of 

organs, it would surely be better not to give the lower animals 

nostrils at all if the species of smell connected with food has no 

necessary connection with the upper part of the head. A still 

greater objection to the above interpretation is, that aic@yrypia has 

to be taken as referring (1) to the organ of smell and (2) to the 
organ of breathing—the windpipe which is not an aio@yrypiov at all 

(Alexander notices this). 

It is as above that St Hilaire, following most commentators, 

takes this passage, but Simon proposes to detach 6a 10 avarvety 

from what precedes and connect it with what follows translating 

as I have done. The reading must thus, of course, be da rod 

avamvetv which is the version found in mss. P U pr. S._ This is also 

supported by Mr Cook Wilson (Journal of Philol. xi. p. 120). 

Cf: De Resp. 475b 19: (tHv katawvéw moretrar) dia Tod avamvety 

kat éxrvewv. The argument then is, that Nature made respiration 

the means of perceiving odour in the case of the other respiring 

animals in order to avoid making a separate sense organ for them. 

The aicOyrnpia dSvo are the nostrils in man and the problematical 

new organ of sensation in the other animals. Nature, in making 

the lower respiring animals perceive odour by means of the nostrils, 

avoided making a second sense organ of a new type—a type not 

found in man, her chief creation. But in the case of the non- 

respiring animals, as he goes on to say, probably some other 

contrivance has to be resorted to. It is thus that Alexander 

interprets from améxpy onwards; hence it is strange he does not 

notice the ineptitude of the reading dia 76 avarveirv. 

444b 5. améxpn «7A. Biehl, following EM/Y, strikes out 

éxeirep before and as after the cat which precedes avarvéovevr. 
These stand in Bekker’s text, which if retained will hardly give the 

sense required. St Hilaire renders—‘et il leur suffit, quoiqu’ils 

respirent les deux espéces d’odeurs comme les hommes, d’avoir 
uniquement la perception de l’une des deux,’—a mistranslation. 

Hammond—‘ It is enough for these respiring animals that they 

have the sensation of only one class of smells’ etc. But this is 

merely an obvious and insipid deduction from what has been said 
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about the greater size of the human brain, and besides it throws no, 

light, as it should, on the previous clause. 

444b 8. Cf. De An. 11. ch. 9, 421b 26. 

444b 9. évrépov. Though insects live in air they do not respire, 

thinks Aristotle. He had not the means at our disposal for obser- 

vation, which show that the opposite is the case; cf. Packard, Zhe 

Study of Insects, p. 40; Owen, Compar. Anatom. and Phystol. of the 

Invertebrate Animals, p. 368. Cf. ovx dvarvet ra evtropa, De Resp. 
475a 29. But they employ 76 ovpdutov rvedua in a way analogous 

to respiration: cf. De Somno, ch. 2, 456a 11 sqq. Cf. Hammond, 

p306- 

444b 13. xvas. Not the species known by the name £mzpes 

in modern Zoology, which is a ‘beetle allied to the Cryptarcha.’ 

Cf. Hammond, p. 176. | 

444 b 13-14. at ropdipar. Not ‘purple sea-fish’ nor ‘les rougets 

de mer.’ Aristotle asserts in 77st. Animal. vu. ch. 2, 590 b2sqq., 

that 7 wopdvpa is among the class of shell-fish that move and that it 

is caught by a bait, as it feeds on small fishes. 

444b 21. érépa. Cf. De An., loc. cit. 421 20. 

tod yap KT.A, Cf. De Az., ie cit, 21-23. It is strange that 

Wallace (Avistotle’s Psychology, p. 246) should think that Aristotle did 
not really mean that the manner of perceiving smells was different 

in respiring and non-respiring animals when he quotes (§ 7) the 

passage from the De Sensu here beginning ov tov avrov tpdzov. 

By a difference in ‘manner’ Wallace must mean a difference in 
the quality of the sensation. He blames Aristotle for being ‘ misled 

by language’ in assuming that odorous quality should be perceived 
by the sense of odour. 

But Aristotle throughout proceeds on the peuciple that the only 

way for establishing the identity of sensations is the identity of their 
objective ground. It is really impossible to tell whether the quali- 
tative character of the mere subjective affection is identical in any 
two people or any two species. We have to assume that, where the 

objective content is the same, the quality of the sensation is the 

same. ‘Thus I believe that my sensation when I enjoy the perfume 

of a rose is the same as my neighbour’s. We apprehend something 

that is chemically identical. 

Now, though Aristotle knew nothing of chemical qualities in our 

sense, he tries to prove the objective identity of that which is 

perceived both by respiring and non-respiring animals. He points 
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out in De An., loc. cit. 23, that it has the same physiological effect. 

Strong odours—and he meant by odours practically chemicals 
diffused either in air or water (cf. note to 443 b 2 and Introduction, 

sec. vil.) have a destructive action upon both classes alike and 

hence are the same. ‘This inference was all the more easily made 

because he conceived theis effect to be exercised upon the organ of 

smell or, at least the head, the region in which it is situated and out 

of the material of which it is formed (cf. beneath 1. 34 xapnBapotvor). 

That there should be chemical qualities apart from taste or smell, 

and qualities of any kind which are not perceived by some of the 

senses, would have appeared strange to Aristotle and the normal 

Greek mind, for which had not been shattered the harmony between 

Nature and man, in whom evolution has developed senses to give 

warning of most of the ordinary collocations of qualities which affect 

his well-being. But, if Aristotle had discovered that any quality, 

not distinguishable directly by man, still had an effect upon the 

sentience of some other form of life (e.g. the ultra-violet rays on 

ants), he would have been bound by his own principles to assume 

the existence of a new sense in these creatures, if the quality which 

affected them had a sufficient amount of objective difference from 

the qualities which stimulate human sensibility. 

444 b 24-25. dedapet «.t.d. Cf. De An. 421b 26-4224 6, fora 

closely parallel account. 422a1: Tots d€ Tov dépa dexopuevors exer 

eruxdAvuppa, 0 avamvedvTwv amoKkadvrreo Cau. 

py dvamvéovra Cf. De An. 421 b 14: py avarvéwv dé add’ éxrvéwy 

y Karéxov TO Tvedua ovK dopara. 

444b 26. Cf. De An. 421b 28: Ta pev yap exer ppdypa kal 

womep eAutpov Ta BArAChapa, a pr KUWYHTAS pnd avacrdacas ovy Spa. 

444 b 28-29. Cf. De An., loc. cit. (continuing): 7a 8€ oxAnpod- 

Barpa ovdev exer Tovodtov aAN evOdws Spa TA yuvdpeva ev TH Siadave. 

Alexander and all other editors read ék rod duvarotd dpav avta 
evOvs. In that case the meaning would be ‘from the possession 

of. the faculty’ or ‘from the time when the faculty (of seeing) exists.’ 

The ancient Latin translation has ‘a facultate existente.’ 

444 b 31. Svoyxepatve. In Azst. Animal. 1x. ch. 40, 626a 26 

he points out that bees dislike unpleasant smells. He probably is 

thinking of this here and below in 1. 35—Oeiov. 

But in the De An. 1. ch. 13, we hear that excessively strong 

odours, colours, sounds do not destroy life except kata ovpfeBnxds, 

435 b to. , 
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444b 35. Oelov. Cf. De An. 421d 25. 

445a 8. 8 &ddgov. Cf. above ch. 1, 436b 20: at 8 dua tov ~ 

eEwlev aicOyoes. 

The flesh (cf. De An. 1. ch. 11, especially 423 b 26) really forms 
a medium for touch. But the difference between this and an 

external medium forms an important basis for classifying the senses. 

Cf. De -An. ul. ch. 12, 434b 15, and ch. 13, 435 a 16 sqq. 

445 a 11. kal év dépt «.t.A. Because the objects of sight and 

hearing exist in air and water. Alexander says that so far as the 

yéveots Of dcpuy is due to Enporys it is related to taste and touch, so 

far as év vypots yiverar it is related to the externally mediated senses. 
Note below ro dStadavet = to 6para: cf. chapter 3. 
445a 15. otov Badh tis. Note that Aristotle does not say that 

this is anything more than an analogue to the process which 

produces odour. 

445a 18-19. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 12, 434b 20: Wodos d€ kai 

Xpoua kal dopn ov tpepe. The Pythagoreans may have observed 

the stimulating effect of some odours. Cf. Alex. De Sens. 

“ip,.<to8-( W), 
445a 21. Alexander thinks that Aristotle means that, because 

mepittwpata (aepittwpa=excrement) are both dry and liquid, they 

show that the food from which they are secreted is composite, 

ze. consisting of both yj and vdwp. (This must be so indeed 
according to the doctrine of the Iep! paxpoBurytos, ch. 3, 465 b 

18-19, where zepirrwpa is said to be vrdAempa tod mporépor, 7.¢. 

the food.) 

But probably the argument does not run quite in this way. 

Aristotle says that food must be composite. _But probably he 

means a little more than merely peueypévov as in chapter 4, 

441 b 30 sqq. ovvberos when applied to the objects of sense tends 

to mean more than merely composite, but refers continually to 

things that have density: cf. M/efeor. iv. ch. 5, 382a 26 sqq.: amavra 

av ein Ta cupata ta o'vOera Kal wpiopeva ovK avev myfews. TO 

cvvOerov = 70 cvveatnkos. Cf. cvornodpevov below. odsza once more 

tends to have the same application: cf. beneath 1. 25: ére woAd Hrrov 

eUAoyov Tov dépa cwpuarodoba, and cwparddes above. Though all 

the four elements, fire and air included, are odpara, yet we hear in 

Prob. 932 b 2: muxvorepov 4 Oadatta Kal paddrAov cdpa. cwparudys 

and yewdns are constantly conjoined: cf. Bonitz, Zvd. p. 745 b 21 sqq. 

Now déopy is nothing crassly material in this sense; cf. Prod. 
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865a 21: 7% dop2 ov awparwdyns. Hence he must prove that yj, 

the most bodily of the elements, is an essential constituent of tpod7. 

Hence he is probably thinking of zepérrwya as something solid (it 

is the heavy element in food (cf. 442a 7), and hence is to be 

identified with y7, the heaviest element; cf. De An. 11. ch. 13), 
and more or less yewdes, and y7 is €ypa. The argument is—the 

excrement proves that in the compound of which food consists there 

must be solid matter. But it might be objected that the water in 

it (and water is one of the media of odour) is the really nutritive 

element. No, says Aristotle, water alone does not nourish; some 

of the more solid elements must be mingled with it and, if that is 

so, still less likely is it that air, which cannot be solidified, should 

support life. The reasoning is very much condensed. Water, apextov 

ov, cannot nourish a solid body. But cannot it be solidified? 

Not unless something yewdes is mixed with it. This would be true 

(cf. 4414 30: Gepparvopevov ovdéev paiverar Taxvvopevov 70 Vdwp) except 

in the case of freezing, which would certainly not produce a nutritive 

solid! Still less likely is it that air could be solidified. On this 

interpretation there is no need to insert ei after ére 8, 1. 22, as 
Hayduck, of. ci¢., suggests. 

The waste residue in plants is, Alexander explains, such sub- 

stance as gum, the bark and in a way the leaves, etc. 

445 a 26. rérmos Sextixds, 7.¢. 7 Kotdia: cf. De Somno, 3, 456b 2, 3: 

THs pev otv Ovpabev tpodys eiatovens eis Tovs SexTiKOvs TOTOUS. 

445a 29. dvabupidcews. Cf. note to 443a 23 and cf. 444a 24. 

Aristotle allows the ava@vpiacis theory in this modified form. The 

medium may be described as an avafvpiacis. Just as in the previous 

chapters, here also he adopts something from previous theories. 

The medium is a gas, in the case of breathing animals at least, but 

not an exhalation from the odorous substance. But he can only 

explain odour as a quasi-diffusion of substance in this gas. With 

Aristotle, however, it is difficult to distinguish medium and object 

(cf. above 445a 14 where he identifies ro éparov and 1d diadavés), 

and so we should be bound to say odour was an avafupiacis of 

some sort; cf. Introduction, sec. vu. ‘That is however not quite 

accurate, as it is some nature common to both gases and liquids 

that is ro déoopov or the Kown dvots of the two to Aristotle. 

He seems here to have in a way anticipated the discovery of the 

truth that the diffusion of a substance in a liquid is analogous to its 

behaviour as a gas. Once more he differs from modern theory in 

R. . 13 
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regarding 76 déocpov as a kow? pvors which had a permanent existence 

of its own instead of as a mere state, or disposition to act, of matter 

which may cease to be so characterized. 

445 a 32. aloOyoews. This perhaps points to some subjective 
experience of his own. . 

445b1. As Biehl suggests, wept tov aic@yrmv must have fallen 
out or must at least be presupposed before xaf” exacrov aicOyrypiov. 

Aristotle has not discussed the aic@yrypia since chap. 2, except 

incidentally in chap. 5, and at the beginning of chap. 3 (439 a 7) he 

proposes to give an objective account zept tov aic@yrav tov Ka? 
4 > LA exactov aicOynrypiov. 



CHAPTER VI. 

445b 3. e&mavoapan.t.A, This is a principle with Aristotle. Cf. 

De Coelo,1.ch. 1 ad init. ocdpa is péyeOos éri rpia—a tridimensional 

magnitude. More strictly péyefos is the quantitative determination 

that all bodies possess. péyeOos is that which is divisible into con- 
tinuous parts (cf. Mefaph. v. ch. 13, 1020a 11: péyeBos Se 7d eis 
auvexn (dtatperov)). The continuous (ro ovvexés) is that which is 

infinitely divisible. Compare De Coelo, 268 a 6: cuvexés péev éote TO 

dtarperov eis dei Suapetd, copa dé 7O wavryn diarperov. Cf. also Phys. 

i. chs. 6,7. There Aristotle tells us that peyé@y are infinitely d/véstble 

only; ze. though the process of division can be carried ad infinitum 
there are no actually existing infinitely small parts. Compare péyeOos 

1. 10 below, ovvexés 1. 29, etc. 

445b 4. maérjpara, a variant for rdé6y: cf. Bonitz, Jud. p. 554. 

In De Coelo, 1. ch. 1 Aristotle tells us that the objects of physical 

science are peyéOy xai cwpata with their ré6y and xuwyoes, and the 

apxat, 7.é. the elements. 

445b 7. mowunrtuov. Cf. ch. 3, 439a 18: momoer tH alcOyow etc. 

This is not intended as an argument for the alternative advvarov, but 

is rather a development of the positive thesis that infinite divisibility 

of the oda entails infinite divisibility of the wa6os. 

445b 9. ryv te aleOyow. Infinite divisibility of the rafjuara 

aic@yrd means infinite divisibility of the aio@yo1s. Hence all bodies, 

however minute, will cause sensation and be perceptible. 

445b 10. dSivarov «.t.X. This looks as if it established not the 

proposition to be proved but its converse. But the reasoning no doubt 

is-—‘could we not have aio@yous, extremely minute, which is not the 

perception of a body?’ ‘No,’ says Aristotle, ‘we cannot have any 

perception, take colour for example, in which the content is not a 

quantum and hence a determination of owpa.’ 

Cf. below ch. 7, 449a 22: 10 aioOynrov wav éoti peéyeBos k.7.X. 

445 b 16. av padnparixay, e.g. lines, points, planes etc. It had 

been part of the Pythagorean doctrine to give these substantial exist- 
ence and to make everything consist of them. (Cf. Metaph. 1. ch. 8, 

I3—2 
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989b 29sqq., and also Mefaph. xu. ch. t.) Aristotle distinguishes 
the objects of mathematics from those of physics in Phys. 1. ch. 2, 

and elsewhere. They are determinations of number and magnitude 
taken in abstraction from the concrete—ra e€ ddaipérews (cf. De 
An. 1. ch. 1, 403 b 15) and more particularly considered apart from 

the motion or change of the objects to which they belong. Compare 

also Metaph. vi. ch. 1, 1026a 7sqq. They are not really separable 

from the things of sense like the object of metaphysics but are con- 

sidered as such. Cf. De An. i. ch. 7, 431b 15: Ta pabynparixa od 

KEXWpPLOPeva WS Kexwplopeva voet (6 paPnuarixds). The argument is that 

if the constituents of sensible objects are not themselves sensible, the 

only alternative left is that they are mathematical entities. 

érux.t.A. We must take this as a further argument against the 

existence of imperceptible bodies. 
It has been conceded that if sensation is not divisible ad njinitum 

the ultimate constituents of bodies are not objects of sense, and 

further they cannot be objects of consciousness at all, as they cannot 

be merely mental entities—vonra. We know objects either by 

aiaOyo1s or by vods or, aS in the case of mathematical entities 
(already ruled out of court), by a union of the two. 

- 445b 17. vots is that faculty of the soul which is peculiar to 
man among mortal creatures and which receives the «éy—forms or 

intelligible character—of things without their matter (vAy). Cf. De 
An, ut. chs. 4-8. The objects of vots are voynra and these 

evidently are simply conceptual contents, as they are said to have 

their concrete existence in the sensible forms of things. Cf. De 

An. i. ch. 8, 432a 2Sqq. _ vovs in operation (é:epyeia) is identical 
with its objects (431 b 17, AZetaph. x1. ch. 7, 1072 b 21). 

ov8t voet k.t.A. ‘These insensible objects are the constituents of 

external bodies and hence must be external. They must be cwpara 

and contain vAy, and aic@yots is indispensable for the apprehension 

of such objects. Cf. Mefaph. vu. ch. 1, 10424 25: ai & aicOyrai 

obcia: tacar tAnv éxovow. They must be xa’ xara, and these are 

the objects of aic@nows: cf. De An. i. ch. 5, 417 b 22, etc. 

Though Aristotle does not employ this argument here against 

the existence of imperceptible magnitudes, it raises a difficulty which 
besets all modern theories of atoms, ether etc. Physical scientists of 
a certain school continually talk of the atom as a mere concept. 

They do not explain how it is possible for solid bodies to be composed 

of concepts. Cf. Karl Pearson, Grammar of Science, ch. Vil. passim. 
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445b 19. The theory of atoms lies at the basis of the doctrine 

of amdppova previously discussed, chapter 4 ad fin. It consists in 

finding the reality of physical bodies not in their sensuous cha- 

racteristics, but in some quantitative determination of their minute 

parts. But Aristotle refuses to entertain the theory that there are 

bodies with no sensible and only mathematical qualities, and in par- 

ticular that they are atoms in the strict sense of bodies perfectly 

indivisible. 

445 b 21. rots wept kwroews. The reference is to the Physics— 

frequently styled 1a epi xwyoews, and in particular, as Alexander 
says, to the last books. Thomas is still more explicit and says the 

sixth, where indeed the chief discussion of the doctrine of indi- 

visible magnitudes is to be found. ‘The theory that magnitude is 

infinitely divisible will be found in the third book, chs. 6 and 7 

(cf. note to 445b 3) and the definition of continuity which, being 

the characteristic of all magnitude, entails its infinite divisibility, is 

to be found in Book v. ch. 3. Things that are continuous have a 

common boundary—6oray tairé yévytar Kai €v TO ExaTépov mépas ois 

amrovrat (227a 11). This is practically repeated in vi. ch. 1: ouvexyy 

pev wy Ta eoxara év (231a 22), where he goes on to show that nothing 

continuous can be made up of indivisible parts. Indivisible parts 

must be either entirely discrete or entirely coincident, and so cannot 

compose the continuous. 

Hence Aristotle arrives at another definition of the continuous. 

It is that which is divisible into parts themselves infinitely divisible— 

A€éyw Se 7d cuvexées 7d Staperdv eis det dioupera (232b 24). Since 

continuity is the universal characteristic of magnitude, this yields us 

the further proposition that magnitude is that which is divisible into 

magnitudes—rav péyeBos eis peyéOn Siaiperov (232a 23). Aristotle 

shows in addition that, if magnitudes were composed of indivisible 

parts, motions would be impossible; every distance would be tra- 

versed as soon as entered upon if motion, like magnitude, were made 

up of indivisible parts. Motion is continuous and likewise time. 

‘Those proofs, it is obvious, affect only atoms that are held to be 

spatially indivisible. ‘To the modern theory which recognises that 

the atom must have a definite bulk and even a composite structure 

Aristotle’s refutation does not apply. The atoms are only physically 

not spatially discontinuous, and there is no more difficulty in 

imagining minute discrete bodies than in the perception of discrete 

masses appreciable to sight. Aristotle’s other objections to an 
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atomic theory are to be found mostly in the De Coe/o and the De « 

Generatione et Corruptione (cf. Zeller, Aristotle and the Earlier 
Peripatetics, Vol. 1. pp. 4308qq., pp. 445 sqq.). As Zeller says, 

without the modern theories of chemical, molecular and gravitational 

attraction, it was difficult to see how discrete atoms could cohere in 

a solid body, and hence Aristotle’s criticism of the ancient atomists 
was justified. At the same time also, the arguments in the Physics 

form a valuable corrective to such modern thought as regards all the 

individual things of sense as vead/y discrete in structure and only 

apparently continuous. ‘They are only discrete from one point of 

view; relatively to the molecule or the atom they are discrete, but 

relatively to other composite structures water and iron are continuous. 

To be continuous is to be thought of merely as a magnitude so far as 

internal structure is concerned. So elastic balls may have many 

properties and many forms of action on each other and on other 

things; but these are relations to external things that affect them as 

a whole; when regarded in this way they are considered as being 
internally merely magnitudes, z.e. as continuous. The atom itself 

relatively to which they are discrete must itself relatively to them be 

regarded as merely a magnitude, z.e. as continuous. One does not 

inquire what makes the parts of the atom cohere together and, if one 

did, one would have to think of the atom as being composed of 
smaller atoms which again must be continuous. But there comes a 

point where this continual division and subdivision of matter ceases 

to have interest. Hence we cannot look to the discreteness of 

matter for its reality. The reality of objects must lie, as Aristotle 

said, in the ‘form’ or, as modern theory would put it, in the law of 

the combination of their elements and the qualitative difference to 

which that gives rise. 
445b 24. ov piv yap «7.A. The passage where we find the 

doctrine expounded is in the Posterior Analytics 1. ch. 20, 82a 21 sqq. 

(Cf. also ch. 22, 84a 29.) There, however, it is set forth in another 

connection. Aristotle shows that the number of terms to be inter- 

posed between the subject and predicate of any proposition which 

we desire to demonstrate, is not infinite. If it were, the proposition 
could never be proved, as it is impossible to traverse the infinite. 

All the terms in the series must be contiguous, with nothing inter- 

vening between them...éyoueva dAAyAwy doe py elvar petagd (82 a 31). 

If there were an infinity of terms to be inserted at any point in the 

series, it would constitute a break and the terms would not be 

“wS 
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contiguous. (For the definition of éyduevoy cf. Phys. v. ch. 3, 

227 a 6—éydpuevov S¢ 8 av eens Ov drrytat, and 226b 23—amrecOau 

d€ Gy Ta akpa apa.) 

There is some difference, however, between a series of terms 

bound.together by the identity of the subject of which they are pre- 

dicated and a number of specifically diverse but generically identical 

qualities. According to Aristotle, in both cases they are to be con- 

sidered as a series arranged between two extremes. In the case of 

qualities these ‘extremes are the members of the series with least 

specific resemblance and, if one takes seriously the spatial designation 

(ra évrdés Or Ta ava peor) applied to them, the intermediate members 

of the group must be thought of as being arranged in accordance 

with the amount of the resemblance they each possess to the 

extremes. We have seen, however, (chapters 3 and 4) that Aristotle 

dees not prefer to think of them as forming a continuum like a line, 

but as being formed by different proportions in the admixture of the 

two fundamental extreme qualities, e.g. black and white, sweet and 

bitter. ‘Though forming a linear series, they do not constitute a 

uniformly continuous line. Thus though he may, as here, talk of 

opposites (évavria) in terms of spatial relation and call them écyara 

(cf. Categ. ch. 6,6a17: Ta mAeiotov addAnjrwv SuecTyKOTAa Tov év TO 

avTe yever évavtia SpiCovrat) qualitative difference is really other than 
spatial diversity. It is this that causes the number of species in a 

genus to be limited in number. If a genus were really a spatial 

whole, its parts, the species, would need not merely to be éxoueva— 

contiguous, but ovvex7—continuous, and hence capable of resolution 

into an infinite number of subdivisions (cf. note to 445 b 21). Ifthe 

members of the series were not merely contiguous but had a common 
boundary, as things continuous have, it would mean that there was 

no reason for drawing the boundary between any two at one point 

rather than another. The only common boundaries are spatial exist- 

ences—point, line and surface, and these can be drawn anywhere. 

It is magnitude that is per se continuous, but in so far as genera are 

not magnitudes they are not fer se continuous (Ka avr ovvexés, |. 30) 
and besides do not present this aspect of infinite divisibility. 

445b 25. %ryxara. Cf. notes to ll. 21 and 24 above. 

mav 8 «7. Cf. 442 b 20. 

445 b 28-30. Division into unequal parts is, Alexander tells us, 

progressive division of the parts which the first division yields into 
the same fraction as that which they are of the whole, e.g. the division 
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of a line into two and again of the half into two and so on. This is 

the special example of ‘unequal division’ which Aristotle, in Phys. 
vill. ch, 8, 263 a 3 sqq. in reply to Zeno, shows to be infinite—éev dé 

TO ouvexel Eveote pev arepa nuioy, addr’ ovK évTeAexeia GAAG Svvaper 

(263 b 28). Any actual division of a continuum into distinct parts is 
finite. In order for the parts to be distinct the termini of adjacent 
parts must be, at least, reckoned as distinct. Hence the whole, 

which was continuous, by the division ceases to be so and ipso facto 

loses that capacity for infinite division which, as continuous, it 

possessed. 

True the parts again can be divided, but any division of them 

into distinct elements which can actually be realised is once more 

finite. 

All this seems to point to the conclusion that the very spatial 
determinant by which we are able to construct a continuum, ¢g. a 

line, and to consider it as resoluble into distinct parts, is itself a 

qualitative distinction (e.g. direction right or left) which exists over 
and above the characteristic of magnitude, which is the universal 

attribute of spatial quantity. Aristotle goes so far as to say (263b 7) 

ovpBeBynke yap TH ypappy amrepa nuicea eivar, y S ovoia éoriv érépa 

kat TO etvat. Thus, not only has a line (with all other figures) a 

non-quantitative aspect, but the possibility of determining it as a 

quantity depends upon this qualitative character. (Cf. also for the 

general doctrine 11. ch. 7, 207 bir: Tr etpot yap ai diyoropiat TOU 

peyébovs.) The result, however, of this is that anything considered 

as a continuum divides into a limited number of units (toa can mean 

little else than units; all things considered as units are held to be 

equal) but an infinite number of diminishing fractions. Units are 
the constituents of a continuum, species of a genus. 

445b 30. 1o 8 pi x«.r.r. Cf. note to l. 24 above. 

445 b 31. dtwapxe 8 xt. Cf. above 445 b 10 sq.: advvarov 

Aevkov pev Spav, wn wooov dé. Spatial quantity or péyeBos = 76 ovvexés. 

Cf. also De An. u11. ch. 3, 428 b 24: kivynows kai péyeDos & cvpBéByke 

tots aicOyrots. 

445 b 32sqq. There is a somewhat similar passage in PAys. VII. 

ch. 5, 250a 20sqq. The sound which one single grain of millet 

makes in falling exists as a separate sound (xa atrd) only potenti. 

ally in the whole, ze. it is not actually a separate sound—ovde yap 

ovdév éoriw aGAXd’ 7H duvape ev TH GAw (250a 24). For the general 
question as to how far Aristotle by his distinction between potential 
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and actual settles the difficulty about fetites perceptions and sub- 

consciousness generally, cf. Introduction, sec. vIIt. 

446a 2. 8éca. A quarter of a tone was the least interval taken 

notice of in Greek music. Hence, I fancy, 6 év rH Svécer POdyyos 

must be a sound with difference in pitch from that of the one before 

it within, ze. less than, a quarter-tone. Aristotle means that the 

interval of a quarter of a tone is not thought of as resoluble into 

parts, as larger intervals are. The parts of an interval are not 

however sensations. Hence this phenomenon is hardly parallel to 

that in the illustration from sight or that quoted in note to 445 b 32 

above from the Physics. In those instances we have sensations 

which Zer se are not actually appreciable when existing concomitantly, 

being merged in the whole of which they are elements. 
For dieors cf. Anal. Post. 1. ch. 23, 84.b 38: 9 apxy (Ze. ultimate 

simple (arAodv) constituent) év wéAa dieors. In AMesaph. xiv. ch. 1, 

1087 b 35 it is called vroxeiuevov év dppovia. 

446.a 3. ovvexois dvros. The notes are still continuous in time. 

446a 4. dAavbdve. Hence there seems to be no peragu; the notes 

seem to be éxdpueva addAyAwy, 7.e. contiguous but separate, and hence 

the continuity of the scale is broken up. 

446a 6. Svuvdpe «tA. The difficulty in this obscure passage is 

increased by the discrepancy between the mss. E MY read orav py 

Xwpis 4; Grav xwpicb7 is the reading given by most others and by 

Alexander. I have followed that of EM Y, which is supported by 

the ancient Latin translation, because of the difficulty of giving any 

sensible interpretation to the following sentence, kai yap...duaipeBecioa, 

if we read xwpic6y; the sense it gives does not really conflict with 

what is said later on. 

Aristotle says that the very minute parts of the objects of sense, 

if not separated, are perceived only potentially and not actually. But 

this does not commit him to the statement that, if severed from the 

whole, they are actually perceptible. This is no doubt the general 

rule; an object like a one-foot measure which has only potential 

existence in a larger whole is made actual by being marked off. It 

then becomes an explicit object of consciousness, not merely a 

potential one. But, he goes on to say, very minute fractions cannot 

exist in isolation from the whole, as the larger parts of a whole can 

when broken off. They lose their identity (cf. note to 446 a 9g below, 

De Gen. et Corr. 1. ch. 10, 328a 24s8qq.) and become parts of the 

new substance into which they are absorbed, and increase its bulk. 
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As such they cannot be even merely potentially perceptible as parts 

of the substance to which they belonged originally. They are, no 

doubt, potentially perceptible parts of the new substance but, if they 

have lost their efdos, as Aristotle says in De Gen. et Corr., loc. cit., they 

cannot be on the same footing as elements which have entered into 

a true mixture and which, on resolution of the mixture, become 

actually what they were before. 

These considerations make it clear that, when in 1. 11 % T#s 
aicOjoews vrepoxy is mentioned, Aristotle means the minute sen- 
sation which can be even potentially Jer se perceptible only when 

coming from a part of the object which is wot separated from the 

whole. He argues—the minute ato@yo.s which has only existence 

in a more distinct sensation (év rH axpiBeorépa) and, as such, is only 

potentially in its individuality a sensation, is not fer se actually per- 

ceptible and hence capable of isolation ; hence the similarly minute 
object of sense (1d tTyALKotrov aioOyrov), which causes it, must be in 

the same case. It is not per se actually perceptible, but added to 

and taken along with the other parts of the whole it is actually 
perceptible and, since that is so, it, even in its individuality, must be 

thought of as being only potentially an object of sense. 

It is, I suppose, rpooyevdmevov (1. 16) which has prompted some 
interpreters to think that Aristotle is considering the fortunes of the 

minute part of the grain of millet in actual isolation. But, if it were 
per se potentially perceptible when in actual isolation from the whole 
to which it belongs, one would expect that the change caused by 

addition to the whole would be to raise it, as such, to actual 

perceptibility; but this Aristotle will not allow. mpooyevomevor, as we 

see from 1. 20 below and Phys. 250a 24, just means év r@ dA. 

There is no reason why it should not be used of intellectual as well 
as of actual addition. 

70 aigOyrov xwpiotov aicbaver Oar (1. 14) does not imply that the 

aioOyrov exists xwpis; it means, practically, to perceive it xa@ atro. 
Similarly things that exist xwpis—ywpiora—are identified with ovata, 

the independent existences which are the subjects of predication, 

and which Aristotle in Axal. Post. 1. ch. 4, 73b 9 calls xa’ avrd. 

Cf. Metaph. vu. ch. 3, 1029 a 28: 7d xwpiorov Kai TO Tobe TL UTapyxeL 

Soxet paduora TH ovata. 

_ We can easily explain the substitution of ywpic67 for wy xwpis 7 

by an editor who read on and found that xwpis the minute parts of 

objects were not actually perceptible, and indeed could not exist 
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and retain their previous character, if his logic led him to believe 
that ‘if not separate then not actually perceptible’ contradicted the 

statement ‘if separate not perceived’ (xwpiomevor «.7.d.). Such 

statements are only apparently in opposition. If we retain ywpicO9, 

we shall have to translate ‘they are potentially perceptible but not, 

when in isolation, actually so. [This is different from the case of] 
the one-foot measure which exists potentially in the two-foot rule 

and actually when bisection is made.’ But the ellipse to be supplied 

is so extraordinary that one might justly, with Biehl, suspect the 

authenticity of the whole clause if xwpic6j is to be read. Its 

genuineness, if we adopt the better attested reading, is confirmed by 
the force of kai yap. Aristotle is pointing out that even in the case 

of large objects like the one-foot rule the same thing holds good as 
of ra puxpa wapmrav. 

- 446a 8. Sratpebeioa is here equivalent to ddaipefeioa if it is to 

make any sense. It is not the one-foot rule which is bisected but 

the two-foot measure. Hence one would expect d:aipebefon (Bywater, 

J. of P. XVII. p. 243) or diarpeGeions tavrns. But perhaps this sense 

of duapety is idiomatic. Cf. note to ch. 3, 439 b 20 dveAopevous. 

446a 9. kal Siadrvowro, /xz addition to being so very minute as 

to surpass (v7epéyev) the discrimination of the sense, these minute 
particles lose their self-identity on being isolated. | 

vmepoxy is, as the commentators notice, employed in rather a 

different sense from the usual. It naturally means excess in great- 

ness: cf. chapter 3, 439 b 31. 

For the doctrine cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr. 1. ch. 10, ee 24 sqq.: 

doa, evdiaipera, ToAAa pev dALyos Kai peydda puxpots cuvTiOgueva ov 

movet pigw, add’ avéyow Tov Kparodvtos* peraBadAe yap Odrepor éis 

TO Kparovv, olov oradaypos oivov pupiois Xoedow VdaTos ov plyvuTat’ 

Avera yap TO eldos Kal peraBardrx cis TO wav Vdup. 

446a 11. The minute fraction of substance in isolation from 

the rest is not perceptible at all. Aristotle goes on to discuss what 

happens when we do perceive it in some way—when ézeAnAvbev 4 ois. 

' 446a 12. 8Svvape ydp. We are not now discussing the separate 

existence, but the separate perceptibility of the object—ro aic@yrov, 

but in the sensation (aic@yors) to exist and to be perceptible is the 
same; hence it is indifferent which of the two we assert to be 

potential. 

446a 18. évvrdpyew means practically to form a constituent ; 

cf. Metaph. v. ch. 13, 1020a 7: woody Néyerar Td Siauperov eis évuTrap- 
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xovra and Anal. Post. 1. ch. 22, 84a 14 sqq.; ‘odd’ évumapyxe: _ 

in the definition of number, while number trapyec—belongs to, or is 
a predicate of, odd. Cf. also the definition of tAn—éé ob yiverai 1 
évuTapxovros, etc., cf. Bonitz, /zd. p. 257. Hence it is probable 

that Aristotle is thinking of the peyé6y which compose finite bodies 

as the subject here, as évumdpxew is generally used of that which 

stands to anything in the relation of vAz. 

Perhaps, however, he is thinking of xpwyarta etc. as the subject. 

In that case the translation will run—‘But when determinations of ~ 

colour, taste or sound, existing in the concrete are so related to each 

other as to be also actually perceptible and perceptible, not merely 

in the whole but individually, they must be limited in number.’ 
This would mean that he is talking once more of the zerepacpeéva 

elon of sense qualities. But they have already been accounted for, 

and this seems to touch on the only case left undescribed—the 
distinguishable parts of a continuum, which are évepyeca perceptible 

not merely in combination but in isolation. If this be the inter- 
pretation, the argument is that, in the case when the constituents of 

the objects perceived are distinct and individually perceptible and 

hence limited in number, the qualities presented by them must 

have the same limitation. ypwyara etc. are but items of sensuous 
determination, though, no doubt, Aristotle is thinking of the different 

colours and sounds etc., as presented in the form of segments in a 

continuum. 

446a 19 mpésavra, Alexander reads rocaira which perhaps, if 

_ understood as meaning ‘of sufficient size or intensity,’ z.¢. rovadra ro 

péyeBos, improves the sense. We must not understand ‘sufficiently 

numerous,’ z.¢. roradta To tAHOPos, as no multiplication of the numbers 

of the insensible parts of objects makes ¢he parts any the more per- 

ceptible Jer se. mpds avira can, however, quite well mean ‘in relation 
to each other.’ Cf. éavrats below ch. 7, 447 b 32. 

446a 24. drav évepyoow may be taken either with the clause 

before or with aduxvodvras. 
rs pérov=70 peragv, which is defined in terms of this pheno- 

menon in local movement in Phys. v. ch. 3, 226b 23: peragv 

St cis & wépuxe tpGrov aduxvetobar 7d petaBdAdov, 7) «is O Exxarov 

petaBadre Kata piow ovvexds peraBaddrAov. 

446a 28. *EpmeSondys. Cf. De An. u. ch. 7, 418b 20: kat ov 

6p0Gs "EpredoxAHs...Ws hepopévov Tod Pwrds Kai Tewomevov more peasy 

THS yas Kal TOD meptexovTos, Nas Se AavOavovTos. 
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Aristotle goes on to say that it is asking too much to wish us to 

believe that light passes from east to west across the whole sky 

without the movement being detected. It was, of course, impossible 

without modern scientific instruments and methods to discover the 

movement of light. For the Empedoclean theory cf. chapter 3. 

Cf. also RX. P. § 177, Zeller’s Presocratic Phil. (Eng. Trans.), 1. p. 158. 
According to Philoponus, on this theory light was a oda issuing 

from the illuminating body, vide below 446b 30. 

446 a 32. ody ro. Cf. Metaph. xu. ch. 2, 1069 b 26 and Vic. 

Ethics, X. ch. 3, 1174.4 30, and Phys. vil. ch. 1, 242a 31: TO kwvov- 

pevov WAV EK TLVOS ELS TL KLVELTOL. 

4465b 1. Time is infinitely divisible like motion and magnitude; 

Cf... PAVS. 18: CNS. 11, 193 Vi. 4,2, 3 etcss. Vill, Cs-5,.26 3:02 = (oy 

olov Te €is aTopous xpovous Siatpeto Oat Tov xpovor. 

 446b 3. dpa «7A. This is equivalent to saying it is instan- 

taneous. An act of perception is in this characteristic distinct from 

local movement, which cannot be instantaneous: cf. Phys. v1. ch. 1, 

231b 30: ef OnBalé mus Badilea, advvarov aya Badilew OnBale xat 

BeBadixévac @nBale. Perception is an évépyeta, which as such has no 

yéveous: cf. Alex. De Sens. p. 126 (W.) and above, Introduction, 
sec. IV. 

446b 5. ‘The construction here seems to be defective. As I 

have translated, instead of ovdév Arrov, ovdév paddov should have 

been written; but it was natural to say #rrov when denying that 

they fossessed the aspect of process any the less on account of the 

instantaneousness of the act of perception considered as a psychical 

event. Perhaps, indeed, Aristotle wrote padXov, for which by a’ 

blunder #rrov was substituted; or he may have written aAX’ ovk <iow. 

Thomas and Simon, however, punctuate after y’yveoOa., making 

the apodosis begin at duws. In this case we must regard dyAoil... 

aépa, ll. 7-10, as a parenthesis and translate from |. 4 xat py «.7.A.—- 

‘and if sensations have no genesis, but exist without coming to be, 

yet, as sound, etc...., is not the same true of colour and light?’ 

Ct. Phys. Vilt.-CD.. 65.258 D197, Coe, 1..Cn 11,280 D 27. 

_ Aristotle means that the instantaneousness of the psychic act 

does not detract from the lapse of time in the physical process. 

Though there is no yéveovs in the former, there is in the latter. 
Hammond conjectures épzoiws for 6uws and translates, ‘Also if every- 

thing at the same moment hears and has heard, and in a word 

perceives and has perceived, and there is no time process in sensa- 
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tions, nevertheless they lack this process in the same way in which 

sound, after the blow has been struck, has not yet reached the ear.’ _ 

But I fail to see how a sound which is on its passage to the ear can 
be said to ‘lack process’ and how, if this were so, it would help 
Aristotle’s argument. Moreover Aristotle does not say that we are 

unaware of the lapse of time which takes place while a sound is 

being transmitted. He implies the opposite. He only says that in 

the psychical act there is no process. 

446b 8. peracxnpdriois is a change of shape: cf. De Coelo, u. | 

ch. 7, 305 b 29 (ytyvecOar) TH petacynpatioe, kafarep éx Tod avTod 

Knpod ylyvour’ av odaipa kai KvBos. petacxnparilerOa is also con- 

joined with (though differentiated from) aAAowtcba. It consists in 
the rearrangement of elements which retain the same nature, while 

adAovotcGa indicates qualitative change. 
petacxnpati€er Oa is that form of yéveots that would specially suit 

an atomic theory and hence Aristotle applies it to the propagation 

of sound, which he conceives of in quite a mechanical way. He 
evidently thinks of the air taking on a different oyjpa for every 
different articulate sound. These are subject to alteration in pro- 

portion to the distance we are from the person with whom we are 

talking. He is evidently thinking mainly of mistakes in following 

some one’s words, not merely of inability to hear at all. That would 

rather be accounted for by the absence of definite cyrya than 

by change of oxjpa in the air which communicates the motion or 
in the motion transmitted. 

446b 11. 1 wows tev. Alexander interprets—7d xara oyéow 

eva. He distinguishes three classes of relata: 

(1) Those which are xara oxéow, ¢.g. ica, dpora etc., in which 

the mode of their relation (the oxéots) does not depend upon their 

relative position in space. 

(2) Those which are xara oyxéow, but where the cxéous con- 

sists in spatial relation (év rou Oéoe), e.g. deEvov. 
(3) Those, e.g. aicOyors and aicOyrdv, which, though requiring 

some oxéots which consists in spatial relation (ody...@ pydev airi 

(sc. TH oer) Siadepey thy Oéow TaV dpwpevww Kai 76 SiaoTnpa Tpds 7d 

épav) are not strictly év cyéoe, like 7d defidv, but require a dvvapus 
dvrtAnrrixy on the part of the aic@yors. Light might travel from 

object to eye on account of the spatial relation of the two, but vision 

would not result unless the eye were endowed with a certain faculty. 
This, in the minds of certain other commentators, e.g. Simon and 
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Thomas, seems to connect with the distinction drawn between certain 

classes of relata in Mefaph. v. ch. 15, 1020b 26 sqq. 
In this chapter there are likewise three main divisions of relata: 

(1) 7a Kar’ apOpov Aeyopera, e.g. Ta iva. Things are equal of 

which the quantity is ove (ica dé ov 76 woody Ev, 1021 a 12). 

(2), Ta kara dSivauw deyoueva, e.g. TO OEppaivov mpds 7 Gep- 

paLvopevov. . 

(3) Such as 16 émicryrov and émiornpy, aicPyrov and aig Oyors. 

In the first two classes (cf. Bonitz, Mefaph. p. 261) the whole 

notion of the relata can be discovered in the relation. A is under- 

stood by being referred to 4, and B by being referred to 4. In the 

third class, however, the relation is not mutual; one of the terms 

requires independent explanation; 7d aio@nrév can be explained by 

referring aicOyois to it, but ato@yo.s requires other definition than 

reference to to aio@ytov. We advance no further by saying that 

vision is relative to those things of which there is vision, dis yap 
TavTov eipnpevov av ein (1021 a 32). 

Aristotle’s meaning, however, is no more than this, that owes 

is not explained by being regarded as relative to 7d épwpevov, but if 

we refer it to xpdpya it can very well be defined and we obviate any 

useless repetition. Hence the distinction does not affect the real 

relation of the object of vision (xpépua) to vision (dys), but only the 

mental way of relating them when the former is styled not xpopa but 

the object of vision—ro épwpevorv. 

Thus there is no justification for Simon’s attempt to connect this 

distinction with that here. He says, the ‘ratio’ in a relation of this 

kind pendet ab alio, and hence there must be activity on the part of 

to aia@yrov which, hence, must be at a distance. 

Nor is there necessarily a reference to the dvvapis avriAnmrixy of 

sense, as Alexander conjectures. 

Aristotle simply states that seer and thing seen must occupy 

definite positions; their relation must depend to some extent at least 

upon their relative 6éo1s. They are not like things of which the 

relation is purely non-spatial like equals. It is not the manner and 

mode of their being which relates them, as in the case of equal 

quantities, but something else which entails a definite spatial position. 

We cannot translate zws purely indefinitely as ‘anyhow.’ ‘Things 

that are equal do not exist ‘anyhow’ but ‘somehow.’ 

The result of the argument is to establish the necessity of deter- 

minate spatial position for seer and thing seen and hence it advances 
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a plea in favour of the transmission of light in the same way as sound 
is carried to the ear. The last argument had shown that the 

object which sounds and the hearer must be in determinate spatial 
positions. 

446b 12. If we do not read av before é5e the clause will refer 

to ica not to To épav Kal To d6pwperov, and becomes identical in mean- 

ing with the following one and zws above will have to be translated 
as ‘utcunque.’ ‘It is not by being anywhere etc.’ But this is 

not possible. 

446b 16. The air which is WaOvpos (as water also is: cf. above 

ch. 4, 441 a 28) is made continuous by being struck by an object that 

is smooth of surface and so continuous; it is thus that sound is 

transmitted: cf. De An. u. ch. 8 passim. Sound is caused by a 

movement (a blow, which involves gopa or spatial movement, occa- 

sions it, cf. 419 b 10-13) which is quick enough to strike the air 

and make it continuous. If the movement is too slow the air 

disperses (419 b 20 sqq.). It is hard and smooth bodies which, when 
struck, have this effect upon the air, though apparently the air itself 

when imprisoned in any closed or partially closed space can function 

in the same way—as in the case of the echo (419 b 25 sqq.). 
Sound is this movement (éo7e yap o Wodos Kivyots Tod Svvapevov 

KweioOat Tov tporov TodvtTov Ovrep Ta adpadAcdpeva amo Tav Aeéiwv, 

oTav tls Kpovoyn, 420a 21), or rather this movement is sound, for 

Aristotle does not, like the modern physicists, think of sound as 

being merely a movement when outside the ear; its peculiar quality 

seems to exist objectively though entirely relative to the act of 

hearing (cf. Introduction, sec. tv. and De An. 1. ch. 2, 425 b 

26 sqq.). 
At the same time it will not do to go so far as Rodier (Traié 

de l’ Ame, Vol. 1. p. 286) and say that sound is not to be identified 

with the motion that causes it but is an objective quality in the 

same way as, according to Aristotle, colour is to be regarded, and 

that its transmission to the ear is not a movement any more than the 

transmission of light is. 

(Rodier appears to me to misunderstand petacynpuaricrs ; it 

(cf. note to 446b 8) is not qualitative change and, even if it were, 

his argument would not be advanced any the further. Aristotle 

distinctly says above (I. 10) that, in the transmission of sound, 
the air experiences gopa, and if in 7-10 Aristotle were describing 

the increase in faintness in sound (which he is not) it would be only 
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caused by a transition of the air from a state of motion to some other 

condition.) 
At the same time there is a difficulty here. In the De Anima 

Aristotle describes the dopa, the movement which causes us to hear, 

as a rebound and quivering of the air all in one mass—wore rov dépa 

GOpotv apadrAcoGar Kat ceierOar (420a 25) and again in 420a 1 he 

says tére 5¢ (when struck) els yéverar duo. That would make this 

dopa have the same characteristics as that species of aAAofwors which, 

below, in 446b 32 sqq, he wishes to distinguish from gopai (and 

among them the dopa which constitutes sound) as being in- 

stantaneous — évdexerar yap abpdov adAowtobat, Kat py TO Hyiov 

TpOTEpov, Olov. TO vowp ana Tav myyvvcOa (447a 2 Sqq.). It seems 

then that in the De Az. Aristotle is simply emphasising the assertion 
that the air is rendered one and continuous throughout the whole 

extent of the space between the sonorous object and the ear—é€vds 

a€pos ovvexeia. péxpis axons. afpotv need mean no more than this ; 
but aya, if by ava is meant ‘at the same moment’ (vide Rodier, 

ad loc. cit.),is putting the point too strongly. Here he plainly affirms 

that though the medium is continuous, the movement (in which 

it becomes continuous) falls into successive parts, fust as qualitative 
change may also betray succession, as appears from the passage 

below and Phys. vu. chs. 4 and 5 esp. 250a 31 Sqq.: Kat To 

dAXouwodv Kai TO dAXOLovpEvoV WoatTws TL Kal moody Kata TO padXdov 

kat yTrov yAXAolwra, Kal év TooG ypovy, év ditAaciw durAacvov 

K.T.A. | 

It is indeed necessary to grant this, as dopy is an adXAoiwors and 

occupies successive times in propagation. 

446b 17-18. 1d adrd wr.A. Ona theory which reduced all the 

senses to ady this could not be so; each person would perceive only 

the tangible things that impinged upon his own sense organs. 

tom piv ds...tort 8 ds. This continually means ‘in one sense...and 

another’ not ‘at one time and at another’ as Bender and Hammond 

take it. Cf. Meteor. ui. ch. 6, 378 a 32 and cf. mas perv... mas 

de, Phys. 11. ch. 6, 206a 13, 7as...7ds above 446a 17-18; cf. also 

Phys Vivi; Ch. :S,- 263 D: &,. etc; 
If the xtvyous has pépy, then the zpdros is in contact with one 

p-épos, 6 verepos with another. Hence in one sense it is not Td avro 

which they perceive. 
446b 19. dropla. Hammond seems to regard this as a new 

problem. But rovrwy naturally refers to what has just been said. 

R. 14 
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446b 20. There is no need for adding ‘in the same way’ as 

Hammond doés; aAAw cannot bear such a meaning. ‘The doctrine 

controverted is the unqualified assertion that the same thing can 

be perceived by only one person. It seems to be an echo of 

nominalism. It was left to Aristotle to resolve the difficulty by 

pointing out that there are different ways of perceiving the same 
thing.” | | 

446b 25-26. rod 8 8} i8tov. Alexander explains this as 70 

mpovexes Kal idiov pépos Tod d€pos } TOD Vdatos, and so Simon also. 

It is the part of the medium in contact with the sense organ—what 
he might have called 1d éoyarov xwovpevor (cf. De An. ut. ch. 12, 

434 b 33) as opposed to the sense object which is 76 mpatov Kiwodv 
(€rxaTov can, however, be used in both senses, that of nearest and of 

farthest ; cf. Phys. vu. ch. 2, 244 b 1 sqq. and De Gen. et Corr. 1. 

ch. 7, 324a 26 sqq.). The meaning is, that this nearest part of the 

medium is numerically different in each case, though it is qualitatively 
identical in all; the qualitative change or motion produced in the 

medium by propagation outward from the sense object must be 

numerically a different 7aOos or a different pépos of the kivyois when 

issuing to the right and to the left and when near and far, but it is of 

the same kind. Aristotle, it must be remembered, thinks of the 

sense quality, and that is to him an aio@yrov, as existing objectively 

in the medium. The word to be supplied after idfov is no doubt 

aic@nrov and, as a sense quality is an aic@yrov to him, perhaps he is 

thinking of rod i8ov more as quality—the quality relative to the 

special sense, than as the portion of the medium which is nearest. 
We might paraphrase his meaning thus—‘ The qualitative affection 

of sense proper (idéa aio@yors) is numerically different for each person 
though specifically, z.e. gud quality, identical, while an object 

numerically one and identical is perceived by all.’ apiOyos and 

€v are among the contributions of xow7 atoOyo.s. Hence perhaps 

Aristotle is obscurely hinting that, as idéa aic@yors gives an object 

numerically different in each individual, it is the function of xow7 

aic@nous to introduce numerical identity and hence real objectivity 

into the perceptible world. 

446b 26-27. dpa mwoddrol. This is an additional point; if per- 

ception is due to xtvyots of the medium, and numerical difference in 

the xivyovs directly affecting the sense does not necessitate difference 

of TO mpwrov kwodv, perception of it—ré mparov xwodv—may be 

simultaneous in different people. 
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446b 28. If sound etc. were oupara then, in perception, the 

object would really be ‘divided from itself’ as a body can only 
be in one place at the same time. According to the azoppo.o 

theory, the sound, scent and light ave cwuara—material particles. 

446 b 29. 088 dvev cdparos, Ze. the kivnows or aAXoiwors which 

is propagated in different parts must be the zaos of a odpa (which 

has popia). The plurality of the sense experiences depends upon 

the medium having popia and hence being a owpa. Thus this 

sentence refers merely to what goes before. As we shall see it 

makes no sense if taken with what follows. 

446 b 30. 1@ évetvar yap tt pas éoriv. I have here followed 

Alexander and cod. P, as no other reading seems to give an 

adequate meaning. Alexander connects this with the doctrine 

in De An. u. ch. 7, 418 b 16 sqq. where light is defined as the 

mapovoia...7upos 4} Tovovrov tTivds. Cf. also above ch. 3, 439a 21 sq.: 
Orav yap éevy Te Tupades ev Siadavel, y pév wapovota das. The argu- 

ment, then, is, that though light is due to the presence of something, 

yet it is not, as one might expect, a movement set up by it. It 

is hence, if not a movement, an évépyea as said before (418b 9). 

évépyeta. in the proper sense is not xivyous (cf. De An. u. ch. 5, 
417a 16) nor even édAolwors. Compare also Phys. vil. ch. 3, 

246a 10 where it is said that bodily and mental éées are not 

dAAowoes. Light is described as a ets in De An. 11. ch. 7, 418b 19 

and ul. ch. 5, 430a 15. The change from dvvapis to évépyea in the 

proper sense is not mere alteration from one quality to its opposite, 

but is a movement émt ras éfes Kal THv pio. A positive éégts like 
virtue is a teAeiwors, or state which reveals the true nature of the 

thing which possesses it. It is Alexander’s contention that light is 

something of this kind and is not to be described as an dAAolwors 

like odour. Hence it does not require time for its propagation. 

Cf. Introduction, sec. vii. 

If we read 7@ elvac we shall have to render with the vet. tr.—‘ per 
esse enim aliquod lumen est’ which Thomas expands into—‘ per 

unum aliquod esse, id est, per hoc quod totum medium sicut unum 

mobile, movetur uno motu a corpore illuminante.’ Or else we must 

suppose that there is some contrast between being and motion. 

This, however, is not an Aristotelian doctrine, though there were 

other theories which identified motion with 76 py ov: cf. Phys. 11. 
ch. 2, 201b 20: énou, érepdrnta kai dvicdryta Kal TO py Ov pdcKovTes 

elvar THY KivyoL. 

14—2 
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Bender (p. 29) renders ‘das Licht ist Licht durch ein 
gewisses Sein,’ which seems to require some such explanation as 

the above. 

St Hilaire (p. 81) gives rather a different interpretation. Light 
exists because it is ‘un étre particulier.’ Hammond (p. 184) seems 
to follow him in rendering ‘ Light has a substantial nature.’ tvaé 

7. may mean to be an ovoia—something xwptordv. Cf. Phys. iv. 
ch. 6, 213 a 31—ovkovv Totro det detxvivar, Ore ote T16 anp. But, if 

it meant that here, it would imply that light was something concrete, 

a gopa, which it is not. To imagine, then, that Aristotle here 

declares that light is a eda as opposed to sound and smell which he 

has just declared not to be cwyara, is quite unwarranted and besides 

it does not in the least help us to understand how the transmission 

of light is instantaneous. 
Perhaps we might translate ro etvae (it should possibly be 

76 elvac) as frequently elsewhere (cf. 449a 19) by ‘in aspect’ and 

render ‘In aspect light is something real’ z.e. ‘light may be regarded 

as something real’; it is not concrete—oioia—in the ordinary sense, 

but ovaia ws eldos (as the soul is said to be in De An. ul. ch. 2, 
414a 13 sqq.). Light is an eldos or évépyea. If this be the 
interpretation and we adhere to the reading ro elvac it will give 
exactly the same meaning as Alexander requires, who gets it by 

other means. 

The difficulty remaining, however, is how what is said in the first 

clause should lead one to expect that light is a movement. ‘The 

presence of ov in the ddA clause gives the Greek this sense. On 

Alexander’s reading there is some ground for expecting light to be a 

kivnots, which it is then denied to be; not so much according to my 

interpretation of the other reading. 

I suggest t@ xuwelv yap te pas éoriv tT, 2.¢. light shows its reality 

by stimulating something. Light «.wvet—stimulates—something— 

Ti—viz. the sense, but is not a movement itself. 

446b 31. GAN od klvynors. The question here is—What does 

Aristotle mean by kitvyois? Does he mean ‘un simple mouvement’ 

(St Hilaire) ze. @opd, or motion generically, zc. weraBody? It is 

quite impossible, from Aristotle’s use of the term, to decide whether 

he employs it here in its specific or its generic signification. In the 

Physics xivnots is continually used in the sense of dopa but, where he 

has occasion to distinguish the various kinds of change, he employs 

the specific terms if there is any likelihood of confusion arising. Cf. 
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Phys. 11. ch. 1 for the distinction between the four kinds of 
change—yéveors kai pOopd, adXAolwors, avénows Kai POicws, popd. They 

are divided according to the categories respectively of ovoia, rowdy, 

moody and ov, which have nothing in common. Hence the diversity 
alluded to here—odAws x.7.A. 1. 31. If the light is to be identified as 
a kind of dAAoiwors, as Thomas thinks, then this latter statement 

is brought forward in support of the former. ‘The argument runs— 

light is an dAAoiwors, which may be (cf. below 447 a 1-2) instantaneous, 

and hence not dopa and hence not xivyous, for kivnots proper is opa. 

Cf. Phys. vit. ch. 7, where it is contended that dopa is mpwry tav 

KUT EW. : 

On the other hand, as we have seen, if Aristotle is in earnest 

about light being an évépyea, it cannot be even adAoiwots. This 
is Alexander’s contention and according to his interpretation, oAws... 

gopas must come as a reply to a possible objection—‘ Is it not true 

that adAAoiwors is different from dopa, 7.e. kivyous Kata tTémrov, and that 

hence light may be an adAAoiwois?’ Aristotle replies ‘It is true 

that they are distinct, for aAAofwo.s may take place in all parts at 

once ; however (ov pnv add’, 447 a 3 Sq.), when the quantity is large 

(of substance to be changed) this is impossible. Hence light is not 
an aAXoiwors and hence not a kivyors at all.’ 

As against this theory and in support of the former view we have 

these statements in the De Anima, viz.—the medium xuwetra: by 
the object of vision and again itself «wet the sense. There xivyots 

is apparently used vaguely in its generic sense without distinction 

from adAoiwors, so that it seems necessary to hold that, if, in the 

stimulation of the sense by the object of vision, a xivyots, in the strict 

sense of dopa, is not set up in the medium, at least dAAoiwors is. 

Cf. De An. u. ch. 7, 419a 13 sqq.: GAAG TO pev ypdpa Kiel Td 

Suapavés, olov tov adépa, vd TovTov S€ cuveyods dvTos KiveiTaL TO 

aicOyrnpiov ; Il. ch. 12, 434 b 30 Sqq.: womep yap TO Kwodv Kara 

TOTOV...0oUTW Kal éx’ dAdowoews and 435a 4: 6 8 anp emi mAciorov 

KivelTaL Kal Tovet Kal macyer... BéeATiov...TOV aépa Tacxe tro TOD 

oxnpaTos Kal xpupaTos...d10 maw ovTos THY OY Kiet. Cf. also Phys. 

vil. ch. 2, 244b 10 sqq. esp. 245 a 6. 

The explanation of the difficulty seems to be that Aristotle 

regards light in two different ways which are not properly reconciled. 

(1) According to his own peculiar conception it is the évépyea rod 
Siadpavovs caused by the presence of fire. This is the concept of the 

objective nature of light. It is a qualitative determination of certain 
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objects and, considered as such, it has absolutely no connection with 

any such thing-as motion or transmission. Light is the colour of the 

medium realised, its true activity, just as the soul is the true activity 

of the body. This is its teleological definition. But (2) Aristotle 

likewise inherited from previous philosophy and popular thought the 

theory that light was something passing between seen thing and seer 

or wice versa. He allows that there must be some action whether 

mechanical or qualitative exerted by the object directly upon the 

medium and indirectly upon the sense. 

According to the popular idea this exactly was light. So, when 

the question was raised—‘ does light take time to travel ?,’ Aristotle, 

if he had wished to identify light with the xivyow or dAXo~wors 

that stimulates sense, should have answered in the affirmative or 

admitted that it was at least possible. But, instead, he recoils 

upon the teleological definition of light to which the notion of move- 
ment is irrelevant. Hence his doctrine really is, not that it is an 

‘instantaneous movement’ but rather (what that really is) no move- 

ment at all. 

But, as his opponents mean by light a movement between the 

eye and the object, it appears as if, in denying that light is a 

movement, he were denying his own theory that an actual movement 

of some kind did take place between object and eye. Without 

doubt too there was a confusion in his own mind on the subject. 

His raising it in connection with sound and odour shows this. 

Naturally the fact that there is no noticeable interval between the 
production of any object and our seeing it led him practically to 
contradict his previous assertions. 

447a 2. GOpdov. Cf. Phys. 1. ch. 3, 186a 16 and vill. ch. 3, 

253b 23: ov yap ei pepiorov eis areipov TO adAovovpevov, dia TodTO 

Kal 7 aAAoiwows, add’ aOpda yiverar roAXaKis, WorEp Y WHEIS. 

We cannot say that all qualitative change proceeds continuously 

(cuvexds) or is ovvexys in the full sense of the word which is explained 
in Phys. v. ch. 3, 226b 27 sqq. It is not sufficient that the time 

should be continuous but that the action should be continuous also 

(4 Tod xpdvov (ovdev yap KwAver diadeirovta, Kal evOis SE pera THY 

vratnv pbéyEacGa. tiv vedtnv) adda Tod mpaypyaros, év ® KuvelraL). 

Themistius (Paraph. ad P&ys., loc. cit.) explains that movement such 

as the galloping of horses is not continuous, though the time in 

which the movement takes place is. Qualitative change seems to 

be more comparable to this and appears to take place by a series of 
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successive bounds. There seem to be ultimate sections in the process 

which are instantaneous and not divisible into smaller sections each 

diverse in point of time. _ 
» So it is too with avénois cai POiows.. If a drop wears away so 

much of a stone in a given time, the half of it does not perform so 
much of the attrition in half the time. It does it in no time. What 

is washed away is divisible, but its parts were moved not separately 
but all together. 

In Phys. vu. ch. 5, 250a 28 sqq. it had been admitted 

(cf. above) that, in general, qualitative change falls into different 

time sections just like xivnows proper, yet the half of the cause of 

change need not cause a change of half the extent. But this is true 

also of xivnois proper. Though two men push a boat so far in a 

given time, one man need not be able to move it at all. The point 

here is different. It is, as said, that often change either in quality or 

bulk proceeds in sections. | 
447a 3. mpi is congelation of any kind (cf. Meteor. tv. 

chs. 5-7) and is produced either by heating or cooling. Oeppaiver Oar 

and wWvxeo$ac are examples of addXoiwors (cf. Phys. vu. ch. 3, 

246a 7 sqq.). Compare also Phys. 253 b 25 quoted above. By 76 

Oeppavopevov Kat TI YVUJLEVOV (cf. note to 443b 7 on the function 

of cat) no doubt the thickening of milk or some such substance by 

heat is indicated. 

447a 8. éop4 seems to be propagated by an adAotiwors and is 

admitted not to be instantaneous (1. 10 beneath). The instantaneous- 

ness of the sections of qualitative change does not make the adXotwors 

as a whole instantaneous in this case. Obviously there is ‘much’ to 

be changed. If light is conceived of as an aAAoiwois, then the 
whole distance from object to eye must be thought of as being 

one section. How this can be reconciled with ot piv adrX av 7 

mov «.t.A. it is difficult to see, for, if a considerable quantity of 

water cannot undergo qualitative alteration all in one moment, 

a fortiori the vast extent of medium intervening between eye and 

object should require a long time to transmit the light. If the 

words ov pyv add’ «.7t.A. only affect such qualitative changes as 

O¢ppavors, Aristotle should have pointed out in what respect those 

differ from the aAAofwors involved in light and should have ascribed 

the slowness of the change in these cases to those peculiarities. 

yevous is brought in as a qualitative change too which would be 
perceived in the same way as odour if we were surrounded by water. 
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As we have seen, Aristotle does not distinguish between the diffusion 

of a quality in that which serves it as a vehicle and its transmission 
through a medium. ‘The difference between the mediated sense 
qualities and the others is, that in the former their vehicle is a 
medium always in contact with the sense organs, while in the other 

cases it is not so. Special contact has to be effected between the 

body possessed of the quality and the sense. Hence one reason 

why the latter are both called tactual senses. 

Aristotle’s declaration here is interesting, because from it we may 
infer what we already know from ch. 4, 442a 29 sqq., that he did 

not conceive even taste to be a diffusion of the actual particles of the 

flavoured substance, since he would not allow that to be the means 

of producing smell, and the only difference between taste and smell is 

due to the fact that we do not live in water. 

Hence we must lay stress on the fact that diffusion is only a 

metaphorical term for the process by which odour and flavour alike are 

propagated; cf. 441b 17: wozep ovv of évarorAvvovtes ; 443 b 7 Sq.: 

olov aomAuvopevov; 4454 15 sq.: otov Bady tis Kal rAvots. 
447a 9. perati. Cf. 445 a 8, 436b 20, De An. 1. ch. 12, 

434b 15: ai yap adda aicOyoes dc érépwv aicOavovrat, otov ooppycts 

dws axon, etc. 
447a 11-12. As we have seen, his customary way of stating 

the matter is, that ypopua causes sensation, while without ¢as, which 

is the évépyea of the medium, colour cannot stimulate the sense 
(De An. u1. ch. 7 passim). That 76 diadavés should be illuminated is 

a precondition of the perception of colour. (Cf. Rodier, of. cit. 

Vol. 1. p. 281.) In that sense it could be said wovetv ro 6pav. From 

another point of view gus is the xpdua rod diadavods and as such is 

the object of sense itself and zovet 70 6pav. Thus Aristotle might use 

this expression without thinking of light exactly as the xivnots which 

produces sight (cf. above notes to 446 b 30 sqq.). to aio@yrev means 

both the quality spread over the medium and To mpérov xwoiv itself. 

Cf. above note to 446b 25 sq. But in so far as the sense object 
which causes sensation is a quality and hence an eiéos and hence 
also an évépyea, process cannot be imputed to it. Though due to 

an adXoiwors it is not, itself, an dAAoiwors; it is an évépyea. But 

all sense qualities may be so regarded and hence there should be no 

grounds for supposing that in the case of one sense there was not to 

be found that process of transition by which the objective quality 

was realised in the particular consciousness in the case of the others. 
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4474 15. &répp. Alexander explains that this is not an abso- 

lutely atomic time, for such according to Aristotle does not exist, 

but a time which, when divided, does not yield one part qualified by 

one sensation—another by another: cf. beneath 448 b 22. 

447a 16. éxxpote. Cf. De Gen. Animal. v. ch. 1, 7804 8, 

with reference to light stimuli, and for the general case De Jnsom. 

ch. 3, 460b 32 sqq. 

447a 19. Cf. note toch. 1,436a 5 for the interpretation of izo- 

Keio Ou. . 

paddov «.t.A. This seems to be a self-evident principle with 
Aristotle, but perhaps it might be held to be in antagonism to such 

passages as De An. 1. ch. 1, 402 b 21 sqq.: dAAG Kat dvaradw To oUp- 

BeBnxora cupBadrAcrat péya pépos mpos TO €idévar TO Ti eat. Aristotle 

would, however, distinguish between the two cases. The entering 

of one sensation into relation with another by means of combination 

alters the essential nature of the sensation. You no longer have the 

same sensation to investigate but a new one—a compound. Hence 

we may say that the original sensation may be more adequately 

perceived fer se when in isolation than when in composition. 
aloPdverOar, alcOyors is a dvvapis Kpitixy (cf. Anal. Post. 11. ch. 19, 

99 b 35) and by it we recognise a thing as what it is. We must, as 

Alexander points out, remember that aio@yors has two aspects, one 

of wdOos the other of xpio.s. Its function as xpéors is the function of 

mind in general and hence, as e.g. above in ch. 6, 445 b 16 sqq., we 

get the terms applicable to mind in general (xpwotpev, yvwodpea) 

applied in the special case of sense perception. Cf. also De Az. 111. 

ch. 9, 4324 16: 7@ Te KpiTiKG@, 0 dtavolas Epyov éoti Kal aicOyoews. 

447 a 23. ‘otro, z.¢. in the case of harmony when the two tones 

combine to form a third thing—a concord. Aristotle is arguing 

against the simultaneous perception of two things which remain 

diverse. His point is that, if they are to be perceptible at one and 
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the same time, they must combine or, in some way, form a third 

thing. The combination is obvious in the case of harmonies. 

el 8} «.7.A. Aristotle goes on to argue that where the combination 

is not obvious, as it is in harmony, still the result of the simultaneous 

presentation of the two sensations must result in a modification of 
the stronger, if one is stronger than the other. 

447 30. &8mep «tA. Aristotle is arguing from the case of the 

objective mixture of things to the intermingling of subjective sensa- 

tions. He may do this in virtue of his realism. To a modern 
sensationalist who holds that complex things are simply fused sensa- 

tions this would not be possible; the argument would need to run 
the other way. For Aristotle’s doctrine of pigis cf. notes to ch. 3, 

4404 30 Sqq. 
447A 31. & @ dv ptxOdow. Alexander explains that he is ex- 

cluding such cases as those mentioned in ch. 6, 446a 8 sqq. where 

there is no proper mixture but an absorption of a minute volume of 

one thing into the substance of the other. é¢’ would give the sense 

required more easily than év @. 
447b 1. rowira. Cf. below also in 449 a 6 sqq. esp. l. 9: 

ovdev yap ek TovTwr er. 
tovtwy = objects of different senses. There is no qualitative union 

such as occurs in the combination of tones and, on his theory, of 

colours, tastes etc.; the union is kata ovpB_eBynxds—co-existence in 

one thing (ro avro kai ev dpiOue, 1. 16).- How the perception of such 

union is possible is discussed in that passage and in De Az. 1. ch. 2, 
426 b 8—427 a 16. 

plyvuwrac «wt. Cf. De Gen. e¢ Corr.t. ch. 10, esp. 328 a 32. 

447b 3. Kara cvpBeBnxés. This is a case in which the percep- 

tion of the object of one special sense may be effected indirectly, 

through the instrumentality of another. Cf. De Az. 11. ch, 1, 

425a 30 sqq.: ta d dAAnAwv ida Kata cupBeByKds aicPdvovrar ai 

aicOynoets,...ctov xoAH ore mikpa Kat gavOy. The union is union in 

one thing, not a qualitative union of the sensations. 
447b 4. aicOdverOar. He is arguing once more from the 

absence of objective unity to the absence of subjective unity. 

447b 7. Reading éei with Biehl we should have to regard this 
clause as an explanation of the reason why we can argue a fortiori 

from the case of objects falling under a single sense to the case of 

heterogeneous senses, It is not a confirmation merely of the previous 
clause, 
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If we read éru with Alexander and LSU, the sequence of the 

argument is not so clear, but the possibility of connecting this with 
the previous clause too intimately is removed. 

447b 10. «lvyots. By the xivyors is indifferently meant either 

the sense affection or the stimulus. We may therefore translate—- 

‘the stimuli are more closely located.’ This clause forms a premiss 

on which the previous one rests. It, itself, seems to be an accepted 
topical maxim which connects the possibility of simultaneous 
functioning with the physical connectedness of the two elements ; 

they are both «xvyoes in the same organ and hence apa in space. 

Aristotle means more than that they are szmi/ar, as Alexander 

interprets. 

447b 12. dv ph prxey. This contention—that if not combined 

two things cannot be simultaneously perceived, z.e. if simultaneously 

perceived then combined—is not proved by the clauses which 

immediately follow but by the section from kai ei pia 1. 16—atrd 

1.18. Lines 12-16 rather prove the simple converse—that, if combined, 

sensations are perceived apa. ; 

The argument runs—A mixture is a unit. Perception of a unit 

is unitary and a unitary perception occurs in a unitary time, ze. aja. 

For support of the statement that perception of a unit is unitary (ze. 

the last premiss) we get ore pud...dvvayw pia in lines 14-16. The 
perception of a unit with which we are concerned, the perception 
that occurs in unitary time, is explicit perception (évepyeéa) and 

the explicit perception of a unit is numerically one, Ze. unitary ; it is 
of a specific unity that the potential perception is single. 

(This is the very idea of évépyexa—to be complete in one and 
the same moment, not to be a xivyois which varies from moment 

to moment. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 5, 417a 16-17 and Rodier, ad 

loc. cit.) 
447b 15. évdsx.7.A. By saying that it is of the specifically single 

that the implicit perception is one, Aristotle means that the percep- 

tion of various white objects is specifically identical. It is the same 

qualitative affection ; but actual perception is the perception of this 

particular white object here and now; it is numerically different 

from the perception of any other white object. It is only as a faculty 

that the sense of white colour is a unity and its unity is the specific 

unity of the various sensations of white. Again, relatively to black 

and white taken as numerical units the sense of sight itself is a 
specific unity. 
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447b 16. «ai ei. Here the proof of the proposition first laid 
down begins. The sequence of the argument is best seen by 

beginning at the other end—Il. 22, pia dé 4 dvvapis. We are, by 
agreement, considering the case of a single faculty, e.g. sight. The 

act of vision must occur in a unitary time—l. 21 puds yap elodmagé 
«.t.A.; when the faculty is single and the time a unit, the act of 
sense or vision must be unitary—l. 19, dAAG kara play Sivay.v. Going 
back to'l. 16, kai ei pia «.7.r., we find it further stated that if the act 

is single the objects perceived by it must be single. We still lack 
the completing premiss that if two things are perceived as one they 
must-be combined. This is not explicitly stated unless, instead of 

apa. before py in |. 18, we read yap. If we read yap we make the 
train of reasoning complete and much improve what is at best a very 
ill-arranged argument. 

447b 24. a8ivarov. Cf. above |. 7 and beneath 4494 4. 

447b 27. Consciousness is here an adequate interpretation of 

oxi, though the term yvxy has generally a wider meaning. 

This sentence—daiverat yap «.r.4.—seems merely to support the 

argument generally or rather one of the previous statements viz., 

that if you perceive simultaneously it is a unit which must be 
perceived. | 

447b 28. eS. Alexander will have it that here Aristotle 

includes generic identity. The different qualities falling under one 
sense are specifically distinct, merely generically identical (cf. 1. 30), 

and according to Alexander it is these which have their relative 
identity recognised by the same sense, while it is a single sense 

functioning in a certain manner which recognises actual specific 

identity. This latter contention is correct, but Alexander can hardly 
be right in saying that here generic identity is included in specific... 

The train of thought is rather as follows—Specific identity is per- 
ceived by a single sense functioning in a certain manner (cf. De Az. 
il. ch. 1, 425a 20: éxdortn yap ev aicOdverar aicOyors). ‘I add the 

latter qualification,’ says Aristotle, ‘because a single sense without 

specifying the manner of its functioning merely recognises generic 

identity (the identity e.g. of black and white) not specific; (the 
function of a single sense is to discriminate the specifically diverse. 
Cf. De An. 1. ch. 2, 426b 8 sqq. esp. 10: Kal Kpiver tas Tod vmo- 

keyzévov aicOyrod Suapopas); but, in recognising various white things 

as white, z.e. as possessing specific identity, it operates in a definite 

different mode, and one other than that by which it recognises the 
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contrary quality black. There is a corresponding difference of mode 

in which each sense recognises the corresponding positive qualities 
e.g. white and sweet, and the corresponding negative qualities like 
black and _ bitter.’ 

Thus the conclusion is, that it is the same sense functioning in a 

definite manner which is different in the case of each of two con- 

traries, though corresponding in the various senses according as 

the contraries are éfes or orepyoes. As Alexander points out, 
numerical difference of the sensations can be discerned only by tem- 

poral difference of the perception, specific difference by the difference 
of the manner, generic by the difference of the sense faculty. _ 

447b 32. ovaroxa. Cf. beneath 448a 17-18, cf. Bonitz, nd. 

p- 736b 61, ovoro.xa ‘ea sunt, quae in eadem serie continentur.’ 
The ‘series’ (cvoroixia) need not be a genus; generally it is not. 

Aristotle here ranks the opposed qualities of all the generically 
different senses under the two heads of e&s and orépyois. It is these 

which form the titles of the two series. Cf. Metaph. tv. ch. 2, 
1004b 27: twv évavtiwv 9 érépa cvatoixia otépno.s. Cf. also the 

Pythagorean distinction of two overo.yiat, the one headed by ro zépas 
the other by to aweipov. Metaph. 1. ch. 5, 986a 23 sqq. 

(The use of ovaoroxia in Metaph. x. 1054b 35 and 1058a 13 

seems to be somewhat different.) 

For the use of éavtais cf. above ch. 6, 446a 19: mpos avra. 

448a 2. én. This section further shows that the opposition of 

the xwyoes of the respective sense affections which are specifically 

distinct makes simultaneous perception of them impossible. 

448 a3. dyad Cf. De An. ul. ch. 2, 426b 29: GdAAa pq 

advvatov apa Tas évavtias Kiwyoets KwWEeicOaL TO a’TO 4 adLaipeToV Kal év 

ddiaipéery xpdvw. ei yap yAvKU, Wot Kiel THY alcOyow 7} THY VoyoL, TO 

d€ mikpov évartiws. This comes in the De Anima in a different con- 

nection ; there he is proving that there must be something unitary 

which distinguishes the opposed sense modifications, something which 

is only in aspect divisible (cf. beneath at the end of the chapter). 

Cf. also De Coelo, u1. ch. 13, 295b 14: dua 8 advvaroy eis ravavria 

Troveto Oar THY Kivnow. 

Alexander understands xpove after airé (1. 4). The whole dis- 

cussion, he thinks, is one about time. We are not at present 

raising the question of the unity of what perceives as in the De 

Anima. But this restriction of ré aire to time is impossible. It 
must be one thing that is diversely affected if there is to be any 
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controversy as to the possibility of the two affections being simul- 

taneous (aya). Aristotle denies as a general principle that they can 
be so. 

448 a 7. 1a pi e&avria. These are evidently the intermediate 

qualities. It is not quite clear whether the theory about them here 

is quite the same as that presented in earlier chapters. There they 

are held to be mixtures of the two extreme qualities and, if by 
saying that some can be assigned to one extreme, others to the other, 

Aristotle simply means that there is a greater proportion of the one 

element in one case, of the opposite one in another, then the two 

theories can be reconciled. This is Alexander’s explanation. 

On the other hand ta peptypeva seem to be introduced in 1. 10 

as a fresh class and are explicitly illustrated only by musical 
examples. 

But probably there is no real discrepancy between this chapter 

and previous ones. By ta pév and ra dé inl. 7 he probably refers 

to to €av6dv and ro gadv which are assigned to white and black 

respectively, dApvpdv and Aurapdév which are claimed by muxpév and 

yAvukv (cf. ch. 4, 442a 18 sqq.); and by ra peurypéva to the other 
qualities. 

448 a g-10. Though ta pepcypéva are illustrated only by 

musical examples, Alexander thinks that the words in which he 

describes the ratio between the components of these compounds 

make it evident that he is thinking of colours and tastes as being 

composed by the intermixture of various amounts of two original 

components. Cf. 1. 13:.6 pev wodXod mpos 6dLyov...14: 6 8 dAtyou 

mpos Tov. But this is to confuse the matter. When Aristotle says 

it is impossible to perceive ta peurypéva apa, unless as one, he does 

not mean to repeat that we cannot perceive ‘heir components simul- 

taneously unless as one. He has already said that contraries cannot 

be perceived simultaneously unless perceived as one, z.e. unless they 

form an intermediate colour, taste, etc. Aristotle is here asserting 

that we cannot perceive two zz¢ermediaze colours simultaneously unless 

they coalesce. | 

448a 10-11. 7d 8a macdv Kd. By this Aristotle surely means 
the harmony of the fifth with the tonic and of octave with tonic. 

It is difficult to see how the different notes of the scale could be 

regarded as mixtures. 

This is, in fact, the case in connection with which a difficulty is 
raised beneath in 448 a 21 sqq. 
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The chords in question are, in modern terms, composed of two 

sets of vibrations, one of which is in the case of the octave concord, 

twice as rapid, in the case of the fifth, 14 times that of the other. 
448a 12. ls Adyos. Aristotle’s point is that two blended 

sounds, e.g. the chord of the fifth or the octave, themselves depend 

upon a relation between tones of different pitch and hence cannot 

themselves be simultaneously perceived unless they form a new com- 

bination. If they do there is a single ratio formed once more, but 

if not we shall have the impossible task of presenting together two 

incompatible relations, that of the fifth—3 to 2—ze. odd to even— 

and that of the octave —2 to 1 or even to odd, and this is impossible. 

The only difficulty left is to explain why Aristotle seems to iden- 

tify the former relation with that of much to little and the latter 
with that of little to much. But probably he does not mean to identify 

them. The explanation will be, as Alexander suggests, that by the 

_mention of the ratio of much to little he is indicating the composi- 

tion of some mixed colour, e.g. red, which contains a large proportion 

of one quality, e.g. white, and, by the relation of little to much, 

another colour, in which the proportion of white is small compared 
with the other component. | 

Alexander and most of the commentators seem to think that 

Aristotle is in this passage discussing, not the simultaneous percep- 

tion of qualities themselves composite but of the components in 

composite qualities. This (cf. note to ll. g-10 above) is erroneous 

and makes them distort the sense and take éora: yap apa x.7.A., 1. 13, 

as explaining the ovrws...yiverat, 1. 12, not the dAAws & ov. They 

would translate ‘Thus and not otherwise we get a ratio between the 

extremes, for there will be in the one case the simultaneous pre- 

sentation of the relation of odd to even, etc., in the other case of 

even to odd, etc.’ As Alexander explains, Aristotle is referring to 

the difference of the single ratio in each case. But the point is, that 

the simultaneous presentation of two such diverse ratios is im- 

possible. Besides, the other interpretation requires us to take apa 

_as applying separately to both clauses 6 pev«.7.A. and 6 8 é6diyou. But 
_there is no sense in saying that the relation of odd to even is simul- 

taneous ; the simultaneity must apply to the two ratios. 

In my interpretation I am on the whole in agreement with 

Hammond. 

448 a 16. yéve. It is wrong to confuse specific and generic 

difference as Hammond does. The point is that, if specific diffe- 
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rence renders simultaneous perception impossible, a fortiori generic 

does. 

448 a 19. . whetov x.7.A. We now proceed to a still wider diver- 
gence. Sweet and white, though heterogeneous, are still in the same 

gvoTtoxia; sweet and black lack even that connection. Torstrik’s 

conjecture of rod Aevxod for tod pédavos and 76 péAav for Tod 

Aevxod weakens the sense. It makes this clause merely a deduction 

from the principle quoted above and not an advance on it. Bekker’s 

reading of 76 Aevxdv for tov Aevkod brings a perfectly irrelevant pre- 

miss into the argument. 

r@ ea, deleted by Torstrik, is unnecessary and, if allowed 

to stand, can only be translated vaguely in the manner given. 

Still it is quite in Aristotle’s manner to change readily from the 

restricted to the wider use of a technical term, and we must bear in 

mind the essential identity of the notion of efdos as species, and 

eldos as form. We might render—‘in ideal content.’ 

448 a 21sqq. Thecase cited is apparently not the simultaneous 

perception of two different chords but of the two tones in one 

concord. The theory put forward is that really the perception is 

not simultaneous but only apparently so. With the first part of the 

conclusion Aristotle does not disagree, if it be meant that the two 

tones cannot be heard together as two separate units. But, on the 

other hand, when they form a ovydwvia they have coalesced and are 

heard simultaneously. Thus his argument becomes an attack on the 

doctrine that the coalescence is not real but apparent merely. 

448 a 23. datvovrar. The contention is, that the union of tones 

is merely apparent, just as it was contended in the juxtaposition 

theory of colour in ch. 4, 440 a 22 sqq. that the union of elementary 

tints which produced an intermediate one was of the same nature— 

that it was effected by a mixture zpos aioOnow merely (cf. notes ad loc. 

cit.). The means by which such an apparent union can be obtained 
is in both cases the same; it is owing to the interval between the 
sensations being imperceptible that this happens. Without this being 

granted the theory will not hold, and, accordingly, Aristotle proceeds 

to argue against the existence of a xpdovos avaicOyros. 

448 a 25. If the theory, that imperceptible moments of time 
exist, is true, it will be as possible to have simultaneous sensations of 

sound and colour as of different tones. But this conclusion is 

repugnant to Aristotle. Sensations of different senses cannot com- 

bine—hence cannot be simultaneously presented. 
~ 
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This is the first ground on which he rejects the theory. 

448 a 26-28. We must remember the principle laid down in 

Physics 1v.ch. 14, 223 a 16 sqq., that apart from y~vxy time cannot 

exist. Hence a time in which we are not conscious is not time. 

A xpovos dvaic@yros is strictly a time zz which we are not conscious, 

for, as Alexander points out, time is not perceived xaf’ airé but by 
means of the events which happen in it. Aristotle expresses this 

frequently when he says, eg. De Gen. et Corr. 11. ch. 10, 3374 23, 

that time does not exist apart from change. 

The argument here is derived from the continuity of time (cf. 
Physics tv. ch. 11, 249 a 13, etc.), which itself depends upon the 

continuity of the change apart from which it cannot exist. If ina 

single continuous time there are sections in which no consciousness 
occurs, the continuity of the consciousness will be broken ; but, when 

one is continuously conscious, one is not aware of breaks. 

Alexander apparently reads «i 6p@ kat ov« aicOaverar (1. 32), the 

‘iatter words merely repeating the sense of AavOavor av (1. 32). 

Simon follows the reading kai ov« aic@averar Kai aicPaverar, which 

simply states more explicitly the contradiction implied above. 

448 b 1. The ancient Latin version does not translate xai «i 

aioOaverau (1. 33), nor does Alexander read it. It is probably a 

gloss. In that case we should have to remove the comma after éru, 

making the sentence start with that word. | 

If we retain the clause, the sense will be—‘‘ But if there are no 

breaks in our consciousness and we still perceive whatever object is 

before us during the whole of the time even though certain sections 

of it are imperceptible, then we shall have to say that perception 

throughout any whole time is really always effected by perception in 

some part of it only.” ‘Thus, as Alexander says, we do not perceive 

this time drAws kai kvpiws, but only indirectly. We do not perceive 

a whole as a whole. The argument then goes on to show how by 

subtracting the xpdvor avaicOyro from any whole and from the 
remainder successively ad infinitum, you could show that no time, 

however small, was, fer se, an object of consciousness. 

448 b 2. ‘mpdypa. Bound up with and illustrative of the proof 

we have just outlined (note to 448 a 26-28) of the non-existence of 

insensible moments of time, there runs a parallel proof of the non- 

existence of insensible material magnitudes. Alexander explains their 

conjunction by making out that it is the supposed odpara avaicOyra 
kat ajepy which have motions in imperceptible times. These have 

R. 15 
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already been disposed of in chapter 6 and in the Physics etc. But it 

is obvious that this proof which shows that there are no ypovot 
avaicOyro., will equally well get rid of cwpara avaicbyra, indeed of 

insensible magnitudes of all kinds, for the discussion is carried on 
wholly in terms of péyeGos. 

Here the two cases are argued out concurrently, and so closely 

interwoven that they seem to get confused. 

448b 5. tiv odnv. It is absurd to make this refer to tyv 
ynv (1. 8) as Bender and Hammond do. How can CB be taken 
away from the whole earth? Alexander correctly explains that 

Aristotle is illustrating both magnitudes, the temporal and the spatial, 

by a line AB, and the feminine inflection here refers to the ypappy. 

The contention of the whole passage leads to the conclusion that 

here, as in many cases, our text consists of notes either written for or 

taken from a lecture in which there were many cursory explanations 

and asides, which have not come down to us. Probably by this 
stage in the proof Aristotle had already drawn the line on something 

analogous to our blackboard, and this explains the sudden appear- 

ance of the feminine inflection in the adjective without the previous 

introduction of any feminine substantive for it to agree with. 

If we make the apodosis begin at kai we must say that Aristotle 
implicitly, if not explicitly, identifies perception of a whole time with 

perception during a continuous time, ze. during the whole of it. 

That is in fact what he means by the latter, and what he frequently 

expresses, ¢.g. in 448b 2 by aic@averOa ev: cf. also l. g & te 

éviavr@ = during a whole year, and év.7 ovx yoOdvero |. 7, 448a 29 

év TUvEXEl Xpove. 
For this way of translating tov viv tovtwr, cf. Phys. vi. ch. 6, 

227 2.40; 1Vs €..10, 216 4 15. 

448b 7. In order to carry on the parallel proof affecting an 

extended magnitude he should have added to év 9, 4 7s. The 
reference to the extended magnitude appears once more, however, 

in the next clause—7 tavrys tT. 

448b 8. & tatrns tw qf tadryns t1. We must remember that the 

same line is representing indifferently either a temporal or a spatial 

magnitude. | 

viv yqv «7A. Simon and St Hilaire rightly say that this is the 

reductio ad absurdum of the theory that, by perceiving a part, we can 

perceive the whole. On this interpretation we must render év ro 

éviavTo—during the whole year, ‘totum annum,’ Simon, p. 257. 

a4 
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Alexander does not give quite the same interpretation. He 

thinks that aorep tHv yqv is an illustration of how we may have 
indirect (xara pépos) perception of a whole. We may, in an improper 

and unqualified way (déAds), say that we,perceive the whole earth 

by perceiving a part, or assign the Olympic contest to such and such 

a year because it occurs in a certain time falling within the year. 
Whichever interpretation we follow, the result is the same. Such 

perception is only indirect perception of a whole, not of a whole fer 

se, and, if there are imperceptible moments, it alone is possible, and 

we can never have perception of a whole as a whole. 

448 b 10. od8iv aicOdverar. This is doubtless put in as a reply 

to an objection that the line AB by which he was illustrating was 
perceived as a whole 

(A Gi 8). 

He reminds the objector that they have agreed that CB shall repre- 

sent an imperceptible part. 

448 b 14. darayra piv ody x.t.A. We must understand that the 

conclusion reached in the previous clause is rejected. For the 

doctrine cf. chapter 6, 445 b 30 sqq. where he shows that the minute 

parts of objects, though not fer se actually perceptible, are still 

perceptible évepyeda in the whole, ze. when taken in conjunction 
with the other parts, and that even fer se they are potentially 

perceptible (446 a 15 sq.: duvdéme te yap éorw dn, Kai evepyeia. Eran 

Tpooyevop.evov). 
The doctrine involved in both passages is the same and the 

conclusion the same, viz. wav péyeBos aicOyrov. 

448 b 16. GAN od gatverar Soov—adN’ eviote dSialperov, dpa 8 otk 

déiatperov. This should probably be connected with what is said in 

De An, i. ch. 3, 428 b 29 sqq. about the falsity which may attach 

to davracia. davracia may be exercised along with sensation 

(rapovons THS aicPyoews). In the case of the perception of size 

(and the other xowda aic@yra) which may itself be erroneous, the 
gavragia which results from this perception may also be false, 

whether the perception is present or not, kai padicta Otay toppw Td 

aioOyrov 7. If, with Freudenthal (Ueber d. Beg. d. Wort. pave. 0b. 

Arist., p. 12), we take méppw as referring to spatial distance, as 

toppwhev does here (but cf. Rodier, Vol. 11. p. 433), then Aristotle is 

instancing the error which attaches to our idea of distant objects. 

Cf. also 428 b 3: otov daiveras péev 6 HAtos rodiatos and De Lnsom. 
ch. 1, 458b 28, and ch. 2, 460b 18. But though, in the above 

15—2 
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passages, the discrepancy between ¢avracia and belief (iorts) is 

discussed, we nowhere meet with an explanation of any conflict 
between imagination and perception of the common sensibles which 

goes so far as to assert that something which is imperceptible is yet 

imageable. 

Hence we may conclude that, when Aristotle says that magni- 
tudes sometimes appear to be indivisible, he would not probably 

refer the act of mind to davracia in the strict sense defined in 

De An. 11. ch. 3 (kivyors bro THs aicPyoews yryvopevn 429 a 1) Or as 

the faculty of images (cf. 428 a1). It is rather to be classed as a 

mistaken opinion and to be ascribed to dog. In fact daiverar is 

here used vaguely, and xara perapopav (cf. 428a 2), but in a sense 
which is very common (cf. above 448 a 23 and frequently elsewhere) 

as implying ‘appearance’ in the modern sense, as opposed to reality. 

(For a discussion of the minimum visibile cf. Introduction, sec. vit.) 
448b 18. & rots tumpoobev. I hold (following Alexander’s 

second alternative) that this refers to ch. 6, 445b 11: dédvvarov 
yap Aevkdv pev Spav, py woody dé, not to the subsequent discussion 

(cf. note to 448 b 14), for the principle involved is not wav péyebos 

aicOyrov but wav aicPyrov péyeGos, the simple converse, which is also 

discussed at the end of this chapter, 449 a 22 sqq. 

448 b 19. This passage from 448 b 19 to 449a 22 presents very 

serious difficulty. In the first part of it the text has been practically 

reconstructed by Biehl, who attaches great authority to mss. EM Y. 

Consequently the interpretations of Alexander and most commen- 

tators who follow a very different version have to be in many places 

discarded. ‘This in itself is small loss, as it can hardly be said that 
those interpretations were consistent either among themselves or 

with the previous part of the treatise. But the difficulty still remains 

of extracting the exact drift of the argument from the crabbed Greek 

of the reconstructed and, it is supposed, more ancient version. 

Down to 449a Io runs an argument to which we can find no strict 

parallel in the De Anzma, and it is here that the textual reconstruc- 
tion takes place. From this point onwards we can trace an identity 

between the reasonings here and those passages in De Az. 111. ch. 2, 

426 b 8—427a 16 and ch. 7, 431a 19 sqq., which are themselves 

already so famous for their obscurity. Consequently the advantage 

resulting from a greater unanimity as to the text is annulled by a 

greater divergence of opinion as to the purport of the argument. 

In order to arrive at a conclusion as to the general meaning of 
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the passage we must, as it were, take our bearings and recapitulate 

the results attained in the previous part of the chapter together with 

the main conclusions arrived at in the De Anima. 

The solution already given of ris mporepov AexGeions amopias is, 

that consciousness of two sensations simultaneously is only possible 

when the two combine to form a unitary product (447 b 11: TH wa 

de [aicOyoa| dua Svoiv ovk éorw aicOdverOar av pn pxOp). Only 

sensations, however, belonging to the same sense can give a unitary 

product (447 a 32 sqq.), and, as an illustration of this unitary product, 

he gives the concord which two different tones compose and, though 
Aristotle does not explicitly mention them (cf. notes to 448 a 7 sqq.-), 

everything points to his having in his mind the composite colours, 
odours and flavours which in previous chapters he asserted to be 

formed by the combination of the two qualities which in each sense 

are most opposed to each other (ék pev éviwy yiverai tu...péyvuvrar yap 

ov Ta €oxara évavtia). Qualities of diverse senses do not combine 
(ex 8 éviwy ov yiverat, towdra 8& ta bp Erépav aicOyow...ovK éore 

S ék Nevkod cat d&€os ev yevéoOar adr 7 kata cvpB_eByxos). This state- 

ment is repeated again in the passage we are to discuss 449 a 9-10: 

ovdev yap éx Tovtwy [yAvKéos kai evKod] ev. 

The conclusion then is, that sensations of different senses cannot 

be simultaneously present in consciousness, while those belonging to 
the same sense escape the same disability only by sacrificing their 

individuality and merging in a compound (piypa) in which they are 

not évepyeia, actually, discernible. 
Now, in view of the opposition between this conclusion and the 

passages in the De Anima as well as the solution finally come to at 

the end of this chapter (wore xai aicOavorr’ av apa TG atte Kal Evi, 

449 a 21), which is evidently Aristotle’s final opinion, how are we to 

treat the arguments in the earlier part of the chapter? Are they 

merely dialectical? Or do they merely emphasise a point of view 

which, while so far legitimate, is modified and transcended by the 

final presentation of the subject? To us who have followed Aris- 

totle’s method of developing an argument in previous chapters, this 

seems the more likely answer, but whether he has made the relation 

between the two points of view quite plain, and whether indeed he 

was clear about it in his own mind, is another question. 

In the passages in the De Azima there is no mention whatsoever 

of the sensations coalescing with each other. The question is raised 

how we distinguish the yarious sense qualities, and the word chiefly 
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used for this action is xpivewy, which is paraphrased once (426 b 14) 
by aicOavecOau- ore diapéper [ta aicPyra|. The reply is, that they 
must be distinguished by something unitary and in a unitary moment 

of time (dua). If the first condition were not fulfilled, consciousness 

would be divided into independent parts, separate like the minds of 
different individuals; if the moment of their distinction were not 

a unit, qualities could not be pronounced to be distinct at one and 

the same moment. 

Obviously Aristotle is there not discussing qualities which have 

merged with each other and lie indistinguishably commingled in 
their product. It is noteworthy also that, apparently, he finds the 

greatest difficulty in explaining the simultaneous distinction of 

contrary qualities, not of those belonging to diverse senses. (Cf. 

Rodier, Vol. u. pp. 388 sqq. and pp. 501 sqq. On the whole 

I follow Rodier and Alexander.) (1) The first explanation proposed 

is, that what perceives is in aspect or mode of existence (7@ elvat) 
diverse, though a numerical and spatial unit (rorw dé Kai apiOpo 

adwaiperov 427 a 5), just as things have various diverse qualities, but 

yet are numerically and spatially one (cf. beneath 449 a 16: to yap 

attd Kal €v apiOud evKov Kai yAvKd éort). (I agree with Rodier and 

Alexander in identifying the second solution in this chapter of the 

De Sensu with the former of the two explanations in the De Anima 

inh Chee.) 

But (2) it is only potentially that contrary qualities (as distin- 

guished from those merely diverse) can forma unity. When actual 

they cannot be realised in the same subject. When forming a mixture 

they have potential existence and thus can be realised in the same 

subject. Hence we must think of the soul, not as being analogous 

in this case to a thing in which diverse qualities are combined, but 

rather to something incorporeal, ¢.g. a point, which is at one and the 

same time actually one or two, according to the way in which it is 

viewed. <A point fer se is a mere unit and indivisible, but, viewed 

as the end of one line and the starting point of another, it is two. 

In the line AB which is intersected at the point C 

A iC B 
C is employed in two ways at the same time, as the terminus of AC 

and the starting point of CB (dis yap 7a avtd xpprar onpeiw apo 

4274 12). 

This is, without doubt, the same solution as that mentioned 

briefly below in 449a 12 sqq. ‘In so far as that which perceives 

\S 
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sweet and white is actually indivisible it is one, in so far as actually 
divisible it is diverse.’ 

Note that in the De Sensw Aristotle applies the explanation, which 

he had reserved in the De Anima for contraries, to mere differents 

like white and sweet, afterwards returning to the more general solu- 

tion which he had given in the De Anima (}} worep émt tav tpaypdtwv 

airav évdéxerar, ovtTws Kal eri TAS Wuyns 449a 14-15) and which 

seemed to be inadequate to account for the perception of contrartes. 

This need not mean a recoil on Aristotle’s part from the teaching in 
the Psychology. From the discussion there in 11. ch. 7, it appears 

that he thought the cases of contraries and of differents not to be 

fundamentally diverse. (I follow here Rodier’s text and interpreta- 
tion.) Vide 431a 21: éote yap ev 71, ovTw bé Kal ws opos. Kal Tadra, 

€v T@ avdAdoyov kal TH apiOued dv, exe Tpds ExdTEpov, ws exeiva mpos 

adAynra: ti yap Siahéper TO arropeiv THs TA pH Spoyevn Kpiver } Ta 

évavtia, otov Nevkov Kal péAav ; K.T.A. 

Here we find (1) that that which discerns the sensibles is ws 
Gpos, as it were a limiting point (cf. répas in the previous passage) ; 
(2) that the sensations (ratra) are, in virtue of this principle, related 

to each other as the qualities (€xeiva) are among themselves ; (3) that 
this numerically identical consciousness relates the various pairs of 

evaytia. in an analogous fashion (as we can gather also from De Sensu, 
ch. 7, above 447 b 32 sqq.: ws 8 avrws éavrais ta ovoroixa x.7.d.). 

Hence, if white bears to black the relation that sweet bears to bitter, 

the proportion will be transposable, as we may say that white is to 

sweet as black to bitter. Here now we are relating to each other ra 

pH Swoyevn and hence it follows that the mode of distinguishing them 

is not essentially different from the way in which we discriminate 

contraries. 

It follows, then, that Aristotle’s final opinion contained both 

elements and that the two are really complementary to each other 

(cf. Rodier 11. p. 501), viz., (1) that the relation of sensations in con- 

sciousness is the same as that of objective qualities in things, (2) that 

the only parallel we can find for the relating consciousness is the 

mathematical point with its double function of oneness and duality. 

Notice that Aristotle is confident that this perception of two 

qualities zs simultaneous, while it must be different from the only 

kind of simultaneous perception of qualities yet accounted for (up 

to 448 b 17) in the De Sensu. This was the perception of qualities 

in fusion ; that is the distinction (xpéo.s) of the different sensations, 
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It is true that in De Sensu, ch. 7, 447 b 28 sqq. Aristotle says it is 

the function of-a single sense to discriminate specifically different 

and opposite qualities like white and black. But there is no indi- 

cation at that point that this discrimination must be instantaneous ; 

the drift of the argument seems rather to be that what is perceived 

at a single instant must be a numerical unit. Alexander (De Sensu, 
p. 167, ll. 10 sqq. [W.], p. 352, ll. 10 sqq. [Thurot]) professes to find 
the account given of the perception of contraries here unsatisfactory. 

It is merely, he thinks, the same as that first hazarded in the De 

Anima and there set aside. The same thing cannot be both white 

and black, and hence, if the union of sensations in the soul is similar 

to the union of qualities in things, we have left the case of contrary 

sensations unexplained. Hence he thinks that either discrimination 

of contraries can only be effected by means of memory, not by 

present sensations, or that it is by the central organ (the heart) being 
affected in different parts simultaneously (just as it must be different 

parts of the same object that have contrary determinations) that we 
can at the same time distinguish different sensations. Hence, though 

the simultaneous experience (rafos) of two opposite qualities is not 
possible, simultaneous discrimination (picts) is. 

This seems to me to be an untenable position. Though, in 

perception, there can be distinguished the two different aspects of 

discrimination and experience or reception of the sensations, yet they 

cannot exist apart from each other; at any rate the discrimination of 
the diversity cannot exist without the presentation of the differents, 

and simultaneous discrimination of the differents cannot exist without 

simultaneous modification of the same thing by the differents. 

Besides, this theory seems to be exactly that which Aristotle, in 

anticipation of his final solution, is going to disprove below in 

the passage from 448b 19—449a 9: apa perv, Erépw dé THS Wrx7s 

aicbavecOa. This is impossible, he says, even though the different 

parts belong to one continuous whole—ovrw & déréum ws ravri dvtt 
ovvexet (cf. ixfra 23 sqq. and notes). This would be a good descrip- 
tion of the central organ functioning by means of different parts. 

The way out of the difficulty is found by paying close attention 

to the conclusion established in De Ax. 111. ch. 7. 

There is no essential difference, Aristotle says, between the dis- 

crimination of differents and of contraries. Similarly we might add 

there is no essential difference between the way in which both classes 

of qualities are realised in things. Incompatible qualities must, if 
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realised in one thing (by belonging to different parts of it), meet in a 

common point which is two or one according to the way of looking 

at it, just as much as a particle of matter which is both sweet and 
white has both a dual and a unitary aspect. 

If this is Aristotle’s final opinion, what is to be thought of the 

purport of the earlier part of this chapter? It might be suggested 

that in the De Sensu he is talking of aic@dverfo in the sense of 

macxev, in the De Anima as xpiveyv. But this can hardly be 

accurate ; the final verdict in the De Sensu is the same as in the De 

Anima, while there is no indication that he is at the end thinking of 
aigOno.s merely as kpiows. As we have seen, there cannot be simul- 
taneous xpio.s without simultaneous 7é6os, while again sensation is 

always with him a dvvayus xpitixy, always cognitive. Perhaps the 
meaning to be extracted from the discussion is as follows—Sense 

qualities as such cannot be perceived simultaneously. True, if the 

sensations they give rise to can combine, as they may do if they 

belong to the same sense (since the corresponding stimuli are in 

closer proximity than in other cases—péaAdAov yap dua 7 Kivnots 447 b 

9 sq.), they can both be experienced. But in combination they 

cannot be discriminated, hence not perceived. But since, as we 

learn in the De Anima, to be discriminated they must be simul- 

taneously apprehended, it is to their objective realisation in things, 

to their unity kata ovpP_Byxds, z.e. as accidents of the same substance, 

that we must look for the grounds of the possibility of their dis- 

crimination, while their discrimination is effected by a consciousness 

which has a unity, not like that of different spatial parts in a whole, 

but like that of the different qualities in one object. 

If this be the meaning of our author, it forms a remarkable fore- 

shadowing of the psychological doctrine that discrimination and 

objectification go together nd, if objects can exist only in space, it 

is an argument for the necessity of the spatial form of things for the 

development of knowledge. 

Aristotle says that this faculty which distinguishes the sense 

qualities belonging to the different genera is still a form of sense, for 

the qualities distinguished are sense qualities (aicOyra ydp éorw, De 
An. ul. ch. 2, 426b 15). Yet it cannot be ida aic@yous, which 

merely discriminates qualities belonging to a single sense. It is not 
located in the organ of any special sense, nor in the flesh. Its 

organ he calls 75 xiépuov ai Oyryp.ov, which is evidently to be identified 
with what he elsewhere calls 76 xvpiov aicOyrnpiov, De Som. ch. 2, 
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455 a21Sqq., To mpwrov aicOyrnpiov ibid. 456a 21, etc., and 76 Kotvdy 

aio Ont pov De Juvent. ch. 1, 467 b 28, zbzd. ch. 3, 469 a 12, namely the 

heart or some constituent found in it. This is the organ of the xow7 
aia Oyo.s, one function of which we have already discussed, namely 

the perception of the ‘common sensibles,’—number, figure, magni- 

tude, motion, and unity. If we look however to De Som. ch. 2, 

455 a 43 sqq. we find that the faculty by which we distinguish the 

various genera of sensations, e.g. white and sweet, is also called a Kou) 

dvvapus dxoXovdodoa macats, and this it is, too, which enables us to be 

not only conscious but self-conscious (9 Kat dru bpd Kat dkover aicbd- 
verat). It resides in the kowov aic@nrypiov (tii Kow@d popiy Tav . 

aicOytnpiov mavTwv). 

Hence we come to the conclusion that the faculty by which we 

discriminate and hence objectify sense qualities is also the same as 

that in virtue of which we are self-conscious, a striking anticipation 
of Kant’s doctrine of the objectifying function of the ‘ transcendental 

unity of apperception.’ Cf. Introd. sec. 1x. 
448b 22. drépo xpdve. Cf. note to ardue above 4474 15 ; this 

has been the sense in which Aristotle has used ‘individual time’ 

throughout. Cf. Physics vit. ch. 8, 263 b 27: odx otdv te eis aTomovs 
Xpovous dtatpeta Oar tov xpovor, cf. also vi. ch. 9, 239 b 8. 

448 b 23. érépw 8. This seems not to be exactly the theory 

rejected in De An. i. ch. 2, 426b 17 sqq.: ovre 8) Kexwpurpevors 
evOexXEeTaL Kpively OTL ErEepov TO yAVKY TOU NevKOU, K.T.A. 

There it was shown in general terms that it is not by separate 

organs or faculties that the soul discriminates diverse sensations. 

Here it is proved that not even though the different organs were to 

form a continuous whole could it be said that through them the dis- 
tinction of the sensations is effected. 

In short, both arguments are directedsagainst the contention that 

it is by means of spatially different parts that the simultaneous 

presentation and discrimination of two. different sense qualities is 

rendered possible. In the De Anima these different parts seem to 

be regarded as the various end organs, but as it might have been 

objected that they need not be regarded as separate in that way, since, 

on Aristotle’s own theory, the various sense organs all connected with 

the heart, and the real organ of discrimination might hence be the 
various parts of that member, Aristotle here refutes this second version 

of the theory. 

448b 24. od tO ardpw. This is omitted by mss. LS U and 
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also by Alexander, who reads, instead of the subsequent ovtw & drop, 
Kal ovtws atéuw ws ravti ovr. cvvexe. This he takes to refer to the 

apa inl. 21 above and to be a second attempt to define the sense in 
which the organ is individual (Alex. p. 157 ll. 17 sqq. [W.], p. 331 1.7 
[Th.]). ‘This reading and interpretation is supported by Thurot and 
also Baumker (/ahrd. fiir Class. Philol. 1886, p. 319) who, of course, 

assign the ov t@ aroww to dittographia. But, if the interpretation is 
to be supported and ovrws atdéuw is to be referred to time, we must 

read either cat év ovrws with Thurot or «av ovrws with Baumker. 
However, it is impossible that ws wavrt ovre ovvexet can elucidate the 
meaning of aya or be a relevant description of the atomic time 
mentioned above (cf. previous notes). That is a time which rela- 

tively to the two sensations is atomic, which is such that the two 

sensations are not subsequent to each other, but both experienced 

concurrently throughout the whole duration of the time. But, though 

the time is continuous, one sensation may quite well be subsequent 

to another, for the time uniting two events in immediate succession 

is continuous. 

It is true that the time in which the sensations are presented 

must be continuous, ze. must be capable of resolution into still 

briefer times : cf. the general discussion of continuity in the notes to 

ch. 6, 445 b 3 and 28 sqq. 

But to point this out in no way shows how the sensations are 

aya; on the contrary, it would lead one to believe they were not 

really apa, 7.¢c. év to aitd xpovw (Physics iv. ch. 10, 218 a 25, Categ. 

ch. 13, 14b 25) in the sense of being concurrently present in all 

parts of it, but that one was vorepov, the other zporepov. Cf. Physics, 

loc. cit.—dapo. elven Kata. ypovov = pyTe TpoTEepov pnTE VoTEpov TO év TO 

abr@ elvat. 

Hence, if it was said that the individuality of the time in which 

two sensations were presented consisted in its being composed of 
continuous parts and that they were ‘together,’ awa, merely in the 

sense of occupying different parts of this continuous whole, this 

would contradict the definition of their simultaneity given above in 

]. 22, which Alexander explains as not being merely immediate suc- 

cession in time. ) 

In short, if it can be asserted that a time of continuous parts is 

atomic in a sense (z.e. in the sense that no division in it has been 

made), yet this is not the sense in which the time in which sensations 

are simultaneously perceived is atomic. 
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‘Hence if ovrw aropuw refers to time, it is a misleading irrelevancy. 
It must refer to the organ or faculty of perception. (For the sense 

in which 76 ovvexés is a unity cf. Metaph. x. ch. 1, 10524 19 sqq.) 
The ancient translation runs ‘ et non indivisibili, sic autem indi- 

visibili ut omni existenti continuo.’ 

Biehl’s conjecture kal od 7 dtéuw 7 ovTw[s ?| drow seems to 
give little visible improvement. 

448b 28. ratra. All mss. except EM and all editors except 

Biehl read ratrd. Accordingly, following that reading we should ~ 

have to interpret ‘there will be a plurality of organs specifically 

alike.’ Not only the interpretations but the readings also which 
we are to accept in the subsequent passage will depend upon our 

decision here. 

Firstly, it is clear that whatever reading we accept we must not 

have the temerity to translate yéve: in this line ‘species.’ Hammond 
reading tairdé renders: ‘it will then have parts specifically the same. 

For its repeated sensations belong to the same species.’ This is 

certainly to cut the knot and leave the difficulty unsolved. 

Supposing that taira be read, then we may, throughout the subse- 

quent lines also, follow pretty closely the version of the class of Mss. 

which gives us that reading. 

Bekker gives xat yap & aio@averat, év To atte yeva éotiv, which we 

may render ‘for the objects of a single sense belong to the same 

genus.’ This does not seem to be a confirmation of the taira unless 
we remember that, though the actual sensation is identical with the 

sense quality as actually perceived and that, hence, as qualities are 
specifically diverse so are sensations, yet as a dvvapus the sense 

is specifically a unit. The perception of black and of white 
is dvvaye. specifically one. What has a generic unity évepyeta has 
specific unity potentially. 

The senses considered as faculties are only specifically distinct. 

Now the sense faculty and the sense organ are from many points of 

view one and the same thing. They are, of course, relatively to 

each other capa épyavixov and ééis—the ééis of the particular organ ; 

but they are often referred to by the same term; aio@yors is often 

equivalent to aioOyrypuov (cf. above ch. 3, 440a 20, and ows is even 

used for oupa: cf. ch. 2, 438a 13: 7d pev ovv tHv ow evar vdaTos 

adnbes ev), and so axon for the ear, oodpyors for the organ of smell 
(cf. De An, 11. ch. 1, 425a 4: 94 8 axon dépos, «.7.A. and De Sens. 
ch, 2, 438b 21-22 and note). 
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'’ Hence we might argue that, corresponding to the specifically 

entical faculty which perceives objects specifically distinct, there is, 

if it requires a separate organ to apprehend every separate determi- 

nation, a corresponding plurality of sense organs which yet are speci- 

fically identical, for, if the faculty is specifically one, so are the organs. 

Hence we should have to interpret ei 3€ dru ws dv0 oppara, x.7.A. 

l. 29 sqq. in some such way as this—‘If it be said that this may 
very well be the case because (e.g.) the eyes are specifically alike, and 

so the soul may have a plurality of similar organs, it must be observed 

that the cases are not parallel. 7 

‘The two eyes have an identical function, not two images but 

one alone is present when we see; but the case you try to explain 

is that of the perception of diversity.’ (This would require to be the 

sense to be arrived at, whatever reading we follow.) 

‘Once more, if the organs are specifically alike, so will the faculty 

of perceiving black, white, etc., be specifically identical, z.e. you will 

have different sense faculties only numerically distinct (aic@yoes ai 

avtat mAelovs éoovrat |. 33) which is like saying that there may be 

different sciences of the same subject.’ 

But this last argument is sufficient to throw suspicion on the 
whole proof. If it is the case that, as the authors of this interpreta- 
tion would themselves admit, the perception of black and the per- 

ception of white are only as actualised specifically different, and 

duvaper, Or as a faculty, they are specifically identical and only numeri- 

cally to be distinguished as different possible acts of the same sense 

(cf. Alex. De Sens. p. 158, 1.15 [W.], p. 333, 1. 6 [Th.]: trav yap év ro 
yéve. 4 avt? Kar’ «idos aicyo.s. Alexander, however, shows some 

perplexing hesitation between duoyev? and dépoed7), then it is clear 

that Aristotle would not have the least objection to saying that the 

same sense faculty may be reduplicated, provided one understands 

what this means. If it mean, as is the only view consistent with the 

reading ravra, that it is one sense faculty which is particularised and 

made determinate in the perception of black, white, etc., then this is 

precisely his theory. 

- (Compare 447b 27 sqq. above. There he cannot maintain the 

unqualified assertion that, corresponding to a specifically identical 

object, there is a single (specifically identical) sense. A single sense 

corresponds to and discriminates specifically diverse objects (cf. 447 b 

29). Itisthe single sense functioning in a determinate manner which 

gives specific identity in the object.) 
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Hence it would be Aristotle’s own theory that the different orgai, , |] 

by which we perceived white and black, if there were any, must oo 
specifically alike, just as the eyes are alike. 

But his argument is this—‘If you postulate a diversity of organs, 

you will have to make them specifically w#dtke each other. Where 
we have different organs, as is the case with diverse senses, the unity 
of the senses is only generic ; hence here too, within one sense, if 

you are to have separate organs, they will only have a generic 

resemblance to each other. You object and say there are the two 

eyes, specifically alike, but yet serving the one sense—sight. I reply 
that these have a single function; the sensations given by each ~ 

combine to form one product. So too the different sensations 

mediated by specifically identical (ete dé 1. 31) parts of the same 
organ may form a compound, ¢.g. black and white, and sounds of 

various pitch, which combine. But, when that is so, the different 

sensations are not discriminated. Your proposal was to account for 

the perception, ze¢., discrimination of the sensations, by the diversity 
of the organs by which they are apprehended. If, as shown, a mere 

numerical difference in the organ does not render that possible, you 

will have to try specific disparateness. The different organs must be 

specifically diverse. . 

‘But, if so, contained within each sense there will be diverse 

faculties, distinct from each other as the various sciences are dis- 

tinct and as the admittedly different senses are distinct. Distinct 

sciences have each an appropriate dvvayss and so have distinct 

senses. ‘lhe perception, then, of (e.g.) different colours will, because 

each has, as shown, its appropriate dvvayus, be distinct in the way that 

the sciences are.’ 

This carries us down to 449 a 3, after which the argument takes 

a new turn. : 

448 b 28-29. To adr yéve. Cf. 447 b 29-303; where you have 

different organs you have only generic identity in the sense. 

448b 29. If we read ovdév xwAver in this way as governing or: 

(see translation), we must supply Aexréov before ort tows in order to 

avoid an ugly anacoluthon. ‘This, however, is very common in 

Aristotle. Cf. 7 dru mpdrov |. 25 above. The dru iows clause can 
hardly be an argument against the suggestion that we may have 

different organs specifically alike, as in the case of the eyes; it will 

rather be in support of it. Alexander, however, wishes to take or 

igws as an objection to a different thesis (cf. note to ratra above). 
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If it is intended as an argument in support, it can only be the plea 

of an intelligent supporter. He (the supporter) says—‘here you 

have two eyes of identical construction functioning alike and co- 

operating in the act of perception.’ Aristotle in the next sentence 

replies ‘that is exactly the point, the objects they perceive are 

numerically one, not diverse as is required in the case of the organs 
which are to perceive both white and black simultaneously.’ 

448b 31-33. Bekker reads éxet dé, ei pev Ev 76 €& dpqoiv, éxeivo 

70 aicOavopuevov éorat, ei S€ xwpis, odx Spoiws efer, following LS U P 

and Alexander. 

Biehl’s text is ei dé, 4) prev &v TO e& auoty, Ev Kal TO aicGavopnevov 

x.7.\.; he bases his restoration on readings in EM Y. This would 

give us—‘ But if that is so, then, consequent to the unity of the 

product, the perceptive organ (faculty?) is single, while again if the 

sensations are separate the case is altered.’ We may extract a 

meaning out of it somewhat like that which Alexander gets from the 

other reading—viz. that in the case of the eyes you have really a 

single psychic faculty functioning through the two organs and not two, 

as is claimed. This will give a sense satisfactory to our argument ; 

but it is difficult to see how 76 aic@avopevov could be said to be 

numerically single when it is quite as naturally an epithet for 

the eye as for the faculty, and the eyes are manifestly double. 

Hence I propose, while following Biehl and the older class of 
MSS., to read cide: dé ei instead of «i d¢ in 448b 31, and interpret as 

in note to 448b 28. The point is, that two perceptive organs 

specifically alike will account for the perception of a single object, 

but that to account for the perception of two things (simultaneously), 
the organs must be specifically wzzke. 

Hammond translates, following Biehl’s text, ‘‘If, however, the 

continuation of both forms a unit, then ¢hat which ts perceived will 

be a unit and, if they remain uncombined, then the result will 

likewise be uncombined.’ 

448 b 33. ére aicOyoes «.t.’. For Alexander’s interpretation 

cf. note to b 28 above. | 
449 a 3. It seems to be the universal practice to take tavrys as 

‘referring to évépyeva inl. 2. We thus get a syllogism—if aic@nous 

then évépyeia, if évépyera then oikeia Svvayis; hence all aicOyoes 

have their oixe/a dvvayis. But perhaps there was no need to prove 

this. Whether we read ratira or tad7a in 448 b 28, we might prefer 

aic@yors here to be taken in the sense which it has in 448 b 
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33-—as a distinct sense (not as sezsation as I have translated). Now 
a sense is by definition a dvvayis (cf. De An. ul. ch. 9, 432 a 16) 

and more accurately a dvvapus in the sense of é€is (cf. De Sens. ch. 1, 
436b 5, and note to ch. 4, 441 b 25, and De Az. u.ch. 5). A sense 

is like a distinct science, a determinate potentiality; the actual 

exercise of both alike depends upon this, which may be called the 

oixeia Suvapus of the évépyera in each case. It may be of these princi- 

ples that Aristotle reminds us here. It has already been shown that, 

if the organs by which we perceive white and black are distinct, they, 

and therefore the faculties which reside in them, must be distinct. 

Hence these latter will be distinct in the sense that sciences are ~ 

distinct. The two clauses—ovre...dvvapews, ovre...aicOnou—will 

then form only a single premiss in the argument which proves that 

a distinct sense is like a distinct science. 

449a 4. Unless py be read before aicbaverar we get a shocking 

piece of bad reasoning; though if B can be perceived, @ fortiori 

A can be perceived, we cannot infer that if A then B (B= Tov 7a 

yéver Erépwv, A= 7a évavtia). Besides the presence of 7 does not 

incommode the argument, in fact improves it. 

The best defence of this emendation (which though authorised 

by no text is seen to be necessary by Alexander unless tovrwv 

= éxeivww, Ze. heterogeneous objects, dAAwv = duoedav. So St Hilaire 

and Leonicus) is by Baumker in the Jahrb. fiir Class. Philol. 1886, 

p. 320. He points out that though in classical Greek if uy is read 

we should expect ovdé not «ai after dr in the next clause, yet we 
find instances of the contrary usage in Aristotle, eg. De Coelo, 1. 

ch. 11, 281a 16: olov 6 xia Badioa orddia pn Svvapevos, dyrov 

OTL Kat xiAta Kal ev. 

The presence of the xai, being so EES to common usage, 

probably led to the omission of the py. 

For the principle compare above 447 b 7 sqq. and 448a 15 sqq. 

év évi kat atoum must refer to time (cf. 448 b 22-24 and notes). It 
is the simultaneousness of the perception which is under discussion, 

and which cannot be accounted for by the theory that the faculty or 

organ is diverse. 
449a7. From yro, |. 7, to ék rovrwy ev, |. 9, the passage is 

almost hopelessly obscure. 

rovrwv, |. 7, must surely refer to yAvkéos and Aevxod. The phrase 

TO ek TovTwy continually refers toa compound. Cf. De Ax. u. ch. 1, 

412 a 9, where ovoia ovvOéry, consisting of vAy and eidos, is so 
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designated, and Aefaph. vii. ch. 3, 1029 a 3, etc. Thus if here ro & 

rovrwv refers to the organ or faculty of perception, it can hardly 

imply that it is a substratum or toxeiwevoy, as Alexander (De 

Sensu, p. 162, 1. 23 [W.], p. 343, 1. 6 [Th.]) and Rodier (11. p. 390) 
take it. 

However, apart from this, all except Simon (Simon, De Sensu, 

p. 261) admit that (76) é« rovrwy in 1. 9 refers to a compound of 
qualities or sensations, and it is hardly likely that in three lines Aristotle 

would employ the same expression to refer to two different things. 

Moreover the meaning of 70 e& apdotv in 448 b 32 above, as well as 

é€ Ov 447 a 23, ék...éviwy 447 a 32, etc., all point to this phrase 
referring to a fusion of sensations, and so St Hilaire takes it. On 

the other hand, Alexander, Thomas, Simon, and Rodier wish to take 

it as referring to the soul or the central organ, the heart. The only 

advantage resulting from this is that the connection of ddd’ avayKy 

ev and év yap tT. 76 aicOytixéy éore pépos is quite clear, but it leaves the 

connection between the latter clause and those which follow it 

absolutely unexplained. 

Simon is more consistent than others in thinking that the refer- 

ence may be to the central sense and its organ throughout. 

If we take 16 ék rovtwv as referring on both occasions to a 

product of sensations, then the argument will be clear except as to 

the connection between aAX’ avayxy év and &v yap tt 70 aicOytiKdv éore 

pépos. The only way I can see for explaining this is as follows: 

‘It is claimed that we perceive black and white simultaneously 

by means of a single organ with spatially diverse though continuous 

parts. But in such a case the two sensations must coalesce and 

form a unity, and hence, if it is by the same means that we per- 

ceive sweet and white, then they too must form a unity. But 

such a unitary product does not exist. Hence it is not by the 

spatial diversity of the organ that those qualities are perceived simul- 

taneously.’ 

The question is still as to the means of perceiving the two 

simultaneously (which he is sure can take place), and the objection 

to the solution proposed is not that it postulates different organs, for 

he admits that such exist (GAAo 8€ yévos 8° dAAov, 1. 11), but that 
it is through a spatial diversity of the organ that they are supposed 

to be related in the same moment of time. 

Thus, in the whole of this section from 448 b 19 onwards 

Aristotle has been working up to his own theory. He rejects the 

R. 16 
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solution proposed in the form in which it is offered but, more suo, 
abstracts from it the legitimate part. There are different faculties, but 

it is not gwé located in different physical organs that they are able 

to allow their different contributions to be correlated in a single 

consciousness. 
449a8. Gd dvdyxy. If Aristotle is still discussing the solution 

hazarded in 448 b 23-25, as he must be, this is proof positive that 
according to that theory the soul must be a unity of a kind, and so 

our interpretation of ovrw 3d adréuw in 448 b 24-25 is confirmed. If it 

were under dispute whether what perceives is something unitary or 
not, Aristotle could not bring in without proof the very statement 

which was denied—év yap tu 7d aicOyrixdv éore pépos. Indeed if 

he knew this to be true and to be excluded by the other theory 

—ahAw pev yvuKéos GAAw b€ Aevkod aicOdverar y Wuxn wépec—he would 

need to start with a direct proof of it. 

449a 10. Biehl proposes to read de instead of dpa, no doubt 

because, apparently, all that has been said is in opposition to what 

follows. But, as we have seen (note to 449 a 7), what precedes is 

directed not against the doctrine of a unitary principle (indeed 
that has been affirmed in 1. 8), but against the interpretation of 

it given. 

449 a 12. q pav Gdialperov «tA. The meaning of this is 

elucidated in De Ax. 111. ch. 2, 427a 10sqq. Cf. note to 448b 19 

above. 

449 a 17. Alexander reads, |. 17, ef yap py ywpiora «.7.A. 

The sense then is—‘ One and the same thing numerically can be 

white and sweet and have many other qualities, for, though the 

qualities do not exist in separation from each other, yet in mode of 

existence they are different from each other.’ 

Bekker and Biehl both ae) yap, ity ie Rodier accepts it. 

The latter also translates 76 «ivar by ‘essence.’ Cf. next note. 

449 a 18. 7d evar. Alexander seems to countenance Rodier’s 

translation of ‘essence’ by giving as equivalents Adyos and 76 ré Fv 

civar. But, though not so far from Adyos in meaning, 76 elvar is 
hardly as a rule equivalent to ‘essential nature’ or ‘real being,’ 

which is the special force of 76 ré jv etvar. It is rather ‘aspect of 

existence’; we might almost say ‘existence for consciousness.’ 76 
civat almost = ‘notionally’: cf. note to ch. 6, 446b 30, and for a 

typical case De Ax. 111. ch. 2, 425 b 27, where it is said that though 
the évépyeua of the sense object and that of the sense faculty are one 
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and identical, yet in aspect of existence, z.e. as related to an external 

object in the one case and the human organism in the other, they are 

different—ro 8 efva: od 76 avd avrtais. 

We may take Adyw in |. 22 (with Bonitz, Jd. p. 221 a 60) as 
equivalent to 76 e?vax and translate ‘but notionally not the same,’ or 

we may take Adyos here as equivalent to ‘ratio’ and say ‘but not by 

means of an identical relation [to them],’ ze. to the two sensations. 
449 a 24. daepov. Aristotle cannot mean that the point from 

which a thing ceases to be visible is infinitely far away. Of course 

the point from which it ceases to be duvape., z.e. potentially visible, is 
infinitely far away, ze. is non-existent. This is a consequence of tht 

doctrine, that every magnitude is sensible, discussed in the first part 

of chapter 6. But here we are discussing the converse proposition 

which answers the question raised in ch. 7, 448 b 17 and mentioned 

in ch. 6, 445 b 10. Simon (p. 256) is wrong in thinking that it is 

this issue which is raised in ch. 3, 440a 29; it is the other statement, 

wav wéyeOos bparov. 

Alexander at first takes azeupov as rodv te Kai oyeddv ametpov, but 

later on gives the correct interpretation: ov yap éor. AaBety 76 

peyiorov Siaornpa ap ov ovK aicbavopueba (De Sens. p. 168, 1. 27 [W.], 

p. 356, 1. 6 [Th.]). 
The argument is worked out in terms of sight, but applies to all 

other senses which employ a medium. It is—‘as the distance 

between object and seer increases, we arrive at last at a point 

beyond which the object is invisible, though short of it vision is still 

possible. This is a single mathematical point, and the object, as it 

diminishes, will, if indivisible to sight anywhere, be indivisible when 

this point is reached. But this point is the first in the series from 

which vision is possible, the last where it is impossible. Hence, 

when at this point, the object will be both visible and invisible ; 

which is impossible.’ 

449 a 28. otro. Alexander takes this to refer to the peragy, 

the mean point at which vision begins and invisibility ceases. Thus 

all others too. But, if we interpret it so, it is difficult to construe 

ovros, 1. 30. The indivisibility of the point seems to be implied 
strongly enough in the last clause—éore 8€ te e€oyarov «.7.A., and, at 

any rate, whether expressed or not, it is a necessary part of the 

argument that an indivisible aic@yrdv will be found at this point if 

anywhere. : 

449 b 2. xowg. For this sense of xowds cf. ch. 1, 436 7. 

16—2 
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449 b 4. pvypovevew is simply the verb corresponding to pry, 

and means to have something (consciously and at the time) in one’s 

memory. It is paraphrased by évepyety rH wvnwy in 450 a 21 beneath. 

It is to be distinguished from avapiupvyoKxeoPa which implies the 

active search for the memory of some particular item of one’s past 
experience. Though we employ ‘to remember’ for the former, ‘to 

recollect’ for the latter, the English words are hardly so sharply 

contrasted as the Greek ; in fact, in ordinary use they are hardly to 

be distinguished, as is natural considering that both contain the 
prefix corresponding to the Greek dvd. But even in Greek, and 

sometimes in Aristotle himself, the terms are not used with perfect 

precision. Cf. Freudenthal in Pheznisches Museum, 1869, p. 403. 
449 b 8. pyypovixct. This is one of the characteristics enu- 

merated in Aristotle’s hardly complimentary list of the peculiarly 
feminine qualities. Cf. Hist. Animal. 1x. ch. 1, 608b 13. 

449 b 10. Anwréov= we must make an assumption. Aristotle is 

going to show grounds for this assumption, but he could not say 

vroxeicOw, because that would imply that the grounds had been 

already shown. Cf. note to De Sensu, ch. 1, 43645. This seems 

to be the distinction generally maintained between AavBavew and 

vrotiber Oat. 

449b 12. Sofacrdv. dda, as a faculty, means generally the 

power of forming opinions and thinking, in the widest sense of the 

term. When defined more closely, however, it takes rank as the 

lowest of the rational faculties ; it is practically equivalent to vroAnys 

in its most restricted application and is opposed to émuryuyn, which 

has for its object necessary truth. Cf. De An. ul. ch. 3; Anal. Post. 

1. ch. 33; Mesaph. vu. ch. 15, 1039 b 32 sqq. 

449b 14. There is a special treatise Ilepi rys xa’ vrvov 

pavtikys 462 b 12 sqq., on supposed prevision of the future by means 
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of dreams. Aristotle accounted for the phenomena in question by 

means of natural agencies. 

449 b 16. Here Aristotle agrees with Locke (Zssay, Bk. Iv. ch. 
11. § 14 and ch. x1.) with whom ‘sensitive knowledge’ occupies pretty 

much the same place as aio@yous with Aristotle. 
Though only the present is known by perception, this does not 

mean that only perception knows the present. In 1. 18 beneath, 76 

Gewpovpevov is given as an example of 76 zrapov. 

449b 17. Biehl prefers or before rapeorw instead of ore, the 

reading adopted by all other editors. The point to be made out 

is that gu@ present an object of consciousness is not an object ¢ 

memory. One might remember, while he was looking at a white 

thing, that he had seen it before; but he cannot remember that it is 

now present. This is the only point to be made out here, viz. that 

memory is the apprehension of a thing not as present but as past. 

How this is possible is discussed in 450a 27 sqq. That which is 
present to consciousness when we remember, is not the object 

remembered but its copy (eikwv). When the present object of con- 

sciousness is recognised as a representation of something in the 

past, then we have memory. 

449 b 20. dvev trav évepyadv. Themistius and Michael read 

épywv. Themistius explains thus—épya 8¢ A€yw olov Todt 7d Gov 7 

Tool TO AevKdv Kal TO év THdE TO BiBAiw Tplywvor, ze. as practically 

equivalent to mpdyypara=the real things. Whatever the reading be, 

the sense must be the same; évepyesdy must mean the actual 

operation of the real objects, or something similar ; avev tawv évepyevwv 

cannot mean ‘without actually having knowledge or perception,’ 

which would imply that only the efess providing for knowledge or 

perception existed, for these may persist throughout unconsciousness, 

e.g. in sleep. There really is perception or knowledge of something 

present whenever we remember; an évépyeca is realised (cf. 450 b 30: 

Orav évepyn 7 Kivyots avtod x.t.A.), but to be memory it depends upon 
whether or not this évépyea is referred to something else (aAAov 1. 32) 

existing in the past. 

What is actually present in the act of memory we shall find to be 

a pavtacpa; a davtacpa is a persisting sensation or sense content. 

Now, though it is true that this is in most cases the intermediary 

employed by memory, yet that intermediary might in certain cases be 

an actual perception, as e.g. when we see a thing for the second time 

and remember we have seen it before. 
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449 b 22. Biehl and Freudenthal ce aieauiatiai Museum, X21 

Pp. 394) wish to delete tas rod tpvywvov...tca:, on the ground the. _ 

these words are left standing we shall have to translate ‘he remem- ~ 

bers that the angles of a triangle are equal to two right, in the one 

case because he learned or thought of it, in the other because he 

heard or saw it or had some sense knowledge of the fact.’ But 

Freudenthal points out that we cannot have sensuous knowledge of 

any mathematical principle according to Anal. Post. 1. ch. 31, 

especially 87 b 34 sqq.: ovd émicracbar 8 aicbynoews Extw. adrAG 

“prov Otte Kai ei nv aicbaveoOar 76 Tpiywvov k.T.d. 

he 44c¢ Freudenthal quotes Themistius, who paraphrases ‘he remembers 
- and wthat the angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles, and that 

mem Socrates is white, in the one case because he learned, in the other be- 

tes 

act: 

ex] 

re 

c 

cause he heard or saw it’ (Themist. SP. 11. p. 233, ll. 12 sqq.). The writer 

of the paraphrase, he thinks, felt the same difficulty and accordingly in- 

serted kal tov Swxparyny ote Aevkos as an example of sensuous memory. 

This, however, is not convincing ; it is not a case of Anowing in 

the full sense of having scientific knowledge of a fact but of vemem- 

bering it. Perception is of the particular, but there is no reason why 

we should not perceive in a particular case and without proof that 

the angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles; cf. Anal. Post. 

loc. cit. infra: we can perceive that the moon is eclipsed without 

knowing the reason. However, there is an additional reason for 

rejecting tTas...ica. (which is such a common Aristotelian example 

that it might easily have crept into the text); it is the necessity of 

translating ore before euafev and yKovoev by ‘that,’ not by ‘ because.’ 

The point to be brought out is that memory refers to the past; we 

are not here explaining wy memory takes place. Cf. next clause— 

dei yap...A€éyew, OTe mpdrepov. The disputed words are probably a 

gloss that has crept in at the wrong place. Some such expression 

inserted after éewpyoev would be quite in harmony with the thought 

here. 

449 b 27. wtrédns is here used in its widest sense as equivalent 

to conceptual thought. It seems to include Oewpia: cf. 1. 18 above 

and 450b 25, 35 etc. The present objects of consciousness are 

objects either of aic@yous or vroAns, sense or thought, aicOyuara or 

vonpara. 

In its more restricted application vadAn is is the poorest of the 

intellectual faculties. Cf. De Au. 111. ch. 3, 427b 17, 25, 28, and 

Anal. Post. 1. ch. 33, 88b 37, and cf. Rodier, 11. p. 411. 
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of 4495 29. Freudenthal (of. cz. p. 395) rejects Kat mporepov 
m,cause these words cannot refer to a statement which immediately 
precedes, while here it is simply to the previous paragraph that 

reference is made. | 

Themistius, the ancient translation, and LMSU also omit the 

two words. 

449 b 30. alcOyors. As we have seen above, tdAn is also 

deals with the present; but Aristotle is here talking generally and, 

in fact, a sensuous element is always involved in knowledge of the 

present, because the object of thought, as we shall see, is always 

accompanied by imagery which, again, depends upon sense. ty 
449 b 33. rotre. The heart (or according to Neuhdauser, ¢ 

Introduction, sec. vi., the ovpdurov mvedua contained in it) is the 
organ of the xow7 aio@yous: cf. De Juvent. ch. 3, 469 a 11, cf. also 

beneath 450 a 11 sqq. and notes. 

At éeti begins a protasis, the apodosis corresponding to which is 

not reached till 450a 15: wore tod vontiKod K.t.A. @avtacia is 

treated in De An. 111. ch. 3. There it is defined as a (psychic) 

change due to sensation (kivyots v6 tis aicOyoews THS Kat évépyerav 

ytyvopévy 429a 1). Again we find in ch. 8, 432a 9: Ta yap parta- 

cpata worep aicOyuata éort, tAyV avev VANs, 2.¢., an image is identical 

in character with a perception except that in the former case the 

real concrete thing which contains vAy is absent; only the «ides of 

the sensible object is present. As Themistius (Sf. 1. p. 237, 1. 18) 

says, lt is that which is left over (after perception), and remains even 

though the sense object is not present, which is called davracia. 

Besides the fact of the absence of the real object in davracia, the 

only other difference between it and sensation seems to be its 

greater liability to error (428 a 26 sqq.), and that it is weaker in 

intensity : cf. Ret. 1. ch. 11, 1370a 28: 9 d€ davracia éotiv aicPyais 

tis doGevys. It is like Hume’s ‘idea’ as opposed to his ‘impres- 
sion.’ 

On the other hand it does not seem to be perfectly necessary 

that the real object should cease to be present; eg. in 428 b 2 the 

appearance of the sun as of a foot in diameter is given as a case of 

gavtacia, and again, from 428 b 28, it is clear that gavracia and 

aic@yous can synchronize. But the ¢avracia is probably to be dis- 

tinguished as the xivyno.s which has penetrated to the heart—the 
dpxy ; cf. De Znsom. ch. 3, 461 b 12, 461 a 6; cf. also ch. 2, 459 a 23 

sqq.: at least special emphasis is laid on this aspect. Sensations 
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or stimuli travel from the end organ to the central one and persist 

after the exciting object is removed, kai év Bade kai éxurodjs. , It 

must be the former which is the ¢avracpa proper, for we hear in 

450a 11 sq. below that it belongs to the xowy aicOyows and the 

mpatov aicOyryp.ov (cf. note to 450 a 11). 

This all goes to emphasize the sensuous character of imagination, 

but however they are to be related to each other, we must not go so 

far as Themistius, who practically makes ¢avracia a genus, which is 

known as aic@naus if the object is present, as pvypy if it is absent, 

and makes the ¢avtacia in both cases the presentation of a tvzos 

4r imprint left by the external object in the sensorium—the heart. 

- and ‘Sut, after all, tuzos is only a metaphor to Aristotle. The aic@ypa 

mer (sensation) is not strictly a timos; it is rather the Adyos of the 

It aicOynrov, and the ¢avtacpa present in memory is not fer se a tv70s, 

ac but only in so far as it represents the original perception. Even 

e€> 

ag 

then it is only otov Cwypadyya. Themistius himself sees that, accord- 

ing to his theory, only the very vaguest sense could be given to rvzos 

(238, 1. 10: xp7 dé Koworepov Tod TUToU éri Tis pavtacias dxovety). 

449 b 34. voetv odk torw kd. Cf. De An. ul. ch. 7, 431a 16: 

610 ovd€roTe voet avev pavtdopatos y Wuxy and 431 b 2: Ta pev ovv 

eldy TO vontiKov év Tots havtdopact voet, also ch. 8, 432a 8: orav Te 

Gewpy, dvayky apa pavtacpate Pewpety. 

The reasons which Aristotle adduces for this contention seem to 

be twofold, (1) firstly that brought forward in chapter 8 of De Anima 

I11., that nothing self-dependent or ‘isolated’ (keywpicpevov 432 a 4) 
exists beyond the extended things given by sense perception ; know- 

ledge can occupy itself only with the «dy, forms of or concepts 

realised in sense objects. Hence, when the actual object is not 

present, thought is possible only if the davracpa originated by per- 

ception is present to the mind. Secondly (2) there is the reason 

obscurely implied in ch. 7, which culminates in the statement in 

431 b ro that truth and falsehood, the distinctions applicable to 
theoretical consciousness (cf. 431a 14: TH dSiavonrixy WvyH) are 
generically the same as good and evil, the objects of pursuit and 

avoidance in the practical life (cf. also £¢h. Nic. vi. ch. 2, 1139 a 26); 

cf. Rodier, . p. 515; affirmation and negation are at bottom the 

same as pursuit and avoidance (the germ of Pragmatism). Now, it 

is by means of sense that animals are able to distinguish between 
the pleasant and the unpleasant (cf. 431a 10). Hence the pursuit 

of truth, which is distinguished from the quest of the good merely by 
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eS ue Pas ie an absolute as opposed to a relative end (431 b 12), will 
tituent in - ; 
Bom vndaaee the same sensuous Images as the latter. This doctrine 
| XP eg : eems to be implied in Aristotle’s statements, and we must remember 

¢ that it in no way conflicts with what he elsewhere teaches—that 

there are entities capable of existing in isolation from the things of 

sense. There are ta axivyta tod ovpavod eidy—the intelligible natures 
of the heavenly bodies (cf. Alexander af. Simp., De An. 284, 

23; Rodier, 11. p. 524) which seem to be referred to by ra py év 

xpovw ovta beneath (450a 9-10). Again vods—Reason—is said to be 

xwpioros, and we need not understand this of the human reason, but 

as applying to the mind of God, who is held to exist beyond the 
ry confines of the world and to stand to it in the relation of 76 mparov 

xwovv—the ultimate source of change in it. His activity is vonots, 

and, if he exists in isolation from things sensible, one would expect 
| that the contents of his thought would be likewise transcendent, 

and would not exist merely as realised or realisable in the world of 

': change and decay. (Whether, if that is so, the object of the divine 

consciousness is a differentiated scheme of distinct intelligible entities 

‘ existing apart from the material world, or whether the activity of 

f God, the voyois vonoews, is merely the affirmation of a blank 

A identity—the eternal assertion of ‘I am I’—it would be difficult 

| to decide.) 

a But such statements constitute no assertion of the real separa- 

bility of certain concepts, the Platonic doctrine of transcendent «iédy, 

which is so consistently attacked by Aristotle. Though he con- 

" tinually talks of Kexwpiopéva or axivyta Kal ywpiotd as being the 

} objects of metaphysical science (Ve Az. 1. ch. 1, 403 b 15; Metaph. 

vi. ch. 1, 1026.a 8 sqq.), pavracia may be necessary for the realisa- 

y tion of such science in the mind of man. (In the passage in De Az. 
af 111. ch. 8, where Aristotle says, ‘as it appears no objects but sensible 

| magnitudes exist,’ we need find no denial of the objective existence 
Pt, of xwpiord, but merely his reiterated doctrine, that for human reason, 

’ which is not araOys, there are no objects of thought not realised in a 

sensuous material.) 

_ ' 450a g. dvev rod ovvexods. Quantity, rd wocov, which is either 

| discrete (as in number) or continuous (as in space or time) is here 

4 alluded to in the latter form, in which indeed it has been illustrated 

d just above. It is the continuity which forms the perceptual element 

in the concepts of mathematical objects. We read in De Az. 111. 

ch. 8, 432a5 that concepts, including those belonging to mathe- 
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matics, exist in the perceptual forms of things (év rots Sa 

aicOyrois ta voyta éorr) which, therefore, when we think, forn a 

total object of consciousness from which the mind disengages the 

higher concept or vonua. vovs is etdos eiddv, whereas perception (as 

actualised) is the «dos aicOyrdv. ‘The perceptual setting, as opposed 

to the higher concept, will form the Ay vonry of which Aristotle tells 

in Aetaph. vit. ch. 11, 1037a 4 and ch. 10, 1036a9 sqq.: vAyn oO 

n pev aicOynty éotiv y Se vonty, aicOytrn pev otov xaAKds Kal EVAov Kat 

607 KTH Ay, vonTy dé 4 ev Tots aigOyToIs brapxovoea pH q aicOyra, 

otov 7a pabynuatixa. (Cf. the discussion of De Ax. 11. ch. 4, 429 b 

he 10-22 in Rodier, u. p. 442 sqq. The vAy aioOyry is the actual 

- a(s‘ matter of the physical substance apprehended. It is not this which 

-c gets into the soul when we perceive, but the «ides of the thing; cf. 

De An. 1. ch. 8, 431b 29: od yap 6 AlOos év TH WryH GAAG 70 

eldos.) But this perceptual form itself supplies a matter for the 

higher concept, e.g. in mathematics. The pure mathematical concept 

is not 76 ed6¥ or 70 KotAov, the straight line or the curved, but 76 

evOet evar and xorAorns—straightness or curvature (cf. Joc. cit. 429 b 18 

and ch. 7, 431 b 12, also Mefaph. vi. ch. 1, 1025 b 30 sqq., x. ch. 8, 

1058a 23, etc.). But these concepts cannot exist apart, though they 

are for mathematical purposes assumed to exist apart (ra é& ddaupé- 

gews)—Ta paOynpatika ov Kexwpiopeva ws Kexwpiopéva. voet. The 

general expression for this matter, ‘matiére logique,’ without which 

these concepts cannot exist, is 76 ovvexés (cf. 429 b 1g: pera Gvvexods 

yap, and Philop. De An. 531, 15; vAn yep éotw, ws Pyow, TOV 

oXNPATWV TO OUVEXES). 

&vev xpdévov. Aristotle here mentions a different class of ob- 

jects from the mathematical entities referred to in the last clause. 

He seems in particular to mean the heavenly bodies (cf. note to 

449 b 34), which he continually refers to as did and adfapra (cf. 

Phys. w. ch, 12, 221 b 3), and as not being in time. They differ 
from other bodies in not having a vAn which admits of growth and 

decay, but one which admits of motion only. Cf. AZefaph. vii. ch. 

4, 1044 bD 7. 
One may say with Freudenthal (0. ct. p. 396) and Hammond that 

Aristotle here refers also to ‘eternal laws’; they must be those of 

existence generally, and not merely the laws governing the motions 

of the heavenly bodies, as is implied by Hammond, for we hear in 

Phys. Ww. ch. 12, 222. 5: TO dovppetpov elvar tiv dudperpov aet ear. 

He does not, however, talk of laws or principles as existing apart 
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he passage ‘> Dbiecis which obey them. ‘They at least are not on the 
nt in the PIO.) of objectivity as the objects. 

1 xp6vor; |. 11s ippose him to do so would be to impute to him the 

éorlv after theory of «dy xwpiord. The concepts involved in thinking 

of Themisthings of sense are not ovcia:, eg. neither the point (orcypy, 

of +f Metaph. viii. ch. 5) nor the infinite (rd dzetpov, cf. Phys. 11. ch. 5, 
204 a 23, and Mezaph. x1. ch. 10, 1066 b 13 sqq.) are ovata. Again, 
76 ayabdv and 76 Kaddv are not «dy xwpiotd. Though in the case of 

some concepts their essence and their existence is identical (De Az. 
il. ch. 4, 429 b 12, and Rodier, ad Joc. pp. 442sqq.) this does not 

mean that _these are to be regarded as substances (e.g. that their 

t tk essence involves their existence, as according to Spinoza’s definition of 
ent, substance), but that their existence is a purely conceptual one. The 

‘O6ga avev vAns mentioned in De Ax. 111. ch. 6, 430 b 30, which are 

the ultimate simple constituents of intellect or objects of votds (dd:al- 

ost SpeTA, TA avev GupTAOKHs, mpOTa vonpata, De An. il. ch. 8, 432 a 12) 

reudiand which are to be identified in part with the categories (cf. Rodier, 

ing I. p. 474, and AZefaph. vi. ch. 6, 1045 a 33 sqq.) partly with vague 

therconceptions like the Good, Being, and the One, or again with 76 

5 31.27 €lpov, oTvypy, povas, etc., are not to be regarded as existing apart 

is ffrom sensible things. If Aristotle says that they have neither vAy 

cts (voNTA Nor VAy alcOynry (Metaph., loc. cit.), that simply means that they 

min are ultimate and simple and are not formed by a complex of con- 

rO tpituents, even mental constituents. ‘These concepts must in fact be 

rer in) constituents out of which the complex ones are formed. In that 

+h, thouie they themselves must be avev vAys but they are not xwpiora 

50a 1P.voiac in the sense in which the individual is oveia. 

d either¥he connection with the thought here and the main contention— 
43): Bkhought cannot function apart from gavracia—is not quite 

450 a 14 Why should the impossibility of a thing being thought apart 

re itt he require the presence of a ¢avracua when it is appre- 

jm. The? Doubtless it is because of the continuous nature of time 

450.4 20. | 
Joachimsthst, 219a 12: dua yap TO TO peyeOos elvar ovvexés Kal 7 Kivyois 

prues to it owing to its connection with change. Cf. Phys. 

st of the fexys, dia 8& rHv Kivynow oO ypdvos: bon yap 7 Kivnots, ToTOdTOS 

, fer animabvos dei doxet yeyovevar. ‘Time is the ‘measure’ or ‘number’ 
j br to thenyge; cf. ch. 12, 220b 8 sqq. (though not number in the 

But Si sense, for that implies discreteness): and change is the great 

 Ciaracteristic of the sensible world. No doubt it is because the 

heavenly bodies are peyé6y and participate in xivyots, though merely 
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Kivnois Kkata& Tomov, that they must be represented as | 
characteristic of the sensible world, and that they too can/ 

hended only by means of ¢avracia (cf. note to 449 b 34). 4 

450a 11. By this, as we have seen, Aristotle 

it is, rather, a particular example of quantity. Aristotle in this 

clause merely particularises what he had said before more uni- 

kivnows and xpovos carries us beyond the particular Se of spatial 

apa which was indicated by the triangle. péyeOos, Bones, andj Hy 

xpovos, are all united (cf. previous note) as species of 76 ovvexés, and Ay 

it is pointed out that, in consequence, it must be the same functio VF 

(and hence faculty and organ) which apprehends them all. If we 

keep the following sentences in the order given in the text, thd 

argument will then be, ‘‘ Magnitude, motion and time are perceive 

by the same faculty. But they (being coné‘nua, cf. previous note 

form the sensuous and hence imageable element in consciousness 

Now imagery belongs to the sewsus communis. Hence the appre 

hension of these determinations of quantity belongs to the organ o 

the common sense—the primary sensorium. But memory, even that a 

which deals with concepts, implies imagery. Hence it is a function yr 
of the primary organ of sensation directly, though indirectly it copy rh i 

cerns the faculty of thought.” d \ ie 

\ 
\ i | 

The whole argument as it stands is not well arranged and \ 

Freudenthal proposes to remodel it, but it is not much more con ) WX! 

than many others in the Parva WMaturala and the want of ordg 

be explained. There are two conclusions to prove, (1 Bia ia\| 

premiss of the final conclusion—that thought must employ ing 4 

enunciated first in 449b 34sq.; (2) that, since that is so, e 

memory which deals with the objects of thought must be 2.4 

of the organ to which imagery is due. Involved in all thy 
also the briefer argument that memory in general, employing} 

must be attributed to the primary organ of sensation. 

It is the involution of these three difficult discussio 
causes the apparent want of coherence. There is more 

premiss which is merely implicit and never formulated—tha Y 

identifies the imageable element—rd ¢avracrév—with 70 ovvexes. 

Aristotle simply assumes their identity as obvious, and any arrange- 
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rent of the passage would have to fall back upon this principle as a 

nstituent in the proof. Freudenthal proposes (of. ct. p. 397) to 

- pass from xpévor, |. 11, to wore, |. 12, and insert the clause kat ro avr. 

4 

}~ 

...7wa0os éoriv after havracparés éotw, 1. 14. For this he has the 

support of Themistius. Accordingly he gives the following as the 
sketch of ‘the argument—‘‘ Every memory is bound up with a 

perception of time, every concept accompanied by a ¢dvracuo. To 

perceive time is identical with the perception of magnitude and 
motion, and is provided for by the zparov aicOyrixov. Memory also 

uses concepts, but not apart from imagery, and this belongs to the 

mpotov aic@ytiuxov. Hence, memory belongs to it also.” 

But this does not do justice to the real complexity of the 
argument or bring out the main point—that even conceptual memory 
is a function of the primary sensorium. To prove that memory 

which does not specially deal with vonra is a sense function would 

_ ot cost so much argument. 

Freudenthal seems to have been led astray by his misunder- 

standing of the reference to xpdvos in ll. g and 11. He thinks 

that there Aristotle refers to memory as a sense of time, as in 

449 b 31. But there is no particular reference to this here. Aris- 

totle is forced to talk of ypévos because he wishes to illustrate the 

, objects of thought which cannot be apprehended without an image in 

‘the mind, not only by the concepts of mathematics, 7a e daipéceus, 

e.g. TO Tplywvor, the scientific interest in which does not affect the 
matter in which they are realised, but by the eternal substances, 

which, though appearing in time, are not conditioned by it. 

450a15. The texts all have voovpévov, which must be a mistake in- 

stead either of vontixod or of Suavoovpevov (Bywater, /. of Philol., xxviii. 

p- 243). Biehl relying on the vet. tr. “intellectivi” has voyrexod. 

450a 16. kal érépos. Cf. De An. ui. ch. 3, 428a 10, 11, 

where ¢avracia is attributed to the ant and the bee but not to the 

worm. ‘Themistius brings in the dove (epicrepa) also. 
450a 20. The reading of all Mss. is Ovyrdv, but Rassow, Prag. 

ad. Joachimsth. Gym. 1858, suggests @npiwv, which Biehl accepts. 

Most of the commentators certainly take @vyrev as referring to the 

lower animals. ‘Themistius writes dAdywv. If Aristotle meant to 

refer to them, certainly Oypiwv is the more suitable term. 

But Simon (p. 287), who also leans to the view that by 6vyrav 

““bruta” are meant, suggests as an alternative an interpretation which 
gives its proper sense to 6vyrav.—If Memory belonged to the faculty 
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of pure thought it would not belong to many animals (for few possess 

reason), and perhaps to none that have a perishable body (which 

requires their thinking to be mediated by imagination). Relying on 

the famous passage at the end of De Az. ul. ch. 5, where the 

impassivity of the eternal vots is set forth, and it is declared that we 
have no memory of a previous state of existence, because our 

thought depends upon the perishable reason which alone can ex- 

perience impressions, he contends that, in Aristotle’s opinion, 
memory does not belong to the superior and divine reason but only 

to the human, being exercised by the latter only through the instru- 

mentality of davtracia. 

Whatever be the exact interpretation of the passage in the 

De Anima referred to, it is clear that, according to the Aristotelian 

teaching, vots, in the sense of a faculty of pure thought, cannot 

exercise memory. Its function is the dd.upérwv vonors (De An. 111. 

ch. 6, 430 a 26) which must be something totally different from the 

apprehension of time in which there is no part which is indivisible. 
Again, in its characteristic sense, it is not a.faculty of synthesis 

(tbidem) such as human thought and memory must be. (When we 

remember we must affirm that the image is like the real object, 

z.e. there must be synthesis: cf. below.) 
Simon, however, takes the next clause (évei otd€ viv maot, K.T.X. ), 

to refer to the lower animals which have not even got davracia (chy 

De An. i. ch. 3, 415a 10: aAAG Tots wev 0dde havtacia); but, if that 

is so, it is difficult to see what it has to do with the previous state- | 

ment. Even though we read @ypiwv or interpret Ovyrav as Onpiwv, we | 

should have to render—‘“ If memory were an affair of the intellect 

not many, perhaps none, of the lower animals would possess it, and, 

as a fact, as things are (memory being not an affair of the intellect), | 

not all the lower annals do we it, seeing that they do not all/ 

| | 
| 

have the sense of time.” But évet can hardly carry this meaning, \ 

and, even if it did, the latter clause adds nothing to the argument. { 

That some animals, being without davravia, do not remember, does: 

not in the least show why, if memory were a matter of pure thought, 

none would remember. 

Yet it must be in some such way that Rassow and Biehl, readiiag 

Oypiwv, take the sentence; and Simon, taking the last clause as hé 

does, rather inclines to give up his first interpretation and follow e 

other commentators. 

Hammond (p. 198) translating Biehl renders ‘‘perhaps in ia | 

{ 

ka 

Uf 

if 

an 

J 
Ne 
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of the brutes, seeing that they do not, as a matter of fact possess it, 

because they all lack the sense of time.” This is an impossible 

rendering of otde viv rac and 6 76 py Tavta...éxew, and, besides, 

contradicts ll. 16-17 immediately above, where ld is said to 

be found in certain other ssi saadiing Kal €répois Ticiv brapyeu TOV 

Cowv. 

Rassow, defending his emendation, maintains that it could not 

be said that if memory depended on thought it would be absent in 

man, one of the @vnrd. But that is not so: memory exists in man 

only because he possesses the faculty of davtacia ; if he were a being 

whose sole activity was pure thought he would not remember. It 

should be clear that, if memory depends solely upon the vods za6y- 

tukds (which involves ¢avracia and aiofyos), a being whose reason 

is not similarly to be described as passive will not remember. 

Hence the solution of the difficulty is to take érei 00d voy rao, 

x.7.r. as referring to that being or those things whose sole activity is 

the exercise of vods—@ewpia, ze. Oe6s—God, or perhaps to the 

heavenly bodies. Hence, after maou we are not to understand rots 

Ovyrois but rots feous. 

It is not at all unprecedented for {gov to refer to living beings 

generally, nor is it impossible for it in this wide acceptation to 

include @eds and the heavenly bodies. Cf. De Az. 11 ch. 3, 

414b 15 sqq.: trav lwov...évious d&...bmdpxer kal TO Kata TOTOV KiW7- 

TiKov, érépois O€ Kat TO SiavonTiKOV TE Kal vods, olov dvOpwrroLs Kai €i ToL- 

odtov erepov éeotw 7) Tysuwrepov. By the latter Simplicius (De Ax. 

106, 27) tells us the stars are meant; cf. also De Caelo, 11. 12, 292, 

20 sqq. and ch. 8, 290a 32. ‘The stars are in the last passage called 

loa. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 1, 402b 7, where it is implied that Oeds 

is a species or particular ee of fgov. Cf. also ck tae a Pate 

ich. 7, 1072b 28: gapev dé rov Oedv eivar Cdov aidiov dpiotov, also 

| XIv. ch. 1, 1088a 10. Since the activity of God is vonots (1072 b 18), 

and since, being didios and afOapros, he is not in time, it would be a 
“safe deduction that he has not the xpovov aicOyow which is indis- 

sen to memory. 

4ivl 

is | 

a 

co 

Hence, the sense of the passage is clear—‘‘ Memory is not a 

function of pure thought for, if it were, none of the living creatures 

a that are mortal, z.e. have perishable bodies and think by means of 

n ‘the sensuous images which are bound up with bodily changes would 

33ihave memory. (Cf. De An. 1. ch. 1, 403a 138sqq. The psychical 

‘changes we experience are Adyou évvAor 403.a 25.) In fact certain 

| 
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living beings, which are freed from the conditions of human life, do 

not possess it.” 
450a 22-23. Rassow (of. cé¢.) proposes to read 7 €uabe mpdre- 

pov, aicOaverac and make aicOdverac govern oru cide x.7.4. The chief 

ground for the change is that zpoca@dverar seems to be a azag 

Aeyouevov. But Biehl lets it stand, reading évepyj tH pyypyn as 
equivalent to pvypovever and as governing ov efde. 

450a 27. 8a pi dvev havtracias. The question is whether there 

are any concepts which can be divorced from all imagery. &f. 

previous notes. 

450a 32. Freudenthal (of. céz. p. 401) proposes either to omit 76 
maQos or to read it after rovitrov, 1. 30. Certainly the words seem 

out of place and Rassow, who proposes either to delete 76 after -» 

To.ovtov or to read 7, interprets the sentence following an order 

which places 76 wdOos, ov...elvae after vonoat 1. 30. 

450a 34. Aristotle uses the metaphor of the seal-ring in 
another connection in the De Anima, 111. ch. 12, 435a 2. The 
object as it were stamps an impression on the air which as it were } 

transmits it onwards until it meets the sensory-organ. Again in 11. 

ch. 12, 424a 19 the impression on the organ produced by the sense 

object is compared to the impression left by a seal-ring on a surface. 

But cf. above note to 449 b 33. 

450 b 1. d@0s Themistius renders by vooov. Cf. De An. 1. 

Gh. 3),As9 2 7: 

450b 2. 8 HAtklav. This, in consonance with the common use 

of nAukia (cf. Bonitz, Zzd@.), seems to refer both to the aged and the 
young. In both the mind seems to be too “fluid” to retain im- 
pressions, cf. péovor, 1. 7 beneath. 

450b 4. 1d Whxer8ar. This may be another simile for the minds 
of the aged, and Aristotle may have in view the crumbling condition) ie 

oft an old stone surface. But in the light of its conjunction with | 

okAypotyta 1. 5, perhaps it refers to the inner walls of a building, 

that had originally a prepared surface in which a design was cut, ats 

which gets worn off and leaves nothing but the hard layer beneath, 

This is suggested by a perusal of the famous passage in the Theacrsag| 

(191 c sqq. especially 194 c sqq.) from which Aristotle seems to hav@¢ ¥ x 

drawn almost all the illustrations here employed. There the heart is{ | © 

compared to a waxen tablet (xjpwov éxuayetov) on which impres}¢ | u 
sions are stamped. The surface must be neither too soft nor) ‘| ™ 

too hard, for, in ae former case, the mind, though easily receiv 33 
seh 
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an impression, soon loses it (av pev bypdv, edpabets pév, eriAjopoves 

dé yiyvovra), while, with the hard surface, the opposite is the case. 

For a mind of good capacity, the waxen surface must be not only of 

the proper consistency but deep (BaOvs re Kat odds Kai Aetos Kat 

petpiws wpyacpevos). People with such an organ are both eipadels 
and pvypoves. | 

Now an éxpayetov or prepared surface need not be composed of 

wax; it may consist of gypsum (cf. L. and S.), and probably the 

decorated parts of Greek houses and buildings (where marble was 

not employed) may have had a layer of plaster imposed on the 

_ stone, with bas-reliefs cut thereon. 

450b 6-7. Cf. also ch. 2, 453) 5. 

450b 18. Freudenthal proposes to read 9 tovrov aicPyous 

instead of rovrov airod y aicPyors with Themistius (Sf. 11. p. 239, 

]. 25). The change is not important. 

450b 27. Biehl brackets Gewpyua, while Freudenthal (of. cit. 

p. 401) deletes both it and ¢dvracpa, on the ground that if we read 

aro te xa’ atrd elvac Oewpynua the next line 7 pev ovv Kal’ éavrd, 

Oewpnua 7 pavracpa éeorw forms a tautology and, if we read adAov 

gavracpa, is contradictory. 

Biehl has the support of LS U, Themistius and the ancient 

translation, in omitting Oedpynua. If we read Oewpyya it will be — 

better to follow E Y and read kat atro xaf’ éavtd eivar Oedpnua Kai 

a\Xov pavracpa—‘‘is both an object of consciousness fer se and the 

image of something else.” Then the next sentence goes on to 

explain and correct this statement. ‘Per se it is an object of con- 

sciousness or an image; so ue as it is the appearance of something 

else it is a copy and souvenir.” 

The contradiction, or rather the duality, in the use of davracpa 

here, which causes Freudenthal to expunge it from the former clause, 

is really one which goes right down into the heart of the concept of 

davracia and daiverOar as used by Aristotle. A davracpa is at once 

a sensuous image posited like a simple sensation or a fundamental 
concept before the mind, and at the same time it claims to represent 

something objective. In its first aspect, as a simple element in the 

content of consciousness, it has nothing to do with either truth or 

falsity ; in its second capacity it falls within the domain of synthesis, 

in which truth and error reside. (Cf. note on davtacia above 449 b 

33-) Here Aristotle uses it first in the second of the two above 

senses, but immediately reminds us that properly and Zer se the 

a; 17 
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gavracpua. has no reference to the object, that, so far as it has this, it 
is considered in a new light—as an eixwy, 

Hence, if Aristotle is in the second sentence really guarding his 
former statement, it would not be out of place to repeat that part of 

the former statement with which part of the second is identical. 

Hence, we may retain Oewpnua; it is no doubt used to signify the 

direct, immediate object of consciousness, something that is present 

as if to the senses (cf. Bonitz, Jud. p. 328). It would include a 
present perception and so cover the case, never separately treated by _ 

Aristotle, of the recognition that an object in present perception has _ 

been seen before. 

On the other hand veya is substituted in 451 a 2, which rather _ 

makes it appear as though Oewpyya meant a concept specially. But 

probably this change is not significant. 
450b 29. Freudenthal proposes to omit xat after cixwy, tr. 

‘¢a memorial after the fashion of a copy.” pyvynpovevpa is a azat 

Aeyopevov in Aristotle. “ 

450 b 33. pi éwpaxds. It is not hereby implied that we can re-. 

member without a prior sensuous experience. That would contradict — 

what has been already said (cf. 449 b 24 sqq. above). jy éwpaxws — 
must mean—without having then had present to vision the veritable ~ 

Coriscus. 4 

450 b 34. évrat0ax.t.A. All commentators from Michael Ephesius 
to Freudenthal notice that this paragraph is mere repetition. If 

more condensed and obscure it is not thereby less Aristotelian. 

451a 13-14. Cf. chapter 2, 451 b 15 and 32, ee. 

eee 
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CHAPTER II. 

451a 21. & ots émyeipnparikots Adyos,  Themistius (SP. 11. 

p- 241, l. 7) says ércyetpyuatixots Kat mpoBAnuartixots, and, if we trust 

Diogenes Laertius, &.V. § 23-24, there was more than one work 

falling under the first title, viz. dropvypara érixeipnuatixa y and 

értxepnuatwv a B. Hence it is probably to them that we are 
here -referred. Michael Ephesius thinks rather that the Problems 

are indicated, but in the extant Prod/ems no such discussion is 

found. 

An émxeipnya is defined in Zofics, vil. ch. 11, 158a 16 as 

avdAoyiopos Siadextixds, and émyeipety very often means to discuss 

controversially (cf. Bonitz, Jzd. p. 282 b 59). Now Aristotle fre- 

quently, even in the same book, prefaces his proper scientific treat- | 

ment of a subject with a ‘dialectical’ account. This seems to be 

necessary in his view in order to attain a preliminary clearing up 

of notions, and hence we may conjecture that he wrote several 

popular tentative tractates (the literal sense of ém.yeipéw, = to attempt, 

seems to linger about émiyeipyua) on various matters, and that 

these, owing to their tentative character, have been dropped out 

of the canon. Certainly we cannot here translate with Hammond 

‘treatise On Argumentation. A reference to recollection could 
occur only as an illustration in a logical work, and Adyou émtyeipypa- 

tixot could not be discussions oz dialectical argumentation but 

discussions of a dialectical nature. 

451a 23 sqq. We se) set aside Simon’s theory that by Anis is 

here meant not Ajwus pvjpys but the acquirement of fresh knowledge. 

There is no evidence that that is an Aristotelian usage, nor will the 

Greek bear the interpretation. 
At the same time it is difficult to see what relation this statement 

bears to the following one. Having asserted that recollection is 

neither the reacquirement nor the first acquirement of memory, 
he goes on to point out that in p~d@yows—the first acquirement of 

17—2 
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knowledge, there is no such thing as recovery or acquisition of 

memory. 
The doctrine that recollection is to be thus described is, as ~ 

Freudenthal, Rheinisches Museum, p. 404, points out, not a Platonic : 

one; but, of course, the teaching that pdOnors is évaprvyorsis the famous 
tenet set forth in the Meno and other dialogues; cf. esp. Meno, 85D: 
70 5€ dvadapBavew aditov ev attd emiotypny odk avapvynows; Tlavy 

ye. Phaedo, 72E sqq. Hence the tortuous argument here seems ~ 

to be...‘When you recollect, you do not reacquire or acquire- 3 

memory. If you take dvayvyo.s with the Platonists as equivalent 

to padyots it is certainly not so (crav yap |. 23...éyyiverat 1. 27), 

nor when taken in the ordinary sense, as the remembering again of. 

something forgotten, is it strictly defined either as the acquisition or 

reacquisition of a memory’ (éru & ore «.7.A. 1. 27 sq.). 
Freudenthal (/oc. cé¢. p. 403) points out that Plato really anticipated 

the Aristotelian distinction between avduryows and prvypy (cf. Phaedo, 
77.C sqq.). Recollection is a knowing again of what has been 

forgotten. It is to be reminded of something by oneself or by another; 

cf. Phaedo, 73 B, avapvnoOyvar = commonefieri : péuvyrar = Meminit. 

Recollection implies €yrnois Meno, 81 p. But the scientific dis- 

crimination of the two functions belongs to Aristotle. 

(Plato also noticed the three ways in which ideas may be 
associated ; cf. 451 b 22 sq. 2#/ra, contiguity, similarity, and contrast. 

Cf. Phaedo, 73 (1) A lyre or garment belonging to the beloved one a 
puts the lover in mind of him and from seeing Simmias you may | 
remember Cebes. (2) From seeing the picture of Simmias you may a 

remember him. (3) Recollection may be derived from things unlike a 

as well as from similar things.) . a 
451a 25. If we translate é€ apyjs as ‘at the beginning,’ then | 

aoe ee 

thought as is repeated in ére 8 x.7.A. Il. 27 sqq. + 

But perhaps the sense is rather...‘ when we learn, we neither have 

a memory reinstated in us, nor derive it (as a memory) from some |) 

origin, z.e. some other experience. Once the present experience ty 

is produced you may remember it; gud present experience it is | 

not remembered. To start memory you need present experience, — 

and hence you cannot derive the present experience from the i: 

memory.’ 

Aristotle is thus dealing here not with the temporal but the 
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logical priority of present experience. It is in the next paragraph 
that he goes on to show that memory requires, in addition to 

the originating experience, a period of time to have elapsed before 
it can be called memory. In addition, this is now brought in when 

he is dealing with dvdépvyous in the customary sense, not as identical 

with padyors, and hence the point of view is different. 

But without adopting this hypothesis we may detect a note of 
individuality in the present passage. Perhaps in orav $e x.1.X. 
(ll. 25-27) the emphasis is on the necessity of there being a efis—a 

disposition to remember—as well as an experience (d6o0s) which is to 

be remembered, while in the next paragraph the lapse of time neces- 

sary becomes more prominent. 

451a 26. es. As I take it, this means the permanent dis- 

position which itself zs memory; it is not to be identified with ryv 

éfuv in 1. 30 beneath, which is a disposition produced by learning 

regarded as a source of memory. It is, however, somewhat misleading 

to think of that as being a source of memory in the same way as 

amabosis. Oud eéts nothing is an activity (évépye) of consciousness 

and all memory must start from a present activity. 

451a 28. 1d mpadrov éyyéyove, Biehl and Bekker; 10 mpdrov 

éyyeyove. ev, LSU. 

Freudenthal proposes to insert 7: after éyyéyove in order to provide 
it with a subject, ro zpdrov being taken adverbially. 

To drdpp Kal éoxdrp. All commentators take this as referring 

to time, and that would be the most likely meaning of the Greek 

if we read év ro aropw with LSU. But the dative which éyy‘yveo@ar 

governs should rather indicate the real toxe{mevov in which the 

aaBos originates, not the time. Hence perhaps we should interpret 

7) atopw x.t.r. as referring to the aisOyrypiov which is the primary 

seat of sensation and which, we learn in De Sens, 7, is atrd Kat év 

apy and is also elsewhere called 76 éoxarov aioPyrnpiov, De An. ul. 
ch. 2, 426b 16 and 7, 431a 19. This is also Neuhduser’s inter- 

pretation: cf. Introduction, sec. VI. 

The argument then is, that the mere realisation of the impression 

in the primary organ of sensation—the heart or its cvugutov mvetpa— 

is not memory. There must be lapse of time before it can function 

as an eixwv of the absent object. 
If we take drépw kai éoydérw as referring to time, it is difficult 

to interpret évyatw. We should have to translate ‘in the same 
individual and proximate moment of time.’ But the proximate is 
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not the same moment, unless in the improper sense in which the 
same thing may be said to be proximate to itself. 

Michael Ephesius thinks that the reference here is to the 

moment after complete perception and that this is here distinguished 

from the moment of perception mentioned in the last sentence. 

Freudenthal finds this too ‘spitzfindig’ and accordingly chooses 

to regard this passage as another version of the former one (cf. note 

to 1. 25 above). 
451a 31. Kard cupPeBynkds. Cf. ch. 1, 450a 15-16. 

451 a 32. mpl xponoOAva. Cf. ch. 1, 449b 28. 

451b 2. Unless we accent éore with Freudenthal the sentence 

will not construe. 

The interpretation of eg apyys here confirms our rendering of the 
same phrase in 451a 25. ‘The apxy is the starting point in time 

rather than the original experience from which the continued con- 

sciousness known as memory is derived. 

451b 3. GaN Sravx7.A. Here at last is the distinction between © 
avapvnors (in the proper and customary, as ae from the Platonic 

sense) and pvypy. 

Recollection is the reproduction of a previous experience (apart, 

of course, from renewed sense perception or repetition of the ex-_ 

perience, whatever its nature, afresh), which has passed out of the 

mind, and a revival—avavéwors (Themistius)—gudé experience, 
not gud memory. The memory, holding the present experience 

as the eixwv of the past, can be produced either by the continued 

presence in consciousness of the previous experience or by its 
reinstatement through recollection. It is a consequence (ovpPaiver |. 6) 
that, when we reinstate an experience identical in character with the 
previous one, we should remember, 2c. that it is an eixwv of the 
previous one. But it is the act of reinstatement which is accurately 
to be described as avapvyors, not the referring of the reinstated ~ 

experience to the past. 

451 b 6-7. Michael (132 a), Simon (p. 301) and Gesner, 

apparently (cf. Freud. RA. AZus.), read 7G 5é pvnpovevew ovpBaiver | 

Kat pvypynv axodovbetv. This Freudenthal (p. 407) approves of, 

objecting to the absolute use of ovpBaiver in the other reading ~ 

and trying to make out that we should, if we kept it, have to 

distinguish as different from each other, (1) avapvyots, (2) pynpovedev 

and (3) wvyuy. That is surely captious and, on the reading which 

he approves, we should have (with Gesner) to interpret pvypovevewv as 
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avapipvnoKeoOa:; but Freudenthal admits (p. 403) that, where 

Aristotle is distinguishing the two functions, he never employs a 

term, which refers to remembering merely, to designate the act 
of recollection, however much he may depart from this rule on other 

occasions. ’ 

Themistius says—érerar d¢ TH avapvyoe e& avayKys 4 pvyEn, 
understanding by €wera: apparently (and if there is any sense in his 

explanation) mere logical implication. He explains ‘recollection 

implies memory because, to recollect, you must remember something 

connected with the thing which you are trying to recollect...the 

starting point in the {#7yots which is recollection’ (cf. ézfra 26 sqq.). 

Not only, however, is this a strange interpretation of ovpBaivev and 

axoAovbetv, but, if recollection may start am6 rod viv (1. 22 infra) 

it is not necessary for its starting point to be an object of memory. 

451b 7. ‘atra refers vaguely and inclusively to avapipvyoKeor Oar 

and pynpovevev. The sense is...you do not get recollection and 

memory every time an experience which has lapsed from the mind 

is repeated. It may be repeated without your remembering you had 

it before. In such cases the repetition of the experience is not 

recollection.’ This is pretty nearly Simon’s interpretation. St Hilaire, 

evidently basing upon Themistius’s interpretation of the preceding 

sentence, thinks that here Aristotle is making explicit his distinction 

between the revived and the non-revived elements in consciousness 

in the act of recollection. (St Hilaire, p. 123): ‘Ce ne sont pas du 

reste des choses antérieures qui se reproduisent compiétement de 

nouveau dans l’esprit; mais il y a alors une partie des choses qui 

se reproduit et une partie qui ne se reproduit pas; car la méme 

personne pourrait trés bien deux fois découvrir et apprendre la 

méme chose.’ But this interpretation can only be come at by 

reading éyyiverau 1. 8 (impossible Greek) or by supplying it after 

éyyevntat; further tatdra would have to refer to émurrnpyv etc., |. 4, 

which is rather too far back and would suggest the use of éxetva ; 

thirdly the thought is still more elliptical and loosely arranged than 

on the interpretation I give. ‘The previous experience is not 

wholly reinstated for, if it were, it would be a case of paOyors 

not dvapvyors.’ This renders add éoru...€ore d equivalent to ‘ partly 

...partly’ and makes us refer dis yap pafety not to the clause 
immediately before it but to the previous one. 

Hammond (p. 204) gives a totally new rendering, ‘Neither do 
the phenomena of recollection, if their occurrence is the repetition 
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of a previous recollection (sc), follow absolutely the same order, but 

sometimes they occur in one way, sometimes in another. It is 

possible for the same individual to learn and discover the same thing 
twice. Recollection then must differ from learning and discovery, 

and there is need of greater initial latitude (sc) here than is the case 

with learning.’ He elucidates this in a note, ‘In the case of learning 

and discovery there is a definite and exact process by which a given 
result may be twice arrived at.’ (What Aristotelian doctrine is 
this?) ‘...In the case of recollection, on the other hand, there is- 

not the same fixity of procedure. There are not only many forms 

of suggestion and association, but a given suggestion may not effect 
the same result in two instances.’ This is to introduce a point’ 

mentioned in 452 a 27 below but not relevant here. It is in no way 

apparent that Aristotle ever meant to. compare the acquisition and 

the revival of knowledge with regard either to the relative fixedness 

of the processes or the fixity of the starting point. 

St Hilaire quite fails to see that rovrwy (1. 11) refers to paGetv 
kat evpetv, and so he completely distorts the sense. 

451b 11. Kat évotons «7A. On the whole this favours my 

interpretation of the previous passage rather than St Hilaire’s. On 

his theory, relearning a thing implies complete reinstatement of 

everything in consciousness and it is difficult to see how there would 

be any dpy7 at all in that case. 
It is Aristotle’s theory that in learning (either for the first or 

second time) as well as in recollection there is an apxy from which 
we set out. We find no contradiction to this in 451a 25 above; 

there he simply says that in the process of learning memory does 

not begin concurrently with the initial step. Here he merely 

distinguishes learning and recollection according to the amount of 

the apxy involved; but we can gather his doctrine from other 
passages. We learn either by deduction or induction (Azad. Post. 1. 
ch. 18, 81a 38 sqq.) and, in either case, we must have some previous 

knowledge which is the starting point of our deduction or our 

induction. (Cf. Anal. Post. 1. ch. 1, 71 sqq. and Mefaph. 1. ch. 9, 
992 b 30sqq.) In the one case we must know the premises of any 

particular conclusion and ultimately the constituents of the definitions 

of the terms (which enter into our premises) ; de? yap ée& dv dpirpos 

mpoedevar Kal €lvae yvapyna (992b 32). In the latter, the knowledge 

of particular cases which are given in perception (ta xa?’ éxaora, Ta 
eyyutepov tis aicOyoews Anal, Post. 1. ch. 2, 72a 2, 3) and which are 
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less intelligible naturally (raév jrrov yvwpipwv dice Metaph. vii. ch. 4, 

1029 b 4), is required before we can gather from them the universal 

law. But in learning by induction we do not have previous know- 
ledge of the universal law, nor in deduction have we a prior 
acquaintance with the particular case. (It is only in so far as the 

particular is implicit in the universal that it is previously known. In 

its particularity and in the full sense of the word it is not known: 

amas 8 ov éxistata: 71a 28.) If it had been explicitly thought of 

previously, then we should have a case of recollection not of pa@yors, 

which must be distinguished from avayvyors and is thus to be 

distinguished. 

Another point of difference is that mentioned below in 452a 

5 sqq. Learning requires a teacher; the process of recollection is 

self-originated. . 

There is also a sense in which the act of learning is not a process. 

Cf. Phys. vit. ch. 3, 247 b 10 sqq. and also De Az. 1. ch. 3, 407 a 32. 

This however comes to no more than the familiar doctrine that 

per se the intellectual life is not a cwpatixov mafos like memory and 

recollection. But in this sense it cannot apply without qualification 

to the functioning of the vots wa@yrixds which is realised in finite 

individuals. | 

451b 14. &€ dvdyxns. Hamilton (Reza, p. 894) points out that | 

Locke too, in Essay II. ch. 33 § 5, distinguishes between those ideas 

which are naturally connected by a ‘union and correspondence 

which is founded in their peculiar beings’ and those that are asso- 
ciated ‘through chance or custom.’ By those necessarily connected 

Aristotle means notions which objectively imply one another, like 

centre and circumference. As Hamilton indicates, it was typical of 

members of the empirical English school (other than Locke) to 

ascribe all collocations of ideas to custom. 

451 b 16-17. Freudenthal’s reading (of. cit. p. 407)—ovpBaiver 

& évias paddAov 7 érépas woAXaKis Kivovpevas—seems unnecessarily to 

anticipate the doctrine of 452 a 3 sqq. zz/ra. 

451 b 20. Freudenthal’s conjecture of twas instead of twa makes 

the reading smoother, ‘we experience a number of previous changes 

conducting to the stimulation of that one’ etc. 

451 b 22. rod viv q dddov twds. By this Aristotle cannot mean 

merely ‘a time present or otherwise.’ It is difficult to see how one 

could start a process of reflection otherwise than from the present 

time. The idea is that the object, the thought of which starts the 
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train of recollection, can be given either in present perception or in 
memory. . 

ad’ Spolov «.t.A. This describes the character of the object or 

content of the notion which starts the process, 

It is the first recorded formulation of the celebrated laws of 

association, though they are all to be found instanced in the Phaedo. 

Cf. above note to 451a 23. 

451b 24. rav 8’ dpa. This evidently is capable of being illus- 

trated by the évayriar xwyoes which, being affections of a single sense~ 
organ, must be apa; cf. De Sens. ch. 7, 447 b 9 sq.: paddAov yap dua 
n Kivnols THS pias TavTys (aicPyoews) 7 Tov dvotv. Here of course the 

kwyoes seem to be regarded as existing in the central not in the end» 
organ, but evidently the characteristic of being ama, which dis- 

tinguishes évavriar kwyoes in the end organ, is regarded as attaching 
to them when they are transferred to the heart. 

If this interpretation be correct ‘Association by Contrast’ is to be 
assigned to ‘ Contiguity.’ 

451b 27. 8° otras. 5 ouws Freudenthal, G. A. Bekker.- The 

change is immaterial unless with Themistius, Leonicus, and Simon we 

take the ovrws with Zyrotvres and translate ‘and we recollect, even 

though we do not search in this way.’ But we see from 453a 18 sqq. 

below, that Aristotle does not limit aévayrvyors to the volitional process 

which reinstates an idea. Recollection is there said in some cases 

not to be ém airois, z.e. subject to the will. 

Cf. also Hamilton of. ct. p. go2, note. 

451 b 30. pepvhpeda here must be used inaccurately for avapup- 

vynoKopeba: cf. 452 a 8, II. 3 

ta méppw. Hamilton, of. cit. p. 903, takes this as ‘things remote — 

and irrelevant to our inquiry’ and (apparently) not as the object of 

pepvynuefo, This is surely very unnatural; the use of 7a wdppw and 

7a ouveyyvs to denote something else than objects and processes 

which are connected in the train of recollection, just where the 

series has been described in terms of similar notions, would be a 

most flagrant instance of slipshod writing on the part of Aristotle. 

Hamilton translates, ‘Nor is there any necessity to consider things — 

remote [and irrelevant] how these arise in memory; but only the 
matters coadjacent (and pertinent to our inquiry). For it is manifest 

that the mode is still the same—that, to wit, of consecution,—[in 
which a thing recurs to us, when] neither pre-intentionally seeking 

it, nor voluntarily reminiscent. Sor [here too], by custom, the several 

| 

- 
Wd 
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movements are concomitant of one another—this determinately following 

upon that.’ Hamilton, reading tpdémos mas (A€yw Sé 7d eeejs) od 
x.t.A., thinks that reference is still being made to the case of voluntary 

and involuntary reminiscence, and that it is the manner of occurrence 

of these two which is said to be identical. But zpofyrycas and ava- 

pvynoGeis cannot distinguish intentional as opposed to unintentional 

recollection. (What can ‘pre-intentionally’ mean?) It is the 
method of recalling 7a zoppw and ta ovveyyvs which is the same. As 

the remoteness of two distantly connected ideas can be bridged over 

by inserting intermediate ones, it is the mode of connection of these 

_ latter we have to consider. 

451 b 31-32. dé€yw &...dvapvnodels. A gloss according to Freuden- 

thal. But, if we let it stand, it simply points out the fact that he 

refers to the order of a series of psychic changes determined, not 

by any previous act of recollection, but by the way in which 

they are accustomed (7 yap ee 1. 32) to be experienced together. 
451 b 35. apxiv kwhoews. This is simply the term for efficient 

cause used in PAy's. 11. ch. 7, 198 b 1, Mefaph. 1. ch. 3, 984a 27, etc. 

Here we are dealing with that class of efficient causes or sources of 

change which are themselves motions or changes. The series of 

changes in conscious process is conceived by Aristotle quite in the 

same way as all other changes occurring in the world of generation 

and decay. ‘The whole series is a xivyots which is made up of parts 

which are themselves xwyoers. Hence Themistius’s illustration of the 

series of mental sequences by a chain in which, if one link be lifted, 

the next will also be moved (SP. 11. p. 243, 1. 12) is inadequate. The 

links in the series are themselves nothing static but processes also. 

So far as we have gone, the xwyoes which are stimulated in the 

act of recollection seem to be dormant in the soul or its organ the 

heart prior to stimulation, and this is apparently the view maintained 

through the De Memoria. In De Ax. 1. ch. 4, 408b 15 sqq., how- 

ever, a rather different attitude is taken up. In recollection the 

kivyots is said to pass from the soul to the affections (also xwycets) 

or their traces (wovds) existing in the sense organs; this is opposed 
to what occurs in sense perception, where the xivyots proceeds in the 

reverse way. In neither case is the process zz the soul. 

By this however Aristotle probably means no more than to em- 

phasize the fact that in the higher faculties the mind is an originating 

cause. Of course, in all cases the soul is an dpxy (cf. De An, 1. 

ch. 1, 402a 7) and to be regarded as an efficient as well as a final 
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cause (De Part. Animal. 1. ch. 1, 641a 27). But, just as none of 

its modifications, even a primitive one like perception, is mere 

passivity (cf. De An. u. ch. 5) so we seem to find a progressively 

greater absence of passivity as we pass from lower to higher faculties ; 

e.g. scientific knowledge—emverynpy—is not passive change of the type — 
aXotwors in the proper sense at all (417 b 6). A mechanical deter- 
mination of psychic processes by each other may go on and be beyond 

the control of the individual in whom they occur (cf. 453a 18 sqq.- 

infra). This is held to show the corporeal nature of such changes, 
or rather their dependence upon corporeal conditions. Hence it is 

suggested by implication that a function which was exclusively 

corti Vi aia So RO FEET ee, en aS 

psychical would not be determined in this mechanical way but would — 

be completely under control (ém’ atrots: 453.a 22). Notwithstanding 

Aristotle’s determination to make out all human faculties to be con- 

ditioned by the bodily organism, and thus establish a thorough-going 

parallelism of psychical and corporeal changes, notwithstanding the 
fact that he declares the human vois to be wa@yrixds, there seems to 

be this tendency to free itself from bodily conditions which is“always 
manifested by that which is most characteristically psychical. It is 
significant that in this passage where Aristotle talks of the process 

in recollection proceeding outward from the soul, he immediately 

goes on (as if impelled by association of ideas) to talk of the vovs 
which is impassive and imperishable, and practically identifies yuxy 4 

with it. The decline of the mental faculties is just like the dimness 
of sight in an old man, due to the bodily organ becoming impaired. re 

It is not the wvx7 which suffers change but its organ (wore 7o yjpas 

ov TO THY Wuxnv TL wemovOevar, aAN év o, 408b 22). Hence the < 

ultimate core of the yvxy seems to consist of -this imperishable voids, — : 
which, no doubt, relatively to the body will be like the divine voids in its 
relation to the world, the prime source of movement—ro zpG@rov xwvody. <} 

Aristotle, however, does not state this explicitly, and though, | 

indeed, he tells us that the vods enters the living being from outside 

and its activity has nothing in common with that of the body (De — 
Gener. Animal. 11. ch. 3, 736b 28) yet the relation of this to the 

other mental faculties is most obscure in his philosophy, and really . 
leads to difficulties much the same as those surrounding the relation 

of the Platonic idéa to the things of time and sense. 

452a 2. Ta mpdypara (the facts) may be either static elements, 

e.g. contiguous objects or different parts of a mathematical theorem, 

or events themselves. The series may be either temporal or not. 
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452a 4. ¢atrka is the version of LSU. Themistius and 

Michael read davAws cat xaXerds. For daddos in the sense of inexact — 

cf. Thuc. v1. 18. Cf. also Mef¢aph. vit. ch. 4, 1029 b To. 

452a 8. pépvyrat. Referring a reinstated process to the past is 

a characteristic of remembering as distinct from learning a second 

time: cf. 451b 6. Hence Aristotle is justified in using memory here 

as the generic term to include recollection. | 

452a 10. kwotvr. wodkdd. This surely refers to many different 
starts not to many different items in a single series. 

452A 11-12. 7d ydp pepvaoOa «.7.A. The act of memory cannot 

be the merely potential existence of a process in the mind. 

Suvvdper. dvvayev LS U, Themistius, vet. tr. But we do not else- 

where hear of a special dvvayis xvodoa in the mind. It is an actual 

process which functions in recollection. 
452a 14. ard rorwv. This, surely, as the illustration below 

bears out, refers to the té7o.—commonplaces of thought in general 

which Aristotle defines in their most universal sense in ev. 1. ch. 2, 

1358 a 12: (of tdéz7or) eictv of Koww7 epi Sixaiwy Kat Pvorkadv Kat rept 

moXTiKGV Kat rept TOAADV StadepovTwv Edel, OLOV 6 TOD WaAAOY Kal HTTOV 

tomos: cf. also 1. 32. The témos is a rule or general statement 

that will readily recur to one and hence it may be used as the dépyy 

of a train of ideas in recollection. Z.g. it is a rdémos of the Aris- | 

totelian philosophy that air is damp, and apparently from JZefeor. 

II. ch. 4, 3744 2 that it is Aevkos ; that milk is white and the autumn 
damp are given by ordinary perception. 

Unfortunately Aristotle in illustrating the use of rdzoz in recollec- 

tion by those drawn from his own philosophy gives a series of ideas 

which would hardly with plausibility be used in the purposive recall 

of an idea. Hence Hamilton (followed by St Hilaire) proposes to 

read am drorwv. But if the series is an absurd one still less likely is 

it to be employed in voluntary recollection, which is now being dis- 

cussed. Themistius (SP. 11. p. 247, ll. 8 sqq.) gives a variety of alterna- 

tive explanations to romwv. tozovs b& 7) ds apxas évetvar deiv TH Wuyp 

Aéyouev, 7} TOUS KaTa Ta GVOTOLXA Kal Gpola Kal aVTiKEiEVA WS ev TH 

diadextixyH elpytar, 7) Tovs Twpatixods Kal Tas év THE THO pepe Oécets. 

‘Thomas interprets it as meaning the last merely. In that case, the 

reference would be to the art of memorising objects by attaching 

each to a special point in a spatial series—an art said to have been 

discovered by Simonides of Ceos and referred to by Cicero in De 
Oratore, u. ch. 86, 
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So Hammond and Freudenthal, Joc. cit. p. 409 (who indeed in 

consequence wishes to read rayx.ora instead of éviore in 1.15). But 
it is strange that Aristotle after mentioning this method of memo- 4g 
rising should give an example which has no reference to it. 

452a 18. 7d KaSdrtov is read by LS UY, Themistius ang 
Michael. Both those commentators, however, render it by ws émi 76 

moAv, a meaning which, according to Freudenthal (Archiv fiir Gesch. 
ad. Philos. 11. 1887, p. 11) xa$ddov can certainly have. They thus 
interpret to kadXov as though the ro were inessential. Siebeck how-" 
ever in Philol. 1881, pp. 350-2, and his Untersuchungen zur Philoso- 

pluie der Griechen, p. 155, wishes to retain ro and to make it essential. 
He thinks that here Aristotle identifies the middle of a series of 
terms employed in reminiscence with the péoov of logical inference 

which is a universal and furthest from sense. ‘The connecting bond 
in recollection is a universal concept which binds together various 

particulars by means of their implication in it. 
This comes to pretty much the same as Mr Bradley’s doctrine 

that ‘Association marries only Universals,’ or more simply, that there 

is a bond of identity between the thing remembered and the thing 
that brings it to mind. This however has been already made clear 
enough in 451 b 21-26 above, and it is strange that Aristotle should 
confuse that implication of a predicate in the middle term of a 

syllogism, which accounts for the truth of the conclusion, with that 3 
relation between psychical states which causes the presentation of the 

one to entail the presentation of the other. In the latter case you ~ 
are accounting for a process, in the former for a connection which is 

independent of process. Moreover the ‘universal’ which connects — 4 

different ideas in reminiscence is hardly the universal of logic—that | 
which is ‘furthest from sense’; it is often of the most sensuous — 3 

character. Once more, it would be unfair to represent it as a separate 
member in the train of connected ideas; it is rather the identical | 

element pervading any two. ; 

In the details of the subsequent passage Siebeck’s interpretation 

is beset with at least no fewer difficulties than Freudenthal’s. E 

Cf. also next note sub fin. 

452a 21. & ov ABLTAEZHO x«.rn, 

Biehl’s text, which I print, follows Freudenthal’s reconstruction of _ 
the passage. I have translated it as it stands. But it can hardly be i 
said that all difficulties have been removed even by this radical altera- 

tion of Bekker’s text. The general drift seems to be that the 
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middle term of a series of connected ideas is of unique importance 

because from it you can go in either direction to the other members. 

If you have a series of ideas ABC DEFGH and want to remember 

F or G and are not able to do so when you think of H, by thinking 

of E you may be able to recall them. Then from E you can get 

either to D or F, or from C you can pass to B, the term before it. 

: But this is not at all persuasive. Why should the final possibility 

of recall be the starting from A, which is an extreme in the series, if 

it is the employment of the middle term which Aristotle is illus- 
trating? Besides, as Freudenthal himself points out, there is no 
single middle term in a series of eight. 

Again, Freudenthal does not seem to give sufficient weight to the 

objection that this makes Aristotle talk of recollection as proceeding 

in a reverse order with equal facility. 

Bekker’s text is as follows (l. 21): €i yap pa éxt rod E péuryrat, 

ért rod E@ éuvyjcbn: évreifey yap em dudw kuvynOAvar évd€éxeta, Kat 

émt ro A xat ért ro E. ei 8€ pi) tovtwv tu ermine eri ro T eXOav 

punoOnoera, eb tO H } to Z emigre. ei S€ py, éxito A (ll. 19-23, Bek.). 

Now, perhaps Aristotle only means that, after all, it is the con- 

necting link, the intermediate term, which accounts for and must 

universally account for the recollection. If one does not remember 

by thinking of another term in-the series one does so by coming 

to 7#. It is the proximate and universal (xa@dAov, 1. 18) cause of the 
recall of the idea in question. Hence I propose to read and translate 

as follows, 452 a 21 sqq.: 
ABTAEZH®O 

& BCDEFG 5) 
ci yp pi ext rod E épvyjoOn emi tod H 76 (70d?) © péuvynrar évredbev 

yap ér dpdw KuwOjvae évdéxerar, Kai eri ro H kai éwi ro Z, ei 8€ 
py) tovTwv te elytra, ert TOT eAOwv pvynoOyoera, ei TO A 7) TO E ere 

nret: ci S€ pn, ert Td A+ kal ovTws ae. 

‘If one has not remembered at E, at G one does remember H. 

The reason why one does not remember at E is that from that 

point one can pass to both G and F. If one does not want to 

remember these he will remember by going to C if he is seeking for 

D or E; if he is not seeking for these he goes to A. This is uni- 
versally the process.’ 

Ms. Y reads rod H@ (1. 20, Bek.). The omission of the rod before @ 
would easily occur. For the other changes of letter no Ms. authority 

is available, except that the vet. tr. reads Z in 1. 23 (I. 22, Bek.), 
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a change approved by both Siebeck and Freudenthal. The other — 

alterations are mild in comparison with those made by Freudenthal. 
The point is that it is the term just before the one to be re- 

called that you must get. There is no intention of dealing with a 
fixed middle term of the whole series. When Aristotle says the ~ 
middle term may be considered as the épyy, he means that in a way 
it is really zpwrov. It is zpdrov in the sense of being the proximate 
cause. Now it is anything zpdrov in this way that is universally 
(kafoAov) a cause. “ 

Hence xafodov may be read in |. 18 and its normal meaning ~ 
‘universally’ given to it, if my conjecture as to the meaning of the 
subsequent passage is adopted. It is the intermediate link between — 
any two terms which is universally the cause of the transference — 
from one to the other, just as it is the proximate cause which uni- 

versally produces an effect, or as it is gué triangle, the middle term, 

that we can universally predicate equality of the angles of any figure 

to two right angles. Cf. Anal. Post. 1. ch. 4, 73 b 25 sqq. 
But another interpretation has been suggested to me (by Mr 

W. D. Ross, of Oriel College). It is proposed to adopt the following 

text instead of that of Bekker: 

452a 21 sqq. ei yap py ext tod A péurvytat ert tod E éuvycGy: 
: a N wy, 67 > SZ N49 Q . os 3 ae 
evrevOev yap é3r apdw KunOnvar éevoexetat, Kal emt TO A Kat ert — 

TO Z. et dé py tovTwv Te elytra, eri td Z eOwv pvncOynoerar, cits HH 
, 

70 ® émifyret: «i Se pn, Ei TO A. 

The only changes here for which there is no ms. authority are A = 

instead of E in 1. 22 (1. 20, Bek.) and Z instead of Tin 1. 24 (1. 22, Bek.), 
while the other variations from Bekker and Biehl follow the best mss. | 

The translation will then be as follows: 

‘If one does not remember at A he remembers at E, for from rs 

that point he can pass in both directions—both to D andto F. But — 
2 

if he is not searching for one of these (D or F), by going to F he will 

remember, if he is looking for G or H’; while if he is not (looking 
for G or H, but those in the other direction—C and B) he goes 

fa, 

to DD,’ 

In explanation of this interpretation it is maintained that A is | 

not included in the series of terms of which 76 pécov zavrwv is said — 
to be the dpxy (hence they form an odd number and E becomes | 

a real middle term), A is rather a term immediately outside the 

group in which the idea to be recalled is contained. 
Aristotle is held to be illustrating the well-known process of recall 

~~ 

ae 
7% 
“i + te 
= 
+ 

» 
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in which, when we wish to revive an idea, we pass first of all to the 

group of former presentations within which we must already know it 

to lie. EE, then, will symbolize the central idea or nucleus of this 

group from which it is possible to pass, in more than one direction, 

to the idea lying in the outskirts of the group. 

This interpretation is ingenious and gets rid of minor difficulties, 

e.g. it does not require that Aristotle should be held to commit him- 

self to the statement that we can recall ideas by proceeding back- 

wards among terms experienced in a linear series like the letters 

of the alphabet. Though Aristotle symbolizes his terms by the 

letters of the alphabet he is thinking not of a series following the 

direction of the time process but of a set of notions formed 

by those notions being frequently thought of together and grouped 

round one striking topic. 
452a 28. Freudenthal, in conformity with his interpretation of 

the above passage, proposes to read E instead of I'(C). The 

associative process may go in either direction. But the meaning is 

quite satisfactory and does not involve the special difficulties of this 

contention if we keep the Ms. version. Aristotle has just before 

said that the intermediate term is universally the ground of 

recollection. But it is objected that from a given term sometimes _ 

you pass to a certain other one and sometimes not. ‘That will be 
true, he says, of the remoter terms in the series, for sometimes from 

) C we pass all the way along to F, sometimes to the next member D 

} only. Again, the particular series CDEF may become obliterated 

)) and the association branch off in some other direction that has 
become more familiar. Hence, though starting from C, we may 

| not arrive at F. 
| 452a 28-29. édv otv & a mwadat od KivnOq. All editors except 

Biehl, following LSU, read éav otv py Sa madaod xwytra. and 

| Freudenthal wishes to follow the same text with the omission 

| of pw). All difficulties, however, vanish when we take adda as 

"| ‘lately,’ a sense which it often bears in Aristotle (cf. Bonitz, /nd. 

|p. 559.a 19: ‘Ta wdAa AexPevra, of wdéAae Adyo refertur ad ea 

| quae antea in eodem libro exposita sunt’) and in other writers. 

| One may not have lately experienced the succession CDEF, 

|| and hence when C occurs one goes off on some more familiar route. 

| 452 a 30. modddkis d: LSU and all editors before Biehl read 
"}@ wodddxis, especially since the explanation is based upon the 

| frequency of the repetition ; cf. 452b 1 below: 7d 8 roAAdKis diow 

R, 18 
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moet. - But the idea of frequency or continued action is contained in 

the imperfect tense évvoodpmev. 

452 b 1. évepyela. Mr Cook “Wilson (Journal of Philol. xi, 

p. 120) conjectures ovvyOeia; but this makes the sentence simply 

a repetition of ll. 29-30 above. Though Themistius reads otrw xai 
€Gc, that is no guide. It is just the practice of that commentator to 

reduce significant statements to idle repetitions. 

Every one of those who read évepyeia will have it that the 
reference is to the activity of mind and, as it is the function of _— 

intellect which is most appropriately styled an évépyea, the term 

may perhaps be used absolutely as referring to that without further — 

qualification. But the meaning will not be, as some think, that the — 

order of connection of things in nature must be reproduced in the — 

mental process of recollecting. ‘That would only be the case if the 

order of recall was always identical with the order of notions in 

science, which is admittedly a reproduction of the objective order. 

(Cf. De Interp. ch. 9, 19a 33: Spotws of Adyor adnOeis Worep TH — 

mpaypata and Metaph. 1x. ch. 10, 1051 b 3.) It is only the order of — 
experience, though at times that might coincide with the scientific 

order, which is reproduced in association, and it is doubtful if it = 

could be said that that takes place ¢voe. The meaning would then “ 

rather be that, just as in the order of nature things succeed in 

a definite sequence, so it is in the functioning of thought. It is a 

the occurrence of a particular order which is common to both. 
‘Perhaps, however, the meaning is much wider than this. One ~ 

of the mss. (M) inserts 7 dvvaye after dioe and this, which seems to | 

be a gloss, may, however, give us a clue to an interpretation—- | 

‘Things when actually produced in a definite order do so by virtue 

of a natural disposition (or Svvayus) to do so. Now frequency of — 
repetition produces this @veus, and hence you explain the way in | 
which we actually associate such and such ideas, since the éos 

produced by frequent repetition is a kind of ¢vous.’ This. piow | 

might well have been called a éés, as the tendency to virtuous action |) 

produced by practice is called in the Zrhics. This éé:s is, it must be 

noticed, a Svvayus, though determinate, and from ¢vo1s you can — 
never dissociate the idea of potentiality. Thus it can quite well bee 
opposed to évépye. In fact dvois as the world of Nature is, apa 

from actual sensation, merely the potentiality of a sensible onject, | 

a Srroxeipevov. CE Metaph. ui. ch. 5, rorob 34 sqq.: 70 a hi 
ovv pyre Ta aicOnta evar pyre Ta aicOypata iows adnéés..., TO be , 

prey 

Cee ee eo ee, he 

ae el ht att Nees 
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Ta trokeipeva pun elvar, & Tovet THY alaOnow, Kal avev aicOyoews adv- 

vatov. Something must exist to cause sensation, but it is a dézoxei- 

pevov. Cf. also De An. 1. ch. 5, 417.4 12 and 11. ch. 2, 426a 15 sqq. 

The one sense of vars is not totally dissevered from any of the 

others. Itis nota homonymousterm. Here in this line dvow is used 

in a way which would suggest ‘natural tendency’ or ‘constitution’ 

as a translation and it is used in the same connection as év rots ducer 

and zapa gdvow (452 b 2) which imply a reference to the world of 

Nature. Cf. Introduction, sec. Iv. 

452b 2. rapa diow. Cf. Phys: u. ch. 8, 198 b 35 sqq. and m1. 

2154 2,etc. roadvrdparov or tvyxn is the source of what we should call 

exceptions to the laws of Nature. Those deviations from the normal 

which we should ascribe to the operation of special subsidiary and 

counteracting laws Aristotle did: not regard quite in the same light. 

As the action of Nature is not merely according to law, but 

purposive, Aristotle seems to consider these deviations from the 

general rule as being opposed to this purpose which aims for the 

best and as thwarting it. Hence the expression rapa dvow. CF. 

Zeller, Arist. 1. pp. 465 sqq. (1 airéparov and tvxn may be dis- 

tinguished, the former being specially the tendency to produce the 

unexpected found in zatural phenomena). Cf. Bonitz, ad Metaph. 

x1. ch. 8, 1065 a 30. 

452b 5. déAxnrat which Christ suggests, would make the read- 

ing smoother. But Aristotle continually works with an exceedingly 

) indefinite subject, especially when discussing mental phenomena (cf. 

| Rodier, ad De An. 1. ch. 5, 4304 25); it is, indeed, possible 

for the subject to be changed between xw7jvar and adéAxy. 

452b 6. 8é€y Svopa: erin Christ: E Y have ézein povor. 

452b 8. -yvupltew Set rv xpdvov. This is not a special character- 

istic of recollection, but is common to it and memory: ch. 1, 449b 

32 et passim. From here up to 453 a 5 Aristotle deals with the per- 

ception of time, a common function of both activities, and there- 

after he goes on once more to contrast the two. 
452b 9. 7. This is evidently the common sense or its organ, 

the €v tu rs Wvyns mentioned in De Sensu, 449 a 10. To perceive 

time is a function of the common sense: cf. above, ch. 1, 450 a 11 and 

‘l) notes. 

452 b 10. 1a peyéQy. Compare the way in which the perception 
} of time is illustrated by the perception of a spatial magnitude in 

| De Sensu, ch. 7, 448 b 3 sqq. 

18—2 
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452 D111. drrorelyav «.t.A. This would be a device for effecting 

thought by contact. Plato suggests in the Zimaeus that thought is 

effected by contact (cf. De An. 1. ch. 3, 406 b 26 sqq. and Rodier, 

ad /oc.). But thought would thus be itself a péyebos. Cf. Zimaeus, 
34 C sqq. and especially 37 4. Aristotle, however, does not disdain to 

speak of the activity of intellect as a contact with its object—which 

is itself. Cf. Metaph. xu. ch. 7, 1072b 21: Otyyavwv Kal vodv (6 
vovs). 

Plato, though making thought to be effected by contact, does 

not suggest that it issues from the body and reaches out to the 

things thought of, but as we see in De Sensu, ch. 2, he, along with 

Empedocles, holds this to be true of sight. . 
452b 14-16. Bekker reads rin ody dioice, drav 7a peiLw von; 7 

OTe éxelva voel, 7) TA éACTTW; TavTa yap Ta evTOs éAaTTW, wWoTEP 

dvahoyov kai ta éxtos. This is pretty nearly the traditional version 

a Ot ee 

ns, 

of the commentators and it seems to have given rise to the inter- . 

pretation descending from Themistius, which is to the effect that 

Aristotle is comparing the relation of external magnitudes and 

objective time to subjective processes by some relation between a 

whole and its parts. The inner processes in the subject are éAarra, 

but so are the parts contained in a whole. Themistius takes the 

évrds as referring to the parts which are contained zz the whole, not, 

apparently, as referring to év airy (sc. TH dvavoig), 1. 13. Never- 
theless, 7a évr6s—the parts contained in the whole—do correspond 

to the subjective. processes but, when they are described as éAarrw, 

that primarily characterises their relation to the whole (ra peifw) 

and only secondarily the relation of inner process to the externai 

reality. . 

The argument then is (Themistius, S/. 11. p. 250) that, if you 

know the whole, the knowledge of the part is annexed to it, but that 

knowledge first attaches to the parts (ra évrés) and then, because §f 

they are analogous to each other, and to the whole, proceeds to the ¥ 

whole. The relation between whole and parts is like that in the 

Timaeus between the demiurge, or rather the animal of perfect figure 

which is to contain all others (Zimaeus, 33 A), and the created gods 

which are within it and yet like to it. 

It looks as though Themistius, having consulted the Ztmaeus in 

connection with the passage above, has been led on by some \ 

similarities of expression in the two works (ra évros, omoworns and 

the notion of figures containing one another) to introduce as a parallel 
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something perfectly irrelevant. As Freudenthal points out, though a 

whole contains its parts, the parts do not contain the whole and it is 
impossible merely from the relation of part and whole to understand 

how a part can represent a whole. Among the commentators 

Simon and Thomas dismiss all this construction and take ra 

évros as referring simply to the inner psychic affections which 

correspond to the external objects and periods of objective time. 

It might seem at the first glance that ra duo oyypata which 

reside within the soul or its organ are what corresponds to the 

external spatial magnitudes, the xwyoers what answers to the periods 
of real time; but this distinction can hardly be maintained. All 

internal affections must be xwyoes and those by which time is 
apprehended must themselves be spatial, ze. capable of being 
represented by figures (cf. De Jusom. ch. 3, 461 a 8-11). The 

relation of inner to outer is represented by similar triangles (cf. 

18-19 below). Though Themistius employs such triangles (the one 

including the other) in his elucidation of the passage, the one does 

not, according to him, represent the psychic states, the other the 

external realities, but one is held to symbolize time, and its smaller 
parts the subjective processes apprehending time, the other the 

objective thing, with its parts representing the concepts by which we 

know the objective, and what is asserted is not merely a proportion 

between the inner elements of each triangle and the whole, but 

between the two triangles as a whole and consequently between the 

inner elements of each triangle. Cf. Themistius, SP. 11..p. 250, |. 23: 

ws TO éXaTTov mpaypa. mpos TO peilov Exel, Kal o éAaTTwWY xXpOvOS TpOs TOV 

peiova dpoiws é&er, Kai évaddrag, ws TO TpGypa <mpos> amavTa TOV 

xpovov éxer kal Ta pépn mpos Ta pepyn. (Spengel conjectures zpos 

before azavra.) But Themistius has completely missed the point, 

which is—how can the internal represent the external? He is 

continually using vonue and zpa@ypa as interchangeable (cf. 1. 21, doc. 

cit.); but the question is—/ow is it possible to use the vonpa (in 

the sense of psychic process) instead of being in actual contact with 

the tp@ypa? How are they related to one another? 
Freudenthal, in Rheinisches Museum, XXIV. p. 415, conjectures 

practically the identical reading which Biehl reproduces and which 
makes quite plain to what ra évrds and ra éxros refer. We must, 

however, depart from Biehl to some extent and delete before ava- 

Aoyov in 1, 16 the aa7ep which obscures the sense and may have easily 

crept in from the subsequent line. We read xai with Freudenthal. 
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452b 17. St Hilaire and Hammond take cideow to mean 

figures (mathematical) ; ‘just as a figure may contain a proportionate 
one within it, so with distances.’ But efdos is never used as identical 

with oxjpa—figure, though oxja may be regarded as an instance of 

eldos in the most general sense; and besides, since the sides of 

geometrical figures are aroornpara, in comparing the relations of 

amootypata to those which exist between proportionate figures, 

Aristotle would only be comparing a thing with itself. 

Bender translates «ideow by ‘ Bildern,’ and this may be founded-- 

on an illustration which Simon gives when he compares the psychic 

states to statuettes of equal size reproducing on the small scale the 

lineaments and features of two different men. Simon, however, ° 

seems to agree with Thomas that év avra (ll. 17-18) refers not to 

the «idos as Bender seems to take it (—‘in der Sache ’—but that 
would rather be év atr@ or év atrois) but to the perceiving subject— 

‘in ipso cognoscente,’ and he thinks that Aristotle is comparing the 
function of the internal quantum in representing external quantity to 

the function of the internal eiéos in representing that which exists in 

the objective universe. In both cases the internal is analogous to 

the external. This account of the efdosin the soul is rather different 

from the usual one. Aristotle generally says that the efdos of the 

object gets into the soul. For example, sense is a faculty for 
receiving the efdos—the form without the matter; cf. De An. UU. 

ch. 12, 424a 18, and so of vots in 111. ch. 4, 429 a 15, but again in 

429 a 27 the soul is said to be the rézos eiddv. Now, if the «idos of 

the sensible object only exists actually (évepyeia) when it is perceived 

or thought of, the e@os in the soul will be identical both numerically 
and specifically with that in the object so far as the latter exists — | 

évepyeia, and this seems to be from one point of view the Aristotelian 

1010b 30; but here we seem to have the more common-sense 

position that the efdos exists realised in the external object inde- 
pendently of the percipient mind and that what exists in the mind is 

at least numerically different from the objectively existing one. Here 

indeed Aristotle would seem to go so far as to suggest that the eidos 

in the mind is only aza/ogous to that existing in the external world. 

In this passage, then, Aristotle’s purpose is to illustrate the repre- 

sentation of an external azdornwa by an internal oyjpa, by the 

function which the «dos of an external object communicated to the 

sense organs has in giving us knowledge of that object. He refers 

. 

theory: cf. De An. ul. ch. 2, 426a 15 sqq., and Metaph. 11. ch. 5, 
: 
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to the latter operation as to something already agreed upon. Cf. De 

Interp. ch. 1, 1626: wabnpara rAs Wuyys, Kal dv tata Sporwpara, 

mpaypata K.7.A. . 

452b 18. In the following lines, while I adhere to one of the 

emendations which Biehl adopts from Freudenthal (TA for AA in 

1. 19), I disagree with the latter in his interpretation of the passage. 

My interpretation enables us to read AT with Bekker and all other 

editors and mss. instead of AZ in 1. 21, and I-instead of M inl. 22, 

a lection supported by mss. E M Y. 

The figure I give in illustration of the text (for which, along with 

this interpretation, I am indebted to Mr W. D. Ross of Oriel College) 

differs from that suggested by Freudenthal as much as from the one 

found in Themistius ; it will be found to be simpler than either and 

open to fewer objections. My contention is that Aristotle’s sole 

point is to show how external aroorypara and Kuwyoeis may be repro- 

duced zz farvo in the psychical organs. His explanation is that the 

internal cyypata and xwyoes are analogous to the external ones, 

just as the sides of a small triangle are in the same proportions as 

those of one any number of times larger, obtained by producing the 

sides to any distance and drawing the base parallel to the base of 

the small one. 

He accordingly draws the triangle ATA with BE near the apex 

and parallel to TA. (That this is the first figure to be drawn is 

evident from the fact that the letters round it succeed each other in 

the order of the alphabet.) 

(Z)F G(H) 

(r)c D(A) H (8) 

| ———(1) 

K (K) 

(B)B E(E) 3 (A) 

(A)A 

The internal oyna or kivyois then represents the external just as 

the sides AB, BE represent AI, TA by being proportional to them. 
But the question arises, why should the internal oxjpa or Kivyots 

symbolized by AB, BE represent the external AT, TA rather than 

AZ, ZH (obtained by producing AT and AA and drawing ZH parallel 
to ['A), which are equally proportional to AB, BE? 
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Will not an internal cxjpa which represents a length of six feet 

at a certain distance represent one of twelve feet at double the 

distance? Aristotle replies that this is so, but that in the two cases 
we are conscious of a different proportion between the external and 

the internal. We have some standard by which we measure real 

size. We are conscious of the vea/ distance from the eye outwards 

of the various objects, and hence (to state the case in modern terms) 

we know that an affection of the retina, which may mean a size of 

two inches in a near object, may mean two miles in a distant one. 

This is what Aristotle means when he says that AT is to AB in the 
proportion of ® to I, but AZ is to AB in the ratio of K to A. 

This interpretation requires us to regard @, 1, K and A as the, 
names of single lines, not as referring to points at the ends of lines 
as Freudenthal and Themistius would have it. This usage is common 

in Euclid. On the other hand it is impossible that tov @I or ras 

KA could refer each to single lines as Freudenthal maintains ; nor is 

there anything in the passages he quotes (PAys. vill. ch. to, 266 a 16, 

Meteorol. 111. ch. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11) to show that Aristotle could, by ® 

or M (I) in 1. 22, be referring to a single line by means of a point at 
one end of it, if the point at the other end is denoted by another 
letter. The difficulty is increased by the fact that his interpretation 
requires the full designation of the former line to be [M] ®, of the 

latter [K] M. ‘There is nothing to show that M was in Aristotie’s 

original scheme ; it seems to have crept into some of the Mss. from 

the figure of Themistius where it is found along with several other 

superfluous letters. For further 

criticisms of the figure of Themis- 

- 

Fig. Themist. 

Museum, loc. cit. 

Freudenthal’s text is as follows: 

0 < wi é 452b 18 sqq.:—orep ovv ei rHV 

AB BE xwetrat, roves THY TA: ava- 

Aoyov yap y AT xal 9 TA. ri ob 

padrrgov tHy TA 4 tHv ZH rove; 7 

B € 

ws 7 AZ mpos tiv AB exe, ovrws 

1) © xpos tHv M eye. (The rest is 

identical with the version followed 

here.) He constructs two diagrams. 

1. ayn and p& are two similar 

triangles one inscribed in the other and both are intersected by a 

kK 

tius, cf. Freudenthal in Rheznisches - 

3 
rs 
a 
i 

+, 
pe 
a 
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line «Bed drawn parallel to 6 or & so that px: «6::a8:BL  y8 is 

also drawn parallel to fy. 
f : Fig. Freudenth. 

Then the following result will hold: 

ne Pe ae ‘ 
al ae a : A 

K B is 

Also ag = e 4.6. sia ; 
off om ke 

Finally f= = = ae 

According to Freudenthal, af, Be 

represent inner affections; ay, yd con- 
cepts; af, fy are objective magnitudes, 

while px, kX represent our idea of time, 

#0, @_actual objective time. 

This scheme is not wholly unlike that of ‘Themistius whose outer 
triangle represents time and its subjective apprehension, while the 

inner one symbolizes objects and the ideas by which they are 

thought. | 

But, as the whole point of the argument is, that the internal 

oxypara and xuyoets, though much smaller, are still analogous to the 

external magnitudes and periods of time, it is strange to find the | 

internal kivyots, which is the means of apprehending time, symbolized 

by lines in the external triangle. If there is any point at all in 

drawing inserted triangles to represent the relation in question, the 

inner one should certainly represent the subjective and ‘smaller’ 

process. A series of similar triangles, the one enclosing the other, 

would be a much better means of bringing out Aristotle’s contention. 
It would thus be shown that differences in magnitude are non- 

essential ; the proportions in the sides of the smallest interior triangle 

are still analogous to those of the largest exterior one. There is no 

need for Aristotle to represent objective time by different lines and 

symbols from those which represent external spaces (cf. De Sensu, 

ch. 7, quoted above), nor need the internal xivyous be distinguished 

by different letters from the internal oyjue. In fact, the internal 

state corresponding to both spatial and temporal magnitudes must be 
a kivnots (and perhaps it is this that Aristotle means when he says in 

De An. 1. ch. 1, 425 a 17-18, that we know both figure and 

magnitude by means of xivyous). But this «/vyous can be. represented 

by a figure, #.¢. it is spatially determined, it is a kind of ¢opd, and it 
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is as such that it can represent the objective magnitudes whether of 

time or space. What the difference is between the xivyots which 

represents a magnitude which is itself a xivnows (as in time) and 
that which represents a space, Aristotle does not say; he seems 

ooo to be bent on describing everything internal in terms of | : 

KiVY CLS. 

Again, it is difficult to believe that here Aristotle is distinguishing 

inner affections (‘innern Affectionen,’ Freudenthal in Rheinisches 

Museum, p. 417) from concepts (Begriffe). In the previous sentence — 

(ll. 16-18) he had (by implication) distinguished the apprehension of 

elon from that of déroornpara, holding that in both cases there is 

something analogous in the soul which corresponds to the objective 

eldos or aréotnwa. Now the distinction between efdos and amdurnua 
—magnitude or spatial figure generally—is quite different from that — | 

between inner affection (¢avracpa?) and concept. Further, ¢fdos is 
not a psychological term ; it could not be used to mean concept as 

opposed to image. ‘Though the eidos of a thing means the concept — 

or knowable character of a thing, it is used only in the epistemo- 

logical reference not in the psychological. The appropriate term to 

designate the concept as a psychical entity is véypa not eido0s. Com- 

pare the usage all through this treatise as in De Az., especially 

432412, 430a 28. Further, even though one did take ¢fdos in the 
sense of vénua and held that the lines ay, yd represent vonpara or — 

eidyn, yet, as they are not of the nature of spatial quantity, what 

is here said about their analogy to the objects they represent will be 

the merest metaphor. A concept represents the external reality by 

having the same Adyos, or in fact being the Aoyos of the external — 
thing (cf. De An. 11. ch. 12, 424a 24); but that Adyos is not a spatial — 
proportion, neither in the external object (for that would be the | 

Democritean theory) nor, consequently, in the soul. On the other 7 

hand the ¢avracua is spatial in character; as we saw in ch. 1, 

450 a 9, not to be able to think without ¢avracpara is just the same 

as not being able to think advev tod cuvexods. (This ovvéxea, as we 

saw, forms the vAy vonry of the concept.) Hence the analogy 
between the davracpa (or atoOnpwa which is equally a spatial «ivyjows) 
and the objective magnitude whether temporal or not, can be ade- 

quately symbolized by spatial figures, eg. by the identical ratios 

which may be found in similar triangles of diverse magnitudes, 
whereas the analogy between the vonya proper and its external, 

object must be something very different. 

Pde ®t 7. 

eco Ue, 
. 

f/ ote gual 6, PRISAB SOE EYE 
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Hence, even though we were to keep Freudenthal’s figure, we 

need not appropriate special lines to the symbolization of particular 

classes of psychical states. The point seems to be merely that 

within a triangle of the same apex the shorter lines may be propor- 

tional to those obtained by producing the sides. 

2. Freudenthal gives another illustration with three. triangles, 

the smaller progressively inscribed in the larger, but the alteration 

is not material. 

The only reason for following Themistius’s explanation of the 

passage—the alleged correspondence of the ‘triangulum rei’ and | 

-‘triangulum temporis ’—would be the difficulty of accounting for ovv 

at the beginning of the next paragraph (I. 26) by any other. ‘ Hence, 

(since the process corresponding to the time and that corresponding 
to the thing may themselves correspond), we may explain memory. 

When-they occur together we remember, etc.’ But the alleged 

correspondence of time-apprehending and object-apprehending pro- 

cesses does not account for the fact of remembering. It is their 

coincidence that does so. It is also difficult to see what sense there is 

in making out a correspondence between an object and the time in 

which it is apprehended or between the subjective processes pro- 

duced by each. Both may be illustrated by the same lines and 

} figures as above, but that need not imply an analogy other than 

) generic between the two classes of processes. The ody does not 

} imply that the act of memory is explained by the previous passage ; 

} all that has been accounted for is the possibility of an internal 

| process representing external reality, whether that be spatial magni- 

| tude or temporal process. Memory, as such, is accounted for by the 

| coincidence merely of the two subjective processes. 

(In 1. 22 yap instead of ody would give a smoother sense, but the 
| change is not necessary.) | 

453a 1-2. Bekker reads otov dru tpirnv nuepav SdyTore éroincer, 

|| Gre 88 kai pérpw. This gives no material difference. But Freudenthal, 
) (op. cit..p. 419) pointing out that tpirny ypépav makes one think of 
| an exact interval of time, and hence can hardly be employed as an 

| instance of indeterminate time, wishes to read ofov ore tpirnv nyépay, 

| Ore pévrow wore éroinoev: Ste S5é Kal pérpw. ote pévtoe is read by 

. LS Michael and vet. tr. 

The change is surely not essential. I take ore tpiry yuépa Odymore 

| éroinvev to be an example of remembering prpw. Aristotle says 
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that sometimes one does not remember the exact interval, as e.g. 

that it was an interval of three days, but at other times one © 

does. 

Freudenthal’s objection against 6éy7ore is not convincing. The 

indefiniteness of the subject acting need not entail any indefiniteness 

in the act performed. 

453a 7-8. Evidently to have recollection proper one must : 

remember pérpo. § 
4534 10. yvopilopévov. The reading of LS U yvwpipor is per ; 

haps a little smoother, 

453A 12. olov cvddoyiorpds tis. This would point either to 

Siebeck’s theory or to the one I have given as to the meaning of 

452a 18 sqq. Beginning with your present thought, as it were — 

with a minor premiss, you develop it further by a series of middle 

terms which finally lead to the idea you are in search of, just as 

your middle terms in a deduction finally bring you the ultimate 

predicate which is to be attached to the subject. 
Here Aristotle lays emphasis on the purposive character’of ava- 

pvynots. He treats it as a Cyryows depending on will. It is evidently 
as such only that it is the exclusive possession of man. But ava- 

pvyors is not in all cases purposive: cf. 451 b 26, and 1. 28 below. 

453a 14. BovdAevors is also a species of fyrnows: cf. Eth. Mic. 

VI. ch. 10, 1142 a 32, and again we have in 1142b 1: 6 6€ BovAevo- — 

pevos Cntet kai Aoyierar. Cf. also 1. ch. 5, 1112b 20 sqq. It isa n 

search for means to an end and for means which are in our power. 

There is another kind of jrno.s—theoretic, such as in mathematicsis 

a kind of avdAvois. Aristotle calls it in A/efaph. 1x. ch. 9, 1051a 

22 sqq., duaipecrs (at least he says datpotvres yap etpicxovow. This is — 

of course not the Platonic S:aépecrs). The process involved is thus — 

explained by Mr Burnet in Zhe Ethics of Aristotle, p. xxxv. ‘ Figures 

are resolved by making actual the divisions into other figures which 

are there potentially. If they were already actually divided the 

proof would be plain ; as it is, we must make a construction which is 
always in the long run some form of division. For instance, why — 

are the angles of a triangle equal to two right angles? It is because 

the angles about one point are equal to two right angles. If the 
line parallel to the side were already drawn, the truth would be 

plain at first sight.’ . 

This process is obviously just azodeéus—demonstration, or ovAAo- — 

es nos 
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yiopos—the finding of the middle term. Scientific analysis and 
demonstration are just the same thing, as is borne out by the name 

of the treatises on demonstration—ra avadvtixa. Recollection is 

‘then like a syllogism in being an analysis, though a psychological 

one, corresponding to the logical analysis involved in scientific 

reasoning. 
4534 16-17. coparikdy 7d whQos. owpariKdy Te wabos is read by 

LS U, the commentators and all editors other than Biehl. 

éy rootte. Cf. De An. 1. ch. 4, 408b 17 and above, note to 

451 b 35, apxny Kiwycews. 

4534 19. éméxovtes. For this Christ is responsible. If we read 

éréxovras with the mss. and Bekker we must place a comma after 

avapynoOnve. and, taking the éréyovras along with émiyetpodvras, 

translate it ‘and though they restrain their thoughts.’ The vet. tr. 

however, though taking it along with értyepotvras, has ‘adhibentes 

intellegentiam.’ 

453a 20. After oddev yrrov I understand with Simon zaper- 
oxAeiv. It is this which it is the purpose of the proof to maintain. 

So Thomas also. Themistius explains that the search still goes on. 

This is not far wrong though it is difficult to see how what is against 

one’s will can be a fyryous (cf. Themistius, SP. 11. p. 253, 1. 29). 
Hammond and Bender wish to have it that people remember when — 

they are not trying and in fact trying not to. ‘This does not suit the 

Greek so well and is hardly the point. Aristotle does not attempt 
to show the bodily nature of recollection by its occurring involun- 

tarily (though that it does so is also implied, cf. ll. 27 sq.). In fact 

he has lately understood by dvéuryots the voluntary recall of an idea. 

| He wishes rather to show its corporeal connection by pointing out 
that it may stimulate bodily disturbances beyond the control of the 

will. This is the meaning of rod py ém aidrots elvar TO avapipry- 

oxeoGou (Il. 22 sq.) and the subsequent illustration. 
4534 25. coparidy rm. The heart, according to everyone but 

Neuhauser : cf. Introduction, sec. vi. In De An. 1. ch. 4, 408 b 18 

Aristotle talks of the xuwyoes stimulated in recollection as being in 

the sense organs (év rots aic@yrypios), but that is probably only 

a vaguely worded statement. 

We have seen above in ch. 1, that the organ of xoww7 aic@ynous and 

gavracia is the heart, or is situated in it. Cf. also De /Juvent. ch. 3, 

469a 12, These xwyoes or ray are davtdcpara, 
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4534 28. éwavét0y LSU. Michael, Themistius, and almost all _ 

editors read éméAOy, which does not give the sense of returning which ~ 

is involved in éravéA@y and seems to be required. . 
453.4 34. ol S8«.rA. Another proof of the bodily nature of 4 

memory and recollection. Dwarfs are people with the upper parts ~ 

of their bodies more developed than the lower extremities just like — 
young children. 

453b 5-6. Sariv kivnow. Cf. ch. 1, 450b 7 sqq. 
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THE ARISTOTELIAN THEORY OF LIGHT. 

It is difficult to reconcile Aristotle’s doctrine that light is a é&ts 

(cf. pp. 211-14 above) with his other statements which imply that, 

if not a motion, it at least has direction in space. 

We must, indeed, disregard those passages (e.g. Meteorol. 1. ch. 8, 

345 b 10 and 1. ch. 9, 369 b 13-14) where his use of language which 

has such an implication is due to the fact that some Empedoclean 

doctrine is under discussion ; and again in Azad. Post. 1. ch. 11, 94b 

29 sqq-, where he talks of the passage of light through the enclosing 

walls of a lantern, he expressly safeguards himself by saying eizep 

gas yiverar TO Suevac. Once more, statements in the Prodlems (e.g. 

904b 17: TO péev his kat edelav péperar) may be set-aside as not 

being of necessity genuinely Aristotelian. 

Nevertheless, in Meteorol. 11. ch. 4, 374 b 4, Aristotle speaks 

of rays proceeding from the sun, and the whole of his account of the 

phenomena of eclipse and illumination rests on the assumption that 

light has direction; in De Az. u. ch. 8, 419 b 29 sqq. he explains 

the diffusion of daylight by the reflection of the sun’s light from the 

spots directly illuminated. 

It is noteworthy, however, that when he talks of the formation 

of images in mirrors and tries to show that rainbows, haloes, etc. are 

due to reflection (e.g. in Meteorol. 111. ch. 2, 371 b 17 sqq.) he always 
speaks of the reflection of s¢gh¢, not of the reflection of light. More- 

Over it is evident that he was as far as his predecessors from 

understanding that the visibility of an object which is not self- 

luminous is a phenomenon of reflection. 

It is precisely when he comes to explain the perception of such 

an object that his theory, like that of prior philosophers, breaks 

down. ‘The perception of anything which is a source of light 

(tt wvpades) is relatively a simple matter. ‘The luminous body, by 
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producing a és in the medium intervening between it and the eye, — 

is enabled to act upon the organ of vision and so cause perception 
of itself. But the non-luminous object must also act upon the eye, — 

if it is to be seen, and yet, not being of the nature of fire, it cannot — 

produce a egis in the medium. ‘The fact that it is illuminated, 7.e. 

endowed with the és produced in the transparent medium (which ~ 
penetrates it to a greater or less extent) by the presence of a source | 
of light, may be a prior cause of its visibility (76 yap dais move 70 
dpav), but does not explain how it acts upon the eye. Light can be 

the proximate cause of vision only in the case of a self-luminous 

body. We may think it strange that Aristotle, whose general 
doctrine of perception involved the action of all visible objects upon — 

the eye, and who in De Sensu, ch. 2, 438 b5, is content to call thisa 

kivnovs, did not leap to the conclusion that illumination is itself due 

to a xivyots which is identical with this. As things stand, his theory 
of the perception of bodies which are not self-luminous is left 

incomplete and is not reconciled with the rest of his teaching. 

It can only be described as an advance upon the Empedoclean 
doctrine, which made the act of vision a phenomenon of illumination— 

the illumination of an object dy the eye, and thus took as obvious the 

fact most in need of explanation, namely the perception of an illumi- 

nated object. 
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THE ARISTOTELIAN THEORY OF TIME-PERCEPTION 

A TENTATIVE rendering of the difficult passage 452 b 8-25 (Bek. 

7-22) has been suggested to me by Mr J. A. Smith and Mr W. D. 

Ross. The same figure is retained in illustration of the text and the 

explanation is of the same general type as that which I have adopted 

in pp. 279 sqq. But the reading in ll. 14-16 (Bek. 13-15) is altered 

to—tive ovv duice, drav ta peilw von, ore éxeiva vol } Ta eAaTTw ; 

mTavTa yap Ta évtos éAatTw, womep avdAoyov Kai ta éxtds. ‘When 

one thinks of the greater (and more distant) objects, what is the 

difference between thinking of them and of the smaller (and nearer) ? 

For all the internal (subjective) are smaller (than the external) as it~ 
were in proportion to the external (objective).’ 

The internal AB, BE is smaller than AI’, TA, but preserves the 

| same proportion as AT’, TA, and also as AZ, ZH. What then is the 

‘| difference between interpreting AB, BE as meaning ATI’, TA and 

| interpreting it as meaning AZ, ZH? The difference lies in the 
| power (assumed by Aristotle 1. 9 above—éorw 8€ 7 @ xKpiver Tov 
mew xai éXdttw) of knowing the distance in space or time of the 

object for which our mental object stands, and knowing, therefore, 

@ K i 
by what to multiply AB and BE—whether by TX: This tells 

us (to take the case of peyéOn) whether the image in us stands for 

a cat at ten yards’ distance or a tiger much farther away. Similarly 

it enables us to say whether the «ivyovs in us represents an event 

which took ten minutes a week ago or twenty minutes a fortnight 
ago. When the image is multiplied by us in the same ratio as that 

in which its distance from us is multiplied, we think of (or recollect) 

| the right object at the right distance of space or time. When 

different ratios are used we get a false thought or a false recollection. 

According to this interpretation AB is the ardornpa of the mage 

from us, AT and AZ the dzoorjpara (in space or time) of the objects 

R. 19 
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from us. BE represents our subjective image or xévyows, TA and © 

ZH the objects (spatial or temporal) which we think of. If you wish 

_to think of ZH rather than TA you must think of the droorjpara as 

being different too, and multiply AB by - not by = 

The chief objection to this interpretation is that it implies that 

Aristotle thought of the image in the mind as existing at a distance 

from us, as though there were within us an inner spectator (the real 

self) whose relation to mental images merely reproduced on a smail e 

scale the relation between a percipient being and the spatial objects 

external to his organism. In fact we have the scholastic and 2 
Cartesian theory of the relation of the soul to the motions in the E 

‘animal spirits.’ But surely such a doctrine is definitely non- 

Aristotelian. Further if AT and AZ can be interpreted as being _ 
designed to represent distances in time of past events, AB will also xf 
(when compared with these) represent an aréornya in time. But a 

how can a present image or kivyots (BE) be said to be distant from "a 

us in time? It will thus be seen that there are difficulties in working 

out the consequences of this tempting and ingenious theory. I~ 

myself cannot believe that Aristotle meant his symbols to be anything 
more than a general illustration of the relation which internal ~ 

kwyoes bear to external xuvyoes and peyéOy. The fact that motion } 
always implies extension made it possible for the former class to oa 

symbolize both the latter. 
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448 a 3 
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évarTiwais 442b 20; 445b 26 
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449b 20 
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émignreivy 452a 18, 22, 25 
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érumédacis (xpwuarwr) 440b 17 
émimodkacTiKds 442 a 13 
émimoAyns 440 a 15 sqq. 
étlaxeywis 436a 3 
émloracOat 451 a 31 
émioTHUNn 449A 1; 451 a 29, 30 
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0 dnp 443 a 5 
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émcxetv (Strattis) 443 b 34 
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(oi) émixeipnuatixol Aéyou 451 a 21 
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evuabys 449b 9 
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kamvés. ef mdvra Ta OvTAa KaTVos 

yiyvorro (Herac.) 443 a 26 
() karvadns dvabuulacis 443 a 23 sqq. 
KaTakalew 4424 30 
karakclrew 442a 7 
KaTaxphobar 444a 27 
kattirepos 4434 21 
kevés=vanus 437b 17 
Kepavyivar 447 a 20 
Kweiy 437 a 26; 440a 26; 441b 21. 

TO Kwoty Kal Snusovpyoby 443 b “17; 
TO Kw ob wevov 446a 31. 7d mpwrov 
Kkwihoav 446b 23. xlynow xwnOjoera 
441b 15; cf. klynocs 

klynovs dist. ddXolwois 446b 31 sqq- 
N pel Sov kiynoes 447a 16sqq. 7 da 
Tovrov (sc. Tov werakd) kivynots 438 b 5. 
mdGos kal klynots 446a 28. klynots 
kal xpjow 447b 22. éorw év a’r7 
(sc. Ty Stavola)...xiwjoers 452 b 14; cf. 
451 b 12-453b 6. & Kuwioer roddAT 
elvat 450b 1 

Kvly 444b 13 
kowds; cf. tdos. Ta Kowd alcOnrd 4374 

93 442b 9 sqq. 
képn 438a 16, b 17 
Képioxos 450b 34 
kovpyn (Emped.) 438a 1 
KoUgos 442a 6 
Kovporns 444a 25 
Kpfva: 441b 7 
Kplvew coni. yeyv@oxewv 445 b 16; coni. 

yruplfev et voely 452b 8 sqq. 77 
Kpwovoa alaOnois 447b 28, 30 

kpirikds 442b 19 
Kpbrados 438b 14 
Kuavods 442a 26 
Kichoy een, 438 a 1 
kwdwv 446b 2 
kwpds 437a 8 

NapBavey 451a 25. évreidev Anwréov 
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4372 33; 445b 32; 449b 10; 
cf. 441b 28; 440 a23 

Adumrew 437A 34 
Aautécxey (Emped.) 447b 33 
AaumThp 438b 16; (Emped.) 437 b 30 
éyew. Aexréov 439 b 21; 440b 30; 

év TH Wuxn Aéyew 449b 25; cf. 

447b 27 
Neos. Ta Neila 437a 34, b 7 
Nelwew. Nelrerat 441a 223 442a 25 
AerTbs. RerrHow 60dvyo. (Emped.) 
438 a I 

Aeukds. 7d NevKdy 439b 19; 442a 13; 
447b 26 sqq. 

Ajys dist. dvddnyis 451 a 23 
ABavwrds 446b 24 
Nerrapés. Rurapds 6 Tod yAuKéos éori 

xuuds 442a 18, 25 

Aéyos=oratio 4374 133 453a 32. 
=disquisitio 445b 21; 451a 21. 
=argumentum 445b 20. dfAov did 
Tod Aéyou Kal Tod Adyou xwpls 436b 
Q- =notio, Adyw TravTd 449a 22. 
=ratio (mathematica) 439b 29, 31; 
440a 14, 16; 440b 20; 448a 10,12 

Nox afvero (Emped. ) 438a1 
Avew Tov Nbyov 445b 20 
vats 445 b 22 

. Adxvos 438b 15; (Emped.) 437b 28 

pdOnua 452 a 4 
pabnuarixds. cHpata wabnuatixkd 445 b 

16 
pavOdve. Kara 7d pavOdvey dist. kata 

TO Oewpety 441b 25. pabeiv 7 rabeiv 
451a 24. TO mdduw pavOdve 452a 
6; 451b 9g, 11 

pavTikn 449b 14 
maptupety 445b 19 
péyebos. evia weyéOn AXavOdver 446a 17. 

wav péyebos alcOnrév 445b 10; cf. 
440a 23, 29; 448b 15-17. 70d 
alcOnrov wav éoti péyeOos 449 a 22 
sqq. péyebos kal xpdvov kal mpdy- 
patos 448b 4 

(oi) werayxorcxol 453a 21 
Médas. 7d wéAav 442a 283 cf. AevKds 
medern 451a 13 
bédurra 444b 12 
(7d) wéAXNov 449b 11 
hepivew 446b 16 
péoos. 7d Tod d6P0adpy0d wécov 437b 1. 

péon (hn doppnots) 44547. Td pécor 
wdvTwy 452a 19 

(ra) peradrevdueva 443 a 18 
peracxnuatifev 446b 10 
peracxnudriots 446b 8 
periévac Tiv Téxvnv 436b 1 
perétwpov 452a 18 

pieyé 438b 2; (Emped.) 437b 34 
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piywa 447b 12 
beyvivat 440b 5 sqq-; 444a I. Ta 

Memeypéva 440b 19sqq. ; 447b 12s8qq.; 
cf. pikes 

sixpds 440b 2sqq.; 446a 5 
puxpirns 448b 5 
blits. xpwudrwv pliis 4404 31 sqq.; 

4424 13sqq. 7a epi uliews 440b 4 
pvhen. wepl wvjuns 449b 4sqq.; def. 

449 b 26sqq.; 451a 14 sqq. évepyelv 

TH pyhun 450a 21; 452b 27 
pynuovevey; cf. uvjun. Td py nuovedew 

Kad’ avré dist. kata& cuuBeBnkds 451 
b 31, 32; dist. To dvayuprjoKer bat 
451b 2sqq.; 453a 7 sqq. 

pvnudveurma 450b 29; 451a 3 
bvnmoveutés 449b 10. Ta mynmovevTa 

ka@’ abra kal xara oupBeBnkds 450a 
26 

pvnuovikds. of uynmovixol dist. of ava- 
pvnorikol 449b 7; 453a 6 

(rd) puproornudproy AavOdve. 445 b 33 

Bopynt 444b 12 
pubpov (Strattis) 444a 1 

vavwdns 453b 1, 7 
véos. ol cpbdpa véo 450b 6; 453b5 
vedrns 436a 15 

(4) vary 447a 21 
voeiy 442b 29; 451b 21; 452a 21. 

Ta éxTds voeiv 445b 17; 452b 10 sqq. 
voeiv ovx éorw dvev pavTdoparos 

449 b 34 sqq. 
vonua 450b 31; 451a 1 
vontixds. TOvonTiKkdy mdprov 450a 15, 18 
vonrés. Ta vontd dist. Ta mpaxtd 
437 a 3; dist. 7a alcOnrd 445b 17; 

450a 14 
(ra) voonmatixa pevwata 444a 15 
voowdns 444a 19 
vots 445b 17; cf. voetv 

EavOds 442a 24 
Enpbs. 7d Enpdv 441 b 11 sqq.; 442b 

30 sqq-; 444a 18 
Enpérns 4434 2, 14, Db 5 
EvNov 443 a 17 

bykos. éyv Tots byKows 442b 7 
6dnmoTE 453a 2 
606vn (Emped.) 438a 1 
olketos 442b 27; 444b 11 
ddos 448b 5sqq. & TH ddAw 446a 20 
éupa 438a 7Sqq. 7d évTds Tod Suparos 

438b 6, 21. éml rod ésxdrov ép- 
baros 438 b g. 7d Nevkdv Tot duparos 
438 a 21. of rdpor ToD buparos 438 a 
15. mpd duudatwv tibecPar 450a 5 

duotos. ad duolov (Onpevew, dvapipv7- 
oxecOa) 451 b 22 
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évoua. Ta dvouara, 4372153 4534 31. 
dvoua prvnpovedoa 452b 6 

déds opp. auBrUs 442b 6; opp. Bapis 
447b 4. dé&ds xupds 441 b 73 442a 
II, 21. d&€ws aicOdvecOa 444b 14 

wmrdiccaro (Emped.) 437b 28 
opav 437 4 30s8qq-; 4402 17. n xlynows 
7 tovovca TO dpav 438b 5; cf. 447€ 12. 
opav rel. ad dpac@at 446 b 12. dpa 
7d avrd opay Kal dopuacbat Kal aKovew 
446b 27; 448a 25. evdAds 6 pay 444b 
29. olecOar 7d dpav elvac Thy Eugacw 
438 a 6 

dpacis 439 a 17 
6parixds. 7d dparixdy Tod 8uparos 438 b 

21 
oparés. 7d dpardv 445a II 

opyn 4534 29 
oplfew 439b 7; 440b 25; 450 3, 4 
dopacbat 443.8 34; 444b 18; 445 a 12; 

446b 27 
604 438b 26 sqq.; sed cf. 443 a 23 sqq.; 

444a 10-445b 2. dou Kal xupds 
440b 29 sqq.; 442b 29 sqq.; 443 b 
9» 16; 447a 8. 70 Opemrixdy Eidos 
THS bo phs 444b 12. al trav avOav 
dcpat 443b 30. 7 THs doujs Oivayus 
444a 27. 7 doun Kal 6 Wopos 446a 

25 
dapnwins 443.4 15, 20 
(ra) dorpaxddepua 443a 4 
doppaiverOar 4434 5; 445a 5; 446b 

r7 saq;; cf. domao baw 

doppavrixds. 7Oo dcppartixdy 438b 23 
doppavrds. To dogpavrév 443a I sqq. 

To édagppavrov Kal 7d dxovo Tov K.T Ne 
- 44529 sqq. Tod dcppavrod 70 ai Ay- 
Thpiov 445a 28; cf. 444a 31; 438 
28. 7d dcppavrov 7d tdtov TOV GD- f 

Opwrwv 444a 4 sSqq. 
boppnois; cf. dogpaiverOa et dour 
drt pleonastice positum. s.. 

2 
é6pOaruds; cf. dupa. Tod dPOarpuod 7d 

Kadovmevov mé\av Kal pécov 437b 1 
dyis 4374 24 $qq-3 cf. 4372 4. TO 

éEcévre Tivl THv Bw opav 438 a 27; 
452b 12. dduixvetoda Tro pws pds 
Thy yw 446a 30 

mayos 437b 23 
mwabnuata 445b 4 
mwdOos dist. es ist Re 449 b 28; dist. 

orépnots 441 b 27; coni. es 451a 
26, 30. md0os Tis Kowjs aicOjoews 
450a 12; cf. 450a 1, 28, 33, b 33 
437425. TO mdos Tis Oewplas TavTysS 

450 b 34; cf. 453.4 17 sqq.; 440b 30. © 
dua wdfos 450b 1. dia 7d wddos 
445a 1. wd0n=Ta Tadjpara TH 

67 443a 
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aicOnrd 445b 13; 446a 17; 449a 
17; 4454 Io 

wavotepuia 441a 7, 20 
Tapaxaneiy mpos tiv Tpopyv 443b 32 
mapackevdvew 441b 21 
wapekafew 445a 14 
mapevoxrervy 453a 18 
mdpepyov 444a 29 
mdpodos 444a 30 
mapduoos 452b 6 
mapovola 439a 22 
mwas. Td dua Tacwv 447a 22. 

TwdvTws 440b 3 
mdaoxew vd Tod évavrlov 441b 10, 15 
maxos éxew 441 a 32 
Taxvve 441 a 30 
mepaive 445b 25. memepacuéva eldn, 

MeyéOn 445b 30; 446a 20 
wépas (Tod gwuaros) 439a 32 sqq. 
(76) mepiéxov 439b 6; 446a g 
Tepikdpmiov 441 a 14, 16, b 1 
mwepirros 4454 7; 448 a 15 
TweplTTWULA 445a 21 
mwepipephs 442b 23 

7H 4520 5 
myyivat 447a 3, 4 
mhgis 443b 15, 18 
mikpos 4424 7, 15, 19, 29 
tWat 450b 23 
mAnpobty 443b 25 
mryTTew 438b 13 
mruvTikds 4434 1 
mics 445 a 16 
Tvetua=anp 443b 4; =Kiwodpmevos arp 

437 b 31; 444b 23 ) 
TvevpaTwdns 445 a 29 
Tod.aios. % modvala 446a 7 
moety THy A 452b 19, 20. of ra &roma 

movodvres meyéOn 445b 19; cf. 437a 

24 
tolv Te Td bypov mapackevdgew 441 b 

21 
Tohvywvos 442b 22 
woua 444a 1 
Twopever Oar (7d dwp) 441 b 3 
(7a) mopeurixa T&v (wv 436b 20 
(ot) wépor Tod Buparos 438b 14 
moppw 446b 14; 452b 11. Ta réppw 

Mepyijcbat 451 b 30 
méppwhev 440b 18 

(4) wopdipa 444 b 13 
moody 445b 11. wpicuévos xara 7d 

moody 450€8 3 sqq. 
mérimos 442a 31 
Tpaypa. eri Tov mpayudrwv opp. ém 

Ths Wuxis 449a 14; cf. 450a 28; 
4524 2, 11, b 26. mpayyua cal xpovos 
448b 2, 4; 452b 26, 32 

mpakis=evépyea 436a 5 
mMpdowos 442a 26 

wavTn 
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mpoacbdverbar 436b 22 
mpéodos (Emped.) 437b 28 
TwpocacbdvecOar 450a 23 

mpooryiyvecOar 446a 16 
mpoopéperv. ) mporhepouévn Tpoph 

441b 31, 333 4424 2 
Tpovmdpxew 441b 25 
(oi) IIvOayépero 439 a 33; 445a 18 
wip. i Tob mupds Picts. 441 b 12 sqq.; 

437 4 24 sqq.; 438b 22 sqq. 
mwupovv. Td TemTupwuéva cwWuaTa 437b 

24 
jwuppotv 441 a 14 
mupwdns 439a 21 
TOA 444b 24 

peiv 450b 3, 7 
pedua 4444 15 
pumrixéds 443 a 2 

campos 443b 12 
oBevvivac 437b 18 
ontla 437b 8 
oxérn 438a 26 
oKxetTéov 448b 20; 449b 3 
oxéfis 442b 27 
ox\npddeppos 438 a 25 
ox\npddbarpuos 444b 28 
oKometvy 451 b 30 
oxdros 439 a 22, b 18. 

27, 34, 6,7 
oxwrrev 443b 34 
godoklfew 452b 7 
oTepety 436a 20; 439b 17 
arépnots coni. PO0pd 436 b 7; opp. wap- 

ovola 439a 22; opp. mddos 441 b 28 
OTOLXEloY 437A 223 443A 11. Ta TeEpl 

oroxelwv 441 b 14 
Zrparris 443 b 34 
oTpupvés 442a 20; 443b 11 
ovykeiobat 445 b 1s * 
avgvyla 436a 14 
cuddoylfec Oar 4534 13 
ovA\doyiouds 4534 12, 16 
oupBaive 451b 6; 437b 3. él ray 

aupBawvdvrwv (dprov) 438b 13; cf. 

439 b 32 
oupBddrrec0at 443 b 32; 445a 31 
abuBorov 437a 15 
cUMMETpOS 444a 36 
ouppueyvivat 442a 9 
cvppverOar 438 a 28, 29, 30 
cunguvla 439 b 33 sqq.; 

448 a 22 
cuvayew 437a 23 
cuvalrios 441 a 33 
cuvéxera 445b 32 
auvexhs 446b 16; 448b 25. 70 owvexés 

445 b 29, 30; 450a 9 
cuvynbea 444 a 2 

év oxdéret 437a 

447b 4; 
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auviOns 452a 29 
auwvictacba 438b 31; 443 a 31 
cuvopay 442b 4 
avoToxos 447b 32; 448a 18 
ovotolxws 448 a 16 

opddpa 4474 17; 450b 6; 4534 33 
oppaylfecbar 450a 34 
oppayls 450b 3 
oxjua 442b 21, 22 
cGua 446b 28; 445b 12. Ta cwpara 

4372 7. cua wpiopévoy 439b 12 
owuarikds 453a 16, 25 
TwuaTovcbar 445a 25 
TwuaTwons 445a 24 
cwrnpla 436b 7 

Tavads. Tavawrepov rip (Emped.) 437 b 
32; 438a 3 

Tak&w éxew 452a 4 
TaTTew 443 b 22; 44445. 

opp. draxros 440a 5 
Taxus. of lav taxets 450b 9 
Téuvew, els &reipa TéuvecOa 445 b 29 
(ra) rerpdroda 444 a 23 
Téppa 441b 53 442a 30 
TiWévat. dv tis TLOH TO patdy wédAay TL 

elvat 442a 23; cf. 443a 7. Oeréov 

449 a 18 
(6) Tinatos 437 b 13, 16 
Tpaxvs 442b 6 
Tpégpey dist. av&now movety 442 a I sqq. 

Tpéperbat Tats domais 443 a 19 
Tplywvov 449b 22; 450a 3 
Tpopn 441b 29 sqq-; 443b 26 sqq.; 
445 4 20 

Tpbgptos. Td Tpbdimov Enpdvy 441 b 27. 
TO Tpdptwov vypdv 442 a 29. DNlay 
Tpbpimov (To yAuKU) 442a 12; cf. Tpop7H 

Tuyxdvew. 7d Tuxdv (pds) re TUX bvTe 
ov cuudterac 438 b I 

TUTos 450a 33; 450b 6, 17 

TETAYMEVOS 

bylea 436a 18. mpos BonOearv vyelas 
444a 16; 445a 32 

bytewwds 444a 26 
vrypos opp. _oKdnypbs 450D Io. oBévyvo bau 

TQ vyp@e 437 b 18. 76 bypov raoxer 
bd Tod évaytiov 441 b 1osqq.; 442b 
30 sqq-; 4434 20. &v vypm elvat 

447a 8 
bypérns 444b 2 
vdaTwins 443a 18, 22 
tdwp 438 a 17; 439a 21; 441a 4, 29, 

b 3, 19; 442b 31; 4434 7, 33, 
b 5, 14 

tAn wavotrepulas 441a 20, 7 
vrdpxew. TiWécOa ws brdpxovTa 451 a 

23 
birepoxy opp. érrerYrs 439 b 31; 440b 

22. =pars exigua 446a 13 
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vroKketoOat. vrokelaOw 436a 5; 447 a 19. 
TO vroxeiuevov dist. Td érumodns 440a 

27 
vrokauBdavew. vmrodnmrréov 438b 21 
brdv\nyis 449b 27 

paiverbar. 
BLédav 437b 2; cf. 439b 2. od gai- 
verat 8cov (Td Tod Alou péyeos) 
448b 15, 16 

pads 442a 23 
pax 443b 34 
gavracia. 1 payracia rHs xpbas 439b 

7. wept paytaclas 449 b 33; 450a 25 
pavracua. voeiv otk éotrw dvev gar- 

Tdgmaros 450a I sqq. Oewpnua 7 
gavracua 450b 29, 32. Gewpnua 
kal &\Aov davracua 450b 28. gar- 
Tdoparos &is 451 a 17 

gavracrés 450a 26 
gaidos. ra patra coni. Ta POaprixd 

436b 23. ra daira opp. boa rdgv 
éxel 452a 4 

pépev. epouévov twos kivynows 447 a 
1; cf. 446b 2 

POaprixds 436b 23; 444b 32 
POcipew 444 b 32 sqq. 
pboyyos 445b 23; 446a 2 
POopa coni. srépnots 436b 7 
pirécogos. Tw larpadv oi pirocopwrépws 

Thy Téxvnv weTiovTes 436a 21 

PrOE 437b 20 
PpoBo 453 a 29 
powikovs 440a 2, 133 442a 25 
gpopa 446 b 8; dist. ddXolwors 446 b 32 
ppoynois 437 a I, 125 coni, dé&a 450 a 

‘18. % T&v vonrav gppdvynots dist. 7 
TOV TPAKTaV 437a 3 

ppbvimos 437a 16 
ppovrifew 445 a 2 
guraxyn coni.-cwrnpla 436b 6 
(ra) pudueva 441b 9; 445 a 3 
guoixés. 6 pvotxds 436b 18 
guotodoyla.  mepi trav guTav uc. 

442b 28 
(oi) @uotordéyor 442a 32 
gio. Ta wepl picews 436b 2. 7 

giots 441b 19; 444b 4. gicer 
dist. rapa piow 452a 31, b2. gious 
coni. ddvapyes 439 a 25. vow Toe 
452b 1. domep puots .4dn Td Gos 
452a 29. % Tod Udaros pias 441b 

43 cf 439a 35; 441b 12; 443b 
6; 444a 11, 24; 45026; 453b9 

gurév 442b 28 

pws 4378 34, b 14, 20; 438 a 31 sqq. 
wept gdwrds 439A 20 sqq-; 439 
18 sqq-; 446a 28-447a 12 

xalpew rats Tov avOGv dopuats 444a 35 

gpalverac Tb Tod dpOarpoi 

ee ye a x 

ee eae 
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xarkds 443a IQ 
xetmepinv dia vixra (Emped.) 437b 29 
xphots 447b 21 
xpéa sive xpola (cf. xpSua) 439 b 28; 

440a 9, 17, b 17, 20, 28 
xpovifer@ar 451 a 32 
xpovos 450a 22. xpdvov alcOnois 450b 

18; 4504 11; 451 a 19; 452 b 8 sqq. 
n ToO xpévov kivnows 452b 27 sqq. 
pera xpdvov 449b 31, 28. diapépew 
Kara Tov xpdvovy 453a 8. Ta uh év 
xpovy dvTa 450A 10 sqq. xpdvos 
dvalc@nros (ovK éorw) 440a 23; 
448b 19. of werakd xpivor (avGd- 
vovow) 448a 26sqq. xpdvos & G 
kweirat TO Kivovpevov 446a 32 

xpucds 4434 19. 
xp@ua; cf. xpda. epi xpwmaros 439 a 

13 sqq- TO évepyela xpOua 439 a 15. 
Xpwparos peréxew 439 b 10; 437a 8. 
Ta Xpdpara 439 b 20 _sqq-3 442a 
Iz sqq- Ta nora TOV Xpomdr wy 
440a I.  yéveris TOV xXpwudTwr 

440a 7sqq. Ta map’ dd\AndAa TiOEuEva 
Xpauara 440a 22, b 23. To émurodfs 
...70 bmoKkelwevoy Xpwua 440 a 15, 26. 
Ta el6n TAY XpwudTwv 440b 25; 445b 
23 sqq.; 446a 21 

xpwuariverbar 439b 1, 2 
xuuds 440b 29 sqq. 7d Tov xXULwD 

yévos 440b 32; 441b 9. Ta yévn 
Tov xupdv 441a 6. oi xumol 441 a 
323 4424 14sqq. Ta eldn Tw Xuma 
440 b 26; 445b 23. of ryv ndoviv 
TovouvTes "xupol 442a 17. dvddoyov 
elvar Tas dopas Tots xupots 443b 9 
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xurés coni. bypés 445 a 16 
xwplfev 446a 8 
xwpls 446a 6, b 22, 23 
xwpiorés 4398 25; 446a 12, 14; 

449 a 17 

YaOupds 441 a 28 
YnxecOar 450b 4 
Wogdos 446a 25 sqq.; 446b 33. 

Wbgdov diadopal 437A 10. 
Widuv alcOnrixdy 438b 22 

Wokis 443 b 18 
yuxn. 7 Yuxn aig@dverat 450b 31. 

Aéyew év ™] Wuxo 449b 25. pdvew 
év TH Wuxy 450b 11. yiyverOa év 
TH YUXN 450a 30. Ta THs WPuxijs 
popa 436a 1; 449b 6; 450a 18, 
243 451a 18; 4534217, b 11. ris 
Puxijs TO aic@nrixévy 438b 10. & we 
Ths Puxfs, @ aravra alcOdverac 449 a 
Io, 19; cf. 448b 24 sqq. ra mepl 

Yuxiis 436a 5, b 12, 16; 439a 9; 
449 b 34 TH KOWa THS yuyiis évTa 
kai Tov owomaros 436a 8, b 3: jepl 
Yuxis Kad’ abrnv kal mepl Tov Suvda- 
bewv avris 436a 1 

ai Tov 

TO TOV 

wyby.ov rip (Emped.) 437b 34 
ws. ore mev ws Td avTd akover...gore 5” 

ws ov 446b 17-19. ék Tod adbrod ws 
Tpopys 441a 22. ws elwetvy 441 a 19; 
4444 21. ws xara péyebos 444a 34. 
ws TH tod\Ad 451b 28. ws émi 7d 
modt 449b 8 

” 
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Alcmaeon, 134 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
passim 

Anaxagoras, 163, 166 
Apperception, 30-33 
Association, 38-40, 266 sqq. 
Atomists, 30, 150, 175 
Atoms, 197 sqq. 

121-286 

Baumker, 11, 15, 130, 235, 240 
Bender, 138, 169, 209, 212, 278 
Bonitz, 144, 150, 183, 187, 207, 221, 

243, 273) 275 
Bradley (F. H.), 270 
Burnet (Professor), 128, 133, 137, 163, 

182, 284 
Bywater, 132, 253 

Christ, 275, 285 
Chromatic tones, 23, 154sSqq. 
Cicero, 269 
Colour, 20-23, 149-159 
Cratylus, 132 
Crustaceans, 139 

Democritus—see Greek Index 

Ear, 9, 144 Sqq. 
Elements, 10, 133 
Empedocles—see Greek Index 
Eye, 12, 142 sqq. 

Faculty-Psychology, 123 
Flavour, 24, 160-178 
Freudenthal, 227, 244-288 passim 

Gesner, 262 
Grant (Sir A.), 186 

Hamilton (Sir W.), 174, 265, 266, 269 
Hammond, 137-288 passim 
Hayduck, 144, 146, 187 
Heart, 15 sqq., 147, 248 
Heraclitus, 73, 182 
Hume, 247 
Hypotheses, 124 

Insects, 139, I9I 

Joachim (H. H.), 158 

Kant, 151, 234 

Leonicus, 240, 266 
Lewes, I1 
Light, 20-233 134 Sqq-, 150 Sqq-, 205 

sqq-, 287-288 
Locke, 265 

Meno, 260 
Metrodorus, 166 
Michael Ephesius, 258 sqq. passim 
Mill (J. S.), 124 

Nature, 168, 275 
Neuhauser, 15-20, 33, 39, 142 sqq., 

I¥I, 179,247; 26%, 285 

Odour, 25-27, 179-194 

Pearson (Professor Karl), 196 
Phaedo, 260 
Philebus, 156 
Philoponus, 205 
Physiology (Aristotle’s), 9-20 
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